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For centuries, the Byzantine text of the 
New Testament-the medieval Greek 
manuscripts of Byzantine origin-was the 
only widely used text of the New Testa
ment. But with the advent of the inter
pretations of Westcott and Hort in the 
nineteenth century, the Byzantine text was 
considered by many to be obsolete. Today, 
it is rarely used, and most New Testament 
critics repudiate it as inferior to the current 
and predominant critical text. 

In The Byzantine Text-Type and New 
Testament Textual Criticism, Harry A. 
Sturz shows why this rejection of the 
Byzantine text is unjustified. While he does 
not agree with those scholars who say the 
Byzantine is the best text because it most 
closely represents the original text of the 
New Testament, he does believe it has 
value in New Testament criticism. 

Divided into two parts, The Byzantine 
Text-Type and New Testament Textual 
Criticism outlines the views of prominent 
New Testament critics who have opposed 
and supported the use of the Byzantine text 
in New Testament criticism. 

Part I discusses the theory of Westcott 
and Hort, and cites their reasons for con
sidering the Byzantine text "secondary ," 
discarding it, and formulating their own in
terpretation of the most valid text of the 
New Testament. 

The Westcott-Hort theory is followed by 
the rebuttal of John Burgon and Edward 
Hills, two scholars who believed the 
Byzantine text is the "primary" text, or the 
text by which all other New Testament 
texts should be judged. 

In Part II, Sturz indicates his reasons for 
believing that the Byzantine text is neither 
"primary" nor "secondary," but indepen
dent, and as such should not be "set aside." 
As Sturz says in his opening chapter: "The 
Byzantine text should be recognized as 
having an important and useful place in 
textual criticism because it is an indepen
dent witness to an early form of the New 
Testament text." 
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Preface 

Widely different views are currently held on the history and 
usefulness of the type of text represented by the mass of the lat~r 
manuscripts of the New Testament. Because of this, settling the 
question of the Byzantine text-type is essential for any student of 
the New Testament who seeks a means of evaluating external evi
dence for readings. The crucial nature of the problem is clear from 
the fact that the "history of the New Testament text" held by the 
critic largely determines whether he will set aside the testimony of 
the mass of the Mss or will take it into account in decision-making 
at places of variation. The "history of the text" he accepts and fol
lows is unavoidably, even if unconsciously, an influential factor in 
his evaluation of evidence for readings. 

His judgment regarding the value and usefulness of the Byzan
tine text may often make the difference in whether the textual stu
dent follows the reading printed in his edited Greek text or prefers a 
reading the editors have relegated to the critical apparatus. 1) lf the 
critic holds that the Byzantine text represents a late, secondary and 
corrupt stage of the New Testament and that the Alexandrian text, 
e.g., best represents the original (Westcott and Hort et al), he quite 
naturally dismisses the Byzantine text from consideration and fol
lows the reading(s) of Lhe Alexandrian text. 2) However, if he holds 
that the Byzantine represents the "traditional" or original text most 
accurately, and that other texts are corruptions of it (Burgon et al), 

9 



10 THE BYZANTINE TEXT-TYPE 

he naturally gives the Byzantine supreme authority and the read
ings of the differing texts are relegated to the apparatus. 3) lf, on the 
other hand, he believes that the "history of the text" is largely un
traceable and that none of the text-types or MSS are capable of sup
plying any real external weight of attestation (Kilpatrick et a[), his 
decision-making will rely chiefly upon internal (transcriptional, in
trinsic and stylistic) evidence of readings. 4) However, if he believes 
that each of the main text-typcs (including the Byzantine) are 
equally old and relatively independent from each other, he will in
clude the Byzantine testimony along with the others in order to 
determine external weight and spread of testimony. 

The investigation lying behind the original dissertation on which 
this book is based was to see if there were valid reasons for making 
use of the Byzantine text-type as an early and independent witness 
to the text of the New Testament. The investigation having been 
made and with the conviction Lhal such reasons exist, this treatment 
seeks to present a case for including the ßyzantine text-type in the 
weighing of external evidence for various readings to the Greek text 
of the New Textament. 



PARTI 

Current Attitudes Toward the Byzantine Text 





CHAPTERI 

Background 

"ßyzantine" refers to that type of text which characterizes the ma
jority of the later Greek uncial, semi-uncial and minuscule manu
scripts of the New Testament. lt is also the type of text found in the 
Syriac Peshitta and Gothic versions and in the extant quotations of 
Church Fathers from Chrysostom on. This text derives its name 
from the provenance ( origin) of most of its manuscripts: the Byzan
tine Empire. lt has, in addition to "Byzantine," been called: "Anti
ochian," after the supposed place of its origin, and the "Lucian 
Recension," after its supposed editor. lt is Semler's "Oriental," 
Bengel's ''Asiatic," Griesbach's "Constantinopolitan," Wcstcott and 
Hort's "Syrian," and Burgon's "Traditional." Other designations of 
the same text include: von Soden and Merk's "K," standing for 
"Koine" or "Common" text, Lagrange's "A," and Kenyon's ''Al
pha." lt is largely the text which lies behind the Textus Receptus and 
the King James lkrsion. In this book the Byzantine text will be re
ferred to more or less indiscriminately by the use of several of the 
above terms, especially those currently being used by writers in this 
area of study.1 

llt should be noted that the early and later stages of the Byzantine text are 
sometimes distinguished by various authors. Westcott and Hort used the term 
"Constantinopolitan" when they wished to indicate a later "Syrian" text reading 
where an earlier and later stage might be discerned in the attestation of a passage. 
In these instances "Syrian" was reserved for the earlier stage. (For an example see 
Hort's "Notes on Select Readings," The New Testament in the Original Greek.) 

13 



14 THE BYZANTINE TEXT-TYPE 

The Byzantine text has had its ups and downs. Especially is this 
true with regard to what is generally thought of as its chief repre
sentative: the Textus Receptus (TR). Most textual students of the 
New Testament would agree that the TR was made from a few me
dieval Greek manuscripts, mostly Byzantine, of Von Soden's Kx 
strand. They would further concur that the TR, though it brought 
the students and translators of the New Testament infinitely closer 
to the originals than the Latin Vulgate, was far from the pure text of 
the original autographs. Indeed, it was "the text received by all" 
and therefore the text used by all. 2 However, the principal reason 
for this was probably the fact that it was the only text available t() 
all. 

Though voices began to be raised for revision of the TR early in 
the eighteenth century, its sway was not broken until the nineteenth 
century. Beginning with Karl Lachmann's hold exclusion of the late 
manuscripts in publishing his reconstruction of a fourth-century 
text, efforts continucd through the collating and editing labors of 
Constantine Tischendorf. The climax came with the use of the ge
nealogical argument, which, as applied by Westcott and Hort (WH) 
gave the coup de grace to the Received Text. 3 The text of WH then 
replaced that of the TR, and the reign of the Byzantine text came to 
an end. From a position of exclusive use, it fell to a place of almost 
complete disuse. To this day, at least as far as the West is concerned, 
it has become the least-used text. 4 

Though the scholarly world for the most part accepted the over
throw of the TR and along with it the rejection of the Byzantine 
text-type, nevertheless the agreement was not unanimous. From the 

Zßruce M. Metzger, Chapters in the History of New Testament Textual Criticism 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1963). See his chapter on "The Lucianic Re
cension of the Greek Bible," and especially pages 27:30 for a concise summary of 
the influence of the Antiochian Text outside the Greek Church. 

3For a lucid summary of this transition period and the supplanting of the TR, 
see Ernest Cadman Colwell, What is the Best New Testament? (Chicago: The Uni
versity ofChicago Press, 1952), pp. 16-39; or Kirsopp Lake, The Text ofthe New 
Testament (6th ed. rev. by Silva New), 13th impression; London: Rivingtons, 1959, 
pp. 62-73. Fora fuller treatment see M. R. Vincent, A History of the Textual Crit
icism of the New Testament (New York: Macmillan Co., 1899), pp. 53-109. 

4The Eastern Church has consistently resisted attempts to revise its text and 
versions away from the Byzantine norm. Cf. Robert P. Casey, ''A Russian Orthodox 
View ofNew Testament Textual Criticism," Theology, LX. No. 440 (1957), 50-54. 
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first there was a reaction on the part of some Biblical scholars led by 
John William Burgon, Dean of Chichester. He sought to refute the 
theory of WH and to support the text which lay behind the TR, 
which he called the "Traditional" text. 

Two clear-cut attitudes toward the Byzantine text have persisted 
since the days of WH and Burgon and are still current today. There 
are those who follow the theory of WH, and there are some who 
adopt John Burgon's defense of the Traditional text. These two the
ories espouse diametrically opposed methods when it comes to the 
use of the Byzantine text-type in the textual criticism of the New 
Testament. There seems to be no possibility of harmonizing or rec
onciling the two viewpoints. Not only are they mutually exclusive, 
but the adherents of each claim to base their theory on "the facts." 
For example, Kirsopp Lake concludes his remarks on the theory of 
WH by saying: 

The fact of the "Syrian" revision is merely the deduction which 
W.H. drew from the facts. If any one can draw any other deduc
tion, well and good. But the facts will not be altered, and they 
prove that the later text is definitely an eclectic one, posterior in 
date, as shown by Patristic evidence, both to the Neutral and 
Western texts. 5 

lf anyone thinks that the unyielding stand of Lake (Ist edition, 
1900, and the 6th edition, 1928) would have no adherents in more 
recent time, the following statement by Charles Stephens Conway 
Williams will indicate that the view is still strongly held: 

But whether we adopt the hypothesis of a definite revision or 
that of a gradual process of change in order to account for the 
existence of the u [i.e. alpha or Byzantine] text, the fact of the 
existence of such a text remains, and its character as a secondary 
text of relatively late origin must be taken to be one of the estab
lished results of criticism [italics by Williams].6 

SLake, p. 72. 
6"Text of the New Testament," Dictionary of the Bible, ed. James Hastings (rev. 

ed., ed. E C. Grant and H. H. Rowley; New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1963), 
p. 992. 
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In direct contrast, the attitude of a modern textual critic who fol
lows in the line of Burgon may be seen in a statement by Edward 
Hills: 

. . . therefore the Byzantine text found in the vast majority of 
the Greek New Testament manuscripts is that true text. Tore
ject this view is to act unreasonably. lt is to fly in the face of the 
facts. 

Those, moreove1; who reject this orthodox vicw of thc New 
Testament text have rejected not merely the facts but also the 
promise of Christ always to preserve the true New Testament 
text and the doctrines of the divine inspiration and providential 
preservation of the Scripture implied in this promise. 7 

These two views are obviously irreconcilable, and it would be 
impossible for one working with the text to hold both at the same 
time. Both cannot be true; either one or the other may be correct, 
or they may both be in error. The writer feels that neither of these 
two groups is right in its theory of the Byzantine text. Furthermore, 
it is feit that each of them is over-confident in asserting that the 
theory he follows is based on established facts. This book seeks to 
show that the claims of both lack a solid foundation. 

A third attitude toward the use of the Byzantine text involves 
what might be termed the eclectic approach. This is held by some, 
who, because of certain recent discoveries, feel that WH were too 
severe in their condemnation of the "Syrian" text. They are, there
fore, willing to acknowledge that the Byzantine text has preserved 
early and in rare instances even original readings which somehow 
have not been retained in the other text-types or in the early uncials. 
Most of the critics in this category advocate an "eclectic" method of 
textual criticism. This method endeavors to have no favorite manu
script and no preferred type of text. Those using the method pro
fess to be willing to consider various readings, from whatever source 
they may come. On the basis of internal criteria, judgment is made 
between the readings as to which is most likely the original. The 
eclectic approach, though quite objective in the sense of being will-

7John W. Burgon, The Last Twelve Thrses of the Gospel According to S. Mark with 
an introduction by Edward E Hills (h.p.: Sovereign Grace Book Club, 1959), 
pp. 65-66. 
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ing to consider all readings, is admittedly very subjective in that 
much depends on the personal element in the evaluation of the evi
dence. A concise statement of the method, together with a com
ment on some of its weaknesses, may be found in Robert M. Grant's 
A H istorical I ntroduction to the New Testament: 

R C. Grant has listed three basic principles of textual criticism 
which deserve further analysis. They are these: 
"1. No one type of text is infallible, or to be pref erred by virtue 

of its generally superior authority. 
2. Each reading must be examined on its merits, and prefer

ence must be given to those readings which are demonstra
bly in thc style of the author under consideration. 

3. Readings which explain other variants, but are not con
trariwise to be explained by the others, merit our prefer
ence; but this is a very subtle process, involving intangible 
elements, and liable to subjective judgment on the part of 
the critic." 

Robert Grant evaluates these principles by pointing out that 

All three principles, indeed contain a large measure of subjec
tivity. The first is more valuable negatively than positively; it 
means basically that all manuscripts and all types of manu
scripts may contain errors. The second point introduces literary 
criticism . . . into textual study, and makes us raise the ques
tion whether an author always writes in what we may call his 
style. If not, the principle is not altogether persuasive. The 
third brings us in the direction of historical cricitism . . . and 
since it is admittedly subjective we need say no more than that 
the meaning of "explain" is clearer than the means by which the 
principle is to be employed. s 

One of the most thoroughgoing and consistent defenders of the 
eclectic method is George Dunbar Kilpatrick of Oxford, England, 
editor of the second edition of the British and Foreign Bible So
ciety's "Nestle Text. "9 Kilpatrick seems to be determined to have 
no favorite text in his application of this method. His stance may be 

8New York: Harper & Row, 1963, pp. 48-49. 
9H KAINH i:iIA0HKH (London: 1958). 
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clearly seen in part of the concluding statement of his article: ''An 
Eclectic Study of the Text of Acts." 

The readings which have been examined . . . seem to admit of 
certain conclusions. We have not sought to decide for one or 
another kind of text as a whole but have tried to consider each 
reading on its merits. Where readings remain unclassified we 
have found that no one text has a monopoly of error or of truth. 
The same is true for kinds of variation .... No manuscript or 
type of text is uniformly right or wrong. 

This conclusion applies as much to the Byzantine text, repre
sented by HLPS and many minuscules, as to the Western text 
and the Old Uncials. The outright condemnation of the Byzan
tine text by Westcott and Hort was one of the main errors in 
practice of their work.10 

Kilpatrick, however, proves to be rather unique in his consistent 
application of the principle of playing no favorites. He treats read
ings of the Byzantine text on a plane with those of the other text
types. Other writers and textual scholars have given lip-service to a 
similar approach, but in practice they do not appear to carry out the 
theory or the method with consistency, especially with regard to the 
consideration of Byzantine readings.11 

Therefore, for all practical purposes, because of the low esteem in 
which the text is still held by most critics, a Byzantine reading does 
not generally receive much consideration even under the eclectic 
method untess it happens to be attested by an early papyrus or un
less it offcrs thc only really acceptable reading among the available 
variants. 

That this is not an overstatement may be seen by an examination 
of the comments made by the authors of recent works on textual 
criticism as they discuss the application of method or the eclectic 
approach in examples of specific passages. The allusions which are 
made concerning the relative merit of types of texts, and of the 
Byzantine type in particular, reveal the low opinion in which it is 

IOßiblical and Patristic Studies, ed. J. Neville Birdsall and Robert W. Thompson 
(New York: Herder, 1963), p. 76. 

llQn eclecticism see Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament, lts Trans
mission, Corruption, and Restoration (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 
pp. 175-79; and J. Elliott, E. Epp, G. Fee and J. Ross in the bibliography. 
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still held by most New Testament scholars. Vincent Taylor, for ex
ample, simply ignores the Byzantine evidence in his "N otes on Se
lect Readings."12 J. Harold Greenlee concedes thc possibility that 

in some instances the true reading has been lost from the mss. of 
the other text-types and is preserved only in the Byzantine text. 
For this reason Hyzantine readings must not automatically be 
rejected without examination. 

But, lest anyone gather that he is giving füll weight to the K text or 
its readings, he hastens to add: 

At the same time, the general impression which is given by 
readings which are characteristically Byzantine is that they are 
inferior and not likely to be original. 13 

Moreover, Greenlee gives no example of such a preserved Byzantine 
reading in his section on the "Solution of Some New Testament 
Variants."14 In fact, as the section is perused, one detects a rather 
deep-seated bias in favor of the Alexandrian text-type and against 
both the Byzantine and Western texts. Bruce Metzger, in his chap
ter on "The Lucianic Recension of the Greek Bible," concludes in 
part: 

The lesson to be drawn from such evidence, however, is that the 
general neglect of the Antiochian readings which has been so 
common among many textual critics is quite unjustified. 15 

One might gather from the tone of this conclusion that a much more 
extensive use of the Byzantine text is advocated by him. In his work 
on the Text of the New Testament, which was published after the 
above article, he does cite a few examples where the Byzantines 
have preserved the correct reading in his estimation ( one of them 
distinctive). 16 But Metzger, while urging that Antiochian readings 

12The Text of the New Testament, A Short lntroduction (London: St. Martin's 
Press, 1961), pp. 76-107. 

13/ntroduction to New Testament Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids: 1964), p. 91. 
14/bid., pp. 114-34. 
I5Chapters, p. 39. 
I6Metzger, The Text ... , pp. 238-239. 
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should not be neglected, apparently still considers the Byzantine 
text-type secondary and inferior. He says that "readings which are 
supported by only Koine or Byzantine witnesses (Hort's Syrian 
group) may be set aside as almost certainly secondary ... "17 

For an earlier description and recommendation of the eclectic 
method see the discussion by Leo Vaganay, who seeks to steer a 
middle course in the use of external as well as internal evidence.18 
Vaganay, however, also joins the prevailing attitude toward the TR 
saying: "today it seems this famous text is dead at last and, let us 
hupe, fon:ver" (p. 173). 

The rise of the eclectic method with its increasing emphasis upon 
internal criteria coincided with and stemmed mainly from a disen
chantment with certain major elements in the theory of WH.19 In 
particular, it is generally agreed that the "Neutral" text of WH is a 
"will-of-the-wisp" and that even Vaticanus (B), its leading MS, is not 
"neutral" but shows definite signs of an edited Lexl. 20 In connection 
with this, the distinction which WH made between the text of ~ 
and B (i.e., their "Neutral" text) and whaL Lhey Lenm:u Lheir Alex
andrian text is no longer felt to be tenable. Many textual critic.s add 
the further criticism that WH's almost complete dismissal of the 
Western text is unjustified, some even holding that the Western is 
closer to the original than the Alexandrian. For statements on these 
changes in attitude toward the theory ofWH, see such writers as Sir 
Frederick G. Kenyon,21 Vaganay,22 and E. C. Colwell. 23 Colwell 
deals a devastating blow to the genealogical method as applied ( or 
rather, as it was not applied) by WH. In his conclusion, he says in 
part: 

17/bid., p. 212. 
lSAn Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament, trans. B. V. Miller 

(St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1937), pp. 91-95. 
19See also J. K. Elliott, "The Greek Text of the Epistles to Timothy and Titus," 

Studies and Documents, vol. 36 (1968), pp. iii and 1-14, in which he faults WH and 
defends the eclectic method. 

20This non-neutrality of the Egyptian text has been set forth by several writers 
and was extensively demonstrated by Hoskier in his Codex Band lts Allies, A Study 
and an Indictment, (London: Bernard Quariteis, 1914). 

21The Text of the Greek Bible (London: Gerald Duckworth and Co., 1949), 
p. 171. 

22An lntroduction, pp. 180-181. 
23"Genealogical Method: Its Achievements and Its Limitations," Journal of Bib

lical Literature, LXVI (1947), pp. 109-133. 
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No patching will preserve the theory ofWestcott and Hort. Kir
sopp Lake called it "a failure, though a splendid one" as long 
ago as 1904; and Ernest von Dobschutz feit that its vogue was 
over when he published his introduction (1925). But the crowd 
has not yet followed thcsc pioneers . . . 24 

21 

Werner Georg Kümmel, in a section where he discusses the present 
state of New Testament textual criticism, has occasion to say: 

Other parts of Westcott-Hort's theory have proved a failure, 
above all (a) the exaggerated preference for B and the Neutral 
text, and (b) the general repudiation of the Western text. 25 

A fourth theory of the use of the Byzantine text-type is the one 
set forth by Hermann Freiherr von Soden in his Die Schriften des 
Neuen Testaments. 26 lt allows a more or less equal status to the By
zantine text-type along with the Alexandrian and what he termed 
his Iota or "Jerusalem" type. Von Soden reasoned that the manu
scripts which support these types of text are the remains of three 
recensions (edited rcvisions of the New Testament Lexl) which were 
executed in different localities during the third and fourth cen
turies. The 1 or Iota group represents the recension of Eusebius and 
Pamphilus in Palestine, the H or Eta group represents the recension 
of Hesychius in Egypt, and the K or Kappa group represents the 
recension of Lucian in Antioch. 

According to von Soden these three recensions go back to the 
losL archetype, the T-H-K text, used by Origen, but already cor
rupted in the second century by Marcion, in the case of the 
Pauline Epistles, and by Tatian, in the case of the Gospels and 
Acts. The discovery and elimination of these corruptions bring 
us to the original text.27 

24/bid., p. 132. 
25/ntroduction to the New Testament, trans. A. J. Mattill, Jr. and completely re

edited by Werner George Kumme!, 14th revised ed. (New York: Abingdon Press, 
1966), p. 383; Journal of Bible and Religion, XXX (1962), pp. 314-315. See article 
by Harold Hunter Oliver on "Present Trends in the Textual Criticism of the New 
Testament," particularly his remarks in regard to the genealogical method ofWH 
and their attitude toward the Western text. 

261 Teil: Untersuchungen, II Abteilung: Die Textformen, Göttingen, 1911. 
27Metzger, The Text, p. 141. 
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Von Soden's theory has not had a general acceptance among En
glish, German, or French critics, though some Spanish scholars 
seem to have found value in it. 28 

Later, Burnett Hillman Streeter was not persuaded by von 
Soden's theory of a relatively independent recension of the K text. 
Streeter, in his work on the Gospels,29 made an advance on the 
theory of WH as he developed his own theory of "local texts." As 
for the origin of the Byzantine text, he retained the WH theory that 
it derived from a recension made at Antioch and was dependent on 
the other text-types. However, Streeter broadened the theory in 
order to include Old Antiochian readings. This made a third source 
in addition to the Alexandrian (combining Hort's Neutral and Alex
andrian) and the Western text-types. The editors at Antioch ob
tained these Old Antiochian readings, not so much from old Greek 
manuscripts preserved in and around Antioch, as from early trans
lations which had been made into Syriac. Therefore, according to 
Streeter, the Old Antiochian readings, which contributed to Lu
cian's revision, are found now in the Sinaitic and Curetonian Syr
iac. 30 Though Streeter acknowledges that "it is probable that some 
of the readings of the Lucianic text which do not appear in the 
Syriac were derived from the old text of Antioch,"31 he does not 
place much weight on this, as is evident from his chart and his 
discussion. Streeter, along with the writers mentioned above, aban
doned WH's idea of a "Neutral" text. 32 In addition, Streeter also 
questioned some of WH's criteria for internal evidence of readings; 

LMSee the arlide by Kurt Aland: "The Present Position of New Testament 1Cx
tual Critkism," Studia Evangelica_, ed. K. Aland, E L. Cross and othcrs (Berlin: 
Akademie-Verlag, 1959), p. 721; Metzger's; "Recent Spanish Contributions to the 
Textual Criticism of the New Testament," Chapters ... , pp. 136-141; and John 
R. Janeway, An Investigation of the Textual Criticism of the New Testament Done by 
Spanish Scholars, with Special Relation to the Theories and Text ofWH (unpublished 
dissertation, University of Southern California, 1958), pp. 164-165, 320-325 and 
other scattered references. 

29The Four Gospels a Study of Origins, Treating of the Manuscript Tradition, 
Sources, Authorship, & Dates (eighth impression; London: Macmillan and Co., 
1953). 

30See charts of his own and WH's theory (The Four Gospels, p. 26) which graph
ically illustrate this point. Note also his discussion of the revision by Lucian, es
pecially pp. 112-119. 

31/bid., p. 119. 
32Cf. his section on the recension of Hesychius Ibid., pp. 121-127. 
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he speaks, for example, of the "the fallacy of the shorter text. "33 

While WH's theory of a "Neutral" text and their attitude toward 
the Western text has been abandoned by many scholars, Hort's the
ory of the "Syrian" text still dominates the field. Moreover, those 
scholars who follow the "eclectic" approach (i.e., of choosing read
ings on the basis of internal criteria) usually feel free to reject the 
points ofWH's theory that have been mentioned. At the same time, 
however, probably a majority of them continue to share WH's view 
that the Byzantine text is secondary in nature and dependent upon 
the Alexandrian and Western texts. 

While those who follow WH in this matter characterize the "Syr
ian" as the worst and most useless text for help in recovering the 
original, the followers of Burgon, contrariwise, maintain that the 
Byzantine is the best text, the "traditional text," and the text which 
most closely represents the original. 

Because of this clear-cut antithesis, and the irrcconcilable nature 
of these two viewpoints, together with the fact that the theory of 
WH in regard to the Byzantinc tcxt sccms to hold thc prcdominant 
position in the western world, the approach of the next chapter will 
be to outline the theory of WH with regard to the K text. Following 
this, in Chapter 3, the rebuttal to WH by Burgon and Hills is re
viewed. Chapter 4 indicates reasons for turning away from the posi
tion of Burgon and Hills. In Part 2 reasons are presented for 
believing that the Byzantine text-type, though it may not neces
sarily be considered the "best" or the "standard" text as is con
tended by Burgon's followers, nevertheless should not be set aside 
as insisted upon by the theory of WH. Part 2 seeks to show that the 
Byzantine text should be recognized as having an important and 
useful place in textual criticism because it is an independent witness 
to an early form of the New Testament text. 

33/bid., p. 131 ff. 
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A Summary Of The Argument 
That The Byzantine Text Is Secondary 

There appears tobe a near consensus among modern New Testa
ment scholars that the Byzantine text is practically useless for help 
in recovering the original text. This position is based on a century
old theory of textual history which contended that the Syrian text 
was derived from "older" text-types. 

Westcott and Hort discerned what they felt to be the best text of 
the New Testament in two fourth century manuscripts Sinaiticus 
(X) and Vaticanus (B). This text they called "Neutral," arguing for 
its early existence1 and also for its purity and pre-eminence.2 WH 
also distinguished what they felt to be a "scholarly revision" of this 
pure text, which they called ''Alexandrian." Though their ''Alex
andrian" text did not exist by itself in a pure state, they said it could 
be found in manuscripts CL 33 etc. Modem critics generally do not 
uphold WH's distinction between the "Neutral" and the "Alex
andrian" texts, but tend to combine the manuscripts of the two into 
one group and refer to the complete collection of witnesses as repre
senting the Alexandrian or Egyptian text-type. The early existence 
of this text is attested by quotations from Origen, the Egyptian 
versions, and more recently, by Egyptian papyri-particularly the 
Bodmer papyrus XV and XVI (p75). 

l/ntroduction, pp. 150-151. 
2/bid„ pp. 210-212. 
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Another text which was acknowledged to be early by WH and 

others is termed the "Western" text. Though this type of text is less 
homogeneous than the Alexandrian text, no one questions its early 
existence, for it is widely attested, having more and even earlier 
patristic attestation than the Egyptian. WH saw little value in the 
Western text. They feit that it was corrupt and untrustworthy, ex
cept in the case of certain omissions where they said it should be 
allowed a hearing and may even in rare instances actually represent 
the original.3 Today opinions vary among critics. Many are willing 
to give a somewhat larger place to Western rcadings than did WH, 
and a few critics, following A. C. Clark, hold the conviction that 
the Western text-type more faithfully preserves the original than 
does the Alexandrian. In any case, the majority of textual critics 
slill appear Lu agree Lhal buLh Lhe Alexandrian and the Western 
type-types originated earlier than did the Byzantine. 

Following WH, three main arguments continue tobe used in an 
effort to demonstrate that the Syrian (Byzantine) text was derived 
from the others. They are as follows: 

(1) Conflate Readings. In the firstplace it is argued that the Syr
ian text must be late in its origin and edited in its nature because 
evidence seems to indicate that it was made from the other two 
types of text (i.e., the Alexandrian and the Western). The supposed 
proof for this lies in what WH called "conflate" readings.4 WH 
listed eight instances of conflate readings, four from Mark and four 
from Luke. s These involve places of variation in the text of the New 
Testament where the witnesses to the various readings divide at 
least three ways. One variant is attested by Alexandrian witnesses, 
another by the Western witnesses, and the third reading appears to 
"conflate", or combine, the two shorter readings into one longer 
reading in the Syriän witnesses. The last of the eight examples, 
Luke 24:53, may be taken to illustrate the concept of conflation as 
set forth by WH, inasmuch as it exhibits rather neatly this three
fold division. Here are the readings and attestation as given in the 
Nestle texts: 

3WH called these "Western non-interpolations"; thereby they avoided saying 
that the "Neutral" had heen interpolated. 

4/ntroduction, pp. 93-107. 
Sfor a list of the eight passages see Chapter VIII, p. 82. 
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EUAO"fOUllTE<; Toll 0cov 

ULVOUTE<; TOV 0EOV 

ULVOlJV"l"E<; KUL 

EUAO"(OUVTE<; TOV 0EOV 

blessing God 

praising God 
praising and 

blessing God 

p75XBC*L pc 
sys 

D it 
AW-ö fam 1 

fam 13 pl lat 

Thus it appears, according to the argument, that the Syrian edi
tor( s) had manuscripts of the Western text reading aCvouvTE<; and 
also Alexandrian manuscripts reading EUAo-youvTe<;, and since they 
did not wish to lose anything, they simply combined the two. Thc 
longer readings thus appear to demonstrate both a) the earlier date 
of the non-Byzantine texts and b) the method of the editor(s) that 
used them. 

(2) Silence of the Fathers. The second line of evidence advanced 
by WH to argue that the Byzantine text is later and therefore depen
dent on the Alexandrian and the Western is patristic in nature: the 
silence of the Fathers. While there are quotations in the writings of 
the Fathers which are found supporting the Alexandrian text (es
pecially Origen) and many of the early Fathers are found witnessing 
to the Western text, WH maintained that no church Father is to be 
found attesting the Byzantine text in quotations of Scripture before 
the time of Chrysostom, i.e. till the latter part of the fourth century. 
Therefore, because the text was not used or quoted by the early 
Fathers, the conclusion drawn is that it must not have been in exis
tence in their time. 6 

(3) Interna! Evidence. The third proof is taken from internal evi
dence of readings. WH contend that when the readings of the Syr
ian text-type are compared with those of the other text-types, they 
are found to be not only conflate but inferior in other matters 
involving content and style, thus indicating an editing process. This 
line of reasoning is set forth by Hort in the succeeding part of his 
I ntroduction. 7 

The conclusion drawn from this three-fold argument is that 
though the Syrian text predominates greatly in numbers of wit
nesses it should not be counted in evaluating evidence for readings, 
because it was formed from the other ancient texts. To use the Syr-

6See Hort's summary of this argument: /ntroduction, pp. 107-15. 
7/bid., pp. 114-115. 
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ian text in weighing evidence for readings, therefore, would be un
justified because of its late origin and secondary nature. 

WH maintain that a special proof of the lateness of the Syrian text 
is its distinctive readings, i.e., readings which are peculiar to it, not 
being found in the other textual traditions or quotations of the early 
Fathers: 

Before the middle of the third century, at the very earliest, we 
have no historical signs of the existence of readings, conflate or 
other, that are marked as distinctively Syrian hy the want of 
attestation from groups of documents which have preserved the 
other ancient forms of text. This is a fact of great significance, 
asccrtaincd as it is cxclusivcly by cxtcrnal cvidcncc, and thcrc
fore supplying an absolutely independent verification and ex
tension of the result already obtained by comparison of the 
internal character of readings as classified by conflation. 8 

This insistence upon the lateness of distinctively Syrian readings 
is taken up again in the section having to do with the internal evi
dence of Syrian readings. Here Hort says that 

when distinctively Syrian [Byzantine] readings are minutely 
compared one after the other with the rival variants, their claim 
to be regarded as the original readings is found gradually to 
diminish, and at last to disappear. Often either the transcrip
tional or the intrinsic evidence is neutral or divided, and occa
sionally the two kinds of evidence appear to be in conflict. But 
there are, we believe, no instances where both are clearly in 
favor of the Syrian reading, and innumerable where both are 
clearly adverse to it.9 

And, on page 117, Hort sums up this matter of the hypothetically 
early existence and consequent possible usefulness of distinctively 
Syrian readings: 

we are led to conclude that the hypothesis provisionally allowed 
[i.e., that where the Syrian text differs from all other extant 

B/ntroduction, pp. 115-119. 
9/bid„ p. 116. 
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ancient texts, its authors may have copied some other equally 
ancient and perhaps purer text now otherwise lost] must now be 
definitely rejected, and to regard the Syrian text as not only 
partly but wholly derived from the other known ancient texts. lt 
follows that all distinctively Syrian readings may be set aside at once 
as certainly originating after the middle of the third century, and 
therefore, as far as transmission is concerned, corruptions of the 
apostolic text [italics added]. 

Having determined that the distinctive readings of the Syrian text 
must be worthless, Hort reasons that the same data that led to this 
conclusion also lead to another which WH maintain is of equal or of 
even greater importance. This further conclusion has to do with the 
non-distinctive Syrian readings. "N on-distinctive readings" are 
those readings where the Byzantine text agrees either with the Alex
andrian text or the Western text. According to the theory of WH, 
such an alignment must not be considered as lending any more 
weight of authority or originality to the reading. The reason given 
for this rejection of the K-text from consideration even when it 
agrees with an acknowledged ancient text, is the supposed derived 
and therefore secondary nature of the Syrian text: 

Accordingly a reading supported both by the documents be
longing to the Syrian group and by those belonging to e.g., the 
Western group has no appreciably greater presumption in its 
favour than if it were supported by the Western group alone: the 
only accession is that of a lost Western MS not later in date than 
the time when the Syrian text was formed; and in almost all 
cascs this fact would add nothing to our knowledge of the ances
try of the reading as furnished by the Non-Syrian documents 
attesting it. 10 

That this three-fold argument of WH, as to the conflate, edited, 
and consequently late and unusable nature of the Syrian text-type 
formed a "cord not easily broken" may be seen in the fact that it 
continues to be used by many critics. For one of the more vehement 
examples, consider Williams' statement in his article "Text of the 
New Testament": 

10/bid., p. 118. 
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Here it is ... that the original and epoch-making character of 
the work of WH is most conspicuous. The first proposition
and the one which strikes at the root of the claims of the TR-is 
this, that no specifically "Syrian" reading occurs in the NT quota
tions of any Father before Chrysostom [italics Williams']. In other 
words, wherever the Syrian family marks itself off from the oth
ers by a reading of its own, that reading cannot be shown to have 
been in existence before the latter part of the 4th century. The 
importance of this proposition is obvious, and it is noteworthy, 
as showing the value of Patristic evidence, that the proof of it 
rests wholly on the quotations found in the Fathers. The inev
itable conclusion is that the Syrian text is a secondary text, 
formed (according to WH in Syria, and especially in Antioch) in 
the course of the 4th century. This secondary character is also 
established by an examination of representative Syrian read
ings .... As compared with the rival readings of other groups, 
they show the ordinary signs of editorial revision, such as the 
modification of harsh or strange phrases, assimilation of one 
version of an incident with another, greater literary smoothness, 
and the like. A special proof of secondariness is found in what 
WH call conflate readings .... The conclusion, therefore, is 
that the witnesses belonging to the Syrian family, although they 
predominate enormously in numbers, possess little intrinsic 
weight when opposed to witnesses of the other groups. 11 

29 

Williams continues his conclusion and application further on in the 
same article and makes the additional claim that nothing has oc
curred since the days of WH to upset their judgment on the Syrian 
text: 

lt may be added that the course of discovery since the publica
tion of WH's theory has furnished the best possible test of such 
a theory, that of wholly new and unforeseen witnesses, and that 
it has received therefrom much confirmation and no refutation. 
The discovery of the Siniatic Syriac, the fuller scrutiny of the 
versions, the testing of Patristic quotations . . . the papyrus and 
vellum fragments from Egypt and Sinai, the examination of 
more of the minuscle Mss, all these have brought additional 
support to readings of the ß, "{, and 8 families, for which the 
evidence previously available was sometimes very scanty, while 

llDictionary of the Bible, p. 991. 
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they have done nothing to carry back the date of the dis
tinctively Syrian readings beyond the period assigned to them 
by WH, namely, the age of Chrysostom. 12 

One other recent writer may be cited to show that the basic line of 
argument for the theory of WH with regard to the Byzantine text is 
still very much entrenched. Bruce Metzger summarizes the general 
concensus of modern scholarship in this regard as he concludes his 
review of the WH theory: 

By way of retrospect and evaluation it may be said that scholars 
today generally agree that one of the chief contributions made 
by Westcott and Hort was their clear demonstration that the 
Syrian (or Byzantinc) text is later thun the other types of text. 
Three main types of evidence support this judgment: (1) the 
Syrian text contains combined or conflate readings which are 
clearly composed of elements current in earlier forms of text; (2) 
no ante-Nicene Father quotes a distinctively Syrian reading; 
and (3) when the Syrian readings are compared with the rival 
readings their claim to be regarded as original is found gradually 
to diminish, and at last to disappear. 13 

Those who follow Westcott and Hort in rejecting the Byzantine 
testimony often are also carried along by other elements of the WH 
theory. For the followers of WH, therefore, if one may give an over
simplified conclusion and summary, the true reading of the Greek 
New Testament (as far as external evidence is concerned) is to be 
found in the cumbinatiun of the non-Syrian witnesses; or if these 
witnesses be divided, the reading is to be found in the Alexandrian 
text-type. lf the Alexandrian text-type be divided, the true reading 
will be found where X and B agree; or if they be divided, where B 
and at least one other witness read together. Occasionally, even B 
alone is followed; but in no case is the reading attested by the By
zantine bulk of manuscripts to be considered as worthy of following 
if it be the only support. Whereas WH gave little credence to West
ern readings (the exception being the "Western non-inter-

12/bid„ pp. 991-992. Note the previous citation of Williams and his insistence 
that the "! acf' of the a text's existence as a secondary text of late origin "must be 
taken to be one of the established results of criticism" (p. 15 above). 

BThe Text, p. 135. 
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polations," as WH called them), modern textual critics tend to give 
more consideration and weight to intrinsically probable Western 
readings-especially if the alternative Alexandrian reading is im
probable in their opinion. Chapter 3 sets forth an opposite view of 
the Byzantine text. 



CHAPTERIII 

A Summary Of The Argument That 
The Byzantine Text Is Primary 

In direct contrast to the theory ofWH, which is based on a concept 
uf Lexlual hislury Lhal derives Lhe Byzauliue Lexl from other texl
types, is the view that divine providence has preserved the 
Byzantine manuscripts as the best text. In this view, other texts or 
text-types are considered deviations and corruptions of the true 
text. While WH would say that the Byzantine text is the least useful 
text because it is secondary, John W. Burgon and Edward E Hills 
would say that the Byzantine is the primary or basic text, the Tradi
tional text, and is, therefore, the "norm" by which all other texts 
are to be judged. The basic premise of this view is that the agree
mcnt of a large majority of individual manuscripts constitutes the 
chief evidence for the true text because such plurality indicates the 
divinely preserved text. l 

1 John W Burgon was the chief spokesman for this viewpoint in the days of WH. 
His works include: The Last Twelve Verses of the Gospel According to Mark, London: 
James Parker & Co., 1871; The Revision Revised, London: John Murray, 1883: The 
Traditional Text of the Holy Gospels, London: George Bell & Sons, 1896; and The 
Causes of the Corruption of the Traditional Text of the Holy Gospels, London: George 
Bell & Sons, 1896. The last two of these works were published posthumously 
(from Burgon's notes) by Edward Miller. More recently this view of the supreme 
value of the Byzantine Text is urged by Edward E Hills in The King James \lersion 
Defended! A Christian View of the New Testament Manuscripts, The Christian Re
search Press, 1956; in his "Introduction" to a re-print ofBurgon's The Last Twelve 
\lerses . .. published by The Sovereign Grace Book Club, 1959, pp. 17-72; andin 

32 
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In order to support this view at the outset preservation is inti
mately linked with "inspiration": 

lf the doctrine of the divine inspiration of the Old and New 
Testament Scriptures is a true doctrine, the doctrine of the 
providential preservation of these Scriptures must also be a true 
doctrine. lt must be that down through the centuries God has 
exercised a special, providential control over the copying of the 
Scriptures and the preservation and use of the original text have 
been available to God's people in every age. God must have done 
this, for if He gave the Scriptures to His Church by inspiration 
as the perfect and final revelation of His will, then it is obvious 
Lhal Ht:: would nol allow this revelation to disappear or undergo 
any alteration of its fundamental character. 2 

Hills seeks to bolster his argument by asserting that this has "always 
been held, either implicitly or explicitly, by all branches of the 
Christian Church. "3 He makes reference to a statement by Origen: 

Thus Origen in the third century was expressing the faith of all 
when he exclaimed to Africanus, ''Are we to suppose that Provi
dence which in the sacred Scriptures has ministered to the edi
fication of all the churches of Christ, had no thought for those 
bought with a price, for whom Christ died!"4 

Hills seeks to show that, contrary to the claims of WH and others, 
New Testament textual criticism is different from the textual crit
icism of ordinary books because of the unique origin and preserva
tion of the New Testament documents. The concluding statement 

ZEdward Hills, King James Version Defended, p. 8. 
3/bid., p. 8. 
4/bid„ p. 9. 

Believing Bible Study, The Christian Research Press, 1967. David Otis Fuller has 
more recently edited two books dealing with the subject: Which Bible, Grand 
Rapids International Publications, 3rd ed., 1970; True or False, Grand Rapids In
ternational Publications, 1973. A further defense of the text of thc majority of thc 
MSS is made by Jakob van Bruggen in The Ancient Text of the New Testament, 
Winnipeg: Premier, 1976; and by Wilbur N. Pickering in The Identity of the New 
Testament Text, Nashville: Thomas Nelson lnc., 1977. 
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in his opening section having to do with "The lmportance of Doc
trine," is as follows: 

... if the doctrines of the divine inspiration and providential 
preservation of these Scriptures are true doctrines, then the tex
tual criticism of the New Testament is different from that of the 
uninspired writings of antiquity. The textual criticism of any 
book must take into account the conditions under which the 
original manuscripts were written and also thost: umkr which 
the copies of these manuscripts were made and preserved. But if 
the doctrines of the divine inspiration and providential preser
vation of the Scriptures are true, then THE ORIGINAL NEW 
TESTAMENT MANUSCRIPTS W'ERE WRITTEN UN 
DER SPECIAL CONDITIONS, UNDER THE INSPIRA
TION OF GOD, AND THE COPIES WERE MADE AND 
PRESERVED UNDER SPECIAL CONDITIONS, UN
DER THE SINGULAR GARE AND PROVIDENCE OF 
GOD [italics and caps by Hills]. 5 

Hills concedes that the doctrine of providcntial preservation 
unlike inspiration was not explicitly stated in any creed until the 
seventeenth century,6 but he maintains that it is not a seventeenth
century doctrine but rather the doctrine of the Scriptures and of 
Christ Himself. 7 As proof of this view he cites the two following 
passages to support divinely attested preservation of the Old Testa
ment: 

Till heav~n and earth pass away, one jot or onc tittlc shall in no 
wise pass from the law until all be fulfilled (Matthew 5:18). lt is 
easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than one tittle of the 
law to fail (Luke 16: 17). 

Hills then turns his attention to Christ's teaching concerning the 
preservation of the New Testament: 

Christ also taught that the same divine providence which had 
preserved the Old Testament would preserve the New Tusta-

SJbid., p. 9. 
6/bid., p. 23. 
7/bid., p. 24. 
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ment too. In the concluding verses of the Gospel of Matthew we 
find His "Great Commission" not only to the twelve apostles 
but also to His Church throughout all ages, "go ye therefore and 
teach all nations." lmplied in this solemn charge is the promise 
LhaL Lhruugh Lht! wurking of God's providence the Church will 
always be kept in possession of an infallible record of Christ's 
words and works. And similarly, in His discourses on the last 
things He assures His disciples that His promises not only shall 
certainly be fulfilled but also shall remain available for the com
fort of His people during that troubled period which shall pre
cede His second coming. In other words, that they shall be 
preserved until that time. "Heaven and earth shall pass away, 
but my words shall not pass away." (Matthew 24:35). 8 

35 

Following this he again asserts that "the providential preservation 
of the Scriptures is also a necessary consequence of their divine 
inspiration. "9 He unites the two with language that appears to put 
them on the same level of precision. 

Tht: whult: cast: fur the primacy of the Byzamine text (as argued 
by Hills) is ultimately made to rest upon the providence of God. 
The remaining points that Hills makes as he traces his reconstruc
tion of the history of the text are all colored by this same basic 
premise. He himself calls attention to this as he introduces his "ax
ioms of consistently Christian Textual Criticism": 

In working out a consistently Christian New Testament textual 
criticism special emphasis must he laid upon the doctrine of the 
providential preservation of Scripture, for from this doctrine can 
be deduced the main outlines of the history of the New Testa
ment text [italics added] .10 

In pages 30 through 35 Hills enlarges on the following, which he 
terms "six axioms of consistently Christian textual criticism:" 

(a) The purpose of the providential preservation of the New 
Testament is to preserve the infallibility of the inspired original 
text. (b) This providential preservation concentrated itself on 

8/bid., p. 24. 
9/bid., p. 24. 
10/bid., p. 29. 
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the Greek New Testament text. (c) This providential preserva
tion operated within the sphere of the Greek Church. ( d) This 
providential preservation operated through the testimony of the 
Holy Spirit. (e) The text of the majority of the manuscripts is 
the providentially preserved and approved text. (f) The text of 
the majority of the manuscripts is the standard text. 11 

The conclusion, observed in the axioms (e) and (f), is that the text 
of the majority of the manuscripts cquals the best representative of 
the original, and should be considered the standard text because it 
is the providentially preserved text. Therefore the Byzantine text 
( the text with the overwhelming number of manuscripts) should be 
the determining criteria in the weighing uf ev il.lence for readings 
bccause numbers do count. And, in contrast to WH, the Alex
andrian manuscripts together with those of the Western text are to 
be treated as deviations or corruptions of the true text. Such early 
Alexandrian manuscripts exist today because they were rejected by 
the Church, which reorganized their inferiority, and therefore such 
manuscripts were not worn out with use as was the case with the 
early Byzantine manuscripts.12 

While ßurgon-Hills et al take as a basic premise: the best or true 
text is preserved where there are the greatest number of Mss, and 
such numerical superiority reveals the providence of God in pre
serving the inspired original in the Byzantine text-type; it is neither 
fair-minded nor honest to maintain that they did not understand the 
argument of WH, or that they appealed only to a theological argu
ment in their reply. They examined the arguments of WH and 
found them wanting in several areas. They examined the "con
flates." They, especially Burgon, researched quotations of the Fa
thers. They proffered a logical explanation, or a rational theory, for 
the history of the Text. Furthermore, Burgon and Hills have dealt 
with specific problems of variation in the text of the New Testament 
applying, in knowledgeable and extended fashion, all the categories 
of external, transcriptional, and intrinsic evidence. 13 However, they 
probably would not deny that the basic support for their view was 
theological-the providence of God. Chapter 4 seeks tu examim: 
and show the weakness of this viewpoint. 

11/bid„ p. 30. 
12/bid„ p. 43, 56. 
13See above note 1 (Chapter III) for a list of their writings . 
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An Examination Of The Argument That 
The Byzantine Text ls Primary 

The Burgon-Hills argument rests on a theological and dogmatic 
basis which must be accepted and followed by faith. With no inten
tion of belittling faith or of treating Scriptural doctrines irrev
erently, there are elements in Hills' argument with which orthodox 
Christians may disagree. Conservatives will agree that the Scrip
tures were given by verbal inspiration. Conservatives will also agree 
that by divine providence the Scriptures have been marvelously pre
served. However, when it is insisted that "all orthodox Christians, 
all Christians who show due regard for the divine inspiration and 
providential preservation of Scripture, must agree with Burgon in 
this matter,"1 there will be many such orthodox Christians who will 
not agree. 

The chief weakness in the Burgon-Hills theory seems tobe the 
foundation upon which the entire structure is built. To present 
preservation as a necessary corollary of inspiration, then to imply 
that preservation of the Scripture must be as faithful and precise as 
inspiration of the Scriptures, appears to be taking a position that is 
both unscriptural and impossible to demonstrate. Hills insists that 

. . . if the doctrine of the divine inspiration of the Old and New 
Testament Scripturcs is a truc doctrine the doctrine of the pruvi
dential preservation of these Scriptures must also be a true doc-

lLast Twelve ~rses, in Hills' introduction, p. 21. 
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trine. lt must be that down through the centuries God has 
exercised a special providential control. ... God must have 
done this ... 2 

lt should be pointed out that providential preservation is not a nec
essary consequence of inspiration. Preservation of the Word of God is 
promised in Scripture, and inspiration and preservation are related 
doctrines, but they are distinct from each other, and there is a <lan
ger in making one the necessary corollary of the other. The Scrip
tures do not do this. God, having given the perfect revelation by 
verbal inspiration, was under no special or logical obligation to see 
that man did not corrupt it. He created the first man perfect, but 
He was under no obligation to keep him perfect. Or to use another 
illustration, having created all things perfect, God was not obligated 
to see that the pristine perfection of the world was mainLaim:u. In 
His providence the world was allowed to suffer the Fall and to en
dure a uefacement of its original condition. lt may very well be that 
the Scriptures used to attest the promise to preserve God's Word do 
involve preservation. The point is that this is a different matter than 
insisting that God, because He inspired the Scriptures, is ipso facto 
obligated to preserve them; or, further, that He is obligated to pre
serve them in a particular way. 

One <langer of such a position is that the faith of some has been 
weakened when they have become aware of variant readings in the 
manuscripts precisely because they have confounded preservation 
with inspiration. Though both are biblical doctrines, the Scripture 
docs not link them inexorably. Concerning inspiration, the Scrip
tures are very specific as to the direct working of the Holy Spirit. 
The Scriptures were "God-breathed" (II Timothy 3:16). "Holy 
men of God spake as they were borne along by the Holy Spirit" 
(II Peter 1:21). But while God promised that His Word would be 
preserved, "Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words will 
not pass away" (Matthew 24:35), He did not stipulate in the Scrip
tures that He would keep Christian scribes from error or that tlie 
text-type with the most copies would be the best text. And even 

2King James Version Defended, p. 8. See also the succeeding sentence, also bot
tom of page 24-25 where he speaks of the providential preservation of the Scrip
tures as a necessary consequence of their divine inspiration. 
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Hills is not willing to say that all the original words and only the 
original words are confined in the Byzantine Manuscripts. Hills, no 
doubt, holds to the verbal plenary view of inspiration, i.e. that 
every word in all the Scriptures was originally given by divine in
spiration. 

lf providential preservation of the Scriptures is tied to inspira
tion, is placed on a level with inspiration, and is understood to 
mean that not one jot or tittle shall pass out of the Byzantine text
type, the theory is on shaky ground due to the fact that even the 
Byzantine text with its high degrcc of homogcneity is composite 
(i.e., there are strands within its homogeneity). Through the re
search of von Soden at least five principal strands have been identi
fied, some of them with an array of subordinates, within the 
ßyzantine text-type. 3 Evt:u if iL were agreed for rhe sake of argu
ment that the Byzantine text were the best text-the text of God's 
special providential care-one who held an orthodox view of in
spiration would still be unable to say that the preserved Byzantine 
text paralleled exactly andin every detail the verbally inspired orig
inal. One who followed the Byzantine text as the best text might 
claim this where the composite strands agree, but what will he say 
when KI, Ki, and IKa divide? And what will he say when disagree
ments of the later but more numerous Kx and Kr groups differ from 
the earlier K groups or between themselves in readings? In such 
cases, where does one locate the providentially preserved text? lt is 
a mistake to put preservation on the same level of precision of oper
ation as inspiration and then to limit preservation to one text-type. 

Even if, due to internal disagreements, one text-type could not 
claim to preserve in every detail the verbally inspired autographs, 
this would disprove neither providential preservation nor inspira
tion. An attempt to disprove preservation or inspiration on the basis 
of variations in MSS could have weight only if these two doctrines 
have been artifically tied together and confined to one text-type. In 
such a case, variation within that text-type could be unsettling to 
belief in inspiration. Inspiration has to do with the very words 
which were originally God-breathed in the vocabulary and style of 
the original writers. Providence has to do with all that God has 

3The main strands in von Soden's KOINH or Kappa text were labeled: KI, Ki, 
JKa, Kx, Kr; see also below pp. 43, 90-94. 
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allowed to come to pass in the preservation of that which was orig
inally given by inspiration. Providence includes the preserving of 
the other types of text as well as the Byzantine. 

Hills further seeks to strengthen his doctrine of preservation with 
an appeal to Jesus' promise: "Heaven and earth shall pass away but 
my words shall not pass away." But it is not demonstrated that this 
must be confined in meaning to the Byzantine manuscripts. lt is 
doubtful that the Lord meant us to understand: "my words shall 
not pass away from the text having the most manuscripts," or "my 
words shall not pass away from the Byzantine text-type." Hills 
maintains that 

. . . down through the ages God's providential preservation of 
the New TesLamem has operatetl uuly through believcrs who 
have taken a supernatural view of that text and have applied to it 
standards of judgment which they do not apply to the text of 
other books. Whether Gregory, Basil, and Chrysostom be
longed to this company of consistent believers would be hard, 
perhaps, to prove from their writings, but probably they did. 
Thus it is probably right to say that they were used by God as 
agents in thc prcservation of the New Testament text in a special 
sense in which Tregelles, Tischendorf, and Westcott and Hort 
were not used. 4 

One is tempted to ask: how can God's providence be limited only 
to men of the Byzantine area? For example, there is no question 
about the belief of Irenaeus,5 Origen6 and Augustinc7 in the in
spiration of the Scriptures. But Irenaeus used a "corrupt" Western 
text, and Origen and Augustine are painfully aware of variants in 
their manuscripts. Athanasius certainly was orthodox, and he used 
a Greek text, yet it was Alexandrian and different from the text of 

4King James Thrsion Defended, pp. 26-27. 
ssee Hills' own quotations of Irenaeus, pg. 8, taken from Migne, Patrological 

Cursus Completus, Series Graeca, vol. 7, col. 805, col. 844. 
6The Ante-Nicene Fathers, ed. A. Roberts and J. Donaldson (Grand Rapids: Wm. 

B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1951), IV, 371. 
7The Fathers of the Church, New Translation, vol. 12, editorial director Roy 

Joseph Deferrari, Saint Augustine, Letters, vol. 1 (1-82), translated by Sister Wilfrid 
Parsons S. N. D„ New York: Fathers of the Church, Ind„ 1951, letter no. 82, 
pp. 392-394. 
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Antioch in the fourth century. These men were believers and took a 
supernatural view of the text of Scripture, yet, in God's providence, 
they used texts other than the Byzantine. Orthodox Christians who 
believe in inspiration and believe in divine providence can make 
mistakes in judgments about the text of Scripture. Irenaeus used 
the Western text, and Origen used the Alexandrian text; yet Hills 
himself cites Origen as pleading the providence of God in the pres
ervation of Scripture.s 

Every one of the six axioms of "consistently Christian New Testa
ment textual criticism" that Hills sets forth, rests heavily upon the 
providential preservation of Scripture. As he himself says: "from 
this doctrine" he has "deduced the main outlines of the history of 
the New Testament text."9 Under the first axiom, he again sets 
forth what he claims God must do: 

God must do more than merely preserve the inspired original 
New Testament text. He must preserve it in a public way. He 
must preserve it in such a manner that all the world may know 
where it is and what it is. God must preserve this text, not se
cretly, not hidden away . . . but openly before the eyes of all 
men through the continuous usage of Ilis Church. No other 
manner of dealing with the sacred text would be in accordance 
with the purpose for which God gave it, which was that it might 
remain before His people forever as the guide of their footsteps 
and the ground of their faith. 10 

Again one must ask, where is the proof of this necessity upon God? 
Why must God do so? The answer is: "that all the world may know 
where it is and what it is." But this is a statement which appears to 
be refuted by history, because for about one thousand years the 
Western part of the church was largely ignorant of the Byzantine 
text, being shut up, for the most part, to the Latin Vulgate which 
differs in many respects from the Byzantine text. 

Furthermore, the Bible itself reveals that there have been occa
sions when there has been a famine or dearth of the Word of God. 
One thinks, for example, of the days of Josiah (II Kings 22:8 ff.) 

SKing James ~rsion Defended, p. 9, (quoted above p. 33). 
9/bid., p. 29. 
10/bid., pp. 30-31. 
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when apparently the Scriptures were reduced to one copy. Never
theless, it still could be said that God's Word was preserved. The 
chief weakness of the Burgon-Hills position appears again in this 
foundational a:xiom. Hills fails to show why the sovereign God must 
act in a particular way. lt is one thing to look at history and con
jecture as to God's purpose. lt is another to insist that God's pur
pose could only be that which is conjectured. To assert what of 
necessity lies upon God would seem to go too far when such neces
sity is not revealed in the Scriptures. 

The further a:xioms continue to enlarge on this concept of provi
dential preservation. The second deals with it on the basis of the 
Greek New Testament text; the third, on the basis of the Greek 
church. Under the third Hills says: 

Because God's providential preservation of the New Testament 
was concentrated on the Greek text, it follows that it operated 
within the sphere of the Greek-speaking Church, where Greek 
New Testament manuscripts were read and copied. 11 

He is still reterring to the working of God in preservation through 
the Greek-speaking Church under his fourth axiom when he speaks 
of preservation operating "through the testimony of the Holy 
Spirit." He alludes to the guidance of the Holy Spirit in the forma
tion of the canon and indicates that at a later time and in a similar 
manner the Holy Spirit led the Greek-speaking Church in the rejec
tion of bad readings and in selecting of the true text. 12 But in this 
connection it should be remembered that Greek was written and 
spoken in Caesarea, Alexandria, and in Rome during the early pe
riod of the formation of the canon and afterwards. Moreover, all 
during this time and in these places Christians were copying and 
reading manuscripts in Greek. Since the testimony of the Holy 
Spirit did not operate through the Greek Church of the area of Anti
och alone in the matter of identifying the canon, why should there 
be any necessity for Hirn to withhold such testimony with respect to 
the Greek text of other areas than Antioch? 

Other difficulties come to mind. lrenaeus, Clement of Alex
andria, Origen, Athanasius, Eusebius, and others used Greek texts 

11/bid., p. 31. 
12/bid., p. 33. 
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other than the Byzantine. According to Hills' concept of providen
tial preservation, when they read "Heaven and earth shall pass away 
but my words shall not pass away" in their New Testaments, they 
had no right to apply such a promise to their own texts. Consider 
the New Testament of Athanasius which was Alexandrian in its text
type. Can anyone say that this great defender of the faith used a text 
which was not supported by God's providence? 

The weakness of the basic argument becomes apparent in the last 
two axioms. Hills argues that "the text of the majority of the manu
scripts is the providentially preserved and approved text." In the 
middle of the paragraph he says that 

. . . the errors of the scribes therefore, were corrected by the 
God-guided preferences of the Greek-speaking Church .... 

The New Testament text, therefore, which is found in the 
vast majority of the extant manuscripts is the providentially pre
served and approved text, the text upon which almighty God, 
expressing Himself providentially in the usage of the Greek 
Church, has placed His divine sanction. 13 

Again it must bc askcd: lf providcntial prcscrvation is put on thc 
same level with inspiration, how does it come about that the ßyzan
tine text is composite, i.e., how could the text have differences 
within it? Furthermore, being composite, how is one to know what 
the providentially preserved reading is when K divides? Is it tobe 
on the basis of numbers solely? That is, in a place of variation, is the 
original reading to be determined on the basis of the most manu
scripts in its support by actual count? In such cases, where the K 
groups divide, the reading of the Kx group would always have to be 
followed since its manuscripts are the most numerous. But here a 
problem is raised because Kx is the group least known! lt was for 
this reason that von Soden used the symbol "x" to designate it. lt is 
the form of the Byzantine text of the Middle Ages and appears to 
have dominated from the tenth to the twelfth centuries. By the thir
teenth century it was displaced by the Kr text which, though fewer 
in numbers, is the next most numerous group of K manuscripts and 
is characterized by lectionary apparatus which has been introduced 
into the text. 

13/bid„ p. 34. 
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In the last axiom it is seen that Hills does not really mean to 
restrict providential preservation as rigidly as it had appeared 
throughout his preceding pages. Here, in describing the Byzantine 
text, he used such expressions as the following: 

... it is the best extant text .... lt represents the inspired orig
inal text very accurately, more accurately than any other New Tes
tament text which survives from the manuscript period .... lt 
is the text that should be followed almost always in pref erence to 
the non-Byzantine texts found in the minority of the Manu
scripts [italics added] .14 

He is making room for some exceptions so that certain non
Byzuntine reudings may be included. There seems tobe a fatal ad
mission here. Providential preservation, then, has not operated on a 
level with inspiration and heen confined to one text-type. If the 
chain of argument had been correct, there could be no deviation. 
God has been represented as giving equal concern and care to pres
ervation as to inspiration. Preservation has been tied to the Greek 
Church and the majority of Greek manuscripts as its channel. lf the 
doctrine of inspiration is verbal and plenary (every word in the au
tographs through all the scriptures), then providential preservation, 
as insisted upon by this argument, logically extends to every word 
within the majority numbers of the Byzantine manuscript tradition. 
Yet Hills, in his sixth axiom, seeks to evade this necessary con
clusion to the basic premise. 

That such an argument from providence may be speculati,·e and 
beyond proof is illustrated in the context of the very quotation from 
Origen used by Hills (see above p. 33). Origen, in his reply to Af
ricanus, is arguing on behalf of certain parts of the Septuagint, i.e., 
the History of Susanna and other apocryphal portions, as compared 
to the Hebrew canon which Africanus had alluded to. He sar
donically observes: 

And, forsooth, when we notice such things, we are forthwith to 
n:jel:t as spurious the copies in use in our Churches, and enjoin 
the brotherhood to put away the sacred books current among 
them, and to coax the Jews, and persuade them to give us copies 

14/bid., p. 35. 
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which shall be untarnpered with, and free frorn forgery! Are we 
to suppose that that Providence which in the sacred Scriptures 
has rninistered to the edification of all the Churches of Christ, 
had no thought for those bought with a price, for whorn Christ 
died; whorn, although His Son, God who is love spared not, but 
gave Hirn up for us all, that with Hirn He rnight freely give us all 
things? 

In all these cases consider whether it would not be well to 
rernernber the words, "Thou shalt not rernove the ancient land
rnarks which thy fathers have set" [italics added] .15 

45 

This appeal from providence by Origen is a plea to consider the 
Septuagint version, with its apocryphal additions, as more au
thoritative for the Church than the Hebrew Scriptures! lt is essen
tially the same argument as that which undergirds the Burgon-Hills 
theory. How can one be sure that Hills' argument from providence 
in support of the Byzantine text has any more validity than Origen's 
in his support of the Septuagint! 

There is no question but that the argument for the primacy ,of the 
Byzantine text is supported by sincere men of faith. However, as in 
the case of Origen, they appear at this point to use a biblical doc
trine in an unjustified way. How can it be assumed that providence 
works only with numbers? In spite of the popular saying there are 
some who believe that "fifty million Frenchmen" can sometimes be 
wrong. And on the other side, it is quite unlikely that a biblical 
theologian would affirm e.g., that it was in spite of God's provi
dence that Tischendorf appeared at the monastery of St. Catherine 
in the Sinai peninsula just in time to save the Sinaitic manuscript 
from destruction. 

There is an unfortunate aspect concerning the manner in which 
Burgon and some of his followers have approached the defense of 
the Byzantine text, and with it the King James Version. lt is that the 
orthodoxy and motives of those holding different views is some
times called in question. One of the dangers in such an approach is 
that of the polarizing and hardening of positions; therefore, positive 
evidence for the quality and usefulness of the Byzantine text is shut 
out without a hearing. lt is also unfortunate that there are some 
who, whenever it is suggested that the Byzantine text may have 

ISThe Ante-Nicene Fathers, IV, 387. 
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some usefulness, immediately tend to prejudge and reject the posi
tion, identifying it with that of Burgon and his followers. 

A variation or modification of the Burgon-Hills view discussed 
above has been put forth by Zane C. Hodges and Wilbur N. Picker
ing. Their theory of the text, rather than arguing from "provi
dence," defends the superiority of the majority number of 
manuscripts on a mathematical principle that is based on the rea
soning that "the copies nearest the autograph will normally have the 
largest number of descendents." According to this theory, in each 
placc of variation, thc original rcading is the reading which has the 
largest number of manuscripts supporting it. Invariably, of course, 
this "largest number" will be made up of the Mss of the Byzantine 
text-type since it is the text with the greatest number of de
scendents.16 To support the theory further it is suggested that there 
is no other explanation which accounts for the superior numbers of 
the Byzantine text. Hodges says 

The manuscript tradition of an ancient book will, under any but 
most exceptional conditions, multiply in a reasonably regular 
fashion with the result that the copies nearest the autograph will 
normally have the largest number of descendants. The further 
removed in the history of transmission a text becomes from its 
source the less time it has to leave behind a large family of off
spring. Hence, in a large tradition whcrc a pronounccd unity is 
observed between, let us say, eighty per cent of the evidence, a 
very strong presumption is raised that this numerical prepon
derance is due to direct derivation from the very oldest sources. 
In the absence of any convincing contrary explanation, this pre
sumption is raised to a very high level of probability indeed. 
Thus the Majority text, upon which the King James Version is 
based, has in reality the strongest claim possible to be regarded 
as an authentic representation of the original text. This claim is 
quite independent of any shifting concensus of scholarly judg
ment about its readings and is based on the objective reality of 
its dominance in the transmission history of the New Testament 
text. This dominance has not and-we venture to suggest-can
not be otherwise explained. 17 

16Note: an application of their principle may be found in The Greek New Testa
ment According to the Majority Text, ed. by Zane C. Hodges and Arthur L. Farstad. 
Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1982. 

17"The Greek Text of the King James Version," Bibliotheca Sacra, 125:500 (Oc
tober-December, 1968), 344, 345. 
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Pickering also believes that there is no other way of explaining the 
great numerical preponderance of the Byzantine manuscripts than 
that they represent the text that goes back to the autographs: 

1 see no way of accounting for a 90% ( or 80%) domination unless 
that text goes back to the Autographs. Hort saw the problem 
and invented a revision. Sturz seems not to have seen the prob
lem. He demonstrates that the "Byzantine text-type" is early 
and independent of the "Western" and "Alexandrian text
typ~s," and like von Soden wishes to treat them as three equal 
witnesses. But if the three "text-types" were equal, how ever 
could the so-called "Byzantine" gain an 80-90% prepon
dcrancc?18 

Despite these strong assertions there do appear to be other rea
sons, both historical and ethnological, which explain the great nu
merical preponderance of the later Greek manuscripts associated 
with the Byzantine area (empire) as compared with the sparse re
mains of Greek witnesses from the West and from Egypt. 

There are at least three principle reasons why the Greek textual 
traditions of Alexandria and the geographical West have not been 
preserved in the numbers that are found in the Byzantine. In the 
first place as far as the West is concerned, Greek faded out in favor 
of the native langage-Latin. While there are some 5,000 Greek 
manuscripts of the New Testament, largely Byzantine, there are 
over 10,000 Latin manuscripts! A few Greek Mss associated with 
the Western text still exist. However, these Western MSS date from 
the Sth to the 9th century and are mostly Greek and Latin diglotts. 
lt is thought that the Latin translation ( or translations) of the New 
Testament Scriptures was produced and circulated in the West by 
the last half of the second or beginning of the third century. 19 The 
peculiar strength of the Western text's testimony lies chiefly in its 
versional and Patristic support. In addition to the volume of the 
Latin versional testimony mentioned above, it should be added that 
most of the earliest Fathers who have left writings of textual signifi
cance are associated with the West. lf the reasuning uf Hodges and 
Pickering were valid, the:n why are not the most numerot1s and 
therefore the most accurate Greek manuscript copies of the Epistle 

IBThe Identity of the New Testament Text, revised ed. p. 118. 
I9Metzger, The Early ~rsions of the New Testament, pp. 287-289. 
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to the Romans found in and associated with the West? The West was 
the possessor of the original and it was in Rome that the earliest 
copying of that letter must have taken place. But there are no more 
"Western" copies of Romans than there are of the other Epistles! 

Secondly with regard to the MSS associated with the text of Alex
andria and Egypt, their multiplication in that locale-together with 
Greek speaking Christianity itself-was cut off in Egypt with the 
Moslem conquest and capture of Alexandria in A.D. 642. Four years 
earlier the same fate had befallen the Christian centers in Palestine, 
including Caesarea. Having come under Moslem domination, it is 
not surprising that the Mss from these locales are comparatively 
sparse. The chief uncials and the papyri representing the Alex
andria-Egyptian area are for the most part older than the eighth 
century (contrast the Byzantine) and antedate the Moslem "shut
off." 

In the third place, and on the other side of the question, with 
rcgard to the multitude of MSS associated with the Byzantine area: 
a) in contrast with the West, Greek was the native or primary lan
guage therefore Greek Mss would naturally multiply; and b) the 
Byzantine area was not overwhelmed hy the Moslems till the mid
fifteenth century with the fall of Constantinople in 1453. Because of 
this there was no "cut-off' of manuscript reproduction prior to that 
time. For these reasons, together with the first and second given 
above, it seems natural and tobe expected that the Greek witnesses 
of this area should far out-number those of the other locales. 

Therefore we conclude that the superior numbers of the Byzan
tine text do not necessarily guarantee its "originality" or greater 
kinship with the autographs. 

The following section seeks to present reasons why the Byzantine 
text-type should no longer be ignored but be used in textual crit
icism. lt supports a position which contrasts with the principal 
viewpoints surveyed in the preceding part. lt differs from the WH 
contention that the Byzantine text should not be used because it is 
secondary and it differs with the Burgon-Hills view, which would 
use only the Byzantine text because it is primary. The view sup
ported here is that the Byzantine has a place of usefulness as an 
independent text-type. This part of the book is divided into two 
sections which take up two main reasons supporting the thesis that 
the Byzantine text should be granted independent status. Briefly 
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stated, they are: 1) Its readings are old. 2) lts text is unedited in the 
Westcott and Hort sense. lf these reasons can be substantiated, 
such a circumstance would call for a re-evaluation of the usefulness 
of the Syrian text. 





PART II 

Reasons For Considering That 
The Byzantine Text Is Independent 





Section A 

Byzantine Readings Are Old 





CHAPTERV 

Distinctively Byzantine Readings Are Found 
In Early Papyri 

Though not every old reading is original, a reading must be old to 
be considered as possibly original. One of the principal reasons 
given by WH for considering the Syrian text unusable was the sup
posed late origin of its readings. In their opinion, readings which 
agreed with neither the Western nor the Alexandrian text-types and 
were not attested by early Fathers but were found exclusively in the 
Byzantine and other late manuscripts must be late in their forma
tion. "Distinctively" Syrian readings must be late readings and on 
this account should be discarded automatically1 (compare with 
p. 28 above ). Although the reasoning of WH seemed sound at the 
time they wrote, discoveries since then have undermined the con
fident appraisal that characteristically Syrian readings are neces
sarily late. 

Beginning with the second edition of Hort's introductory volume 
in 1896, various writers have called attention to Byzantine readings 
which have found support in early witnesses discovered since the 
time of WH. Francis Crawford Burkitt, an enthusiastic supporter 
of WH who wrote the ''Additional Notes" in the second edition of 
the lntroduction,2 has noted that the (then) recently discovered Si
naitic Syriac, though often supporting the Alexandrian text, occa-

ISee above pp. 27-28. 
2/ntroduction, pp. 325-330. 
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sionally agrees with the Syrian text in "distinctive" readings. 
Later, in an article on the newly discovered Chester Beatty Papyri, 
Burkitt comments on Byzantine agreements in these manuscripts,3 

as do C. C. Tarelli and others in Journal of Theological Studies, 4 

Gunther Zuntz in 1946 in the Schweich Lectures on The Text of the 
Epistles,s and E. C. Colwell in 1961 in his article on "The Origin of 
1ext-types of New Testament Manuscripts."6 Bruce Metzger, in 
"The Lucianic Recension of the Greek Bible," gives a list of seven 
examples of papyrus-supported Byzantine readings. 7 In a footnote, 
he lists some sixteen other references of "distinctively" Byzantine 
readings which are also found in p66. s 

How are such agreements between early witnesses and the late 
Byzantine text to be explained? Does not such evidence tend to 
upset the theury uf lateuess uf the K-Text? At first this possibility 
was not faced and the logical explanation (in the framework of the 
WH theory) was that the Byzantine editors had somchow uscd 
other sources in addition to the Western, Neutral, and Alexandrian 
types set forth by Hort. This was considered plausible in the case of 
the Sinaitic Syriac when the concept was first advanced by Burkitt 
and later picked up by Streeter. 9 But when the Chester Beatty Pa
pyri appeared, such agreements became too much for the theory to 
hold. The brilliant scholar Burkitt was frankly puzzled about it. 
Though he did not wish to favor the Byzantine text in any degree, 
in his article "The Chester Beatty Papyri," while commenting on 
various features and alignments of the papyrus, he remarked on two 

3"The Chester Beatty Papyri," Journal of Theological Studies, XXXIV (October 
1933), 363-368. 

4XL, 19-25: "Some Further Linguistic Aspects of the Chester Beatty Papyrus of 
the Gospel," 1942. 

SThe lectures were published in 1953, The Text of the Epislles, a Disquisition upon 
the Corpus Paulum (London: Oxford University Press). 

6Early Christian Origins, ed. A. Wikgren (a Festchrift for H. R. Willoughby, 
Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1961). 

1Chapters in the History of New Testament Textual Criticism, p. 38. 
8/bid. 
9Note: H. C. Hoskier used a similar explanation to account for phenomena in B 

and its related MSS. He claimed that they arose from influence of the early ver
sions, especially the Egyptian versions acting upon the Greek text in Egypt. See 
Codex Band Its Allies, A Study and an Indictment (in two parts) (London: Bernard 
Quaritch, 1914). See footnote 30, p. 68 below. 
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instances where p4S agrees with the Byzantine reading. One of these 
is Mark 7:31 and the other is Luke 10:41,42. After listing the evi
dence for Mark 7:31, he says in part: "I have no particular affection 
for „ (the Received or Byzantine text), but 1 cannot believe it is here 
the actual villain of the piece." 10 Andin his comment on the Luke 
passage he says: 

And certainly it is not the Byzantine text, but an earlier ancestor 
of it, that has produced mixture. p45 , written about A.D. 240, is 
too early tobe influenced by the Byzantine text, so that when it 
agrees with it the cause must be earlier. 11 

The open bewilderment of this keen scholar who was losing con
fidence in the WH theory is revealed in the following: 

1 do not know when or where Lk. 10:42a was reduced to "one 
thing is necessary," but it was obviously prior to A.D. 240. 1 
regard this reading as a corruption of the original reading, as 1 
do the addition of the "Longer Conclusion" to St. Mark; but 
both corrupuons are to be found in texts that go back to some
thing like A.D. 200 .... 

I have, frankly, no constructional hypothesis to offer. But a 
textual theory which is to hold the field must be able to answer 
all objections. Above all, B and "the neutral text" are not syn
onymous. lt is easier, from some points of view, to reconstruct 
the origmal than some halfway house like the "neutral" or the 
"Caesarean" text, that contains some corruptions but not all. 12 

Burkitt is sure of one thing, that in these instances the Byzantine 
text has not influenced the text of the papyrus, but he can not an
swer how the reading of the papyrus got into the Byzantine text. 

Other writers began to draw fürther conclusions. In the article 
"Some Further Linguistic Aspects of the Chester Beatty Papyrus of 
the Gospels," Tarelli warns against the habit of taking for granted 
that certain readings, because they are in the late Byzantines but not 
in Bor other earlier available manuscripts, are therefore tobe con
strued as improvements. 

lOJTS, XXXIV (October 1933), 366. 
11/bid. 
12/bid„ p. 367. 
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Previous studies of the Chester Beatty papyrus p45 have sug
gested that it is at least unsafe to assume a late date for a reading 
which might be explained as an improvement. There are a 
number of other readings which are interesting from the same 
point of view. B 

Amid his comments in this article is the following illustration drawn 
from a distinctively Byzantine, but now papyrus-supported, read
ing in John 11:19. 

lt is clear that the evidence of p45 changes the aspect of this 
problem. So long as we bad no earlier manuscript than B, the 
notion of Alexandrian and Antiochian "improvements" bad 
great plausibility. Thus in John 11: 19 when 1Tpo<; TTJV Map-0-av 
Km MapLav or 1Tpo<; Map-0-av Km MapLav was attested by 
BC*DLWX 33, and A and the vast majority of later manu
scripts read 1Tpo<; Ta<; 1TEpL Map-0-av Km MapLav it was argua
hle that the simpler reading was the original and the other an 
"improvement." The support of the langer reading by a manu
script a hundred years older than B reinforces the inherent im
probability of such an emendation and confirms the likelihood 
that the passage was mutilated by copyists who did not under
stand the idiom, or feared that their readers would not under
stand it. 14 

Tarelli is pointing out that it is the Alexandrian and Western texts 
that contain the heavier editorial changes here. He concludes by 
saying that "it is difficult to feel any greater certainty about the 
habitual superiority of B in the Gospels. "15 

Colwell, in his article referred to above, makes this thought
provoking statement: 

But the Bodmer John (p66) is also a witness to the early existence 
of many of the readings found in the Alpha text-type (Hort's 
"Syrian"). Strangely enough to our previo'us ideas, the contem
porary corrections in that papyrus frequently change an Alpha
type reading to a Beta-type reading (Hort's "Neutral"). This 
indicates that at this early period readings of both kinds were 

BJTS, XLIII (1942), 19. 
14/bid„ p. 20. See also his remarks on John 11:29, same page. 
15/bid., p. 25. 
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known, and the Beta-type were supplanting the Alpha-type-at 
least as far as this witness is concerned. 16 

59 

Metzger, near the end of his article, makes the following statement: 

During the past decades several papyri have come to light which 
tend to increase one's uneasiness over Hort's reluctance to ac
knowledge the possibility that an ancient reading may have been 
preserved in the Antiochian text even though it be absent from 
all the great uncial manuscripts. Since the discovery of the 
Chester Beatty Papyri (particularly p45 and p46) and the Bodmer 
Papyrus II (p66), proof is available that occasionally the later 
Ryzantine text preserves a reading that dates from the second or 
third century and for which there had been no other early wit
ness. A tew examples selected from a large number will serve to 
illustrate this changed situation in the textual evaluation of the 
New Testament .... 17 

After presenting a list of seven examples, Metzger continues: 

Though this list could be expanded, enough examples have been 
cited to suggest that some of the roots of the Antiochian text go 
back to a very early date, antedating Lucian by several genera
tions. lt does not follow, of course, that the Textus Receptus 
should be rehabilitated en bloc, or even that in the examples 
cited above the Antiochian text is necessarily the original text. 
The lesson tobe drawn from such evidence, however, is that the 
general neglect of the Antiochian readings which has been so 
common among many textual critics is quite unjustified. 18 

Zuntz's remarks in this connection seem especially startling be
cause they were made a decade before the Bodmer Papyri began to 
be published. Here is an extended citation from The Text of the 
Epistles taken from the close of his discussion of p46 and the Byzan
tine text: 

To sum up. A number of Byzantine readings, most of them gen
uine, which previously were discarded as "late," are anticipated 

16"The Origin of Texttypes," pp. 130-131. 
I7"The Lucianic Recension," p. 38. 
18/bid., pp. 38-39. 
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by p46 • Our inquiry has confirmed what was anyhow probable 
enough: the Byzantines did not hit upon these readings by con
jecture or independent error. They reproduced an older tradi
tion. The existence of this tradition was in several cases borne 
out by some versions or patristic quotations; but where such 
evidence is not forthcoming, the inference proved no less cer
tain. How then-so one is tempted to go on asking-where no 
Chester Beatty papyrus happens to vouch for the early existence 
of a Byzantine reading? Are all Byzantine readings ancient? In the 
cognate case of the Homeric tradition G. Pasquali answers the 
same question in the affirmative; and, indeed, it seems tu me 
unlikely that the Byzantine editors ever altered the text without 
manuscript evidence ... [italics added]. 19 

Zuntz makes clear, however, that he is not adopting the view of 
Burgon or of the superiority of the TR: 

We are not going to resume thc hopclcss fight of Dcan Burgon. 
The Byzantine is the latest text and it is both natural and evi
dent that it contains thc largcst proportion of corruptions. Most 
of the specially Byzantine readings rule themselves out of court 
without ado. The chance that, even so, they are far older than the 
manuscripts which attest thern is none the less gn:at ... [italics 
added]. 20 

He concludes this statement by observing: "Even so, we are now 
warned not to discard the Byzantine evidence en bloc."21 In his next 
paragraph, Zuntz calls attention to one very important conclusion 
which was reached by the study of the papyri in their various align
ments particularly with the late manuscripts of the Byzantine text: 

The progress of our investigation will yield some criteria for the 
relevance of the late tradition. Already now wc may book one 
result which is of paramount importance for our ideas about the 
tradition as a whole. The extant Old Uncials and their allies 
cannot be relied upon to furnish us with a complete picture of 
the textual material which the fourth and fifth centuries inher-

I9The Text of the Epistles, p. 55. 
20The Text of the Epistles, pp. 55-56. 
21/bid. 
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ited from earlier times and handed on to the Middle Ages. P 46 

has given us proof of that. 22 

61 

The papyri have brought about a change in the thinking of others 
who had followed more or less in the train of WH; for example, 
J. R. Janeway traces the transition in the outlook of the Spanish 
Lextual and Biblical scholar Jose M. Bover. He notes that the testi
mony of the Chester Beatty Papyri had a profound influence on the 
work of Bover: 

But after the discovery of the Chester Beatty papyri and 
Hoskier's presentation of other ancient evidence, Bover began 
to challenge some passages where all the former critics were 
agreed. . . . He stated that this part of his task was incomplete 
and that he hoped to make a thorough revision. 23 

Surprisingly, the remarks of the above writers are based on con
clusions drawn from a relatively small number of instances where 
early papyri were seen to attest "Byzantine" readings. Zuntz lists 
thirteen or fourteen examples of which five are distinctive. Metzger 
lists seven, says the list could be expanded, and then in a footnote 
gives sixteen references in John where "further examples of dis
tinctively Byzantine readings . . . are also found in p66 .''24 

In the research for this book, it was felt that all the available early 
papyri should be surveyed in order to discover if other papyrus
supported Byzantine readings exist. The survey includes all kinds 
of alignments with the K-text where K is at the same time sup
ported by an early papyrus. These various kinds of alignments are 
displayed in the appendix in Lists 1-5. Preceeding the lists is an 
explanation of the procedures followed in compiling them, includ
ing the defining and identification of Byzantine readings (see pp. 
137-144). 

List 1 (see pp. 145-159) displays some 150 distinctively Byzantine 
readings now found to have early Egyptian papyri supporting them. 
Distinctively Byzantine readings are readings which are supported 
by the bulk of the later manuscripts but which at the same time are 

22/bid., p. 56. 
23An Investigation, p. 363. 
Z4Chapters, p. 38. 
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opposed (or not supported) by the principal manuscripts and wit
nesses to the Alexandrian and Western texts. lt may be recalled that 
WH considered such "Distinctive Readings" a special proof of the 
editing and consequent lateness of the Syrian text (pp. 27-28 above). 
These 150 readings, in List 1, which by WH's criteria would be 
classified as "distinctively" Syrian, are now seen to antedate the 
time of Lucian. They are found in Egypt one hundred years before 
the time of Lucian. Several things should be observed concerning 
these "Distinctively" Byzantine readings found in the early papyri. 

(1) These 150 readings are early. They go back to the second 
century, for they are supported by papyri which range from the 
third to the second century in date. That such readings must be 
early is almost universally admitted by textual critics, the exception 
being the few critics, such as Williams (cited above, pp. 15, 29, 30), 
who havc choscn to ignorc or dcny thcir cxistence. 

(2) These readings were not edited in the fourth century. A sec
ond and corollary conclusion is that these reudings ure not the rcsult 
of a late recension. They could not have been so created for they 
were present in Egypt by the end of the second century. lt is not 
surprising to find Beta-type (i.e., Alexandrian) readings in Egyp
tian papyri or even Western readings for that matter (for it has been 
known for some time that "Western" readings are both early and 
widespread). But it is startling from the standpoint of the WH the
ory to find that so-called "Byzantine" readings not only existed 
early but were present in Egypt before the end of the second cen
tury. 

(3) The Old Uncials have not preserved a complete picture of the 
second century. The third observation which should be made in the 
light of these readings and other accumulating evidence is that it 
should now be realized and taken into account that the Old Uncials 
have not retained all of the second-century tradition, even though 
they have maintained from that period two distinct types of text. 
Zuntz (see p. 60 above) felt that p46 alone gave proof of this. The 
inadequacy of the "Old Uncials," to portray the second century 
textual picture, is underscored further when p45, p66, pn and p7S 

are also seen to confirm the early and wide-spread existence of K 
readings which are neither Alexandrian nor Western. 

WH, therefore, were mistaken in regard to their insistence that 
all the pre-Syrian evidence for readings was tobe found in the Alex-
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andrian, Neutral, and Western texts, i.e., that these three text-types 
and their chief witnesses preserved the complete second-century 
picture of the textual tradition on which the Syrian editor(s) built. 
Hort said that 

. . . before the middle of the third century, at the very earliest 
we have no historical signs of the existence of readings, contlate 
or other, that are marked as distinctivcly Syrian by the want of 
attestation from groups of documents which have preserved the 
other ancient forms of text. This is a fact of great significance, 
ascertained as it is exclusively by external evidence, and there
fore supplying an absolutely independent verification and ex
tension of the result already obtained by comparison of the 
internal character of readings as classified by conflation.25 

The support of distinctive Byzantine readings by early Egyptian 
papyri has provided proof that WH were wrang at this point. The 
"fact" of such "great significance," in Hort's words, has now van
ished into thin air in the presence of ancient papyri. E. C. Colwell 
(above, pp. 58-59) had made the important observation that in some 
instances one could see the process of editing going on in Egypt in 
the corrections of p66. In some cases the correction was made from 
an Alpha type (Byzantine) to a Beta (Alexandrian) type. For exam
ples of these found in List I notice John 7:39, where p66 corrects 
from the Byzantine to the Alexandrian text-type, also John 7:40 and 
8:54, where p 66 again corrects from the Byzantine to the combina
tion of Alexandrian and Western type, andin John 12:9, where p66 

corrects from the Koine either to a singular reading or to one which 
is very lightly attested. In other papyri, note Ephesians 2: 12 for an 
instance where p46 corrects from the Byzantine to the Hesychian
Western form of text andin Hebrews 12:25 from the Byzantine to 
the Alexandrian form. Then, in Hebrews 11 :4 papyrus pl3* and p46 

read the distinctively Byzantine, but p13c corrects away from the 
Byzantine to a reading which is supported by Clement of Alex
andria. There are instances where the papyri correct the other way. 
In John 8:21 and 19:4, p66 corrects from the combination of Beta 
and Western to the Alpha or Byzantine type. In John 19: 11 p 66 can 

25/ntroduction, pp. 114-115. 
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be seen correcting away from a singular or lightly supported reading 
to the Alpha text. Such phenomena attest that· some editorial ac
tivity was going on in Egypt at the time that these papyri were 
copied. The main point here, however, is that Alpha-type readings 
existed early and were, in some instances, competing with the read
ings of the Alexandrian text which, however, eventually rejected 
them. 

(4) The Byzantine text-type has preserved second-century tradi
tion not preserved by the other text-types. These readings are evi
dence that the Byzantine text has preserved at least portions of the 
second-century tradition of the New Testament independently of 
the Egyptian and Western text-types. U ntil the discovery of these 
papyri, the Byzantine text had been the sole repository of these read
ings from the second century. In view of this circumstance, it would 
seem, at least in so far as papyri-supported distinctivcly Byzantine 
readings are concerned, the Byzantine text-type can no longer be 
ignored in tcxtual dccisions. This is not meant to suggest that the K 
readings should be considered original when they are papyri-sup
ported. lt does suggest, however, that because of their proven age, 
at least such papyri-supported readings ought to be put on an equal 
level with the readings of the Alexandrian and the Western texts for 
the applying of internal evidence of readings. But what of Byzan
tine readings not supported by early papyri? 

(5) Lateness of other Byzantine readings now questionable. With 
so many distinctively Byzantine readings attested by early papyri, 
doubt is now cast over the "lateness" of other Antiochian readings. 
This doubt brings to mind two questions: 1) What ahout Ryzan
tine readings which occur in parts of the New Testament where 
there are no papyri, as yet, to confirm them? 2) What about By
zantine readings in places where papyri exist but the papyri support 
other readings and not the Byzantine? Should distinctively Byzan
tine readings in such places be considered early also? 

Zuntz faced the first question and answered in the affirmative for 
all Byzantine readings (cf. above, p. 60). In a rather striking way 
Zuntz's remarks have been vindicated in cases where more recently 
discovered papyri have supported Byzantine alignments in places 
where the Chester Beatty (which he used) did not exist. (See the list 
in those areas in Luke and John where p66 and p75 attest Byzantine 
readings where p45 is not extant, as well as the places in I and II 
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Peter and Jude where p72 supports the Byzantine reading.) As for 
the second problem (i.e., where the papyrus supports a reading 
other than the Byzantine), such passages as Luke 11:50, where p45 

reads with B 33 69 but the Byzantine reading, had no early attesta
tion until p75 was discovered. Another example is John 2:15, where 
p66 reads with the Alexandrian but p 75 with the Byzantine. See also 
John 10:19; 10:31; 12:36; Hebrews 10:17 for additional instances 
where papyri published in later years have been found to attcst a 
ßyzantine reading where another than the Byzantine had formerly 
bccn supportcd by a papyrus. 

Numerous distinctively Byzantine readings now proved early 
would seem to reverse the burden of proof. Instead of assuming that 
characteristically Byzantine readings are late, it may be more logical 
aml more in accord with the facts to assume that they are early. The 
burden of proof now appears to rest on whoever claims that a Byz
antine reading is late. Furthermore, making textual decisions 011 the 
hasis of how three or four "old" uncials read should he ahandoned 
because they do not give a complete picture of the second century 
traditions. 

How do such agreements as those exhibited in List 1 occur? Vari
ous possibilities suggest themselves. 

(1) One possibility is that the agreement of early papyri in these 
readings is accidental, i.e., the papyri happen to agree in given in
stances because of scribal blunders which accidentally brought the 
papyri into agreement with the Byzantine text-type. E. C. Colwell, 
in a paper "Scribal Habits in Early Papyri: A Study in the Corrup
tion of the Text,"26 presented the singular readings of the scribes of 
p45, p66, and p75. He concluded that certain types of readings exist 
where the support of a particular papyrus might be called in ques
tion because its scribe was prone to certain errors. An agreement in 
such an instance might be an accidental agreement and would not 
therefore reflect any genealogical relationship. He questions the 
support of p45 in cases of a transposition of words or where there is 
the omission of a dispensable word, as well as the support of p 66 for · 
the omission of a short word. Colwell also questions the support of 

26Read before the Soceity of Biblical Literature in annual meeting in New York, 
1964. Published in 1969 as Chapter VIII, "Method in Evaluating Scribal Habits: A 
Study of p4s, p66, p1s in Studies in Methodology pp. 106-124. 
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any papyrus for the addition or omission of the definite article, for 
the omission of the personal pronoun, and for a reading which in
volved a harmonization to the immediate context unless it happened 
to be characteristic of a group. 

When List 1 is re-examined with these scribal habits in view, 
Colwell's criteria could apply in a number of places. But it seems to 
be an impossible matter to determine with certainty that an omis
sion was accidental. For example, in many places p45 and p66 agree 
with a longer reading involving short or dispensable words. The 
same phenomenon which would call in question the attestation of 
the papyrus on accidental grounds is observed when it agrees with 
the Alexandrian or the Western text. lf, in such cases of agreement 
with the Alexandrian text, the idiosyncrasies of the scribes were 
reckoned as causing an accidental agreement, the attestatiun shuuld 
then have to be withdrawn from the Alexandrian and counted with 
the opposing Byzantine! Thus, as far as total effect is concerned, 
the instances would appear to "balance out." In fact, when it is 
recalled that the Alexandrian text-type tends to favor the shorter 
rcading, thc supposcd propcnsity of these pupyri scribes to muke 
omissions suggests that on the basis of accidental agreement they 
would more naturally and therefore in a higher percentage of such 
agreements tend to support the Alexandrian rather than the other, 
usually longer, types of text. 

However, agreement is most likely accidental when it occurs be
tween a couple or a small scattered number of Mss-not when it is 
to a rcading characteristic of a group (possible exception being a 
common itacism). No doubt some of the Byzantine supported read
ings may be questionable in accordance with this possibility of acci
dental agreement, but it is obvious that the same type of accidental 
agreement of a papyrus with the Alexandrina or the Western read
ing would have taken away support for a Byzantine-supported read
ing. Therefore, while it may be true that some of these in the list 
have papyrus support because of accidental agreement, one could 
hardly say that such agreement is the criterion which would account 
for the majority of them; and in any given case it would be difficult 
to prove that accidental agreement had taken place. 

The tendency of early Egyptian papyri to omit in singular readings 
and to be somewhat less dependable in the addition or omission of 
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the definite article may weil be giving us an insight into some of the 
handling of the early text in Egypt. 

(2) Another explanation for papyrus-supported K readings is 
that the Byzantine text originated in Egypt. However, this explana
tion hardly fits the circumstances. There are more differences than 
there are agreements with the papyri and K in places of variation. 
The papyri do not suggest that the Byzantine text-type equals apre
Alexandrian or Egyptian type of text, nor do any of the papyri pre
sent a pre-Byzantine type of text as has been maintained with some 
show of validity with p45 in Mark for a portion of the "Caesarean" 
text.27 

(3) Still another proposal is that these readings originated in 
Egypt at an early period and were later adopted by the Byzantine 
editors. 'fo hold that early .Egyptian readings, that is readings lost or 
deleted from the H text-type, were adopted by editors at Antioch is 
to endeavor to explain them in the framework of WH's theory of the 
origin of the Syrian text. This was Burkitt's cxplanation for thc Si
naitic Syriac agreements, i.e., that the Byzantine editors took Old 
Antiochian readings out of the Syriac version(s). Streeter followed 
him in this.28 Burkitt in 1933 wavered when it came to applying this 
explanation to p 45 agreements (cf. above p. 57). However, almost 30 
years later in 1961 Vincent Taylor endeavored to fit all the criteria 
into this framewurk: 

The Byzantine Text, or TR, gains a new interest if families addi
tional to the Alexandrian and the Western are recognized. In 
this situation the Byzantine text is more inclusive than a com
bination of the ß and & texts. In addition to the use of these 
families its editors must have drawn upon Antiochian [i.e., Old 
Syriac] and Caesarean Mss, since presumably these are of earlier 
origin. In foct, p45 contuins Byzuntine reudings which ure eurlier 
than c. A.D. 250, that is before the Byzantine text was compiled. 
In short, this text is more eclectic than we had supposed. 29 

In Taylor's mind there appears to be no other possible solution 
than to keep applying the WH theory of the dependence of Anti-

27See Metzger's "The Caesarean Text of the Gospels," Chapters, esp. pp. 60-67. 
2BThe Four Gospels, pp. 115-116. 
29The Text of the New Testament, p. 75. 
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ochian editors on outside sources. Since the theory is accepted as 
fact, the new data must be interpreted in line with the theory. 

But it must be protested here that the papyri are supplying the 
very kind of evidence to prove the early existence of Byzantine read
ings that WH had contended were absent from the Fathers. If these 
second-century readings originated in Egypt, then how (in accor
dance with the WH Theory) did they get into the "fourth-century 
edition" of Antioch when at a very early time they had been ex
cluded from the Alexandrian text-type? This question becomes 
even more difficult to answer when it is realized, as it now appears 
from the evidence supplied by p75, that the Alexandrian text-type 
had been well established by the late second or early third century. 
If the Antiochians had sent to Alexandria for manuscripts by which 
to correct their text, no doubt they would have desired a copy of the 
best and most highly regarded current text. Surely they would not 
have settled for one or more of the aberrant papyrus manuscripts 
which were circulating privately. 

Moreover, if to retain the theory of Westcott and Hort for the 
origin of the Syrian text, the date for the Antiochian editing be 
pushed back into the second century the theory becomes almost 
impossible to hold. lt is unlikely that at such an early period Anti
och, conscious of her history and the high quality of her own first 
manuscripts, would have had any high esteem for manuscripts or 
readings coming from the area of the "School of Alexandria," or 
from Caesarea for that matter. 30 

(4) lt is possible that these readings originated early in Antioch 

30Qn Burkitt and Streeter's idea of deriving Old Antiochian readings in K from 
sy•c: This now appears to be as unlikely as Hoskier's attempt to derive distinctive 
readings of B from the Coptic and Old Latin versions. Hoskier may have borrowed 
this idea from Burkitt in the first place. There appears tobe no question as to the 
Egyptian character and locale of the Vatican MS; but Hoskier's "proofs" that B was 
influenced in its text form by the Coptic and Old Latin versions fall short of demon
stration. In Hoskier's work Codex B ... there are numerous instances' where he 
cites B supported by one of the Coptic versions alone, and holds this as evidence 
that it was the Coptic version which influenced the text of B. In many of these 
places one of the papyri, either p66 or p1s, can now be added to the same reading. 
This indicates that the Alexandrian recension goes back into the second century. lt 
is more reasonable to assume that it was the Coptic versions which followed the 
Greek in these readings, and not vice versa; so also with the Syriac and Greek 
agreemcnts at Antioch. 
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and found their way to Egypt and into early copies of manuscripts 
there. This seems more logical for the early period than the reverse, 
Antioch being thc missionary church. Such readings were then pre
served at Antioch in the Byzantine text but became buried with the 
papyri in Egypt because they were rejected by the Alexandrian edi
tors. 

(5) Another explanation is that these agreements set forthin List 
1, indicate the independent preservation of wide-spread second
century readings. They were in Egypt as seen by their preservation 
in the papyri. They were also in Antioch as is seen by their preser
vation in the Byzantine text. However, at the present stage of 
knowledge, it is impossihle to trllc.I': their origin. 

(6) They represent independent preservation of original read
ings. Here agreements indicate nothing as to manuscript rela
tionships, but they constitute widespread and early testimony to 
original readings. 

Therefore, in sccking to account for papyrus-supported K read
ings: Categories 4 (the readings originated early in Antioch), 5 (they 
represent independent preservation of wide-spread readings of un
known origin), and 6 (independent preservation of original read
ings), these along with 1 (an occasional accidental agreement), may 
each account for some of the papyri agreements. 

Explanation 2 (that the K-text originated in Egypt) appears im
possible; and explanation 3 (that the readings originated early in 
Egypt and were adopted at a later date by K) though conceivable, 
seems to be the least logical of the possibilities. Of the six catego
ries, 4-6 would seem to account for most of the agreements. 

In view of the above, it is concluded that the papyri supply valid 
evidence that distinctively Byzantine readings were not created in 
the fourth century but were already in existence before the end of 
the second and that, because of this, Byzantine readings merit se
rious consideration. 



CHAPTERVI 

Byzantine-Western Alignments Go Back Into 
The Second Century Independently And 
Originate In The East-Not In The West 

WH rejectcd nothing more vigorously than the thought that the 
Syrian text or Syrian manuscripts could add any weight of authority 
to the WesLeru n:auings. 1 Ilowevcr, thc Egyptian pupyri focus atten
tion on a thought-provoking phenomenon. They attest the early 
existence of readings in the Eastern part of the Roman empire in 
which the Byzantine and the properly (i.e. geographically) Western 
witnesses agree and at the same time are opposed by the Alex
andrians. In the treatment of this type of alignment (along with 
other true Western alignments), Gunther Zuntz has made a contri
bution which has received neithcr thc attention nor the credit which 
it rightfully deserves. The first item that makes Zuntz's findings 
significant is that in his penetrating analysis he found no instances 
in which any distinctively Western reading had ever affected the 
Eastern texts. 

There is, so far, not the slightest indication that any properly 
Western readings, that is, readings which originated with or in 
the course of, the separate Western tradition, ever affected the 
East. The one type of variants which could bear out this view, 
namely the latinisms, has no Eastern support. If then at leasL 
some also of the errors which are attested only hy Western wit-

1See Hort's discussion on this in the lntroduction, p. 118, also p. 28 of this 
book. 
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nesses had a wider circulation at an early time, one may weil 
wonder why p46 supports, almost exclusively, genuine Western 
readings. 

The rewriting of I Cor. 15:2 and the peculiar order of the 
clauses ib. i. 2, attested by Western and by the most ancient 
Eastern witnesses, point to some common source. There is 
nothing to suggest, and everything to discourage, the assump
tion that this source was in the West. These common errors 
indicate some c.ont11c.t, 11t a very early date, between the 
predecessors of both; their sporadic agreements in genuine 
readings are evidence that, from a pre-Western and pre
"Alexandrian" stage, p46 and its allies retain some original ele
ments which were soon to vanish from the ''Alexandrian" and 
from the Eastern tradition in general, while one or more of the 
three Western archetypes caused them to survive in the West. 2 
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The implicatiuns uf Zuntz's findings in connection with the thesis 
of this book seem obvious: If the readings in which the Byzantine 
text agrees with the Western text did not come from the West but 
originated in the East, then a crippling blow appcars to havc bccn 
dealt the WH theory. The contention of WH that such Syrian
Western alignments are not weighty evidence because the Syrian 
text was formed in part from Western manuscripts has actually been 
reversed by Zuntz. The reversal of the weight of the Byzantine tes
timony at these points is required, for such alignments of witnesses 
are not only weighty external evidence but they also show the K-text 
in each instance to be the preserver of a very early form of thc tcxt 
as it was known and used in the East before it was adopted by the 
West. 

Zuntz's work was with p46, the earliest of the Chester Beatty Pa
pyri. His conclusions with respect to Western readings in non
Western witnesses are of such importance that they deserve to be 
quoted at length. He entitles them "Some Conclusions: lieneral, on 
Western Readings," and goes on to say: 

The material so far surveyed yields one paramount conclusion: 
Western readings in non-Wßstern witnesses are, generally, ancient 

2Text of Epistles, pp. 95-96; see also p. 143, 156-157, and pp. 254-255 for a dis
cussion of this significant passage by Zuntz. See also the application of these find
ings in Zuntz' conclusion, pp. 282-283. 
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survivals. They are not in the relevant witnesses, secondary intru
sions into a previously pure form [italics added]. 

This assertion is, 1 believe, capable of strict proof. We have 
assembled, from 1 Corinthians and Hebrews, more than seventy 
Western readings which recur in the "oldest Alexandrians" 
(most of them appear in p46; many also in its allies; very few in 
the latter only) .... Only nine out of these more than scventy 
are properly, and only, "Western", all the rest having some non
Wcstcrn support which indeed may consist of anything from an 
occasional quotation by Origen (1 Cor. iii.3) to the mass of Byz
antine mss (the latter often reinforced by the Peshitta and other 
Eastern versions ). Whence comes this striking pref erence, on 
the part of p46, fnr W + and W- omega [Wil = Zuntz' symbol 
for Western-Byzantine] readings? Whoever shares the wide
spread view that Western readings in non-Western witnesses, 
say in (so-called) "Caesarean" or Byzantine mss, were grafted 
upon a previously pure, say "Alexandrian" or "Caesarean" 
basis-an assumption which, for examplt:, led Professor H. A. 
Sanders to consider the "lesser Alexandrians" as "purer" than 
their big brothers-must credit the scribe of p46, or its ancestor, 
with prophetic insight: This person must have forseen which 
Western readings would be picked out, centuries later, by the 
editors (if any) or scribes of "Caesarean" or Byzantine mss. In 
his selection of Western readings he must have been guided by 
this amazing foresight, embracing those which were destined, 
after centuries of oblivion to reemerge in, perhaps, one single 
twelfth-century minuscule (as in 1 Cor. 1:22; 3:10; 14:14) or 
also to be received inlo Lhe later standard text-and to reject 
those which were foreordained to wither in Western seclusion. 
Looking at the same facts from the other end, the later "Cae
sarean" and Byzantine editors or scribes who are supposed to 
have introduced a number of Western readings into their manu
scripts must have had an unaccountable preference for those 
which, in ccnturics past, had been embodied into the Chester 
Beatty papyrus (which, at the time, slumbered in the Egyptian 
sands). 

The evident inadmissibility of these assumptions enforces the 
obvious alternative: these "WCstern" readings in the Bast are ele
ments of a continuous tradition, from and before the time when p46 

was written and down to the Middle Ages. The intermediaries 
which handed them on, from the early to the late witnesses, are 
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not preserved. Once again we are reminded how incomplete is 
the extant evidence prior to the tenth century [italics added]. 3 
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Zuntz continues with the following statement on Byzantine
Western alignments: 

Purely (i.e., distinctively) Byzantine readings, as we saw before 
may be ancient. We can now add: Byzantine readings which 
recur in Western witnesses must be ancient [Zuntz's italics]. 
They go back to the time before the Chester Beatty papyrus was 
written; the time before the emergence of separate Eastern and 
Western traditions; in short, they reach back deep into the sec
ond century. 

Were it not for the deserved authority of the admirable 
Griesbach [followed by WH], one might well wonder how the 
other view-namely that they were added later-could ever be 
hcld. Scholars apparcntly ncvcr pamcd to think of thc historical 
implications. Could a Byzantinc patriarch in thc cighth or ninth 
century [or even of Lhe 4Lh] be supposed to have sent envoys to 
some Greek monastery in Sicily or souLh ILaly in or<ler thence to 
procure some obsolete manuscripts and from them to intrude a 
number of Western readings into that sacred text which his au
thority made prevail among the Orthodox? Ohviously the Byz
antines retained Western readings which had been carried down 
to them by the main stream of the Eastern tradition. The oppos
ing "Alexandrian" witnesses, in these instances, represent a 
backwater of that stream; they were bypassed by the main cur
rent even though theirs often was the correct reading. This con
clusion is enf orced with regard to those variants which have now 
reappeared in the Chester Beatty papyrus but evidently applies to all 
of them [italics added]. 4 

Zuntz's findings display and underscore the fact that the Byzan
tinc tcxt furnishes an early and independent weight of evidence 
for readings where it and the Western text agree against the Alex
andrian. The rationale for this statement may be briefly sum
marized: 1) The evidence now shows that in cases of Byzantine-

3Text of the Epistles, pp. 142, 150. 
4/bid., pp. 150-151. 
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Western alignments there has been independent preservation of 
such readings by each text-type from deep in the second century. 2) 
Furthermore, such agreements did not result from an Eastern adop
tion of readings which originated in the West. The only thing that 
could prove an Eastern adoption of Western readings would be "lat
inisms" and/or errors proven to have arisen in the West and held in 
common with Eastern witnesses, and these are missing in such 
alignments. 3) The West got these readings from thc East originally 
(i.e., their origin was in the East, not in the West) for: a) The read
ings were in the East at the earliest period as is attested by early 
Egyptian papyrus-Byzantine-Western agreements; b) common er
rors between early papyri and Western witnesses point to an Eastern 
source; c) common "genuine" readings (i.e., genuine in the sense of 
original, or worthy of being considered original) rhus attested also 
point to an Eastern source. 

Reinforcing Zuntz's findings, List 2 (Appendix, pp. 160-174) sets 
forth approximately 170 of these papyri-Byzantine-Western align
ments.5 

In List 2 the corrections of p66 are of interest again. There are 
several occasions where p66* agrees with the Byzantine-Western 
alignment, then corrects to the Alexandrian-WH type of text. (See 
John 10:22,26,28; 11:29,32; and 14:4 for examples of this type of 
correction.) In 14:14 p66* reads with the Koine text togcthcr with 
the Western, and p66c is to a singular reading; however, it seems to 
conflate in the direction of the Alexandrian text-type in adding 
,-ovro. In addition to these there are several instanccs where p66* 
reads with the Alexandrian text-type and WH but corrects to the 
Byzantine-Western combination. These are found in John 4:51; 
7:52; 8:28; 11:54; 13:20,21,25. There is also a singular reading of 
p66* in l 3:l4 which cannot be completely made out because the text 
is somewhat obscure at this point, but it is not exactly the same as 
the Alexandrian; however, the correction (p00c) is to the Koine-

SThe collation is more or less complete up through the latter part of 1 Cor. Fol
lowing this point the tabulation is more scattered, and readings were accumulated 
less systematically. The collations are not quite as thorough for this list in p66 and 
p7S as they äre for p4S and p46 (up through the I Cor. portion mentioned above), 
because the apparatus of Kenyon in the texts of the Chester Beatty papyri gave 
additional help in furnishing leads for the agreements of p4S and p46, 
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Western alignment. On seven occasions in this list the writer of p66 

corrects from a Byzantine-Western alignment to an Alexandrian; 
and in another seven instances he corrects from an Alexandrian type 
reading to a Western-Byzantine type. 

Therefore, these papyrus-Byzantine-Western alignments op
posed by the Alexandrian text-type reveal readings which were well 
nigh universally known in the second century. But though they 
were eliminated from the Alexandrian text-type, they have been 
preserved independently in the Byzantine and in the Western tradi
tions. 

Hort strenuously resisted the notion that there could be any in
creased weight of attestation for a Western reading when it was sup
ported by the Syrian text. His slance was a naLural result of 
theori:zing that the Byzantine text was in part dependent upon the 
Western text. However, these papyrus-Byzantine-Western align
ments appear to demonstrate that in such Western-Byzantine com
binations the Byzantine witnesses add the weight of an 
independently preserved type of text. These alignments are much 
more significant for New Testament Textual Criticism than a mere 
increased attestation of one additional MS for a "Western" reading. 
Such alignments do not prove that these readings (with or without 
papyrus support) are necessarily original. However, it should be re
alized and taken into account that such alignments in a reading 
immediately introduce the two factors of age and increased weight 
of attestation: 1) The reading is old for, originating in the East, it 
has been preserved separately in East and West from deep in the 
second century; and 2) the reading is heavily attested by external 
evidence for in each such instance it has the weight of two indepen
dent and widely separated traditions behind it. 
Additional Note: 

Why has there been so little acknowledgement of the significant 
findings set forth by Gunther Zuntz? There appear to be at least 
two reasons why Zuntz's findings, at this point, have not been given 
wider publicity: the first is that his development of the evidence and 
the conclusions he draws are difficult to follow for one not thor
oughly acquainted with New Testament text criticism (NTTC). The 
second reason that Zuntz's conclusions have not been widely and 
enthusiastically acclaimed (though they constitute a "break-
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through") is that his findings deal a devastating blow to WH's basic 
theory of the history of the text, i.e. they destroy the supposed 
partial dependence of the K-text on Western sources. 

lf this dependence in K-Western alignments must be reversed as 
Zuntz demonstrates, then one half of the support for Hort's basic 
theory of conflation collapses immediately! But, not only does the 
WH theory fail at this point, it is changed into the opposite! This is 
more than the "general consensus of scholarship" can concede. lt is 
an intolerable thought and too revolutionary to acknowledge that 
the Antiochian text may have been the source rather than the recip
ient of the common material in such Byzantine-Western align
ments. There is a "dead-weight" of traditional antipathy toward the 
Byzantine text that just cannoL allow ilsdf Lu bt:fü:vt: LhaL Lht: K-Lt:xl 
is able to furnish any really valuable evidence for New Testament 
text criticism. This inherited antipathy has created a giant drag 
against progress in textual matters. 
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The Silence Of The Fathers Is Explainable 
And Therefore Is Not A Proof Of Lateness 

Someone might object to the study taken up in this book by saying, 
"There is no point in even opening the question of the usefulness of 
the Byzantine text because its secondary nature has been estab
lished by the absence of Patristic evidence." lt is true that WH feit 
this to be one of their strongest and most convincing arguments. 
Patristic silence, i.e., the apparent failure of the earlier Fathers to 
use the Syrian text in their quotations of the Scriptures up to the 
time of Chrysostom, was taken as irrefutable proof of the non
existence of that type of text.1 

Sir Frederic G. Kenyon has clearly indicated the vital importance 
of the patristic evidence to the WH theory: 

lt is on this crucial point of the controversy that the patristic 
evidence hecomes of decisive value. Hort, as we have seen, ap
peals to it as showing that the Traditional Text is characterised 
by many readings which cannot be traced back farther than the 
fourth century-readings which, moreover, have in his eyes the 
appearance of a secondary character, as derived from pre
existent readings which are found in the other groups of 

1/ntroduction, pp. 112-115; cf. also p. 117. Indeed, it was this part of the WH 
argument that their followers (e.g., Lake, Williams, etc.) insisted undergirded the 
"fad' of the secondary nature of the Koine text. For the emphasis which these 
writers put upon this part of WH's argument, the statements of those which have 
been mentioned above may be recalled. See pp. 15, 29, 30 of this book. 
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authorities. Here is a plain issue. If it can be shown that the 
readings which Hort calls "Syrian" existed before the end of the 
fourth century, the key-stone would be knocked out of the fab
ric of his theory; and since he produced no statistics in proof of 
his assertion, his opponents were perfectly at liberty to chal
lenge it. 2 

The preceeding pages present the kind of evidence that Kenyon 
said was needed. The: papyri have now demonstrated "that the read
ings which Hort calls 'Syrian' existed before the end of the fourth 
century." Byzantine readings have now been proven to be in exis
tence by the end of the second century! Since early papyri now 
support many "Syrian" readings, and thus demonstrate their early 
existence, the question naturally arises as to whether there may be a 
flaw in WH's argument from Patristic evidence. If Byzantine read
ings are early, wherein lies the flaw or weakness in Hort's argument? 
The following seeks to present an answer to this question. 

In regard to the argument based on the silem:e of the Fathers, it 
should be observed first that, contrary to the statements of WH and 
their followers, quotations from early Fathers have been found in 
support of Byzantine readings. However, when such citations from 
early Fathers have previously been submitted, they have generally 
been disallowed as evidence for the early existence either of the Syr
ian text or of the reading in question. lt was contended that the 
texts of the Fathers had been assimilated ( changed or conformed) to 
the Byzantine norm by Byzantine scribes as they copied the manu
scripts of the writings of the Fathers. 3 In the light of this it was 
further argued that the only placc that the quotation of an early 
Father may be considered dependable is where it disagrees with the 
Koine. 

No doubt some assimilation has taken place, and a few instances 
of such have been demonstrated. 4 However, in the second place, in 
List 1 (distinctively Byzantine readings supported by papyri) there 

2H andbook to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament (2nd ed.; Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1912), p. 321. 

3/ntroduction, Hort, pp. 110-111. 
4See Streeter's discussion of "The Fathers and the Standard Text," The Four 

Gospels, pp. 45-47, in which he gives two examples of assimilation taken from the 
Latin tradition in the cases of Cyprian and Pelagius, whose citations had been 
assimilated from the Old Latin to a Vulgate form. He also cites an instance in the 
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are some Byzantine readings which, before the discovery of the pa
pyri, had been attested by ante-Nicene Patristic support. lt should 
be recognized in these readings which are proven early by the pa
pyri, such Patristic support appears to be authentic (i.e., non
assimilated). Instances in the list where Byantine readings have 
early Fathers for their support are as follows: 1) Luke 10:21, Clem
ent; 2) Luke 12:5, Tertullian; 3) Luke 12:22, Clement; 4) Luke 
12:31, Clement and Marcion; and 5) John 2:24, Origeu. Origen also 
attests 6) John 4:31; and 7) John 13:26. In the Epistles, example of 
patristic support may be fuurn.l as fulluws: 8) Romans 10: 14, Clem
ent; 9) 1Cor.4:11, Clement and Origen; 10) 1 Cor. 5:10, Origen; 
11) 1 Cor. 7:5, Origen; 12) 1 Cor. 7:7, Origen; 13) 1 Cor. 9:7, Ori
gen; 14) 1 Cor. 9:21, Origen; 15) Eph. 2: 12, (Origen) and Ter
tullian; 16) Phil. 1:14, Marcion; 17) Heb. 11:32, Clement; 18) 
1 Pet. 2:5, Clement and Origen. 

In spite of the preceding, it must be admitted that by and large, 
at least as far as critical apparatuses are concerned, the testimony of 
Ante-Nicene Fathers is quite light for the Koine text. lt may also be 
admitted that Chrysostom is the earliest church Father whose writ
ings contain substantial Antiochian citation. However, with these 
matters as a background, there are several additional observations 
which should be made in connection with the argument that the 
silence of the early Fathers in attesting the Antiochian text is proof 
of its non-existence: 

Benedictine edition of the Fathers where the text of Origen has obviously been 
assimilated in a quotation from Matt. 26:3-5. 

However, M. Jacob Suggs warns that "it is possible to make too much of this 
aspect of the problem." He is not maintaining that there was no such "correcting" 
on the part of the scribes. He is suggesting that this problem has been exaggerated. 
Suggs goes on to say: "While modern Standards of reproduction were not in effect 
in the manuscript period, it would hr. untmr. to say that verbal accuracy was not an 
aim of the ancient scribe-particularly of the trained copyist. There is little evi
dence of systematic revision of New Testament citations except in translated 
works, and this is paralleled by the practice of modern translators of theological 
works in quoting Biblical passages in a familiar version rather than supplying a 
fresh translation. Even medieval commentaries, which incorporate comments of 
early Fathers undr.r fP.mmn.tn. of a later text, are less than thorough in revising the 
earlier forms to fit their own." ("The U se of Patristic Evidence in the Search for a 
Primitive New Testament Text," New Testament Studies, IV, No. 2 (January, 1958), 
140.) 
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In the first place it is an argument from silence. lt is astonishing 
to read the statements of some of these men-the emphatic way in 
which they talk about "the facts" when the foundational argument 
is one from silence. 

In the second place it is an argument from the silence of Fathers 
in non-Syrian locales. One of the chief values in the literary remains 
of a Father is their use as an aid to establishing the text-type of his 
locale. His date and place of residence are known. Because of this, 
his Scripture citations shed light on the kind of text used in his time 
and area, and he thus helps Lu ideulify the text-type of the area. 
Irenaeus lived in Gaul and used a Western text; Origen is one of the 
chief supporters for the Alexandrian and Caesarean texts, and this is 
natural for he lived in both of those areas. lt is therefore asking too 
much to expect Irenaeus and Origen to be of help in idcntifying the 
local text-types used by them (Irenaeus in Gaul and Origen in Alex
andria and Caesarea) and at the same time expect them tobe wit
nesses to thc type of tcxt which was used (or which was not used) at 
Antioch. For example, while Irenaeus is a second century father 
and Origen a third, the fact that Irenaeus' quotations do not sup
port the form of text used later by Origen in Egypt cannot be used 
as proof that the Alexandrian text-type did not exist at a period 
earlier than Origen. But it is this same argument that is the main
stay of WH's theory! Compare the fact that Origen is the first real 
user of the Alexandrian text-type (Clement who preceded him tends 
to support Western readings) yet we do not limit the age of the H 
text LU Lhe date of Origen. Apparently, the testimony of thc carly 
papyri has made the argument from Patristic silence demonstrably 
invalid. 

In the third place, this argument from the silence of the Fathers is 
an argument from silence as far as Antioch is concerned. Support
ers of the WH theory point out that Chrysostom (who flourished in 
the last half of the fourth century) is the earliest Father to use the 
Byzantine text. However, they customarily neglect to mention that 
there are no earlier Antiochian Fathers than Chrysostom whose lit
erary remains are extensive enough so that their New Testament 
quotations may be analyzed as to the type of text they support. The 
silence-of-the-Fathers argument has been asked to bear more weight 
than it is able to sustain. How can Fathers of other areas using other 
local text-types be expected to witness to the Antiochian text? And 
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how could it be expected that the Antiochian text (i.e., the early 
form of it) can be. attested by Fathers who have left little or no 
writings? 

The argument from silence cuts both ways. Obviously one should 
not argue for the early existence of the Antiochian text from the lack 
of Scripture quotations in the Fathers. However, it is equally plain 
that its non-existence should not be argued from such silence either. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that the papyri-supported Byz
antine readings together with geographically-Western and Byzan
tinc alignments actually amount to a more reliable testimouy 
concerning the early existence of these readings than could possibly 
be rendered by quotations contained in late copies of works by early 
Fathers. Such data point up the invalidity of WH's argument from 
Patristic silence, and would appear to remove the main support for 
their theory. 
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The "Conflate" Or Longer Readings 
Are Not A Proof Of Lateness 

"Conflate" readings have heen put forth as one of Lhe main lines of 
evidence supporting WH's "demonstration that the Syrian text is 
later than the other types."1 Hort presented eight examples of con
flation, four in Mark: 6:33; 8:26; 9:38,49; and four in Luke: 9: 10; 
11:54; 12:18; 24:53. 2 Hort feit these readings were concrete evi
dence for what he considered the procedure or practice of the Syr
ian editors. These "conflations" led to the conclusion that the 
changes in the text had been mainly in one direction, i.e., the direc
tion of conflation and fulness on the part of the Syrian text. Hort 
concludcs that the conflations prove two things: 1) that the Syrian 
readings are always later in date than those of the other text-types 
and 2) that those who created these readings used manuscripts of 
Alexandrian and Western types to do so. 

Hence it is certain not only that the ß [Syrian] readings were 
always posterior in date Lo the a [Alexandrian] and the ß [West
ern] readings in variations illustrating the relation between 
these three groups by means of conflation, but also that the 
scribes or editors who originated these ß readings made use in 
one way or another of one or more documents containing these 

!Metzger, The Text, p. 135 (cf. pg. 30 above). 
2Jntroduction, pp. 93-104. Cf. above page 26 in this book for a summary of 

Hort's last example. 
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a readings, and one or more documents containing these ß 
readings ... 3 
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Having drawn these two conclusions, a third was built upon them: 
Since the Syrian editors used the Alexandrian and Western manu
scripts in making "conflates," they must have also used them freely 
elsewhere in the editing of their texts. 

But the proved actual use of documents of the a and ß classes in 
the conflate readings renders their use elsewhere a vera causa in 
the Newtonian sense.4 

Burgon acidly denounced the "conflations" of WH because they 
did not all fit the classification of conflation, and because they were 
too few in number to sustain such a far-reaching theory. Sar
castically, he suggested that the reason so few were set forth by WH 
was because no more could be fuund. 

Of these, after 30 years of laborious research, Dr. Westcott and 
he flatter themselves that they have succeeded in detecting 
eight. 5 

Examining the conflates ofWH in a lengthy note, Burgon sought to 
show that the Western and Alexandrian texts had abridged the "Tra
ditional text."6 

Some of Burgon's criticisms may have validity, but this book does 
not take the position that the longer or "conflate" readings are nec
essarily the original readings; some of them indeed may be the re
sult of scribal activity. However, the evidence available now shows 
that such readings are neither a result or proof of late editing, but 
actually go back into the second century. lf this is true even for 
some conflate und longer readings, then it should be apparent that 
the procedure of using a few examples of long or conflate readings 
in order to prove a late and dependent editing process for the whole 
text is invalid. 

3/ntroduction, p. 106. 
4/bid., p. 107. Cf. also Para. 187, pp. 134-135 of Hort's Introduction for the sup

posed propensity of the "authors of the Syrian text" to changc in the direction of 
interpolations and additions for "lucidity and completeness." 

SThe Revision Revised, p. 258. 
6/bid., pp. 258-265. 
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1. Some Byzantine "Conflates" and "longer readings" are now 
demonstrably early. Though longer readings similar to WH's exam
ple of "conflation" in the Syrian text are not very common, others 
than the eight listed by WH do exist. There are at least two in List 1 
which might be thus classified. In John 10: 19 the division of manu
scripts attesting the various readings is as clear cut in regard to text
types as WH's Luke 24:53 example:7 

o-xLaµcx ovv D 1241 rl sys Western 
axLaµcx 1TCXALV XBLWX 33 WH Alexandrian 
axLaµcx ovv 1TCXALV Ar Ll0AI1'l' pi Byzantine 

In John 10:31 there is another clear-cut division: This time four 
types of texts are involved iri the breakdown of readings (with yet a 
fifth reading supported by syP ). 

eßcxa'macxv Caesarean 
eßcxaTcxacxv ovv Western 
eßcxaTcxacxv 1TO'.ALV Alexandrian 
eßacnacrav ouv 71'0'.ALV Byzanlim:: 

Examples such as these two might have bolstered the WH theory 
of conflation further and provided some answer to Burgon's accusa
tion if they had been brought forward in his time. Today, however, 
they cannot help the theory of WH, for in each one the so-called 
"conflated" reading is supported by early papyri. In the John 10:19 
passage, while p4S and p7S support the Alexandrian reading, p66, 
the earliest papyrus, reads axLaµcx ovv 71'0'.ALV. In John 10:31 the 
"conflate" reading is supported by p66, and the shortest one, 
eßcxaTcxacxv, is papyrus-attested as well, being supported by p4S. If 
p75 supports any of these, it would appear to be the Alexandrian 
E ßcx<J'TQ'.<TQ'. V 1TO'.A LV. 

While it may be true that conflation has taken place in one or 
more of these instances, it is not logical to continue to hold that 
such readings are a proof of lateness. These readings were in exis
tence before the end of the second century-before the earliest 
manuscripts we possess. Though these "conflate" readings were 
unsupported by early patristic evidence, their early existence had 
been accurately attested all the while by the Byzantine text. 

2. Conflation is not limited to the Byzantine text as WH infer. 
Longer or conflate readings are not found in the Byzantine text 
alone. Examples may be found even in manuscripts and families 

7See pp. 25-26 above. 
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outside of the Byzantine text. In John 5:15 the attestation of read
ings reveals a "conflation" in W. W is considered to have an Alex
andrian text in this portion of John. (See fuller attestation in List 4). 

UV'Y]"Y'YELX.Ev p66p7Sß pl K 
U'lT'Yl')'')'ELX.Ev DKUd al 
EL'lTEV XCL pc bo WH 
O'.V'Y]')'')'ELX.EV KQ'.L EL'lTEV Q'.VTOL<; W 

In John 5:37 (List 1) manuscript D may be seen as an apparent 
combination of the other two. avro<; is read by the Byzantine bulk, 
to which p66 is now added; EKELvo<; is read by the Alexandrians and 
p75; while EKELvo<; avro<; is read by D. 

In John 11:41 (not in the Lists) there is an example of what might 
be called a conflation in a .Family 11 reading: 

avw pnnp1s ABCDEGIISW®'l'O pl 
EL<; TOV oupavov sa 
EL<; TOV oupavov avw KIT 265 489 1346* Farn nrell 

Colossians 3:17 reveals an example of what WH would call a con
flation if it were found in the Syrian text; however, in this instance it 
is found in X: , 

K1JpL01J L 'Y]<T01J 

L'Y]<T01J XPL<T'l"OlJ 

K1JpL01J 

B pl Byz 
ACDgrFgrGgr 
L 

K1JpL01J L'Y]<T01J XPL<TT01J X vgc (Cl) Ant 
3. Conflations are even found in B and in the Beta Text-type. 

Near the close of their discussion of conflate readings in the Syrian 
text WH say 

To the best of our belief the relations thus provisionally traced 
are never inverted. We do not know of any places where the a 
group [Alexandrian] supports readings apparently conflate from 
the readings of the ß and ö [Western and Syrian] groups respec
tively, or wherc thc ß group of documents supports readings 
apparently conflate from the readings of the a and ö groups 
[ Alexandrian and Syrian] respectively. 8 

8/ntroduction, p. 106. Contrary to WH's claim, there are places where the Alex
andrian text apparently conflates from the readings of the Byzantine and Western 
groups (i.e., the pattern is as clear-cut as any of the examples of Syrian conflation). 
lf D is allowed to speak for the Western text in the Gospels there is a clear-cut case 
in John 5:37(List1) where D conflates from the readings ofWH's u anlö groups 
respectively. 
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E. C. Colwell points out that "Codex Vaticanus lacks the conflate 
readings of the 'Syrian text,' but it has conflate readings of its 
own. "9 In a footnote Colwell calls attention to several instances 
where Vaticanus is involved in what might be termed "conflate 
readings." One of these examples is quite significant because it in
volves not only Vaticanus but other important members of the Beta 
(or Alexandrian) text-type as well. In Mark 1:28: 

EmTu'i ADEFGHKMSUVY fAin:<t>q 22 157 
1071 1241 pl p f gz l vg syPh 

1TCXV'TCXXOU 

EmTu') 1TCXV'TCXXOU 

omit 

W 579 b e q geo1 aeth 
xc BCL Farn 13 543 837 892 
X* 8 Farn 1 28 33 249 474 517 565 700 

c ff sys bp geo2 arm 
Here indeed is an instance of that phenomenon of which WH wrote 
when they said they did "not know of any places where the ex group 
supports rcadings apparently contlate from the readmgs of the ~ 
and 8 gruups rcspcctivcly. 10 

Another passage, Luke 10:41, 42 (List 4), is one of those dis
cussed by Burkitt in his article on "The Chesler Beally Pavyri." 
Burkitt rejected the originality of the Syrian reading. Neither did 
he intimate in his comments that Bor C2 and Land X in the read
ings they support had conflated. Instead of "conflation" of the B
text Burkitt speaks of the reduction of the text followed by Byzan
tine witnesses saying: "I do not know when or where Lk. 10:42a 
was reduced to 'one thing is necessary,' but it was obviously prior to 
A.D. 240" [italics added]. 11 In the minds uf Lhe supporters of the 
WH theory, when the Byzantine text is longer, there is a "con
flation,'' but when the Byzantine text is shorter, then it is termed a 
"reduction" or abridgement. A different view of this verse is taken 
by a more recent scholar, Aelred Baker, in an article "One Thing 
Necessary."12 He holds that the Byzantine preserves the original 
reading. He traces the history of the citation of this verse in the 

9"Genealogical Method," p. 117. 
IOlt may be noted in passing that neither WH, the two Nestle (the 26th ed. does 

note), nor the UBS texts give any indication that the Alexandrian text conflates, or 
even that there is a variation in the text at this point involving a shorter reading; 
they simply adopt the conflate reading silently. 

H"The Chester Beatty Papyri," p. 52. 
izcatholic Biblical Quarterly, XVII (April, 1965) 127-137. Cf. also G. D. Kil

patrick's, "The Greek New Testament of Today and the Textus Receptus," in The 
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course of modern textual criticism and translation and shows that 
there has been a reaction in modern times away from the reading 
favored by WH to the shorter one read all along by the Byzantine 
and supported now by two papyri, p4S and p75. 

Another instance of conflation involving Band some other manu
scripts is found in John 7:39 (List 1), where WH follow the shortest 
reading and give no acknowledgement of the straying of B even 
though they have a note 011 this verse in theil' "Selet:ted. Read
ings."13 In Philippians 1:14 (List 1), the Alexandrian manuscripts 
support the longer reading. Though it may not be a "conflate" in 
the strictest sense of the word, it parallels some of those WH classi
fied as conflate in the case of the Syrian text. 

One more passage (not in Lists), Colossians 1:12, may be noted at 
this point. 

'l"W LKO'.VW<TO'.V'l"L p46XACDcEKLP pl WH 
TW KuA.i::cruvn D*FG pc d e f m 

Tw KO'.Accruvn KO'.L LKuvwcruvTL B 
Again WH make no acknowledgement of B's conflation but quietly 
forsake it as far as their text is concemed. 

lf, for example, WH's principles were applied to these passages, 
referred to above, in which the divisions are rather clearly set forth, 
then the textual critic would have to acknowledge that because one 
text represented by B and some of its followers conflates the two 
other texts, therefore the text of B must be later in origin, and the 
other two texts must be earlier than B. But WH could not make 
such application of their principles, for that would make the Syrian 
text earlier than the text of B ! 

These longer readings which contain in one reading the material 
found in more than one other text-type may be conflates in some 
instances and in others they may be readings which have heen ah
breviated in the other texts or manuscripts. With examples of "con
flation" in both the Syrian andin the Alexandrian text-types, 14 

however, there appears to be no grounds for arguing that the longer 

B/ntroduction (Appendix), p. 82. 
14Some of the Syrian conflates are attested by papyri but none of the conflations 

sccn thus far in thc Beta tcxt-typc havc papyrus support. 

New Testament in Historical and Contemporary Perspective, eds. Anderson and Bar
clay, Chapt. 8, p. 192. See also G. Fee, "One Thing Is Needful," Luke 10:42 in 
bibliography, for argument to return to WH reading. 
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reading was late in its origin. Conflation may have taken place; but 
it would appear that if it did, it took place early-during the second 
century. The evidence indicates that the presence of a longer read
ing is not therefore to be taken automatically as a sign of lateness. lt 
should be recognized also that where a segment of a supposed con
flation in the Antiochian text is found in Western witnesses, this 
segment originated in the East not in the West (cf. discussion above 
based on findings of Zuntz, pp. 70-76). 

4. Natural conflation did not take place in certain places in K. lt 
should also be noted that there are places where conflation accord
ing to the habit and tendency of the scribes (as described by WH) 
would have been very easy to show itself but was passed up by the 
editors of the Syrian text. See for example such passages as Mark 
5:42 (List 1), where in the alternative readings from the shorter 
Byzantine E~E<TTT1<T<XV ("they were astonished") may be found 
E~E<TTTl<Tcxv Evfru'> ("immediately they were astonished") read by 
the Alexandrian and c~c<TTT1<Tav 'lTavTcc; ("they all wcrc as
tonished") read by the Western; however, neither one (to say 
nothing of both) is taken over into the Byzantine LexL in whaL wuuld 
have been a natural and smooth-reading conflation: E~E<TTTl<Tcxv 
Evfru'> 'lTCXVTE<; ("immediately they all were astonished"). A passage 
such as John 5:37 (List 1) indicates that the Byzantines could resist 
conflation (or the longer reading) even though it might be followed 
by another text. 

5. The greater proportion of longer papyrus-distinctive
Byzantine readings attests the early age of such "long" readings. lt 
is well known that the Byzantine text generally has the langer read
ing. lt is the "smoother," "fuller" text. In the manuals, "prefer the 
shorter reading" is one of the rules which is often found for judging 
between readings. The theory is that the scribes tended to add ma
terial to the text and that the shorter reading was therefore seen as 
the earlier and more likely original reading. However, the Byzantine 
text is occasionally shorter than the Alexandrian text. With this fact 
in mind, and in the light of the supposed propensity of the scribes 
to add, it was anticipated that in places where the distinctively By
zantine text was papyrus-supported, the preponderance of such 
places would involve shorter readings because the shorter K read
ings would surely be the earliest K readings. 

Such a phenomenon, however, did not appear as may be seen by 
consulting the lists of readings and the tables and charts which tab-
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ulate the readings found in the first three lists. 15 Instead of finding 
(as was anticipated) the greater number of papyrus-confirmed vari
ants in K where the Byzantine reading was the shortest, the greater 
proportion was of longer papyrus-supported Byzantine readings. 
This underscores the <langer of making it a rule "to prefer the 
shorter reading" as more likely the earlier and/or original one. Ac
tually, the length of a reading has nothing to do with its age: long 
readings are old and short readings are old. Both are attested by 
manuscript evidence that places them deep in the second century. 
The criteria for judging between them must be something other 
than their respective lengths. Since "long" readings are so early 
attested, and since such readings are not confined to K but also 
include H, WH's basic argument from conflation would appear to 
be disannulled. Kilpalrkk on Lhe basis of inlernal <.:rileria questions 
the rule, "Prefer the shorter reading."16 

1ssee appendix, pp. 145-187; for Tahles and C:harts, pp. 209-230. 
11>Kilpatrick, in his evaluation of the text behind the TR, includes a discussion 

on conflation, in which he examines variant readings eclectically, and finds that in 
many instances the longer reading should be preferred as the original reading. He 
concludes the discussion on homoeoteluton with the following observations: 

This list is ... sufficient to show both how prevalent this kind of mistake is 
and how frequently the Textus Receptus and its allies preserve the original 
reading. Westcott and Hort of course rejected their evidence and chose the 
shorter text even when it clearly impaired the meaning as at Mark x. 7. 

lt is worth considering how this came about. One of the canons of textual 
critics in modern times has been lectio brevior potior . ... On the other hand if 
we substitute the maxim, 'the longer text, other things being equal, is prefera
ble', have we any reason for thinking that this is more mistaken than the 
conventional lectio brevior potior? We are used to this last but the fact that it is 
traditional is no argument for its being true. Nonetheless, Westcott and Hort 
do not seem to have thought of challenging it. 

Let us consider the matter further. There are passages where reasons can be 
given for preferring the longer text and there are others where we can find 
reasons for prefening tlu: shurlta: Tht:n: is a thin.l l:att:gury wht:rt: tht:re does 
not seem to be any reason for deciding one way or the other. How do we decide 
between longer and shorter texts in this third category? On reflection we do 
not seem able to find any reason for thinking that the maxim lectio brevior 
potior really holds good. We can only hope that a fuller acquaintance with the 
problems concerned will enable us increasingly to discern reasons in each 
instance why the longer or the shorter reading seems more probable. 

Cited from Kilpatrick's essay: "The Greek New Testament Text of Today and the 
Textus Receptus," Chap. VIII in The New Testament in Historical and Contemporary 
Perspective, Essays in Memory of G. H. Macgregor, ed. by Anderson and Barclay 
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1965), p. 196. 
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The Composite Nature Of The Byzantine 
Text Attests Early Existence Of lts Readings 

Where Its Strands Unite 

W estcott and Hort bad argued that the composite testimony of the 
two manuscripts, X and B, carried back to an archetype of over 200 
years earlier than themselves. 

An answer, in our opinion a true and sufficient answer, is thus 
found to the question how far the testimonies of X and B are 
independent of each other. Their independence can be carried 
back so far that their concordant testimony may be treated as 
equivalent to that of a MS older than X than and B themselves 
by at least two centuries, probably by a generation or two 
more. 1 

Their contention with regard to the early age of the text on the basis 
of the composite nature of its witnesses has been strikingly con
finned by the recent Dodmer papyrus, p75 • This papyrus also con· 
firms the view that B best preserves the early Egyptian form of the 
text which both X and B represent. 

As in the case of the Alexandrian text, the composite testimony of 
varied strands within the Byzantine text carries its existence back to 
a much earlier period than thc agc of its extant manuscripts. Von 
Soden detected five major strands in the Kappa text,2 three of 

I/ntroduction, pp. 223-224. 
2At first Von Soden's conclusions were rejected. However, the validity of his 

groupings is now generally accepted. Streeter, early in his book, The Four Gospels, 

90 
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which he considered early: Kl, Ki, and IKa. Von Soden indicated 
that part of the proof of the early existence of the K text was that 
traces of K-readings occurred plentifully in early manuscripts 
mainly belonging to other text-types. He found traces of K, for 
example, in A, C, X and 'Jf. 3 Von Soden further maintained that Kl 
had influenced B as well as the others. 4 This last mentioned part of 
Von Soden's concept, i.e., that K readings had influem:e<l manu
scripts of the Hesychian (Alexandrian) type, is now reinforced by 
the research in the papyri which has found Byzantine readings in 
Egypt at an early date. s 

To return to the matter of compositeness, Silva Lake, in her work 
Family IT and the Codex Alexandrinus, made a thorough study of one 
of von Soden's groups, the IKa group. In her study of IT and Alex
andrinus, she found that the ninth-century manuscript IT, com
pared to the fifth-century manuscript A, actually preserves in a 
purer form Lhe Lexl which lies behind them both and which must go 
back to an earlier periml. She assigned it to the early fifth century or 
before. 

In working on the manuscripts included in this study it became 
clear to me that von Soden's Ka text was a real entity, although 
he had confuscd thc issue by grouping the Codex Alexandrinus 
with K and II .... the Codex Alexandrinus is connected with 
K, and II, and the cognate minuscules in a very different way 
from that in which they are related to each other. K, II, and a 
certain group of minuscules are a definite family. This family 

3Kenyon, The Text uf tlte Greek Bible, p. 179. 
4 Kenyon, Handbook, p. 365. 
SThis, however, has more to do with another though related matter, that is the 

early spread and element of "universality" in the K-text. 

has a lengthy footnote, p. 34, in which he gives expression to his great disappoint
ment with the work of von Soden. However, by the time Streeter comes to the close 
of his book, he makes the following observation in his second appendix: 

1 may add that in the course of writing this book 1 have had to study the MS 
evidence given by von Soden in innumerable cases up and down the Gospels, 
and have found nothing to conflict with the results obtained above. Accord
ingly, though it may be a few of the less important of the 28 MSS which groups 
as 1'1T ought not tobe included, he has discovered a real group; andfam. 1424 
must be treated as an important constituent of the 0 family. 1 have also found 
reason to accept his view that 544 ( E 337) is a true member of the same family. 
(Page 578). 
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and the Codex Alexandrinus had, at some point in their history, 
a common ancestor which differed very little from the text 
which is found today in II, rather more from that of A. The 
reconstructed text of Family II, therefore, represents a manu
script older than the Codex Alexandrinus and affords another 
witness to a text which must have existed in the early part of the 
fifth century, if not before.6 

While Silva Lake traced the text of II beyond the date of Alex
andrinus to the early fifth or late fourth century, one may wonder if 
this estimate was not too conservative. As in the case of X and B, II 
and A have a degree of homogeneity and yet represent two strands 
within 11 composite group. If two hundred years provcd a valid csti
mate for the text which lies behind X and B, it would seem, on the 
basis of the same kind of grounds, reasonable to assume that the 
concordant tcstimony of II and A would go bcyond thc age of A 
(copied in the fifth century) to the beginning of the fourth and per
haps deep into the third. 

H. H. Oliver in a review of Jacob Geerlings' Family II in Luke7 

comments in regard to the second appendix in Geerlings' work that 

... a collation of Codex A with Farn II, confirms the earlier 
view of Lake that A and II have a common archetype, a finding 
which causes scholars to push the date of the origin of the eccle
siastical text further back into the Byzantine period. 8 

Oliver's remark calls allenliun LU Lhe cumpusite testimuny of II and 
A, which Geerlings shows to have been sustained in other Gospels 
in addition to Mark, and indicates that such testimony pushes back 
the date of the text-type.9 

G. n. Kilplltri!"'.k ilh1str~tes the use of composite attestation to 
detect the early date of a reading. In an article entitled ''Atticism 
and the Text of the Greek New Testament," he demonstrates the 
way that most intentional variations may be traced back into 

6Family II, page ix. 
7J. Geerlings, Family II in Luke (Studies and Documents XXII), Salt Lake City: 

University of Utah Press, 1962. 
BJournal of Biblical Literature, 82 (1963), 221. 
9See also Geerlings, Family II in John (Studies and Documents XXIII), Salt Lake 

City: University of Utah, 1963. 
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the second century. In pages 128-131, he discusses the matter of the 
early rise of the variants and the cessation of their occurrence by 
about A.D. 200. During this presentation he makes an application 
of composite attestation in connection with the Alexandrian text to 
show the early existence of a particular reading: 

... at Mk. 1:21 ELcrEA.{}wv is present in some witnesses and 
absent from others. XCLLi jl3 28 565 837 892 Origen lack the 
word and our other witnesses have it. XCL 829 [sie] have the 
Alexandrian text. None of them is a descendant of another in 
part or whole. This means that probably the shorter text was in 
being in the Alexandrian tradition before A.D. 250. But Origen 
fl3 28 565 represent the Caesarean type of text and Origen be
longs to the first half of th~ thirci r.~ntnry A. n. So thf' mf'eting 
point of the Alexandrian and Caesarean traditions of the text 
will be before A.D. 200. Therefore this reading will belong to 
the second century. 10 

Thus, apart from attestation of early papyri, the composite testi
mony of the Alexandrian together with Caesarean witnesses leads to 
the conclusion that the shorter reading existed before the close of 
the second century. In like manner Kilpatrick finds evidence in the 
remaining (non-Alexandrian) witnesses that the alternative langer 
reading also existed very early. Kilpatrick detects this by separating 
the clusters of manuscripts that constitute von Soden's early Kappa 
groups (SV.O = K1, AKII = IKa, and EFGH = Ki). He reckons that 
these, together with the two 1'71' manuscripts I<I>, make up a com
posite testimony that carries the reading back into the third cen
tury, while the additional testimony of the Western text when 
combined with the Kappa is considered sufficient to assure that the 
reading originated prior to A.D. 200: 

On the other band the rest of our witnesses have the longer text. 
lt is uniformly in the Latin manuscripts and this suggests that it 
was in this version by the third century. The Greek text behind 
the Latin would in these circumstances be older still. Let us 
take another group of witnesses. AYII may be presumed to have 
a fourth century ancestor, EFGH and SVü probably each have a 

IOPage 128. Neutestamentliche Aufsatze, Festschrift für Prof. Josef Schmid (Ver
lag Friedrich Pustet Regensburg), 1963. 
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sixth century ancestor, and there may have been a common an
cestor to these two last groups in the fifth century. At this point 
the Purple Manuscripts are represented by I<l>, each of the 
sixth century, and their immediate ancestor may have been of 
the fifth century. We may deduce from this that as far as the 
evidence of the manuscripts AEFGHSVYIII<Pn is concerned 
this reading may be deemed to be as old as the third century. If 
the evidence of A and its allies is combined with that of D and 
the Latin, it seems reasonable to suppose that the reading they 
all support was in being before A.D. 200. 11 

Kilpatrick is using the concordant testimony of manuscripts (for 
the most part more recent than the fourth century) to demonstrate 
the early dating of this reading. lt is his conviction that the largest 
part of deliberately caused variants in the apparatus go back to the 
same time. 

Our brief examination of the witnesses has suggested that both 
readings were in being before the beginning of the third cen
tury, although all these wimesses themselves are with one excep
tion not older than the fourth century. This process can be 
repe:;ited for many other variant readings for which we do not 
have explicit evidence of their existence before A.D. 200. If we 
take together the readings of which we may assume on explicit 
or inferential evidence that they existed before A.D. 200 we find 
that they form probably the largest part of the deliberate 
changes in the apparatus. 12 

1b sum up the matter of compositeness: Though the Byzantine 
text is a highly homogeneous text, it is also composite; i.e., it is 
made up of distinguishable strands. Therefore, in places where the 
three earliest strands (Kl, Ki, and IKa) unite in their support, such 
a compositely attested reading is considered at least third-century in 
date. The agreement of yet another type of text would then carry 
the attestation of the reading back to the second century. 

ll"Atticism," p. 129. 
l2/bid. 
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Summary Of Section A 

In summing up Section A it seems reasonable to condude that the 
readings of the Byzantine text are old because of seven basic find
ings: 1) many of its distinctive readings, formerly thought to be 
late, conflate, and edited, are attested by early papyri, and 2) it was 
discovered that Western-Byzantine agreements also go back to the 
second century. Such readings are early and widespread, but 
though they were rejected by the Alexandrian text, they have been 
preserved from deep in the second century by the separate Byzan
tine and Western traditions. Furthermore, these K-Western agree
ments ( contrary to WH) have their origin in the East not in the 
West. 3) The silence of the Church Fathers in regard to K readings 
is explainable because a) it is not as absolute as has been main
tained, and b) it has a logical explaination. Lack of Patristic support 
from non-Byzantine areas (i.e., from non-Byzantine Fathers) is in
valid evidence for an argument that the Byzantine text did not exist 
at an early period. Even without such evidence and reasoning, 
however, WH's silence of the Fathers argument (the argument upon 
which their whole theory rested) has been strikingly offset by the 
discovery of Byzantine readings in the early papyri. 4) lt was found 
that the longer or "conflate" readings are not a sign of lateness in 
the text; neither are such readings restricted to the Byzantine text. 
Some "conflates" have been found in the Western and even in the 

95 
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Alexandrian text-type, including Vaticanus itself. The papyri reveal 
that longer and what have been called "conflate" readings were al
ready in existence in the second century. 5) The composite nature of 
the Byzantine constitutes yet another line of evidence attesting the 
early existence of the K readings where the testimony of the various 
strands is united. Additional support from another text-type ap
pears to insure the second-century existence of a reading with such 
attestation. 

6) Others have called attention to the early age of K readings. To 
the above may be added a reminder that the idea of the ancient 
character of Byzantine readings, of course, is not new or original 
with this writer. The remarks of Zuntz, Tarreli, and Colwell as men
tioned above, together with others, indicate that a number of New 
Testament scholars have been calling attention to the early age of 
Byzantine readings. 

7) Deliberate changes in all the text-types appear to antedate A.D. 

200. Kilpatrick notes with approval the statement of Vogels that, 
"as distinct from errors, most deliberate changes, if not all were 
made by A.D. 200,"1 and he makes the point that "recent discov
eries confirm this. "2 Later in the same article, Kilpatrick presses 
the point that there is "no difference in kind between readings 
which can be shown to have originated early and those whose date is 
uncertain."3 In the same statement, he suggests that examination 
will show that all the categories of deliberate alteration, including 
harmonization, stylistic variation, and so forth, are present both in 
groups that can be shown to be ancient by evidencc and also in 
others for which the evidence may not be available to prove their 
early date. 4 

Kilpatrick also raises the question as to whether there are any 
readings which can be demonstrated tobe later than A.D. 200. He 
calls attention to some three examples of readings which originated 
in the thirteenth century and were discovered by E. W. Saunders. 
Kilpatrick then notes earlier examples of attempts to introduce 
changes into the text on the part of Origen and the very poor suc
cess with which they were met. 

l"Atticism," p. 128. 
2/bid. 
3/bid., p. 129. 
4/bid. 
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These two examples of alteration to the text of the New Testa
ment after A.D. 200 show how uncommon such changes were in 
the later period. We would probably get a fair picture of the 
proportion of change after this date to changes made before it if 
we were to compare the numbers of the changes demonstrably 
later to the number of changes demonstrably earlier. There can 
bc no qucstion that the earlier ones are far and away more in 
number. 

Origen's treatment of Mt. 19:19 is significant in two other 
ways. First he was probably the most influential commentator 
of the Ancient Church and yet his conjecture at this point seems 
to have influenced only one manuscript of a local version of the 
New Testament. The Greek tradition is apparently quite un
affected by it. From the third century onward even an Origen 
could not effectively alter the text. 

This brings us to the second significant point-his date. 
From the early third ccntury onward the freedom to alter the 
text which had obtained earlier can no longer be practised. 
Tatian is the last author to make deliberate changes in the text of 
whom we have explicit information. Between Tatian and Origen 
Christian opinion had so changed that it was no longer possible 
to make changes in the text whether they were harmless or not. 5 

Kilpatrick finishes this aspect of his article by saying: 

. . . by the end of the second century A.D. Christian opinion 
had hardened against deliberate alteration of the text, however 
harmless the alteration might be. The change of opinion was 
connected not with the canonical status of the New Testament 
but with the reaction against the rehandling of the text by the 
second century heretics. This argument confirms the opinion of 
H. Vogels, mentioned above, that the vast majority of deliberate 
changes in the New Testament text were older than A.D. 200. In 
uther wunls Lhey l:ame iulu being in the period A.D. 50-200. 6 
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lt is concluded, then, that the readings of the Byzantine text are 
old. They, like the readings of the other text-types, go back deep 
into the second century. 

S"Atticism," p. 129-130. 
6/bid., p. 131. 





SECTIONB 

The Byzantine Text Is Unedited 
In The WH Sense 





CHAPTERXI 

The Evidence In Section A 

The heading of Section B slems rrom lht: rt:alizat inn thal if tht: 
theory of WH as to the derivation of the Byzantine text is no longer 
supported by the data, then the Byzantine text should be consid
ered an independent witness to the text of the New Testament. lt is 
not meant to suggest that the Byzantine text has undergone no edit
ing. What is affirmed here is that the theory of a drastic and eclectic 
editing using Alexandrian and Western texts appears far less plausi
ble now than it did in the days when the theory was promulgated by 
WH. 

A striking instance of a modern textual critic whose views 
changed after the discovery of the Chester Beatty Papyri is found in 
the case of Jose M. Bover. John Raymond Janeway has a reference to 
the transition in the life and study of Bover after the Papyri came to 
his attention: 

There were two stages in Bover's critical study. The first, com
pleted by 1930, was the study of the differences between the 
modern critical texts. The second stage began after the publica
tion of the Chester Beatty papyri, and has never been com
pleted. This is the investigation of the text accepted by all the 
former critics in the light of the new evidence. For Bover, this 
rcsultcd in a rccvaluation of thc carly Antiochian tcxt. Thus, hc 
set out to vindicate it as one which possessed the right to be 
heard in the debate over readings. 1 

IAn Investigation, p. 534. 
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This writer agrees with Bover and feels that in the light of the 
new evidence the testimony of the Byzantine text has been ne
glected too long. lf its readings are early and its text is unedited in 
the WH sense, it is not dependent upon the other text-types. lf it is 
not derived from the other text-types, then its testimony ought to 
be given an objective hearing and due consideration in weighing 
evidence for readings. 

The evidence in the preceding section indicates that the K read
ings were in existence long before the earliest date allowed by WH. 
Therefore, the Byzantinc tcxt appcars unedited in the WH sense, 
because the data in the preceding section show that Byzantine read
ings are as early as those of any other text-type. Byzantine readings 
carry back into the second century, which is far earlier than the 
limits WH set for their theory and is therefore evidence against it. 

The evidences in Section A for the early existence of K readings, 
in addition to upsetting the "time boundaries" set by WH, also wt 
away the main supports for their genealogical and patristic argu
ments. These arguments claimed that because of "conflates" found 
in it and because its distinctive readings were unsupported by 
quotations from early Fathers the Byzantine text must be both late 
in origin and edited in nature. These were the arguments upon 
which the theory of WH rested. However, as has been pointed out 
in the matter of conflation, some Byzantine "conflates" are attested 
by early papyri. Their proven early existence takes away the argu
ment that longer (and/or conflate) readings constitute proof of 
lateness. In addidtion to this, "conflates" are found in other text
types than the Byzantine, including the Alexandrian with Band its 
allies. These two facts would seem to remove the WH argument 
resting on conflation. 

As observed in the preceding section, the argument from pa
tristic testimony is invalid because it is an argument from the si
lence of non-Byzantine Fathers and the silence of pre-Chrysostom 
Antiochian Fathers. Furthermore, it needs to be recognized that a 
second-century papyrus attesting a Byzantine reading constitutes 
much stronger evidence for the early existence of the reading than 
would the citation of a second-century Father, who might have used 
the very papyrus, yet whose quotation has been perserved to us in a 
fourth to an eleventh-century manuscript-copy of his writings. 
Therefore, evidence supporting the early date of K readings is also 
evidence against a WH-type editing of the K-text-type. 
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WH's third argument is from intrinsic evidence and is, therefore, 
subjective as defenders of the WH theory admit. For this reason 
less weight is usually attached to it. This argument is not avoided, 
however, and will be taken up below under a discussion of the style 
of the Byzantine text (pp. 107-114). The remainder of this section 
seeks to present further reasons for considering the Byzantine a 
non-dependent text-important in solving New Testament textual 
problems. 



CHAPTERXII 

The Significant Provenance Of The 
Byzantine Text-Type 

Another item, the significant provenance (gt:ographical nrigin) nf 
the Antiochian text-type, raises further doubts about its depen
dence on Alexandria and the Western parts of the Empire. The the
oretical dependence of the K-text becomes increasingly doubtful as 
the date of editing is pushed back to an early time, for the following 
question arises: "Why should the great apostolic and mission
minded church at Antioch send to Alexandria or any other center 
for Scripture copies by which to correct her own?" The Church at 
Antioch, conscious of her heritage and the excellence of her own 
first copies of the Scriptures, would have little reason to consider 
the resources of others superior. Antioch was the third city of the 
empire, a city with an independent and proud spirit; and something 
of this same independent spirit was part of its heritage as the 
"mother of all Gentile churches." 1 

IM. C. Tenney, New Testament Survey (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 
1961), p. 253. Cf. Virginia Corwin, St. Ignatius and Christianity in Antioch (New 
Haven: Yale U. Press, 1960). See especially the second chapter on "Antioch and the 
Christians," where this author finds intimations suggesting that the church at 
Anliud1 uiu imbibe something of the proud and independcnt spirit of thc city, 
pp. 31-51. 

See also Glanville Downey, A History of Antioch in Syria, from Seleucus to the 
Arab Conquest (Princeton: Princeton U. Press, 1961); in which he not only traces 
the history of the city but also calls attention to the influence that the church at 
Antioch exerted over the whole area of Syria, p. 304 ff. 
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Antioch may well have been the prime source of the earliest cop
ies of most of the New Testament Scriptures for newly established 
churches. lt will be recalled that Antioch was the place where the 
first Gentile missions originated; it was the home base for the apos
tle Paul;2 Luke may have been there;3 Mark,4 Barnabas and Silas, 
Paul's companions, were there;5 Peter visited Antioch;6 Matthew 
may have written his Gospel there. 7 Paul himself could have double
checked the local copies of his own epistles which were thus far 
possessed by the church at Antioch before he made his last journey 
from that place. 

lt should be remembered that the leadership of the Antiochian 
church was not characterized by illiteracy or a low level of education 
(see Acts 13:1), and therefore incapable of making good copies of 
"Scriptures." The first century generally was "literate to a remark
able degree."8 

Furthermore, the apostles and other early J ewish members of the 
Antiochian church had the tradition of lsrael's careful copying of 
the Scriptures as an example for their care. A high view of the New 
Testament writings as "Scripture" appears to have been held from 
the beginning by the church. This belief in "inspiration" was early. 
lt is set forthin the canonical books themselves. Paul was conscious 
that he wrote "the commandments of the Lord" (1 Cor. 14:37); and 
Peter included the writings of Paul with "the other Scriptures" (II 
Pet. 3:15, 16). Such high regard for apostolic writings would call for 
special care in their handling from the very beginning. 

2Acts 12:25; 13: 1-3; 15:30, 36 etc. 
3A concise summary of arguments for T .uke's assoc:iation with Antioch is given 

by Wm. E Arndt, Bible Commentary The Gospel According To St. Luke in his Intro
duction, especially pages 2-5. 

4Acts 11:25; 13:5; 15:37. 
5Acts 13:1-3; 15:32, 40. 
6Galatians 2: 11. 
?See B. H. Streeter's discussion connecting Matthew with Antioch in The Four 

Gospels, A Study of Origins, pp. 500-523. 
scolin H. Roberts points out that "the world into which Christianity was born 

was, if not literary, literate to a remarkable degree; in the Near East in the first 
century of our era writing was an essential accompaniment of life at almost all 
levels to an extent without parallel in living memory. In the New Testament read
ing is not an unusual accomplishment ... and reading may be assumed to have 
been as general in Palestine as, from the vast quantity of papyri of all kinds and 
descriptions, we know it to have been in up-country Egypt at this time." 
Cambridge History of the Bible, Vol. 1 p. 48. 
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When matters relating to the provenance of the Byzantine text 
are taken into consideration, they appear to further mitigate against 
the drastic editing called for by the theory of Westcott and Hort. lf, 
because of the early existence of K readings, the date for a major 
editing of the Byzantine text must be pushed back before A.n.200, 
it is difficult to assume Antiochian dependence on other local texts 
for the improvement of her own. lt might appear more logical to 
reason that if Antioch would send anywhere for copies of New Tes
tament Scriptures in order to purify its own text, it would most 
likely send to Ephesus, Galatia, Colosse, Thessalonica, Philippi, 
Corinth, and Rome in order to acquire more perfect copies of the 
epistles originally sent to those locales. 

Another reason for questioning Antioch's dependence upon 
manuscripts whose provenance was Alexandria is the difference of 
attitudc toward Scripture und its interpretation which existed be
tween the theological schools of the two cities. Beginning as early as 
Theophilus (died before 188) who, as an advocate of the literal in
terpretation of Scripture, is considered a forerunner of the "School 
of Antioch," Antioch developed a school of literal interpretation 
which was almost diametrically opposed to the "School of Alex
andria" with its principles of allegorical interpretation. This makes 
it difficult to believe that Antioch would look to Alexandria for help 
in either thc carliest period or later when the differences between 
the schools became even more marked. 



CHAPTER XIII 

The Koine Style Of The Byzantine Text-Type 

An important consideration has to do with the style of the Byzan
tine text. This is a more subjective area of judgment, as Kirsopp 
Lake acknowledges. 1 However WH made internal evidence of read
ings their third main argument for the posteriority of Syrian to 
other readings. 2 

Hort's oft-quoted description of the characteristics of the Byzan
tine text is as follows: 

The qualities which the authors of the Syrian text seem to have 
most desired to impress on it are lucidity and completeness. 
They were evidently anxious to remove all stumbling-blocks out 
of the way of the ordinary reader, so far as this could be done 
without recourse to violent measures .... Both in matter and 
. in diction the Syrian text is conspicuously a full text. lt delights 
in pronouns, conjunctions, and expletives and supplied links of 
all kinds, as well as in more considerable additions. As dis
tinguished from the hold vigour of the "Western" scribes, and 
the refined scholarship of the Alexandrians, the spirit of its own 
corrections is at once sensible and feeble. Entirely blameless on 
either literary or religious grounds as regards vulgarised or un
worthy diction, yet shewing no marks of either critical or spir-

1 The Text, p. 67. 
2/ntroduction, pp. 115-119. 
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itual insight, it presents the New Testament in a form smooth 
and attractive, but appreciably impoverished in sense and force, 
more fitted for cursory perusal or recitation than for repeated 
and diligent study. 3 

The Byzantine text does tend to be simple, lucid, füll, unpreten
tious and plain in style. Much of WH's description is apropos. 
However, it should be noted that their description of the "Syrian" 
text, with few changes, could also be taken as an acccptablc dcscrip
tion of the Hellenistic Greek Qf the first century! 

As is now known, the New Testament was written in the Koine or 
"common" style of the day. This was not appreciated in the days of 
Westcott and Hort as it has come to be since the work of Adolf 
Deissmann, J. H. Moulton and A. T. Robertson. WH came to their 
study of the New Testament with the background of an ''Attic
trained judgment. "4 This, no doubt, was a factor in their being 
attracted to X and B, the chief representatives of the Alexandrian 
text-type. Where there is variation in the text, the Alexandrian 
manuscripts often tend to favor the more brief, precise, and Attic
like forms of expression. 

Though Westcott and Hort resisted the connection of the "Neu
tral" text with any localc, thcy acknowledge that it may have been 
"preserved" at Alexandria. 

That a purer text should be preserved at Alexandria than in any 
other church would not in itself be surprising. There, if any
where, it was to be anticipated that, owing to the proximity C'f 
an exact grammatical school, a more than usual watchfulncss 
over the transcription of the writings of apostles and apostolic 
men would be suggested and kept alive . . . 5 

lt now appears that the "exact grammatical school" may have done 
more than "preserve" the text at Alexandria. 

Kilpatrick notes several areas in which Atticism in the early pe
riod appears to have introduced changes into the text of the New 
Testament. One involved the tendency to eliminate Semitisms: 

3/ntroduction, pp. 134-135. 
4Cf. J. N. Birdsall, "The New Testament" (Text), The New Bible Dictionary, ed. 

J. D. Douglas (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co.), p. 1268. 
5/ntroduction, p. 127. 
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One stylistic consideration can be quickly discerned. If we come 
to the New Testament from Classical Greek we soon perceive 
that among the distinctive features of the Greek Testament are 
idioms which, strictly speaking, are not Greek at all. No Greek 
of any period, left to himself, would say or write a1ToKpdtw; 
EL1TEV. In the same way "he answered and said" is not natural 
English. . . . Hence we are not surprised when we find that 
often where a1ToKpLttELc; EL1TEV and the like occur in our Greek 
text there are variants designed to mitigate or remove this 1m
Greek expression. We may even suspect that sometimes the at
tempt to improve the language has been successful and that the 
more Greek expression is in our text and the original unGreek 
wording in our apparatus. 

Let us take an example of this. At six places in our texts of 
Mark today (9:12,38; 10:20,29; 12:24; 14:29) E<p'YJ occurs and at 
each place in the apparatus there is a variant a1ToKpLttELc; EL1TEV 
or its kin. E:<p'YJ is a good Greek word of ancicnt lincage but 
it was going out of use in the first century. As we have seen 
a1ToKpLttELc; E.L'ITEV is not a Greek expression at all. Have the 
scribes changed the good Greek E<p'YJ to the barbarous a1To
KpLttELc; E.L1TEV or the other way about? If we may assume that 
their intention was to improve the evangelist's Greek rather than 
to degrade it, then a1TOKpLttELc; E.L1TEV will be original.6 
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Besides distinguishing between what was Greek and what was not 
Greek, there was the temptation to improve or replace "poor" 
Greek with what was considered to be good Greek. 7 Kilpatrick 
illustrates by referring to the atticistic tendency to avoid the use of 
the "historic" present. 

Sometimes Atticism involved mere change in spelling from a 
Hellenistic to an Attic form of the same word. Kilpatrick calls at
tention to the following Attic/Hellenistic spelling variants noted in 
the text of Revelation: TJp'lTcia-0-TJ/TJp'lTci")'TJ, <TTTJPL<Tov/a,-fipL~ov, 
EPPTJ'ÖTJ/Eppi-0-TJ, E<TKoa,-wµEvTJIE<TKonaµivTJ. He then adds that 
"similar variations occur in the other New Testament books. 8 

A striking illustration of early Atticism involving the voice of a 

6"Atticism," p. 126. Some passages in addition to those cited by Kilpatrick and 
involving apparcnt cditorial dclction of uTioKptföw; are: Mt. 24:2; 26:63; Mk. 5:9; 
7:6; 8:28; 10:5; 11:29,33; 12: 17; 13:2,5; 14:20; Lk. 5:22; 14:5; 20:34. 

7Cf. Origen's complaint, p. 118 below. 
S"Atticism," p. 126. 
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verb, which was apparently introduced in Alexandria, is found in 
the future forms of '<:Hi>. In classical Greek writers the future active 
is used and the middle is condcmned. In later and non-Attic writ
ers, however, the middle form is found in popular use.9 As Kil
patrick suggests, on this evidence we would expect the New 
Testament writers to use '11croµm rather than '11crw. 

John uses the future of '11v six times . . . both active and middle 
forms occur in our manuscripts at each occun:m.:t: as may be 
seen from the following tahle: 

Active 
5:25 P66•75XBDW f1 
6:51 XDLW® 
6:57 p1sxBCZLTII® f13 
6:58 p1sxBCTL.:iA WEGSV!lN® fl 

11:25 P4' 

14:19 p1sßLX 

Middle 
f.:iA '11 AIIEGHSV!l®MU f13 
p66ßCTf .:iAEFGHSV!lIIMU fl, 13 
p66Wf.:iAEGHSV!lMY fl l 1561 
p66DHfMU f13 l 1561 
[rell] (P66,7SXABCDW0 etc.) 
p66XQWr.:iADAllEGHS!!MU0 fl,13 

The evidence of p45,66,75 makes it quite clear that the variation 
is older than A.D. 200. 

As the variation came into being in the second century, the 
century of Atticism, it is more probable that the evangelist at 
the end of the first century used the non-Attic middle which 
was later corrected to the Attic active future. That the evangelist 
should go out of his way to introduce an Attic form into his 
Koine Greek which the second century scribes who were copy
ing during the period of Atticism then changed to the Koine 
form seems most unlikely. Wt: may accordingly regard the mid
dle future as what the evangelist wrote and the active as an At
ticist correction of the second century. 10 

Kilpatrick gives a breakdown of the principal manuscripts in a 
brief chart tabulating the number of times each supports the middle 
or the active form in the six passages examined. lle then rernarks: 

At once we notice the striking fact that p66 and A and its allies of 
the Byzantine text show up much better than the Egyptian wit
nesses especially p75XBL. lt would not surprise us that the in
fluence of Atticism was strong at Alexandria. 11 

9See authority for this, ibid„ p. 132. 
10/bid. 
11/bid„ p. 133. 
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Following a number of other examples of the influence of At
ticism on the text, Kilpatrick calls attention to its manifest tendency 
to delete pronouns: 

Manuscripts vary considerably over the pronouns, especially 
c:nrro'). At the same point in the text the pronoun will be present 
in some witnesses and absent in others. Two considerations are 
in favour of the text with the pronoun. First, the suffixed pro
nouns of Semitic idiom are much commoner than the pronouns 
are in Classical Greek. Secondly, Hellenistic Greek, less terse 
and more explicit than Classical Greek, makes more use of the 
pronouns than the older language does. lf the pronouns are 
original in the text, then the return to Attic brevity would en
courage scribes rigorously to cut down on the generous use of 
the pronouns that their texts displayed. 12 

By consulting Charts 3 und '1 (page 230), one sees that in the com
parison of Byzantine and Byzantine-plus alignments the Byzantine 
text is observed to supply the pronoun almost one-third more ofteh 
than it omits it. In fact the same may be said for most all of its 
additions in comparison with its omissions (see tables and charts 
2-4). This, in accordance with what has been noticed above, indi
cates that in respect to Atticism, at least, the Byzantine text has 
resisted editing more successfully than has the Alexandrian. As a 
part of the conclusion to his article on ''Atticism and the Text of the 
Greek New Testament," Kilpatrick makes another statement which 
is relevant to this study: 

... Westcoll and Hort may have owed some of their partiality 
for XB to the fact that these manuscripts often display a brevity 
and an idiom which is akin to the classical Greek on which they 
were brought up. In particular this led to a serious underesti
mate of A and the Syrian text as they called it. We have however 
noticed several places where A or the Byzantine manuscript pre
serve a feature of the Koine where XB give us the Attic equiv
alent .... We must not draw from such an example the 
conclusion that A or the Byzantine witnesses are usually right, 
but we can conclude that they have a right to be heard and that 
at each point the text must be decided impartially on the merits 
of the readings involved. 13 

12/bid., p. 136. 
13/bid. 
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Non-biblical sources attest that there was such a simple and plain 
style of Greek writing and speaking stemming from the earliest 
New Testament times. Such sources as the non-biblical papyri and 
the Discourses of Epictetus, the Stoic philosopher, attest this style. 
In addition, there is a formal delineation of what the plain style 
ought to be, which has been dated at approximately the same time 
in which the New Testament was being written. Demetrius, On 
Style, names "the plain style" ('TOu wxvou KapaKT1lpoc;)14 as one of 
four which he describes and discusses. Except for the allusion to 
compound words, the following parts of his treatment of this sub
ject tend to remind one of descriptions of the Koine of the 
Hellenistic period and the kind of Greek supposed to characterize 
the New Testament: 

In the case of the plain style . . . the diction throughout should 
be current and familiar. The more familiar an expression is the 
homelier it is, while the unusual and metaphorical is elevated. 

Compound words should not be admitted (since they are ap
propriate to the opposite variety of style), nor yet newly-coined 
words, nor any other words which contribute to elevation. 
Above all, the style should be lucid. Now lucidity involves a 
number of things. 

First of all it involves the employment of current words, and 
next the words bound together. Writing which is wholly dis
jointed and unconnected is entirely lacking in clearness .... 
. . . this is the style which is compacted and (as it were) consoli
dated hy the conjunctions .... 

Clear writings should also shun ambiguities and make use of 
the figure termed "epanalepsis." "Epanalepsis" is the repetition 
of the same particle in the course of a lengthy sentence; ... 

For the sake of clearness the same word must often be used 
twice. Excessive terseness may givc grcatcr plcasurc, but it fails 
in clearness. For as men who race past us are sometimes indis
tinctly seen, so also the meaning of a sentence may, owing to its 
hurried movement, be only imperfectly caught. 

These are a few remarks, where much could be said, on the 
subject of clearness. Clearness must be practiced most of all in 
the plain style. 15 

14The other three kinds of style treated by Demetrius are the "elevated" 
(µqa~o1TpETTJ<;), the "elegant" ('Y~mpupo<;), arid the "forcible" (3eLvo<;). 

isnemetrius On Style, with an English translation by W Rhys Roberts, The Loeb 
Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard U. Press, 1953), pp. 419-427. 
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In spite of the known existence of such a plain style as set forth by 
Demetrius and found in Epictetus, there were those in the early 
period of the Church and its writings who scoffed at the plain style 
and spoke contemptuously of it as it is found in the Scriptures. One 
of these was the pagan Celsus, who sought to refute the Christian 
faith in a literary attack penned sometime between A.D. 161-180. 
Origen indicates that Celsus ridiculed the Scriptures by holding 
them up to unfavorable comparison with the writings of the phi
losophers in places where there seemed tobe some parallel: 

For he has quoted a considerable number of passages, chiefly 
from Plato, and has placed alongside of these such declarations 
of holy Scripture as are fitted to impress even the intelligent 
mind; subjoining the assertation, that "thcsc things arc statcd 
much better among the Greeks (than in the Scriptures) .... " 
Now we maintain, that if it is the object of the ambassadors of 
the truth to confer benefits upon the greatest possible number, 
and, so far as they can, to win over to its side . . . every one 
without exception-intelligent as well as simple-not Greeks 
only, but also Barbarians . . . it is manifest that they must adopt 
a style of address fitted to do good to all, and to gain over to 
them men of every sort .... 

1 have made these remarks in reply to the charges which Cel
sus and othcrs bring against thc simplicity of the language of 
Scripture, which appears to be thrown into the shade by the 
splendour of polished discourse. For our prophets, and Jesus 
Himself, and His apostles, were careful to adopt a style of ad
dress which should not merely convey the truth, but which 
should be fitted to gain over the multitude .... 16 

In the light of\ some instances of observed Atticisms in manu
scripts of the New Testament, which have been shown to have 
arisen before the end of the second century, it is tempting to specu
late as to whether they may owe their rise (at least in part) to the 
reaction of Christian scholars to attacks on the grammar, style, and 
vocabulary of the new Testament writings. 

The consideration of the matter of style and the tendency of the 
Alexandrians to exceed the other text-types in Atticising suggests 

I6Qrigen Against Celsus, Book VI, chapters 1 and 2, Ante-Nicene Fathers, Vol. IV, 
p. 573. For estimate of the date of Celsus' work, see same volume, p. 231. 
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that two "rules" of textual criticism be reconsidered: 1) "prefer the 
shorter reading," and 2) "prefer the more difficult reading." These 
two rules are "tailor-made" to favor the more Attistic and less 
Koine (plain) type of text. In view of the above, it would seem that 
in many instances reversing the rules would lead more directly to 
the original text, i.e., "where atticising is suspected, prefer the 
longer and/or or the simpler reading." 

There are, no doubt, many occasions where the true or original 
text is shorter, and in many instances the true reading may be the 
more difficult reading. In the textual criticism of Classical texls the 
principles of the "shorter" and "more difficult reading" probably 
have greater validity and application. However, in view of the infor
mation now accumulating on the Alexandrian and Byzantine texts 
of the New Testament, it would seem that these two rules ought to 
he applied wilh mul:h gn:aler restraint. Thc rcason for this is that 
the simple, full, lucid, yet unpretentious ßyzantine reading may 
oftcn bc the uncditcd reading. Thus thc style ( or "internal evidence 
of readings") involved in Byzantine readings may often now be seen 
not so much to condemn as Lu cumme11tl Lhem. This being truc, 
WH's third main argument against the usefulness of the Byzantine 
text (the argument from internal evidence) is not only taken away, 
but actually in certain kinds of readings becomes evidence in its 
favor17 (See note on p. 125). 

17For further reading on matters relating to style, cf. other works by Kilpatrick 
and J. K. Elliott. "Phrynichus' Influence on the Textual Traditions of the NT," 
Zeit NT Wiss 63 (1-2, '72) 133-138, The Greek Text of the Epistles to Timothy and 
Titus, U. of Utah Press, 1968, pp. 1-12. See also J. M. Ross, "Some Unnoticed 
Points in the Text of the New Testament," Novum Testamentum 25 (1983) 59-72. 
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The Conservative Users 

The Byzantine text may be unedited in the WH sense because its 
users appear conservative in their view of Scripture as compared 
with some of those who used the Alexandrian and Western texts.1 A 
conservative attitude toward the handling of the sacred text existed 
very early among the Fathers generally. The attitude of the Anti
ochians toward Scripture seems to suggest that they were jealous in 
the care of it. lt will be remembered that the school of Antioch was 
the school of "literal" interpretation, while the school in Alexandria 
championed the allegorical method. This is not to imply that the 
Alexandrian Christians had a low opinion of Scripture. Antioch, 
however, had a much narrower and more conservative view of the 
canon than Alexandria, if the views of Africanus and Origen in their 
exchange of letters can be taken as criteria of their respective 
schools. lt will be recalled that Africanus took Origen to task for 
citing parts of the apocryphal books of the LXX as Scripture, and 
that Origen responded by def ending the use of the LXX over 
against the Hebrew. 2 

Although the patristic evidence from Antioch is absent for the 
earliest period, the earliest Fathers from other areas of the Empire, 

lNote: Nota reference to "conservative doctrine," i.e., in the sense of "Funda
mentalism" or orthodoxy. Antioch is considered the place where Arius, as a stu
dent of Lucian, obtained the seeds of his heresy. 

ZANF, Vol. IV, pp. 385-393. 
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whose writings have been preserved to us, were aware of and com
plained about changes which had been made in copies of the Scrip
tures in their areas. Furthermore, they themselves assigned various 
reasons for the corruptions in the text. 

Dionysius, Bishop of Corinth, wrote an epistle (ca. A.D. 168-176) 
to the church at Rome (from which extracts are quoted by Eu
sebius). In one of the passages he spoke of the fact that the text of 
his own letters was tampered with-and not only so but some indi
viduals had presumed to edit the "Lordly Scriptures as well. „ 

For when the brethren desired me to write epistles, 1 did so. 
And these the apostles of the devil have filled with tares, cutting 
out some things and adding others: for whom the woe is re
Sl!rVl!U. IL is uul ma1velous, tl1erefore, if somc havc sct thcm· 
selves to tamper with the Dominical r'TWV KUpLaKWV ••• 

"fpmpwv] Scriptures as well, since they have also laid Lheir de
signs against writings that do not dass as such. 3 

Not much later than this, Irenaeus (fl. 178), in refuting the Val
entinians, had occasion to remark on their change of the tense of a 
verb in the Scripture. He derides this impiety by pointing out that 
through such tampering they exalt themselves above the Apostles . 

. . . "No man knoweth the Son, but the Father; neither know
eth any man the Father, save the Son, and he to whom the Son 
was willed to reveal [Hirn]." Thus hath Matthew set it down, 
and Luke in like manner, and Mark the very same; for John 
omits this passage. They, however, who would be wiser than the 
apostles, write [the verse] in the following manner: "No man 
knew the Father, but the Son . . . " and they explain it as if the 
true God were known to none prior to our Lord's advent; and 
that God who was announced by the prophets, they allege not to 
be rhe Farher of ChrisL (Against He1'esies,i"·6 •1).4 

3Hugh Jackson Lawlor and J.E.L. Oulton (trans.), Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea, 
the Ecclesiastical History and the Martyrs of Palestine (London: Society for Promot
ing Christian Knowledge, n.d.), Iv. 23, p. 130. 

4f1NF, Vol. 1, pp. 467-468. In passing, it m:iy he of interest to note that 
Irenaeus, in his reference to Mark (in the above quotation), preserves an instance 
of assimilation (or harmonization) which was present in the text which he used, for 
this passage is not now found in extant manuscripts of Mark's Gospel. 
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Tertullian, the early North-African Father (c. 160-200) took up 
the Marcion and Valentinian heresies, dealing with them at length 
in his "Prescription Against Heretics." He discouraged the use of 
Scripture with heretics because they do not use, but only abuse, 
Scripture. There is therefore no common ground between them and 
the Christian. He said they abuse Scripture by the rejection of parts 
or through changing by diminishing or adding and also by false 
interpretation. He charged the Marcionites of being especially 
guilty of textual corruption and the Valentinians with using per
verse interpretation, though "they also have added and taken away." 
He argues that the genuine text is in the hands of the catholic 
churches because their text is older than that of the heretics. He 
maintains that the late date of the changed manuscripts proves their 
forgery. Terlullian also daims Lhal Lhe aulhurily of the chun.:l11;:s 
supports the traditions of the Apostles. Truth must precede forgery 
and proceed straight from those by whom it is handed on. s 

Near the end of the second century Clement of Alexandria 
(fl. 194) complained of those who tamper with (or metaphrase) the 
Gospels for their own sinister ends (Stromata, IV. 6), and he gave 
one specimen of their evil work in this regard. 6 Scrivener cites Tre
gelles as pertinently remarking that "Clement in the very act of 
censuring others, subjoins the close of Matt. v. 9 to v. 10, and 
elsewhere himself ventures on liberties no less extravagant ... "7 lt 
must be pointed out, however, that there is an important difference. 
Clement's complaint is primarily concerned with the Gospels as 
transcribed records. As is well known, he himself does not custom
arily use percise or literal citation when he quotes or alludes to 
Scripture. But this is far different from the thing which he is con
demning, namely tampering with the transcribed text! The point to 
be especially noted here, however, is that Clement who lived in Al
exandria has knowledge of such liberties being taken with the text, 
which the Alexandrian scribes were supposed to be transcribing un
changed. 

Origen's active ministry began with the opening of the third cen
. tury. He was born about A.D. 185 and became teacher in the cate-

ssee ANF, V. pp. 257, 261, 262, 347-351, 594, 653. 
6Cf. Scrivener's Introduction. II. p. 262 footnote. 
7/bid. 
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chetical school at Alexandria while still in his teens. In his 
commentaries Origen frequently dealt with the problem of variant 
readings which appear in the manuscripts available to him. He used 
language in describing the state of the text which would seem strong 
if used of the present state of the text some seventeen centuries later. 
In one place he says: 

Had it not been for the diversities of copies in all the Gospels on 
other pointS-K(H EL µEV µ'Yl Km 'ITEpL aX.X.wv 'ITOAAWV 3La

ql!llVLCX TJV 1Tpo" aAATJAa TWV avTvypcxc,pwv-he should not have 
ventured to object to the authenticity of a certain passage (Matt. 
19:19) on internal grounds: vuvL BE 8T]X.ovn 1TOAATJ -yqovEv TJ 
TWV avn-ypmpwv 8La<popa, ELTE 0'.1TO pa-0-vµLa<; TLVWV 

-ypmpEwv, ELTE 0'.1TO TOµl]<; TLVWV µox-0-TJpO'.<; Tl]<; 8L
op-O-wcrnwc; TWV -ypwpovµEvwv, ELTE KO'.L 0'.1TO TWV TO'. EO'.lJTOL<; 
~OKOlJV'TO'. f,V 'Tl] füop1'tWCTEL 1Tpoan1'tEV'TWV T] mpaLpOllVTWV 
(Com. on Matt., Tom. iii. p. 671, De la Rue). ''But now," saith 
he, "greut in truth hus become the diversity of copies, be it from 
the negligence of certain scribes, or from the evil daring of some 
who correct what is written, or from those who in correcting 
add or take away what they think fit. " 8 

Origen seems to assign variants to one or another of three principal 
causes: 1) the negligence of some scribes, 2) correction with evil 
intent (i.e., to promote heresy), or 3) correction with a view to im
proving the text's grammar or content on the basis of conjectural 
additions or omissions ("what they think fit."). 

Eusebius cites an anonymous work, purportedly against the 
heresy of Artemon,9 which was written ca. 230 and sheds further 
light on the corruption of manuscripts by heretics. 

They have tampered with the divine Scriptures without fear; 
thcy havc sct asidc thc rulc of thc primitive faith; thcy havc not 
known Christ. For they seek not for what the divine Scriptures 
declare, but laboriously set themselves to find a form of syl
logism which may support their godlessness. And if one puts 
bcfore them a text of divine Scripture, they try whether n con 
junctive or disjunctive form of syllogism can be made out of it. 

8Scrivener, lntroduction, p. 265. 
9Cf. Lawlor and Oulton's note Vol. II, p. 189. 
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And deserting the holy Scriptures of God, they pursue the study 
of geometry, since they are of the earth and speak and know not 
him that cometh from above. Thus, to study Euclid is for some of 
them a labour of love; Aristotle and Theophrastus are admired; 
aye, Galen in like manner by some is even worshiped. But that 
those who use to the füll the arts of unbelievers to establish their 
heretical opinions, and corrupt the simple faith of the divine 
Scriptures with the craftiness of godless men-what need is 
there even to say that such are nowhere near the faith? There
fore they laid hands fearlessly on the divine Scriptures, saying 
that they had corrected them. And whosoever desires can find 
out that in saying this 1 do not falsely accuse them. For anyone 
who will collect their several copies together and compare them, 
one with another, will discover marked discrepancies. For in
stance, Asclepiades' copies do nol agree wilh lhose of The
odotus and you may get possession of many of them, because 
their disciples have vied in copying their several corrections (as 
they call them), that is, disfigurements. And, again, those of 
Hermophilus are not in accordance with the first-named. Aye, 
and those of Apolloniades do not even agree among themselves. 
For you may compare the copies they made at an earlier date 
with those they again altered later, and find great divergence. 
Nor is it likely that they themselves are ignorant of the audacity 
of this offence. For either they do not believe that the divine 
Scriptures were spoken by the Holy Spirit, and, therefore, are 
unbelievers; or they consider themselves wiser than the Holy 
Spirit, and what is that but devil possession? For they cannot 
deny that the audacious act is their own, since the copies have 
been written in their own band; and since they received no such 
Scriptures from their instructors, they are unable to show any 
copies whence they transcribed them. But some of them dis
dained even to falsify them, and absolutely denied the law and 
Lhe prupht:Ls. Thus umler Lhe l:uver uf a lawlt-:ss aml impiuus 
teaching they have sunk down to the lowest depths of perdi
tion.10 

119 

This lengthy but interesting quotation contains several things 
which are related to the subject at hand. 1) The high view of Scrip
ture and its inspiration is inescapable. 2) Inspiration is made a test 
of faith. He calls "unbelievers" those who do not hold that the "di-

WEcc. Hist. V. 28. 13-19, Lawlor & Oulton, pp. 173-174. 
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vine Scriptures were spoken by the Holy Spirit." Along with this is 
the implication that lack of such belief in inspiration could account 
for disrespectful freedom in tampering with the text. The presump
tion to emend the text in favor of their theories he calls demon 
possession. 3) That boldness in correcting is condemned in such 
strong terms suggests that at the time and locale of this writer, the 
orthodox did not exercise freedom in this direction. 4) The charac
teristic handwriting and perhaps certain other external features in 
manuscripts seem to have been the means to identify the scribe or 
scriptorium. 5) The comment concerning the inability of the here
tics to show the source of their manuscript traditions seems to indi
cate that there was an accepted or common procedure making it 
possible to vouch for the ancestry of current or local copies. Evi
dently, in some areas some kind of access or appeal was commonly 
available in order to trace the source of the texts which were used by 
the orthodox in order that the background of questioned readings 
could bc "doublc-chccked." The heretics were unable to produce 
or indicate the parent manuscripts from whence they had derived 
the authority for the peculiar readings of their manuscripts. This 
was further proof that the "corrections" were actually their own 
personal innovations. 

Note how these quotes, bridging the close of the second and 
the beginning of the third centuries, reflect an opposition to emen
dation of the Scriptures for any reason. Other citations could be 
made from the Fathers, but these are sufficient to show that they 
recognized the problem of early variation and, as far as the variant 
readings are concerned, they had definite ideas as to the causes that 
gave rise to them. While scribal blunders were recognized by them 
as one cause of variation, the strongest and most pointed state
ments, hy the Fathers, are in connection with the changes intro
duced by heretics. 11 In addition to these, some of them also called 
attention to changes which were introduced by some who telt the 
need of "improving" the text either in the way of style, grammar, or 
doctrine. The main point in this chapter, however, is that these early 
Fathers (from the last half of the second century on) are voicing 
strong disapproval of any tampering with the text of Scripture. 

11Note: Westcott & Hort's insistence that the text ofthe New Testament was not 
altered in any material respect from doctrinal motives was made in face of the fact 
that this was one of the primary reasons given by the early Fathers for changes in 
the text. 
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They thus appear to reflect the highly conservative attitude toward 
the text of Scripture which prevailed generally. 

lt is no doubt true that the scribes at Antioch polished and 
worked with their local text to some degree. This would be true 
especially in the early period if the locale of Antioch developed a 
diversity of local differences similar to the situation in second
century Alexandria as is reflected in the papyri from Egypt. lt 
seems unlikely, however, that Antioch, so litcral in thc intcrpreta
tion of the Scriptures, would undertake or sponsor such a radical 
re-working of the text as is condemned by the above writers or what 
is called for by the theory of WH. 

This high regard for the Scriptures, on the part of the early 
Fathers, may have worked toward a more careful handling of the K
text than has generally been acknowledged. In fact, it is the convic
tion of some textual critics that the editing of the Byzantine text 
actually appears to havc l..icc11 lcss urastil: Lhau LhaL whid1 is fuunu in 
the other main text-types. This, at least, became the considered 
opinion of Jose M. Bover. Bover, in making a special study of the 
codices which support each variant, came to the following con
clusions concerning kinds of alterations which characterize the vari
ous text-types: 

The important or serious deviations are found in the Alex
andrians and the Westerns, the slight ones in the Anti
ochians .... In profound modifications the Alexandrians and 
the Westerns are to be suspected, in additions principally the 
Westerns, in slight changes or retouches the Antiochians ... 
BS [X]D manage the axe or the scalpel, the Antiochians, the file 
or varnish. 12 

Hoskier also raises the question as to which text is responsible for 
the greatest revising. His answer is that "the XB group should be 
given the palm. Otherwise we cannot explain the facts."B 

I2Jose M. Bover, "Un Caso Tipico de Critica Textual," XV Semana Biblica Es
panola (Madrid: C.S.l.C., 1955), pp. 221-226. Translated by Janeway in An Inves
tigation, p. 417. 

BCodex B, p. iv. See his further statement on his conclusions in this regard 
pp. iv and v. Compare also C. C. Tarelli's remarks concerning the reduction "of the 
amount of that text [i.e., Byzantine] which can possibly be the result of an eclectic 
Antiochian recension and even suggest a doubt whether current theories as to its 
nature and origin furnish the best possible explanations .... " "Chester Beatty 
Papyri and the Caesarean Text," JTS, XL, January 1939, (compare above p. 58). 
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The Silent History 

History is completely silent with regard to any revision of the By
zantine text. The evidence now seems to indicate that deliberate 
changes which have been preserved in major groups of witnesses 
antedate the year 200. The church resisted changes in the text after 
this date.1 

Johann Leonhard Hug had postulated three recensions in the 
third century: one by Origen in Palestine, onc by Hesychius in 
Egypt, and another by Lucian at Antioch.2 WH rejected certain 
aspects of Hug's theory (especially an Hesychian recension includ
ing NB, which they considered neutral) and rcscrvcd thc full
fledged recension concept for the "Syrian" text, which they felt 
might have been created by Lucian. Von Soden, rejecting WH's 
"neutral" text, revived the three recension theory. He theorized that 
there had been a recension in Jerusalem by Eusebius and Pam
philius, another in Egypt by Hesychius, and the third in Antioch by 
Lucian. He dubbed these the 1 (iota for Jerusalem), H (eta for 
Hesychius), and K (kappa for the Koine or "common" text, Lu
cian's recension) which finally prevailed over all the others and be
came the Byzantine text. 3 

INote: See Vogelsand Kilpatrick above, pp. 94, 97. 
zsee Metzger, The Text, p. 123. 
3/bid., p. 141. 
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In his article "The Lucianic Recension of the Greek Bible,"4 

Bruce Metzger gives some credence to the theory that the Byzantine 
text is derived from an editorial effort by Lucian of Antioch. 
However, when Metzger summarizes the evidence for Lucian's tex
tual work, he appears to concede that the connection between it and 
the Byzantine text is somewhat nebulous. Because of the paucity of 
historical allusions, information on Lucian's recension is restricted 
to "the manuscripts which have been thought to contain" it [italics 
added]. 

We are told nothing as to the amount of revision which he un
dertook in either Old or New Testament text, the nature of the 
manuscripts which he consulted, the relation of his work to the 
Hexapla, and other similar matters. For information bearing on 
such prohlems, we must turn to the manuscripts which have 
bccn thought to contain the Lucian recension.5 

.J, N. Birdsall, in an article "Textsand Versions; the New Testa
ment," also seems to feel that there was some attempt at recensional 
activity in Antioch, but he says that "it is a curiosity of history that 
little direct evidence of this is to be found. "6 

Merrill M. Parvis makes a strong statement in regard to the his
torical record of a recension involving the Byzantine or any other 
text-types. In his article, "New Testament Text," he says: 

As far as is known, during the MS period no rigid control ever 
was exercised over the copying of MSS, nor was an official revi
sion ever made in any great ecclesiastical center. 7 

By way of contrast, the well-known reaction which developed 
over the revision of the Old Latin text(s) by Jerome may be recalled. 
There are abundant and varied witnesses to the editing process 
which resulted in the Latin Vulgate. 8 But in the case of the Byzan-

4Chapters, pp. 1-41. 
SChapters, pp. 6-7. 
6The New Bible Dictionary, ed. J. D. Douglas (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 

Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1962), p. 1269. 
7The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. IV (New York: Abingdon Press, 

1962), p. 599. 
Blllustrative of this is the exchange of letters by Origen and Jerome concerning 

various aspects of Jerome's translation work. 
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tine text-silence. The lines of evidence referred to above would 
seem to require that any editing process, or recension which in
volved the Byzantine text, must be pushed back to a time similar to 
that which appears to be the probable date for the Alexandrian "re
cension;" that is, back before the year A.D 200, before the time that 
p66 and p7S were copied. 

E. C. Colwell asserts that "the Greek Vulgate-The Byzantine or 
Alpha tcxt-typc-had in its origin no such single focus as the Latin 
had in Jerome."9 lt may well be that Lucian undertook such a proj
ect in the third or fourth century, but if he did, his "recension" of 
the New Testament does not seem to have taken hold any better 
than the changes by Origen mentioned above (pp. 96-97); that is, 
they did not affect the manuscripts of the Antiochian text-type. 
Furthermore, if the thesis of Vogels and Kilpatrkk is currecl in the 
restriction of most deliberate alteration of the Greek text to the pe
riod before A.D. 200, (cf. above pp. 92-97) then Lucian, who fol
lows Origen in time (died c. 312), could hardly have been able to 
make the wide-ranging changes in the Antiochian text as is required 
by the theory of WH. Colwell calls attention to the fact that 

... different scholars exempt a specific text-type from a date
of-origin. Hort's assumption (now held to be invalid) that the 
Neutral text-type was an unedited preservation of the original 
placed its origin at the beginning. The counterblast of early 
twentieth-century champions of the Western text type claimed 
it to be primitive and unedited, hence as "original" in date as 
Hort's claim made the Neutral. Everyone has since the days of 
Hort admitted the existence of a date-of-origin for his Syrian 
text, also called the Byzantine text type or the Koine. 

The first action required by the new evidence is to split the 
fourth-century date for the origin of the text types in half and to 
push the halves apart. 

All the text types began earlier than we had assumed. 10 

This realization should now be taken into account in regard to the 
Byzantine as well as in regard to the other text-types. 

While the Byzantine text has evolved in two or three forms and 

9"The Origin of Text types," p. 137. 
IOJbid., p. 130. 
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has gone through several stages (indicated by von Soden's Kappa 
groups ), nevertheless it has maintained a high degree of homoge
neity. lt has not undergone an extensive cross-fertilization from the 
other text-types. Therefore in places of variation, when the major
ity of K groups agree in attesting a reading, it should be recognized 
that the Byzantine witnesses (in each such instance) are displaying 
the weight of an independent text-type whose witness carries all the 
way back into the second century. 

lt may seem incongruous to reject one argument from silence 
( testimony of the Fathers as used by WH), then turn right around 
and appeal to another (i.e. the silence of history in regard to a "Syr
ian" recension). The silence of the Fathers, in attesting K readings, 
was the main external evidence of WH and followers for the non
early existence of such readings. lt was claimed that early non
Syrian Fathers never cited the Scripture in the form used later at 
Antioch; and that Chrysostom was the first Antiochian Father to 
use it. The silent history, in attesting such a recension as postulated 

On some of the editorial procedures followed by the critics of the Alexandrian 
School see: 
Butcher, S. H. Harvard Lectures on Greek Subjects. New York: The Macmillan 

Company (1904), pp. 211-215. 
Farmer, William R. The Last Twelve U!rses of Mark. Cambridge: Cambridge Uni

versity Press (1974), pp. 13-22. 
Grube, G. M. A. The Greek and Roman Cities. Toronto: University of Toronto 

Press (1965), pp. 122-132. 
Hadas, Moses. Ancilla to Classical Reading. New York: Columbia University Press 

(1954). He gives an illustration of Alcxandrian scnsitivity to plagarism or what 
appears to be "borrowed" material in an author by relating an incident involving 
Aristophanes, the great Alexandrian scholar, critic and librarian, pp. 54, 55. 

Pfeiffer, Rudolph. History of Classical Scholarship Jrom the Beginnings to the End of 
the Hellenistic Age. Oxford: Clarendon Press (1968). 

Sandys, Sir John Edwin. A History of Classical Scholarship, Vol. 1. New York: 
Hafner Publishing Company (1958). (pp. 104-144 on "The School of Alex
andria"; pp. 309-333 on "Greek Scholarship in the Second Century") 

Valk, M. van der. Researches on the Text and Scholia of the Iliad (2 vols.) Part I 
(1963), Part II (1964). Leiden: E. J. Brill. Especially Part II, where he sets forth 
the extensive changes of the Alexandrian critics based on a variety of reasons, 
and maintains that by and large the "vulgate" text is superior to the Alex
andrian! Cf. chapter X, pp. 1-83 on Zenodotus, especially pp. 34-40 and all 
through Part II. Cf. statement (p. 609) that "the koine" has preserved the au
thentic text .... " (Cf. also the "Epilogue," pp. 642, 643.) 
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by Hort, was the main external evidence (of Burgon and his fol
lowers) that such a recension in reality never took place. 

Are both arguments equally invalid because they are from si
lence? Actually, the two seem quite different in their validity. WH's 
argument from the silence of the Fathers was considered invalid for 
two reasons: 1) the silence is explainable. lt is what one would ex
pect: the Fathers are expected to support their own local texts. And 
2) the silence is not complete: the early non-Syrian Fathers do occa
sionally support K readings. 

However, rhe silenr hisrory, in regard ro a recension in rhe fourth 
century, is considered a more valid argument from silence because 
of two opposite reasons: 1) The silence is inexplicable: it is not what 
one would expect. lt seems logical that there should be as great or 
greater reaction to the replacement of a people's whole Greek New 
Testament (the original language) than there was to Jerome's revi
sion of the Old Latin (a translation). And 2) the silence is complete: 
thcrc is not a shrcd of historical cvidcncc that such a rcccnsion was 
made and then superceded the previous local text(s) of the Anti
ochian area. And these two things appear incredible if such a recen
sion actually took place! 



CHAPTERXVI 

Summary Of Section B 

In the light of the evidence, the Byzantine text should not be 
thought of as edited in the WH sense. The "proofs" by which WH 
defended their theory now appear untenable. As found in Section 
A, Byzantine readings are demonstrated early in the case of papyri
supported Byzantine readings. The lack of testimony to the Byzan
tine text-type on the part of early Fathers is neither complete nor 
decisive as WH had claimed. The invalidity of WH's silence-of-the
Fathers argument is evident from the discovery of non-patristic
supported Byzantine readings in the early papyri. Furthermore, 
that the longer or conflate readings are unble to prove WH's thcory 
of Syrian editing is apparent for two reasons: first, because this type 
of reading also has been shown by the papyri to go back into the 
second century, and second, because such readings are found in 
other text-types, including the Alexandrian. 

Besides the failure of the WH proofs for the secondary nature of 
the Koine text, there are positive reasons for considering that the 
Antiochian text has not undergone the radical re-editing called for 
by their theory. The significant provenance of the "Syrian" text
type (the ancient missionary church at Antioch) raises further 
doubts about its dependence on Egyptian and Western parts of the 
Empire for editorial source material. The style of the Byzantine text 
(WH's third argument) need not always be interpreted as 
"smoothed-up" but is appropriate to what would normally be ex-

127 
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pected of authors with a Semitic background writing for broad pub
lic consumption in the common language of the day. lt is neither 
artificial nor stilted; it tends to avoid the ''Atticisms" of the Alex
andrian text on the one hand and the free handling of the text by the 
Westerns on the other. lt appears to reflect a conservative attitude 
on the part of the School of Antioch in exercising restraint in mat
ters concerning the text of the Scriptures. Finally, the history which 
records that Origen worked with the Hexapla and Lucian with the 
LXX and Jerome with the Latin is strangely silent concerning such 
a formal recension, as conjectured by WH, for the New Testament. 
In addition, it may be noted that some of those working in the 
vanguard of textual-criticism are saying that the evidence suggests 
that deliberate alteration, which has been preserved in the text
types, was restricted to a period prior to the year A.D. 200. 

In view of these matters, it does not seem too much to affirm that 
the Byzantine text did not originate through the mixture of anteced
ent Alexandrian and Western tcxts as conjccturcd by WH, but that 
it is an independent witness to the second-century tradition of its 
locale. The Byzantine, no doubt, has undergone editorial treat
ment, as have the other text-types, but such editing was early (prior 
to A.D. 200 as in the case of Alexandria) and proceeded along dif
ferent lines than that characterizing the Alexandrian and Western 
texts. 



Conclusion 

W estcott and Hort reasoned that the Byzantine text was made 
through an editorial process by using previously existing Western 
and Alexandrian texts. They argued that because the "Syrian" text 
was late, edited, and therefore secondary in origin, it should not be 
used as evidence in textual criticism of the New Testament. 

Burgon and Hills, on the other hand, sought to controvert the 
WH theory by maintaining that the Byzantine text was the provi
dentially preserved text; for this reason the Byzantine text was not 
secondary but primary. They referred to it as the "Traditional" text, 
the one which has descended in unbroken procession from the orig
inal because it was preserved by God's special care. In their opinion, 
the peculiar evidence for the primacy of the Byzantine text is its 
overwhelming superiority in numbers. For Burgon and Hills, the 
Alexandrian and Western texts are corruptions of the "Traditional" 
text and are therefore untrustworthy for the recovery of the orig
inal. 

The thesis that the Byzantine text is primary was examined and 
felt to be unacceptable because its main argument rests on what 
appears tobe a mis-use of the doctrine of God's providence. lt thus 
excludes from use other types of text which, in the providence of 
God, have also been preserved. 

The thesis that the Byzantine text is late, textually mixed, and 
therefore wholly secondary in form, though it had been supported 
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by the apparently imposing arguments of conflate readings, pa
tristic silence, and an appeal to intrinsic character, is now inade
quate to account for the data which have accumulated since the days 
of Westcott and Hort. 

Contrary to what WH held, distinctively Byzantine readings of 
every kind have been shown to be early. They have been shown to be 
early by evidence which is more certain than citation by early Fa
thers. The argument from con11ation was found to be inadequate, 
not only because it is now known that such readings are early, but 
also because it is now realized that this type of reading is not con
fined to the Byzantine text. lt is found in others also, including the 
Alexandrian. Finally, now that more is known about the language 
milieu of the New Testament, its Semitisms and Koine style are no 
longer evidences for editing as they seemed to be in the days of 
WH. 

If the culminativc force ot' the evidence presented sufficiently jus
tifies the two affirmations: 1) thc Byzantine readings are early, und 
2) the Byzantine text is unedited in the WH sense, then the con
clusion which follows logically is that while the Byzantine text is 
neither primary nor secondary, it is independent. That is to say, 
since it is not made from the Alexandrian and Western texts, it is 
not dependent upon them in its attestation of early readings. There
fore, it constitutes an additional, genealogically unrelated witness to 
second-century readings, along with the Western and Alexandrian 
text-types. Since it is not the only type of text whose testimony 
recedes into the obscurity of the second century, it cannot be 
treated as "primary." However, if it is not "secondary" but "inde
pendent" in its attestation to early readings, it appears reasonable to 
conclude that the Byzantine text should be given equal weight, 
along with the A lexandrian and "Western" texts, in evaluating ex
ternal evidence for readings. 
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Suggested Synopsis Of The History Of The Text 

Autographs 

1 100 --------========:::;::::::::>~· ......... 0::::::::::::::~:::::::::----==::::::::=------ 100 
-Good copies to first churches in major locales. 
-Early church has rapid growth in all main areas. 
-New congregations naturally look to "mother church" in 

area for copies of NT Scriptures. 
-Copies multiply. 
-Varying forces and scribal tendencies give rise to distinctive 

variation(s) in each locale. 
-Apologists inveigh against heretics and against their mishan

dling of the text of Scripture. 
-Attitude of the church stiffens against changes of any k.iml. 
-Local text-types crystallize. 

200 --+-------+--------+------+- 200 

Western Antiochian 
(Byzantine) 

"Caesarean" Alexandrian 

In places of variation, each text-type, where supported by a con
census of its leading witnesses, is independently preserved from the 
end of the second century. 

Individual readings supported by a concensus of the major text
types should be considered as 1) heavily attested hy external evi
dence and 2) preserved from very early in the second century. 
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Introduction to the Lists 

Arrangement of the readings in the lists 

In List 1, the first reading after each New Testament reference is 
the distinctively ßyzantine reading supported by the papyrus. Im
mediately under this the reading of the Alexandrian text-type is 
found, and it is usually followed by WH. If there are but two rcad
ings (the Byzantine and the alternative), the second reading will also 
be supported by the Western witnesses (e.g., Mark 6:2). If the pas
sage divides three or more ways, other readings are listen nncie:r the 
Alexandrian. If the Western is distinct from the Alexandrian it will 
be usually found in the third position (e.g., Mark 5:42), and any 
others will be listed below it (e.g., Matt. 26:22). Occasionally, what 
might be termed a "Caesarean" as distinct from the Western and 
Alexandrian readings may be found, and it is usually placed below 
the Western (e.g., Mark 6:45). This arrangement, however, is not 
rigidly observed. While the papyrus supported Byzantine is always 
listed first, occasionally the other readings will be arranged dif
forently because of certain patterns of differences or simiilarities 
between the variants. 

In the other lists a similar procedure is followed, with the main 
diffärence being the various combinations into which the leading 
Byzantine reading enters. 

Sigla used in the lists 

The following sigla are used consistently throughout the lists. 
Parenthescs around a papyrus ur manuscript symbol, e.g., (p37) in 
Matthew 26:22, has the same force as vid or videtur, i.e., that there 
is some uncertainty about the reading of the manuscript but this is 
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what it appears to read. Parentheses ( ) around a Church Father, 
e.g., (Or) ... (Or) in Luke 6:28, signifies that the Father uses this 
reading in some of his quotations, but in other quotation(s) of the 
same passage he supports another reading. Elsewhere it is used to 
indicate something parenthetical. Square brackets [ ] indicate a la
cuna at the particular place in the manuscript, e.g., Luke 6:39, 
where [p7S] is found for both readings, indicating that the papyrus 
could have read either way at that point as far as can be told from 
the photographic facsimile. The reason for including it in this way is 
to show that the papyrus was consulted for the reading. 

Tischendorfs sigla, unc9, stands for the Byzantine manuscripts 
EFGHKMSUV (see for example, Mark 5:42; and Matt. 26:22, 
where it is unc8, M being found with the third reading listed). l 

The sigla X. and 'P as in the German Nestle apparatus2 stand for 
family 1 and family 13, the lake and Ferrar families, respectively. K 
= the Koine text-type, von Soden's Kappa groups. H = thc 
Hesychian, Egyptian, or Beta text-type. ~ = the reading uf SLep
hanus (The Textus Receptus). WH signifies that Westcott and 
Hort's Greek Testament follows the particular reading. [WH] indi
cates Westcott and Hort with some doubt about the reading. WHmg 
is the reading WH place in the margin. 

Besides these, the sigla in the lists are taken over from the various 
apparatuses with no rigorous effort to shape them into one consis
tent system. For this reason the abbreviations, particularly for some 
of the versions and some of the Fathers, will vary. In addition it 
should be added that in some places Tischendorfs numbering of 

IThat unc9 = EFGHKMSUV seems evident by comparing Tischendorf's 
Eighth Ed., Vol. III, pages 401, 406, and 408 where Tischendorf lists these and 
compares and adds a few others to them, but they are the main basis of his "com
paring" group. Then, in such a passage as Luke 10:40 (Vol. 1, p. 560), where he 
cites uncs it may be noted that nonc of thc othcr rcgular mcmbcrs of this group are 
cited among those uncials agreeing with uncs but four of them (FSUV) are cited 
with the opposing reading. Compare also Luke 10:41 where, along with uncials 
listed for each reading, unc9 is listed with the alternative reading and none of the 
group (EFGHKMSUV) is listed separately. When a reduced number of the uncials 
is given, e.g., unc6 etc., it may usually be inferred that the members ofthe regular 
group of unc9 (EFGHKMSUV) are supporting the reading with which it is cited 
minus those members which follow the other reading(s) or which are manuscripts 
which have a lacuna at that point. 

ZCf. introduction to 2Sth edition, p. 69. 
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minuscules has not been changed to Gregory numbers. However, 
care has been taken to endeavor not to overlap attestation by the use 
of varying sigla so as to double the attestation of one witness for the 
same reading. 

Attestation of support for readings 

a. Order or arrangement. Immediately after each reading, the 
witnesses for this reading are listed in the following order: papyri 
that support the reading are placed first. Following this come uncial 
manuscripts in alphabetical order in accordance with their par
ticular alphabet. ~ is listed first if it supports the reading. After 
Aleph, the uncial manuscripts with Latin letter designations, then 
those of the Greek. Following this, any further uncial manuscripts 
to be listed are given in numerical order, their designated numbers 
beginning with zero. 

Where any collective symbols are to be used for the u11dals, as 
Tischendorfs "unc9," they follow the uncial listings. Minuscule at
testation follows the uncials: if family 1 (X.) and/or 13 (cp) supports 
the reading, this is listed first, after which the minuscule manu
scripts are listed in numerical order. Following the listing of the 
Greek manuscripts, the abbreviation indicating the proportionate 
number of remaining Greek manuscripts is given (pc al pm pl rell). 
An effort has been made to use these with the relative force set forth 
in the introduction to the English Nestle text (2nd ed), page ix. 

Following the Greek manuscripts, the testimony of the versions, 
earlier and later, is given. After the versional evidence, patristic evi
dence is set forth, the Fathers being indicated by abbreviations be
ginning with a capital letter, the earlier ones usually cited first. 
Following the Fathers, von Soden's symbols are given: K for Koine, 
and H for the Hesychian. lf the reading is in Stephanus, then „ is 
added at this point. A semicolon (;) separates the manuscript evi
dence from "WH," "WH" indicating modern editorial judgment. 

b. Completeness of attestation. As far as the completeness of re
corded witnesses is concerned, all the available evidence that has 
been found for each reading has been included after that reading. 
No evidence gathered has been knowingly excluded. 

c. Sources. The chief sources that were used for finding the pa
pyri agreements are mentioned below. The rest of the manuscript 
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attestation was gleaned chiefly from the critical apparatuses of 
Greek Testaments,3 of which, Tischendorf, von Soden, and the two 
Nestle texts were the mo.re freqently consultcd. 

The papyri cited in support of Byzantine readings 

All the papyri cited are listed as third century with the exception 
of p46 and p66, which are dated about A.D. 200; p7'5 is also dated 
early in the third century, not much later thanp66; and three others, 
pB, p37, and p72, which are third and early fourth century in date. 
Of these last three the one which is of some length is p72 , containing 
Jude and 1 and II Peter. Th~ pi:ipryi range, then, from approx
imately fifty (minimum in case of p72) to one hundred and fifty 
(maximum in cases of p46, p66, p75?) years older than the great un
cial manuscripts of Aleph and B.4 

The citation of papyri numbers p45, p46, p47, p66, pn, and p75 
were all made from facsimilcs and/or printed texts of the Chester 
Beatty and Bodmer series of papyri. 5 The rest of the papyrus cita
tions are for the most part taken from apparatuses chielly from Lhe 

3Jose M. Bover, Novi Testamenti Riblia Graeca Et Latina (Madrid: Talleres 
Graficos Montana, 1959); H KAINH MABHKH (2nd ed.; London: n.n., 1958); 
S. C. E. Legg, Novum Testamentum Graece Secundum Textum Wescotto-Hortianurn 
Evangelium Secundum Marcu, Oxonii: E Typgrapheo Clarendoniano, 1935); and 
Evangelium Secundum (Matthaeum, Oxonii: E Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1940); 
Augustinus Merk, Novum Testamentum Graece Et Latine (Editio Octava, Rome: 
Sumptibus Pontificii Biblici, 1957); Eberhard Nestle, Novum Testamentum Graece, 
e<ls. Erwin Nestle and Kurt Aland (25th auflage; Stuttgart: Wurttembergische 
Bibelanstalt, 1963); Hermann Freiherr von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testa
ments (Text und apparat; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Rurecht, 1913); Alexander 
Souter, Novum Testamentum Graeca (London: Oxonii, 1953); Constantine Tischen
dorf, Novum Testamentum Graece (3 vols.; editio octava critica major; Lisae: 
Gicscckc & Derient, 1869); Heinrich Joseph Vogels, Noi1um Testamentllm Graece Et 
Latine (Editio Quarta: Friburgi, Brisgoveae-Barcionone: Herder, 1955). 

4See Kurt Aland's Kurzgefasste Liste der griechishen Handschriften des Neuen Tes
taments, 1. (Gesamtubersicht, Berlin: Walter De Gruyter & Co., 1963) wherein are 
listed all the manuscripts (papyri, uncials, minuscules and lectionaries) ofthe New 
Testament together with their contents, age, material, other characteristics, and 
location. The dates for the papyri given above were taken from Aland's Liste. 

SFrederic G. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri Descriptions and Texts of 
Twelve Manuscripts on Papyrus of the Greek Bible, Fasciculus 1, General lntroduc
tion (London: Emery Walker Limited, 1933); Fasciculus II, The Gospels and 
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two Nestle texts. Of these the German Nestle, though quite in
complete, was the more fruitful source of readings. 

Distinctive readings 

a. ldentification of distinctively Byzantine readings. Briefly 
stated, distinctively Byzantine readings are those which are sup
ported by the mass of the later manuscripts but are not attested by 
the best representatives of the Alexandrian and the Western texts. 
In the section on the "ldentification and rejection of Syrian read
ings" WH work up to this in the following way, Hort says: 

The first point is to decide with resper.t to e~r.h re~cling is 
whether it is Pre-Syrian or not. If it is attested by the bulk of the 
later Greek MSS, but not by any of the uncials XBCDLPQRTZ 
(Li in Mark) E (also 33) in the Gospels (the smaller fragments we 
pass over here), XABCDE2 (also 13 61) in Acts, XABC (also 13) 
in the Catholic Epistles, or XABCD2G3 (also 17 67* *) in the 
Pauline Epistles, and not by any Latin authority (except the 
latest forms of Old Latin), the Old or the Jerusalem Syriac, or 
either Egyptian version, and not by any certain quotation of a 
Father earlier than 250, there is the strongest possible presump
tion that it is distinctively Syrian, and therefore, on the grounds 
already explained (#158), to be rejected at once as proved to 
have a relatively late origin .... 

Acts, Text, 1933; Fase. II, The Gospels and Acts, Plates 1934; Fase. III, Pauline 
Epistles and Revelation, Text, 1934; Fase. III Supplement, Pauline Epistles, Text, 
1936; Fase. III Revelation, Plates, 1936; Fase. III Supplement Pauline Epistles, 
Plates, 1937. 

Vü.:tur Marti11, Pupyrus Budmer II: Eoungile deJeun. Chup. 1-14 (Gem:va: Bibli
otheca Bodmeriana, 1956); Papyrus Bodmer II. Supplement. Evangile de Jean. 
Chap. 14-21 (Geneva: Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, 1958); Papyrus Bodmer II. Supple
ment. Evangile de Jean, Chap. 14-21 (env. 200 ap. J.C.), Nouvelle edition aug
mentee et corigee. Preparee avec l'aede de M. J. Barns, Avec reproduction 
photographique du manuscrit complet (chap. 1-21) (Geneva: Bibliotheca Bod
meriana, 1961); Michel Testuz, Papyrus Bodmer VII-IX, VII: L'Epitre de Jude, 
VIII: Les deux Epitres de Pierre, IX: Les Psaumes 33 et 34 (Geneva: Bibliotheca 
Bodmeriana, 1959); Victor Martin and Rodolphe Kasser, Papyrus Bodmer XIV: 
Evangile du Luc chap. 3-24; and Papyrus Bodmer XV. Evangile deJeane chap. 1-15 
(Geneva: Bibliotheca Bodmeriana, 1961). 
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In the next paragraph, Hort narrows this considerably: 

The Syrian or Post-Syrian origin of a reading is not much less 
certain if one or two of the above Greek MSS, as CLPQR 33 in 
the Gospels, AC (E2 ) 13 in the Acts and Catholic Epistles, and 
AC 17 Greg. 33 in the Pauline Epistles, are found on the side of 
the later MSS, or even if similar testimony is prima facie born by 
such a version as the Memphitic .... 6 

In the briefer introduction, appended to their Greek text, WH 
make it quite plain that the relatively pure manuscripts of the vari
ous text-types by which distinctively Syrian readings may be de
tected with accuracy are few in number: 

What has to be noted is, first the presence or absence of dis
tinctively Syrian or distinctively Pre-Syrian readings; and sec
ondly, among Pre-Syrian readings, the presence or absence of 
distinctively Western, or distinctively Alexandrian, or dis
tinctively neutral ·readings. 

When the texts of existing documents are tested in this man
ner, it becomes evident that they are almost all in some sense 
mixed. One Greek MS in most chapters of the Gospels and Acts 
(D), two in St. Paul's Epistles (D2G3), one in the Epistle to the 
Hebrews (D2) have approximately Western texts. Of the two 
oldest MSS, X is Pre-Syrian and largely neutral, but with con
siderable Western and Alexandrian elements, B, is Pre-Syrian 
and almost wholly neutral, but with a limited Western element 
in the Pauline Epistles. All other Greek MSS contain a greater 
or less Syrian element, and their Pre-Syrian elements almost 
always exhibit readings of all three Pre-Syrian types, though in 
different proportions. 7 

For this book, readings regarded as distinctively Syrian are those 
readings which are attested by the mass of the later manuscripts and 
are without the support of the following leading uncials: XBCD(L) 
in the Gospels, XABCD in Acts, XABCDE in General Epistles, 
XABCD(G) in Pauline Epistles and Hebrews, and XAC 0207 in the 

6/ntroduction, pp. 163-64. 
7ß. E Westcott & E J. A. Hort, The New Testament in the Original Greek 

(London: Macmillan and Co., 1895), p. 489. 
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Revelation. lt was also felt that the weight of Latin authorities ought 
to be of help in discerning the Western reading. 

While tabulating the readings, a problem arose in connection 
with the identity of the Western reading or which reading was to be 
considered as supported by Western witnesses. lt was decided that 
when the Latin versions divided, it would be best to follow D in the 
Gospels and Acts as the indication of the Western reading. lf D and 
sume other Western witnesses differed from the Koine text, it was 
then taken that the support of the Western text was thus indicated at 
that point. This would be the case whether or not it might be joined 
with the Alexandrian. 8 

Occasionally in the Gospels, as in Mark 6:50, a reading is called 
Byzantine even though L is included in its witnesses9 when it seems 
obvious that the Alexandrian reading is distinct and is read by some 
of its main witncsscs (sec also Mark 7:32; Luke 6:28; 11:33 for 
other examples). No instance of a Byzantine reading attested by Cis 
included in the list. For an instance of a reading supported by C and 
called Syrian by Hort, see Hebrews 7: 1 in his "Notes on Select 
Readings."10 This reading (Heb. 7:1) is now papyrus supported.11 

b. Detection of papyrus-supported Byzantine readings: In the 
case of the Chester Beatty Papyri p4S, p46, p47 and the Bodmer Pa
pyri p66, pn, p75, the texts of the papyri were compared with the 

BFor example, see List 1 and Mark 5:42, where "it" is read with the distinctively 
Byzantine reading, but there is a separate reading attested by D c ffZZ gz i q and a 
few others. Therefore it was concluded that the Western reading here, and in like 
instances, was attested by D and its sprinkling of followers and that the rest of the 
Old Latin manuscripts would be considered as conformed to "the Byzantine 
norm." See also Mark 6:2, where a similar Western alignment combines with the 
witnesses of the Alexandrian text. Another example, somewhat different, may be 
seen in Mark 7:12, where D and Old Latin witnesses are spread across two other 
readings than the Byzantine reading, though the Byzantine has two Old Latin 
Manuscripts with it also. 

9Compare WH's remarks above (p. 113) concerning C and Land others when 
they forsake the Alexandrian text. 

IOJntroduction, p. 130. 
11 For an additional sixteen readings which would have been classified as dis

tinctively Byzantine except for the presence ofC, consult the following passages in 
List 4, "Papyrus-Byzantine plus varying support of the Western and/or Alex
andrians but opposed by WH:" Mark 5:22; 6:16; Luke 4:35; 10:41, 42a; 10:42; 
11:42; John 4:51; Acts 9:37; 10:11; 13:26; 15:40; 11 Cor. 6:16; 7:14; Galatians 
4:14; Colossians 4:8 andin List 5 Hebrews 7:1. 
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text of Scrivenerl2 and of WH, together with the apparatuses of 
Tischendorf and von Soden and the Nestle texts in order to find 
those places where the papyri agreed with the TR and/or the Byzan
tine as indicated either by Scrivener's text and/or by von Soden's K 
groups, while it was, at the same time, opposed by the Alexandrian 
and Western witnesses. Tischendorfs sigla for Stephanus ( i;) was 
also helpful in identifying the TR reading. A card was made for 
each of these readings together with other readings where the pa
pyri supported the Byzantine text in places where it was also joined 
by Western and/or Alexandrian witnesses. Attestation for the indi
vidual readings was gleaned from the various apparatuses. 

The support of Byzantine readings by papyri other than the 
Chester Beatty and Bodmer papyri was gleaned largely from the 
Nestle texts, together with a few other sources wherever such evi
dence was recorded; i.e„ in other apparatuses, in books, and in 
articles. 

c. Limitations. As the following lists are presented, certain lim
itations may be kept in mind. In the first place it must be acknowl
edged that they are not exhaustive. No doubt some Byzantine 
readings in the papyri available have been overlooked; in addition to 
this, there are, no doubt, other Byzantine-supported readings in 
papyrus which were not available either in facsimile or by citation in 
textual apparatuses. A certain amount of subjective judgment may 
also be reflected in the selection of the readings. An effort has been 
made, however, to err on the conservative side; therefore many were 
excluded which might have been induded as papyrus supported 
Byzantine readings. B 

12E H. A. Scrivener, The New Testament in the Original Greek, According to the 
Text Followed in the Authorised ~rsion, Together with the Variations Adopted in the 
Revised Version (Cambridge: At the University Press. 1902). 

BSee note 11, p. 143 for list of sixteen excluded readings. The occasions where C 
joins K, and H goes a separate way. 
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Papyrus-Distinctively Byzantine Alignments 
Opposed by 

Westerns, Alexandrians, and 
Westcott and Hort 

MATTHEW 
26:22 EKO'.CTTOCT avrwv (p37)p45AWf ii(E>)II2:<1> 074 unc8 A. c.p 28 

MARK 

565 700 1241 1582 pl syP Eus K c; 

ELCT EKO'.CTTOCT XBCLZ 33 102 892 sa eth (it vg); WH 
ELCT EKO'.CTTOCT avrwv DM(E>) a[IO sypmg bo 
ELCT O'.VTWV 1200 1424 

p64 (Or) 

5:42 E~ECTTTICTO'.V p45AWE>I12: unc9 A. c.p 565 700 pl it vg sy sa 
geo K c; 

E~ECTTTICTav Eu0VCT XBCL.i 33 579 892 eo eth; WH 
E~ECTTTICTO'.V '1TO'.VTECT D c ff2 g2 i q gat bo (1 ms) 

6:2 Ev T'Y'I CJUVO'.')'W'Y'Y'I &L&a<TKELv p4SANWI12:<1> unc9 pl A. c.p 
28 565 700 1071 gl,2 i q vg go K c; 

ÖLOO'.CTKELV EV T'Y'I CTUVO'.')'W')''Y'I XBCDL.i8 33 569 579 892 
f ff2 sa bo sy arm; WH 

6:45 a'1ToAu<T'Y'I p4S AE2FHMSUVWII 33 pm K c; 

0'.'1TOAUEL XBL(Dii) 1 H; WH 
0'.'1TOAUCTEL (D?)E*Kf c.p 28 700 a[ 
0'.'1TEAUCTEV @ 565 pc 

Note: For the discussion on readings such as these in List 1 see pp. 61-69. For the 
arrangement and content of the Lists, see pp. 137-143. 
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6:48 EL8Ev p45EFGHSUfIJ2 X. 'P 565 700 pm sy arm eth K " 
(L8Ev iticism? AKMVXII* a[) 

L8wv XBDA we pc a b f ff2 q vg CO H; WH 
6:50 EL8ov (or L8ov iticism) (P45)AKLMVXf .lII pl K" 

EL80'.v XB; WH 
____ ( ')'O'.p mrrov also) DE> 565 700 a b 

c ff2 i q 

7: 12 Km OUKE'TL O'.<pLE7E p45AWXfII unc9 579 pi f g2 vg go sy 
arm K" 

011KEn O'.<pLE7E XB.l0 X. 'P 565 700 pc a b c ff2 i q eo eth 
H; WH 

OUK EVO'.<pLE70'.L D 
7:30 70 8mµ. E~EA. Km 7'YlV 0U')'. ßEßA. p45ANWXII unc9 'P 

pl a n syP go arm K " 
70 irm8. (7'YlV 0u')'. Ll X. 700) ßcßA •.• Km rn 8mµ. E~EA. 

XB(D)L.l(0)(X.) 565 (700) azis itPl vg eo sy eth H; WH 
7:30 E'lTL 7'Yl<T KALV'Yl<T p45W A 'P 33 565 pi K " 

Em 7'YlV KALV'Ylv XBD pc; WH 
U1TO 7'YlV KALV'YlV L 

7:31 Km aL8wvoa 'YlA0E p45ANWXfII unc9 X. 'P pl q sy8P go 
arm (sa) K" 

'YlA0Ev 8LO'. <TL8wvoa XBDL.l0 33 565 700 it(exc q) vg 
eo syh eth; WH 

7:32 µo')'LAO'.Aov p45ALNXfII unc9 X. 'P pi eo sy8P go 
(arm) K\ 

Km µo')'LAO'.Aov XBDW .l0 565 700 pc it vg (arm) 
eth; WH 

7:35 EU0EW<T p45AEFGHKMNSUVWXf0II 0132 A 'P 565 
700 pl cf 1 vg sy8P (sa) go eth arm K" 

XBDL.l 33 pc a b ff2 iq eo; WH 
7:35 fü'YlVOLX0'Yl<TO'.V p45ANXfII 0132 unc9 'P 579 pm K '> 

'YlVOL')''Yl<TO'.V XBD.l X.; WH 
'YlVOLX0'Yl<TO'.V L 
fü'YlVOL')''Yl<TO'.V W@ 565 700 pc 

7:36 O'.moa O'.moLa p45EFGHKMNSUVfII 'P pl sy go 
arm eth K " 

O'.U'l"OL<T XABLWX.l0; WH 
9:6 'Yl<TO'.V ')'O'.p EK<poßoL p45AKNUWXfII<l> unc9 X. 'P 700 pl 

f 1 gl vg syP eo go K " 
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EK<p. )'ap qEvov'To XBCDLA0 33 565 pc itP1; WH 
9:20 EV0Ewa To 'TTVEvµa p45AINWXf0II<I> unc9 X. cp 700 pl <; 

To 7Tvwµa Ev0va XBCLA 33 pc; WH 
To 'TTVEvµa D a b ff2 i q 

9:20 E<T7Tapa~Ev p45 AINWXf0II unc9 X. cp 565 700 pl K <; 

<T'\JVE<T7Tapa~Ev XBCLA 33; WH 
ETapa~EV D 

12:6 a)'a'TTT}'TOV amov p45ANWXfI1<1> unc9 X. cp 28 pl K <; 

a)'CX'TTT}Tov XBCDLA 565 700 a b ff2 gl,2 i 1 q vg sa eo 
sy; WH 

12: 16 EL'TTov p4SNXf0II unc9 X. cp pl K <; 

EL'TTav XBCDLW A pc; WH 
X.qovm A b d i 1 q vg 

LUKE 
6:28 KaTapwµiovova vµw p75EHLSUVA0A pm Just 

(Or) K <; 

KaTap. vµaa XABDKMPRXf2II al (Or) Eus; WH 
6:39 OE p45[p7S]APf AAII unc7 pl eo go syP K <; 

OE Km [p7S]XBCDLRWX02 cp 33 pc itPl vg arm; WH 
9:30 µwaTla p45AEGHMPSUVf A X. pm (K) <; 

µw'\J<TT}<T (p75)XBCDKLRWXA0Il cp al; WH 
10:21 TW 'TTVEvµan p4SAEGHMSUVWf AA cp pl f g boPt Cl 

Bas Cyr K <; 

'TW 'TTV. 'TW a)'LW p75XBCDKLX2II X. 33 a[S a b c e f:f2 i 1 
syc, h arm eth; WH 

10:39 TO'\J LT}<TO'\J p45p75(-'TOv) AB3CZPWf A0AII unc9 X. cp pl b 
syPtxt Bas K <; 

'TO'\J Kvpwv p3XB*C*DL2 pc it(exc b) vg eo syc, pmg arm 
eth; WH 

11:12 Tl Km Eav p45AWXfA0AII unc9 pl K <; (A0A pc av) 

Tl Km p75XBL A. cp 33 (item sa bo nil nisi aut); WH 
Eav OE Km D (d et si) 
Tl EL R (it vg aut si) 

11: 12 mTT}<TTl p4SEFGMSUVWXII cp pm K <; 

mTT}<TEL p75XABCDHKLfA0A X. pm Dial H; WH 
11:33 Tü cpq)'o<T p45ALWf AAI1 unc8 28 33 pm K <; 

To cpwa p75XBCDX0 al H; WH 
11:50 EKXVvoµEvov p75HKMSVXf0A X. pl K <; 
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cKxuvvoµEvov XACDEGLYW .MI al 
EKKEXUµEVOV p45ß 33 69: [WH] 

12:5 E~OOO'LO'.V EXOV'TO'. p45EGHMSUVf ßA pm eth Tert K i; 

EXOV'TO'. E~OOO'LO'.V p75XABDKLRWX0Il A. cp al it vg syP 
arm Or Mcion H; WH 

12:21 EO'.mw p75XcAQXf ß0AII A. unc9 pl K <; 

O'.mw X*BL(cv mrrw) al; WH 
Ev EO'.mw FWf pc 

12:22 ljrux'TI uµwv p45Xf ßAII um;& cp pl a e g2 vged syc sa bo 
eth Cl Ath K i; 

ljrux'TI p75XABDLQW0 A. pc b c f ff2 gl i 1 q am fu for 
em tol syP arm Amb; WH 

12:23 Tl ljrux'TI p45AEGHKQUVWf ßAII pl a f ff2 i q g1 vg 
syptxt K i; 

Tl ')'O'.p ljrux11 p75XBDLMSX<I> cp al b c e co syc arm eth 
Cl; WII 

on 11 ljrux11 070 sa 
ouxL 11 ljrux11 61 243 254 299 al15 1 sypmg 

12:30 E'ITL~11'TEL p45AQWf ß.0/\ n nnc8 A pl Bas Ath K" 
E'ITL~11'T01JCTLV p75XßLX 070 cp 33 H; WH 
~11'i"EL D Cl (itP1 vg Tert Marcion) 

12:31 'T11V ßO'.CTLAELO'.V 'T01J 0cou p45AD2QWXf ß0AII 070 unc8 
A. <.p pl d itPl vg syc Cl Mcion K <; 

'T11V ß. O'.mou XBD*L a c co eth Ath; WH 
'T11V ßO'.CTLAELO'.V p75 892 

13:2 O'TL 'TOL0'.1J'TO'. p75AWXföE>/\TI 070 unc& A. (cp) pm it vg 
Chr K i; 

O'TL 70'.mO'. XBDL 12 157 e; WH 
'TO'. 'TOL0'.1J'TO'. A.3 69 124 ( 'TOCT0'.1J'TO'. pc) 

13:19 Ocvopov µE')'O'. p45AWXf ö0AII unc9 A. cp pl cf q syP 
eth K i; 

Ocvopov p75XßDL 070 251 a b e ff2 i 1 co sych arm 
Amb; WH 

13:28 mjJ11cr0E p75Aß2LRWf ßAII 070 unc8 pl it vg Ir 
K i;; [WH] 

mjlccr0c B*DX cp pc Epiph Lucif; WHmg 
L01l'TE xe Mcion 

1A:3 EL E~Ecrnv p45AWXßAII uncs A. cp pl itPl vg (sa) syc K <; 

E~ECT'TLV p75XßDLE> 59 al f am (bo) syh eth; WH 
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14:3 p45AWX.f ßAll uncs 700 1424 pi a c ff2 i 1 vg 
sa arm K c; 

Tl ov p75XBDL0 A. 'P b e f q mm (sa) eo sychp eth cat 
Cyr; WH 

14:23 o OLKoa µov p45PWf ßA unc8 A. 'P pi lat Bas K c; 
µov o OLKO<T p75XABDKLRX0ll e eo H; WH 

14:34 eav &e p75ARWf ßAll unc8 pi e ff2 i vged eo syP eth 
arm K c; 

eav &e Km XBDLX pc a b c gL2q am for fu ing em fac 
gal Lul syc; WH 

15:21 vwa aov p75ALPQRWf ß0All unc7 A. 'P pi it (vg) go eo 
syh arm Aug K c; 

'ULO<T <TO'U 1TOLT]<TOV µE W<T EVO'. 'TWV µL<T0LWV <TO'U 
XBDUX 33 700 1241 al gat mm tol bodl cat; [WH] 

15:22 TTJV <TTOATJV p75D2EGHK2MRSUVXf ßA pi Ps Chr 
Dam K c; 

<TTOATJV XABD*K*LPQll pc; WH 
23:53 e0TJKEv amo p75ALPWXf ß0All unc8 pi c K c; 

E0T]KEV amov XBCD fscr ab f ff2 1 q vg (eo); WH 
e0TJKEV A. 'P 33 e arm 

24:47 ap~aµevov p75AC3FHKMUVWf ß* All A. 'P pm (a c e 

JOHN 

1) (sy8P) arm K c; 

ap~aµevoL XBC*LNX 33 eo eth sypmg H; WH 
ap~aµevoa 0'1' 028 al 
ap~aµevwv Dß2 (d, b f ff2 q vg) 

1:39 TJA0av Km p5Pfßll unc9 700 pm cf q vg arm K c; 
T]A0av ovv Km p66XABCLXA 083(Km TJA. ovv) 33 124 

262 al10 a e eo sypmgh; WH 
Km 0'.1TT]A0ov 1 sycptxt Epiph 

2:15 avea-rpetjlev p75ALPf ßAII* unc9 pl (Or) K c; 
ave-rpetjlev p66ßWX0ll2 allO (Or) Cyr; [WH] 
KO'.TE<TTpE\jJEV p59X 'P pc 

2:24 eamov amma p66X3A2PWf ß0All unc9 pm itPcvg 
0rP1 K c; 

amov amoLa X*A*BL 253 440 700 al; WH 
O'.'UTOL<T p75 579 

4: 14 fü\jJTJ<TTJ p66C3W All unc8 pm K c; 
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fücp'Yl<TEL p75XABDLMf 083 1 28 124 133 157 al; WH 
füi!JEL d 

4:31 ev oe -rw p75AC3f ß0AII unc8 pl b f ff2 m q eo sycp (Or) 
Chr Cyr K ') 

ev -rw p66XßC*DL (a) c e g 1 vg basm syh (Or); WH 
Km ev -rw W pc (sy) arm eth Aug 

5:37 amoa p66Af ß0AII unc8 pl lat sy Eus K" 
EKELvoa p75XßLW 213 pc a Ath; WH 
EKELVOCJ O'.U'TOCJ D 

6: 10 waEL (p28)p66(waL)Af ß0AII unc9 A. 'P pl K ') 
wa p75XBDL; WH 

6:57 

7:3 

7:39 

7:40 

8:21 

8:51 

sy CO 

''YlCJETm p66EGHMSUVWf ß(0)AO (unc7) A. pm 
lect.1561 K ') 

''Yl<TEL p75XBC2KLT(0)Il qi ul H; WH 
''Yl (C*) D 
vivit b q Amb 
0ewp'Y1CJWCJL p66ß3Xf ßAII unc8 A. pm K " 
0eWp'l)O'OOOL p75Xcß*DLMWß al; WH 
0ewpmxnv X* * 
'lTveuµa O'."{Lov p66 LNWXf ßA unc6 A. 'P 33 1241 pl (sa) 

(Or) Ath Did Chr Cyr ... K" 
c 

'lTVEUµO'. p66 p75XKT0II'I' 42 91 280 al (eo) arm 
(Or); WH 

'lTV. oeooµevov a b c ff g 1 r vgpl sypcs (sa) Eus 
'lTV. O'."{LOV oeooµevov B 053 e q (sy) 
'lTV. O'."{Lov E'lT amoLCJ D* d f go 

* IloA.'AoL p66 fßAIT unc7 118 pl f q go sy K '> 
c 

p66 p75XßDLTWX 1 565 vg eo arm Or 
Cyr; WH 

c 
O'.U'TOW" o L'Yl<T01JCJ p66 f ßE)A '11 unc8 A 'P 33 pm lat CO 

ChrK"* 
amoLCJ p66 p75XßDLTX 0141 b e Or Cyr; WH 
0 L'YlCJO'lJCJ O'.U'TOLCJ 1279 
TO AO"{OV 'TOV eµov p66 r ß0AII unc8 A 'P pm latt sy K " 
-rov eµov AO"{OV p75XßCDLXW'I' 33 213 258 eo Or 

(Cyr) (Chr); WH 
-rov A.o"{ov µou 433 a/5 (Cyr) (Chr) 
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* 

8:54 8o~a~w p66 xcC2LXf dAI1 uncs pl <; K 
c 

8o~mrw p66 p75X*BC*D 1 69 pc; WH 
9:16 aAAoL p66p75ALXfd0AII unc8 28 pm itPl (vg) go arm 

syP Chr K <; 

aX.AoL 8c XBDW 0124 X. qi 565 al c ff2 vgc eo 
(sy); [WH] 

9:19 ap'TL ßAE1TEL p66AXf dAil'I' unc7 X. qi 565 579 1241 pm 
eo lat K <; 

ßAE1TEL ap'TL p75XBDLU 33 892 b c d ff2 ChrVz 
Cyr; WH 

ßh1TEL wv ChrVz 
9:26 amw 1T«ALv p66XcAXf d@A unc8 X. qi pl f q go (sy) arm 

eth Cyr K <; 

amw p75X*BDW pc vg eo sysh Nonn; WH 
9:28 EAoL8op"f)<mv p66AXf dA unc8 qi(-69) 28 al b e 1 q (vg) 

arm Aug K 
Km ci\oL3. p1sx-1·BW sa eth syh Cyr Am; WH 
OL 8c EAOL8. xcDL0 A 33 157 
EAOL8. ovv 69 al c tflvgc go <; 

9:35 E.L·rrEv cwrw p66WAL(X amov)f d@A unc7 pl sys lat K <; 

EL1TEV p75X*BDW bo; WH 
10: 19 crx Lcrµa ovv 1T«AL v p66 Af d 0 AII'I' unc 7 X. qi pl (bo) syP 

Chr Cyr K <; 

crxLcrµa 1T«ALV p4Sp75XßLWX 33 157 213 249 lat sa 
arm; WH 

crxLcrµa ovv D 1241 r1 sys (bo) 
10:29 ocr p66p75Aß2MUXf d0(A ovcr)II unc!! X. qi 33 565 pl sa 

sysph eth K <; 

o XB*DLW al ab c e f ff2 g 1 vg go bo Tert Hil; [WH] 
10:29 µEL~wv 1TavTwv ecrTL p66Af d0AII unc8 X. qi 33 565 pl 

lat go sa sysph Bas Dial Chr K <; 

'lT«VTwv µEL~. ECT. p75XßDLW'I' (sy) Cyr H; WH 
1T«VT. ECT. µEL~. X 

10:31 cßacrTacrav ovv 1T«ALV p66AXII uncrellx_ 565 pl (sy) K <; 

cßacrT. 1T«ALv (p75)XBLW 33 go (sa)(sy) Ath Aug; WH 
cßacrT. ovv D qi 28 1780 pc (lat) (eo) 
EßacrT. 8c syP 
cßacrT. p450 (eo) (vg) 
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10:32 'lTCXTpacr µou p66(p75)XcALWX uncrell 'A <p pl lat K '> 
'lTCXTpacr [p45]X*BD0 e syh Ath Hil; WH 

10:38 mcrTeucrcxTe p4Sp66AEGHMSXr A 'P 118 209 pl Ath Bas 
Chr K" 

mcrTEUETE p75XßDKLUW0II 1 33 Ps-Ath Dam H; WH 
10:38 cxmw p45Af A0AII unc7 'A 'P pl b f ff2 1 go syP Cyp K" 

Tw 'lT<X'TpL p66p75XßDLWX 33 157 a c e g vg co (sy) arm 
eth Or Eus Ath Dam Hil; WH 

11:19 1Tpacr Tcxcr 'lTEpL (p45)AC3fA0Ail'l'fl unc7 'A <p 565 
pm K" 

'lTpacr T1'JV p66[p75]XBC*LWX 33 38 157 249 al H; WH 
'lTpacr D lat 

11:21 µcxp0cx p45Af AA unc7 pl K" 
11 µcxp0cx p66p'l'XBCDKLWX011'1'H 'A 'P 565 H '>;WH 

11:21 a cx&e'Acpacr µau auK cxv p45p66C3f A0AI1fl unc& q:i pl [(.; 
auK cxv ... a cxoe'A. µau p7SXßC*LW al; WH 
auK cxv ... µau a cx8B'A. 'A 565 
auK cxv a cx&e'A. µau· AD 

11:29 E')'ELpETm p45p66AC2f A0AII unc8 'A <p pm 1 vg K '> 
1'J')'Ep011 p75XßC*DLWX 33 itPl fos mt go syP arm 

eth; WH 
11:31 'AE')'aVTE<T p66AC2f A0AII'I' unc8 pm it vg sa syPh K" 

Ba~cxvTECT XBC*DLX 1 13 33 sypmg bo arm eth 
And; WH 

8a~cx~aV'TECT p?S 

vaµL<TCW'TECT 1188 
11:32 ELCT p66AC3f A0AII unc8 cp pl K" 

'lTpacr XBC*DLX 1 33 118 157 249 Cyr H; WH 
E'lTL 254 yscr Chr 

11 :32 CX'lTE6cxvEv µov o cx5E'Acpoa p45 AC3Xf All uncs 'A 
(cp) pl K" 

µau CX'lTE0. a cx5E'A. p66p75XBC*LWA0 33 254 H; WH 
CX'lTE6. a cx8E'A. µau 69 it vg arm 
µau a aBE'A. <X'lTE0. D 

12:6 ELXEV Km p66AIXfAAII'I' unc8 pl ab cf go arm K c;; 

EXWV p75XßDLQ 33 157 pc q vg co (Or) H; WH 
exwv Km 1 (Or) * 

12:9 ax'Aacr 'lTa'Aucr p66 p75Aß3IQX0'1' 'A <p 33 pl f g vg bo go 
syPh K" 
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o oxX.oa 1TüAU<T XB*L H; WH 
c 

o oxX.oa o 1TOA'\J<T p66 
OXAO<T o 1TOAU<T W 1010 
oxX.oa 81:: 1ToA.ua D a (b c e ff2) sa 

12:36 ewa p66Xf dATI3 unc8 X. 'P 1241 pm K c; 

W<T p75XABDLTI* 33 42 108 H; WH 
12:36 o L11<TOU<T p75XcAXf dAil uncs rell Libere Chr K c; 

L11<TO'\J<T p66X**BDL'I'; WH 
13:26 Km eµßmlma p66AWf0ATI'I' unc8 X. K c; 

ßaljlaa ovv XBCXII2(eµBaljlaa) 33 pc; WH 
Km ßaljlaa D <p 258 Or 
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13:26 L<TKapLWTT1 p66AWf dAII* unc7 X. <p pm vgc go eo arm 
Or K c; 

LO'KapLWTOU XBCibLMX0IJ2 33 al vg9 H; WH 
0'.1TO KO'.p'UWTO'\J D 

14:5 8uvuµi::füx TTJV u8uv EL8Evm p66AC2LNQWXf dE>Ail 
unc6 A. qi pl itPc vg K c; 

T11V o&ov EL8evm 8uvaµe0a X(K?) 
OL8aµev T11V o&ov BC* a; WH 
T11V o&ov oL8aµev D b e 

19:4 e~11X.0ev ovv p66cf:GHMSUWY d0A <p pm K c; 
Km e~11X.0ev *(p66 )ABKLXTI 33 al; [WH] 
e~11X.0ev (p66 )XDsuppWf X. 557 565 al; WHmg 

19:11 0'.1TEKpL011 p66c AXYdAil unc6 'P pm itPc vg go eo arm 
syP K c; * 

Km 0'.1TEKpL011 p66 0 
0'.1TEKpL011 O'.'\JTW p60XßDsuppAW A 33 249 itPc 

(sy) H; WH 
19:35 eanv amov 11 µapT. p66EGKSUA 579 pm am 

ing Caes K 
amov eanv 11 µapT. XAßDsuppLMXfil al Or; WH c; 

eanv 11 µapT. amou HY al b cf ff2 g vg Chr Cyr 
20:17 1TO'.Tepa µov p66AL0Xfd0ATI unc6 A<p pl lat syPs 

saboKc; 
IlaTepa XBDW pc b e Ir; WH 

ACTS 
4:33 µqaX.11 &uvaµeL p45EP pl Thphyl K c; 
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8uvaµEL µqaA.T] XABD 18 103 242 328 a[3scr cat vg 
Chr Ir Aug H; WH 

7: 14 Tov 'iTO'.'TEpa uvr011 LaKwß (p45)HP pl sy Chr K " 
LaKwß ·r. 1T. avr. p74XABCDE al vg sa bo arm; WH 
Tov 1TO'.'T. am. 36 90* 94 307 630 cat eth 

9:3 1TEpLT]CT'TpmJrnv O'.U'TOV <pWCT p45EHLP pl vg sy 
arm Chr K" 

O'.U'TOV 1TEpLT]CT'T. (flWCT p74(1TEpLT]CT'T.)XßC 69 81 327 630 J 
cat; WH 

O'.U'T. <pWCT 1TEpLE(J''T. A 
9:3 0'.1TO 'TOlJ oupuvou p45EHP pl Theophla K " 

EK Tau oup. p74XABCL 81 a[IS cat Theophylb H; WH 
9:38 oKVTJCTO'.L ... amwv p4SC3HLP pl sy arm eth Bas 

Chr K" 
OKVTJCTTJCT ... T]µwv p74XABC*E 81 181 453 vg sa bo 

H;WH 
10:37 op~oµEvov p45LP 69 81 pl (Dial) Thdrt Chr ... K" 

up~uµevocr XBCEH 181 13 H; WH 
ap~uµevocr "YUP p74AD e vg Ir (Dial) 

11:11 T]µT]v p45EHLP pl cat vg sy co eth Chr K" 
T]µev p74XABDgr(d erant) 181; [WH] 

13:26 U'iTECTTaA.T] p45EHLP pl Thphyl K '> 
e~a1TECT'TUA.TJ p74XABCD 33 453 af30 cat Chr; WH 

14:15 Tov 0rnv 'TOV 'WV'TO'. p45HLP pl Chr K" 
0rnv 'wv'Ta p74XcßCD2E 33 81 104 181 242 l a[2scr cat 

AthH;WH 
0rnv 'TOV ~WV'TO'. X* 
'TOV 0rnv 'wv'Ta D* pc Thdrt 
'TOV 'WV'TO'. 0rnv 328 

16: 16 1TU0wvocr p45C3D2EHLP pl cat tol sypmggr Chr Eus 
Lcif K" 

1T110wvu p74XABC*D* 81 326 vg Or; WH 
16:39 E~EA.0ELV p45EHLP pl (e vg exire) Chr K " 

0'.1TEA.0ELv p74XAB 33 81 pc cat arm; WH 
... E~Ü0ELV . . . D (but in a long addition & a diff. 

arrangement than the Byz. reading) 
17:13 craA.EuovTECT p45EHLP pm eth Chr K" 

aaA.. KO'.L 'TO'.pO'.CTCTOV'TECT p74XAB(D) 33 69 al cat vg sy CO 

arm; WH 
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23: 12 nvEcr Twv LOuomwv p48HLP 69 102 pl sa sy Thphyl K <; 

oL LOu&mOL p74XABCE 33 81 a/15 cat eo arm eth; WH 

ROMANS 
10: 14 E'lTLKO'.AEcrovTm p46KLP pl Cl Chr Thdor Euth Thdrt 

Dam etc K <; 

E'lTLKO'.AECTWV'TO'.L XABDEFG 103 441 ascr H; WH 
invocabunt d c f g vg Or Ambrst etc 

16:23 Km 'TT]CT EKKAT]<nm:r OATJ<.T p46L pl Chr Thdrt Dam K" 
Km OATJCT 'TTJCT EKKATJCTLO'.CT XABCDEP 1 5 69 241 436 

441 H; WH 
Km oX.m m EKKATJCTLm FG eth (f g) 

1 CORINTHIANS 
4:11 "(UµVT]'TEuoµEv Km p46L pl .Euth Cl Ur .Eus ... K <; 

"(UµVL'Ttmoµev Km XB(*-veL-(also D*))CD EFGP 69 
a/3scr; WH 

----'Y· Km A 
5: 10 TJ ap'lTO'.~LV p46XcDb,cEL pl e vg sy co arm go Or Chr 

Thdt Dam Lcif ... K <> 

Km ap'lTO'.~Lv X*ABCD*FGP 33 pc d f g eth; WH 
11 Km up'lT. 69 

7:5 cruvEPXECT0E p46876 1022 1799 2401 al Or Cyp Chr Meth 
(-XTJCT6E KLP'l' 048 049 pl co vg) K <; 

1J'TE XABCDEFG 33 pc; WH 
7:7 xapLrrµa EXEL p46KL pl vgc hart go syP arm Eph Chr 

Thdrt Dam Aug Ambst K <; 

EXEL xapLcrµa XABDEFGP 33 69 lat CO Cl Or Cyr Euth 
Cyp; WH 

xapLcrµa EK 0cou EXEL C 
7:7 ocr µEv ... ocr OE p46XcKL pi (Or) Ephr Chr Thdr 

Dam al K <; 

o µEv ... o OE X* ABCDEFGP 33 pc Cl (Or) Cyr 
Euth; WH 

9:7 EK 'TOU KO'.p'lTOU p46C3DbcEKL pl c d e t vgsc am fu sy co 
arm Or Aug Amb K <; 

Tov KO'.p'lTov X* ABC*D*FGP 33 1739 pc f g tol harl 
floriac al sa go Or; WH 
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9:21 KEp8T]<Hu cxvoµoua p46XcKL pl Or Did Chr Euth Thdt 
Isid Dam al K <; 

KEp8cxvw 'TOU<J cxvoµoua X* ABCFGP 33 69 pc; WH 
'TOU<J cxvoµoua KEp8T]<JW DE 

10:8 E7TE<JOV p46DcKL pl Chr Thphl Oec K <; 

E7reacxv XABCD*FGP 33 69 pc Chr Thdt Dam H; WH 
E7TE<JEV 1908 

11:26 'TU 7TU'T1JpLUv 'TOU'TO p46XcC3DhcEKLP pl tol sy co eth go 
Bas Chr Nest Thdt (Dam) Phot (Cyp) K <; 

'TO 7TO'TT]pLov ~* ABC*D*FG 33 pc lat Cyr 
(Dam)(Cyp); WH 

II CORINTHIANS 
9: 10 cxu~T]<Jm p46XcDcKL pl go Chr (Cyr) Thdrt Dam al K <; 

cxu~T]<JEL X*BCFD*G azis d e g r vg co arm eth (Cyr) 
Euth Cyp Aug Ambst; WH 

GALATIANS 
4:31 cxpcx p46DcKL pm syP Bas Chr Thph Oec K <; 

füo XBD* 33 pc arm Tert; WH 
cxpcx ouv FG Thdrt 
fü&pcxo E (mingles D* with De?) 
itaque d e f g vg Ambst Hier al 
T]µEL<J 8e ACP pc co Euth Cyr Mrcn Dam 
____ 1912 

EPHESIANS 
2: 12 Ev 'TW Kmpw p46*DcEKLP pl vg co go (Or) Dial (Chr) 

Euth Thdt Dam Tert Ambst K <; 
c 

'TW Kmpw p46 XABD*FG 33 de f g tol Mrcn (Or) (Chr) 
Cyr Victorin Hier Aug H; WH 

5:9 7rvEuµcxTo<J p46DcE**KL pm syhP Chr Thdt Dam K <; 

<pwToa p49XABD*E*FGP 33 pc latt go sy co arm eth 
Thaum Euth Lcif Vict Ambst Hier al; WH 

PHILIPPIANS 
1:14 'TOV /\o')'ov /\cx/\ELV p46DcE**K 1739 pl syPh Chr Thdt 

Dam Mrcn K <; 
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'TüV Aü-y. 'Tüll 0coll X.o.X.. XABP al lat sy sa bo bas arm 
eth Cl Chr Euth Ambst; WH 

Tov X.o-y. X.o.X.. 'Tüll 0coll D*E* d e 
'TüV Aü-y. KllpLüll AO.AELV pgrG g 

COLOSSIANS 
3:16 

3:22 

4:12 

'TW KtipLw p46CZDcEKL pl demid go eo Eph Chr Thdt 
Dam Ambst Pdag K <; 

Tw 0cw XABC*D*FG 33 424 pc d e f g m88 vg sa sy 
arm Cl Chr Euth Ambst al; WH 

'TüV 0cov p46l'{cDcE**K pl de vgc demid tol go eo 
Thdt K" 

* 'TüV Kllpwv X* ABCDgr FGL 33 pc f g am fu harl sy arm 
Cl Chr Euth Dam Ambst; WH 

'TTE'TTA'flPWJ.LEVüL p46DcEKLP pl syPtxt arm Chr Thdt 
Dam K <; 

'TTE'TTA'flpücpüp'flµEvüL NABCD*FG 33 104 424** pc sypmg 
Euth; WH 

HEBREWS 
3:3 öo~'fl<T omoa p 13KLM pl f vg Euth Thdt Dam K" 

üll'Tü<T Sü~'fl<T p46XABCDEP 69 pc de Chr; WH 
Sü~'fl<T arm Bas 

10:17 µv'flcr0w p46l'{cDcKLP pl Chr Thdt Dam al K <; 

µV'fl<T0'flCTüµm pBX* ACD* 33 Euthalc0 d; WH 
10:38 EK 'TTL<T'TEWCT p 13DcEH**IKLP pl sy eo eth Eus Chr 

Euth Thdt Dam K i; 

µüll EK m<T'TEW<T p46XAH* f r vg arm Cl Thdt Sed 
Prim; [WH] 

EK 'TTLCT'TEW<T µüll D* pc d e sy Eus 
* 11:4 o.müll Tüll 0coll pB p46XcDcEKLP pl f vg sy K i;; [WH] 

O.ll'Tüll 'TW 0Ew X* AD* 33 
c 

O.lJ'TW 'Tüll 0 EOll p 13 Cl 
11:32 -yo.p µE pBp46DcEIKLP pl Cl Chr Euth Thdt K i; 

µc -yo.p XAD* 33; WH * 
12:25 'TüV E'TTL 'T'flCT "{'flCT 'TTO.po.L'T'fl<TO.µEVüL p46 (-'T'flCT)XcKLP 

pl Chr Thdt Dam K i; 
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c 
Em ')''lJCT 'lTa.pmT'lJ. Tov p46 X* ACDM 33 Euth Cyr; WH 
1mpmT'lJ. TOV E'TTL ')''lJCT 69 pc 

12:25 'lToA.A.w p46DcKLMP pl Chr Euth Cyr Thdt Dam K '> 
'lToAv XACD* 33 H; WH 

1 PETER 
2:5 TW 0Ew p72XcKLP pl CI Or K '> 

0Ew X*ABC pc arm H; WH 
3:7 EKKO'lTTECT0m p72CZKL'l" 33 69 pm vg Hier Amb 

Aug (K) '> 
E')'KO'lTTECT0m ABP azso; WH 
EVKO'lTTE<T0UL XCscr 

5:8 OTL 0 Q'.VTLOLKO<J p72XcL'l" 33 69 1739 pm vg sy CO arm 
eth (K) " 

o a.vnÖLKoa X* ABKP al; WH 

II PETER 
2:4 anpma p72KL(P) pl K '> 

<JELpüLCT ABC 81 917; WH 
CTLpüLCT X 

2:5 CXAA' O')'OOOV p72Ksil P pl K '> 
a.AAQ'. O')'OOOV XABCL 122 af3scr; WH 

JUDE 
25 Km µqa.AWCTl!V'lJ p72(-AOCT1!VTJ)KLP pl cat vgc 

co sy K '> 
µqa.AWCTl!V'lJ XABC aflO; WH 

25 E~ovoLa. p72KP pm K '> 
E~. 1Tpo 'lTCXVTOCT Tov mwvoa XABCL af15 H; WH 

REVELATION 
9:20 ovva.Tm p47046c pl (And) Are K '> 

ovva.vTm XA(046*)CP pc (And) H; WH 
10:2 ßLßA.wv p47046 pm K 

ßLßAa.pLÖwv X* AC* *P 1 al2° And Are '>; WH 
ßLßALOa.pwv XcC* 69 af73(in Hosk) 

10:8 CXVEW')'µEVOV p47Q46 pf (K) 
'lJVEW')'µEvov XACP 1 al And '> (H); WH 
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11:2 EKß. e~w p47 046 pm (And) Are Kg 
EKß. E~W0Ev xcA al (And); WH 
EKß. ECTW X* 
EKß. ECTW0EV p 

11:6 7TO'.CTTJ 7TX.TJ'YTJ p47 046 pm vg Haym Kg 
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ev 7TO'.CTTJ 7TX.TJ'YTJ XACP 1 2 al co sy arm eth Hipp And 
Are Prim; WH 

___ 95pc 
11:12 T]KOUCTO'. p47Xc 046 pl co sy And Tyc Are ... K 

TJK01JCTO'.V X* ACP pc vg arm Haym g; WH 
O'.K01JCTOV'TO'.L 38 pc 

11:19 fü0'.0T]KTJCT 'Tou KvpLou p47 pm K 
fü0'.0T]KT]CT O'.mou AP al g; WH 
füO'.{)T]KT]CT K1JpL01J 046 pc 
füu0·qK·r1rr 'TOU 0wu X pc 

12:7 O'.mouCl) p47 046 1 6 pl And K g 

O'.mou 'Tov ACP al; WH 
12:9 CTO'.'TO'.VO'.CT p47 046 pl (And) Are K 

o CTO'.'TO'.VO'.CT XACP 1 al (And) Hg; WH 
12: 13 O'.ppEVO'. p47 pl Hipp And Are K g 

O'.pEVO'. 046 28 pc 
O'.pCTEVO'. XCEP af20; WH 
O'. f.HTE IJO'. V A 

13: 13 cm 'TTJV 'YTJV p47 046 al (And) Are K 
ELCT 'TTJV ')'T]V XACP 1 al (pm?)Hipp (And) H g; WH 
____ Epc 

14:8 EK 'T011 p47 xcp 046 pl CO Prim K 
TJ EK 'Tou AC al (And) Haym H; WH 
on EK 'Tou 1 36 pc (And) Are g 

15:8 F.K 'TOlJ p47 046 al sy (And) Are K 
XACP 1 pm vg (And) Prim H g; WH 

16:3 EV 'TTJ 00'.1'.0'.crcrT] p47 046 pi (And) Are K g 

'TO'. EV 'TTJ 00'.X.. ACE pc eth (And); WH 
'TWV EV 'TT] 00'.X.. 95 pc sysh arm 
E7TL 'TT]CT 00'.X.. X 

16:10 cµO'.crcrwv'To p47 046 az100+ (And) Are (K) g 

cµmrwv'To XACP pmB0 (And); WH 



LIST II 

Papyrus-Byzantine-Western Alignments 
Opposed by 

Alexandrians and Westcott and Hort 

MATTHEW 
26:27 TO 1TOTT1PLOV p37p45ACDHKMSUVfII<I> pl 157 565 K c; 

1TOTT1PLOV XBEFGLZß 1 28 33 al (sa bo) Chr; WH 
26:31 füaaKopma0T1<TeTm p37p45DEFH2KSUVWf ß@Il<I> 1 

565 pl Or Eus K c; 
füaaKopma0T1<TOVTm p53XABCGH*ILM 047 067 <p 118 

700 al H; WH 
26:45 To AOL1TOV p37XADf ß@II unc9 A. <p pl Ath K c; 

AOL1TOV BCL al6 Chr; WH 

MARK 
6:22 Km ape<TO'.CTTICT p45AC3DWf@II unc9 A. <p 565 700 pl a b 

f gZ i q vg go (sy eth) K c; 

'Tlpeaev XBC*L 33 c ff2 eo arm; WH 
6:22 eL1TeV o ßaaLAeUCJ p45c C3DWf@II unc9 A. w 565 700 pl 

a b f ff2 go syP arm K c; ( + H 'TIWPB'Tla p45 ) 
o Be ßaaLAeua EL1TeV XBC*Lß 33; WH 
eL1TeV Be o ßaaLA.eua Al eo 

6:41 ToLa µa0'TITma amou p45ADgrWf@II unc9 A. <p 565 700 
pl itP1 vg sy8P eth K c; 

Note: For the discussion on readings such as these in List 2, see pp. 70-76. For the 
arrangement and content of the Lists, see pp. 137-144. 
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TOL<T f.LCX0'T]TO'.L<T XBL:i al7 d; WH 
6:41 1Tapa0waw p45XcADM2Nf0IT2 unc8 A. 'P 565 700 

pl K c; 

1Tapan0waLv X*BLM *W dll* pc; WH 
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7:5 oL µa0'T]'TO'.L aoll llO 'lTEpL'lTO'.TOlJ<TL p45ADWXf0U unc9 A. 
<p 565 700 pl it vg sy arm go K c; 

oll 'lTEpL'lTO'.'TOll<TL oL µa0'T]Tm <Tüll XBLd 33 pc 
eo eth; WH 

7:6 O'.'lTOKpL0EL<T p45ADWXf0Il unc9 A. 'P 565 700 pl it vg 
go syP arm K c; 

XBL 33 102 eo sy eth persP; WH 
7:6 oTL KaA.wa p45ADWXfll unc9 A. 'P 565 700 892 pl b q 

syP arm go (eo) K c; 

KaA.wa XBLd0 33 102 a c f ff2 i 1 vg sy eth; WH 
7: 29 'TO omµovLOV E K 'T'T]<T 0uya,-poa <Tüll p 45 AD NWXfll 

unc9 'P 565 700 892 pl it vg (eo) sy arm ethK <; 

EK 'T'T]<T 0uy. <Tüll 'TO omµ. XBLd8 A (eo); WH 
8: 13 EL<T TO 'lTAoLOv p45DHKNUWfll 0131 A. 'P 700 al it 

sy8P boPt c; 

EL<T 'lTAOLov AEFGMSVX0 33 565 579 al b c f g2 i 1 q 
vged em mg go eo sy K 

XBCLd ff2 g1 am tol; WH 
8:20 oL OE EL'lTov p45ADN(W)Xf(0)Il unt:9 A. 'P 565 700 pl i 

q syP go arm K c; 

Km AE')'Oll<TLV amw BCLd 115 g 1 vg sys eo eth; WH 
KO'.L AE)'OlJ<TLV X 

8:36 KEpO'TJ<T'TJ ••• ~'T]µLw0'T] p45 ACDWXf d0Il unc9 A. 'P 565 
700 pl lat sysp sa bo K c; 

KEpO'T]<TO'.L ••• ~'T]µLW0'T]VO'.L XBL; WH 
8:37 OW<TEL p45ACDWXf0Il unc9 A. 'P 565 700 rell K c; 

OOL X*B; WH 
ow X3L 

9:3 AEllKavm p45ADWXfll unc9 A. 700 pl lat go K c; 

omwa AEllKO'.Vm XBCLNd0 <p 28 33 565 pc ff2 k eo ar 
eth Or; WH 

____ x an sys 
9: 29 1Tpü<TEllX'TJ Km V'T]<T'TELO'. p45Xcb ACD LNWXf dll unc9 A. 

<p 565 700 rell lat sy go ar eth K c; 

1TpoaEllX'TJ X*B k geoPt Cl; WH 
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11:33 a1ToKpL0EL<T o LTt<Toua (p45)ADKMfM> A. c.p al 
0 LTt<TO'UCJ 0'.1TOKpL0ELCJ WXE) UilC7 a[ lat <; 

0 LTt<TO'UCJ XBCLNf a al; WH 

LUKE 
5:2 8uo 1TAoLa p75XcC3Df aE>AI1 unc9 pl K <; 

'TTAOLa 8uo BW pc a e eo sy; [WH] 
'TTAOLO'. X* 
8uo 'TTAOLapLa AC*LQR 1 * 33 pc f 

7:6 0 EKO'.'l"OVTO'.PX· <.pLAO'U(J p45ADEGHKMRSUVfE>AII pl 
lat sy arm go K <; 

c.pLA.oua o EKa-rov-rapx. p75XBCLWXS A. 33 pc c e 
eo eth; WH 

9: 18 AE')'O'UCTLV OL OXAOL p75XcCDWXf aeAII unc8 c.p pl lat 
syc K <; 

oL oxA.. A.q. X*BLRS A. 131 eo; WH 
AE'Y. oL av0pw1ToL A azs e gl 

9:34 E'TTECJKLO'.CJEV p45 ACDPRWXf aeA unc9 A c.p pl lat CO 
sy K-; 

E'TTE<TKLa~Ev p75XBL pc a; WH 
9:34 EKELvoua EL<TEA01:w p4SADPRWXf aE>AII 9 A. c.p pl sa 

go K-; 
EL<TEA0ELV amO'UCJ XBCL pc bo arm; WH 
O'.'UTO'UCJ ELCJEA0ELV C 157 435 
ELCJEA0ELV EKELV01XT pc 
ELCJEA0ELV p75S 

10:13 Ka0TtµEvm p45DEGKMSUVWaAII A. c.p pl e mm 
(sy) K-; 

K0'.0TtµEVOL p75XABCFLRxres 118 a/10 H; WH 
---- e q r 1 (sy) 

10:19 fü8wµL p45(81:8wµL)AC3faE>AII unc7 c.p 118 131 pl e syc 
Eus ir K <; 

8e8wKa p75XBC*LW A. pc lat go syPh arm eth Or; WH 
10:20 qpac.p'Tl (p4S)ACDEGHKMSUVWfaAII c.p 118 113 pl 

(Eus) Cyr K <; 

E'Y'YEf'PO'.'TTTm (p75XB EV'YEf'PO'.'TTTm)LX A. 33 (Eus); WH 
'YEf'PO'.'TTTm e Or 

10:30 'U'TToA.aßwv 81: p4SXcACZDLWXf aE>ASII unc8 A. c.p(69 o 
81:) latt (eo) syP go arm K <; 
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lJ'lToA.aßwv p75X*BC* ( co) syc; WH 
10:32 AElJL'TTlCT "{EVOµEVO(T p45ACDEGHKMSUVWf M~AII 'P 

pi q sy K" 
AE1JLT1"JCT p75XBLX8 A. 33 co arm eth H; WH 

10:39 µapLa p45Aß*C3DWfLi0AII uncrell <.p pi latt K q 

µapLaµ p75Xß3C*LP8 A. 33; WH 
10:39 'lTapaKa0Lcracra p45C3DPWf Li0AII unc9 A. pi Bas K" 

'lTUpUKU0ECT0ELCTU p75XABC*L8; WH 
10:39 'lTapa p4Sß3C3DPWf Li0AI unc9 A. <.p pi (Bas) K q 

'lTpocr p7SXß*C*L8 33 44 (Bas); WH 
11 :25 EVpLCTKEL p75X* ADWXLi@AII unc8 pi lat syc arm K " 

EVp. crxoA.a~ovTa X BCLRf A. 565 a112 f 1 eo syP eth 
Or; [WH] (:: Mt 12:44?) 

11:30 CT'r)µELOV TOLCT VLVElJLTUL(T p45ADWfLi0AII unc8 A 'P pi 
it vg sy co arm eth K" 

TOLCT VLV. CT'r)µELOV p75XBCLX8 33 H; WH 
11:44 'lTEpL'lTUTOlJVTECT p75ADWXf LiAII unc7 A. <.p pm lat syc 

arm Lcif K 
oL 'lTEPL'lTaT. XBCLM al syP q; WH 

11:48 µapTVpELTE p75ACDWXf A0AII unc8 A. <.p pi lat 
Chr K" 

µapTVpEcr ECTTE XBL eth(-ECTTE) Or; WH 
12:6 'lTWAELTm p45ADLRWXf LiAII unc8 A. pi Or (Epiph) 

Cyr K" 
'lTWAOlJVTUL p75Xß0 'P (Epiph); WH 

12:22 crwµan p45p75XADW0 1 pm lat K " 
crwµan vµwv B 070 <.p al a co (sy) eth Cl; [WH] 

12:29 1"J TL p75ADWXf Li0AII unc8 pm lat sa (bo) syP ar eth Cl 
Ath K" 

Km TL p45XBLQ 070 al e (bo) syc Bas; WH 
12:49 ELCT p45DEGsuppHRSUVf AA pm (Meth) (Bas) Chr (in 

terram it vg Tert) K " 
Em p75XABKLMUWX0II A. <.p al Cl Or Archel (Meth) 

(Bas) Eus Ath Cyr Antioch; WH 
12:54 TTJV vE<.pEATJV p45DWf0AII 070 pi Bas K" 

VE<.pEA TJV p75XABLXA A. <.p 33 arm; WH 
12:54 U'lTO &1JCTµwv p45ADWXf Li0AII 070 A. <.p uncrell 

pl(lat) K " 
E'lTL &1JCTµwv p75XBL 64; WH 
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12:56 ou OOKLµcx~E'TE p45 ADWf ßAII unc8 X. c.p pl lat sycp 
arm K 'i 

OUK OLOO'.'TE OOKLµO'.~ELV p75XBL8 070 33 ff2 1 CO sysc 
sypmg eth Marc H; WH 

13:5 oµoLw<r p75ADWXf ß8AII 070 unc7 c.p pl K 'i 

WCJ0'.1.YrWCJ XBLM 1 33 71 131 244 248 251 cscr gscr sypmg 
Bas Chr Marc; WH 

13:9 EL OE µ'Y]')'E ELCJ To µc"A.X.ov p45ADWXf ß8AII unc8 X. c.p 

pl it vg syc arm Pet K 'i 

ELlJ Tu µi::X.X.uv EL Bi:: µ·1ryc p75XDL 070 33 69 eo 
Cyr H; WH 

13: 14 E~ p45 ADWXf ilAII 070 unc9 X. c.p pl it vg etc K 'i 

O'TL E~ p75XBL8 gat mm sa bo H; WH 
13: 15 O'.'ITO'.')'O'.')'WV p4~p"XCAßcwrz uncrell c.p pl Hipp Cyr K 'i 

O'.'ITO'.')'WV X*B*8 X.; [WH] 
22:47 ETL OE (p69)DEHSVf8A pm b c e ff2 (sa) arm K 'i 

ETL p75XABGIMRTUXßII al 1 q vg (sa) bo; WH 
22:50 Tov oou"A.ov TOU cxpXLEpEw<r p75ADRWXf ßAII unc8 'Y 

pm it vg K 'i 

'TOlJ CXPXLEPEWCJ 'TOV OülJAOV XBLT 69 346; WH 
23:5 rrp~cxµEvoa p75ADRWXf il8AII unc8 pl it vgc sa 

(bo)K 'i 
Km cxp~cxµEvoa XBLT 0124 (vg) (bo) syc; WH 

23:31 Ev 'TW "'YPW p75XADPQWXf ß8AII unc9 X. c.p pl Cyr K 'i 

Ev u')'pw BC 0124 pc; WH 

JOHN 
4: 11 'Y] ')'lJV'Y] p66X ACDL 083 um:rctz K 'i 

EKELV'Y] X* 
p75B sys eo; WH 

4:29 7rcxvTcx ocm p66p75AC3DgrLWf ß8AII uncs pl lat K / 'i 

'ITO'.V'TO'. ex XBC* sa bo af a d e q; WH 
Ilex V'TO'. O<TO'. O'. 5 79 

4:37 o cx"A.'Y]0Lvoa p66AC3Df8AII2 unc7 c.p 28 pm K 'i 

O'.A'Y]0Lvoa XBC*KLW ßll* 083 X. 565 700 al; WH 
4:39 oacx p66AC3DWf ä8AII unc9 pl lat syP arm K 'i 

ex p75XBC*L b e 1 q co basm syc eth; WH 
4:50 w p66DWf ßAII unc8 'Y 13 pl K 'i 

ov p75X ABCL8 083 579 H; WH 
wv F 



4:51 

4:53 

5:17 

5:19 

6:42 

6:43 

6:45 

6:71 

7:4 

7:16 

7:41 

7:52 

8:28 

8:38 

9:11 

LIST II 

crov p66cD~rLf ßE>AII unc9 A. cp pl it sycp sa bo K <; 

amovz p66 p7SXABCW 13 pc c d f ff2 g 1 
arm Or; WH 

EV EKELV'YJ p66XcADILW ß8AII unc9 pl Cyr K <; 

EKEWYJ p7SX*BC 1 Chr; WH 
o BE L'YJCT01JCT p66ACDLE> pl lat K <; 

o BE p75XßW pc; WH 
EO'.V µ'Y] p66p75ADLWE> uncrell pl K <; 

av µ'Y] XB; WH 
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'ITWCT ovv p66XADLf ßII unc8 A. cp pm lat (syP) Ath Chr 
Cyr K" 

'ITWCT vvv p75BCTWQ bo go arm syh (eth) Ath; WH 
KO'.L 'ITWCT (syP) 
'ITWCT a e sa syc 
o L'YJCTOVCT p66ACDWf ßE>AII'I' unc8 cp 28 pm K <; 

L'YJCTOVCT (p75)XBLT 1 33 sa bo; WH 
µE p66ACDLW uncrell A. cp pl OrPt K <; 

EµE p7SXßE>T pc OrPt; WH 
'Y]µEAA.Ev p66DEFGHMVfßA'I' 047 33 579 pm it K <; 

EµEAAEV p7SßCKLSUII azso Cyr; WH 
Km EµcA.A.ov X*(cor-A.Ev) 
EV Kptl'ITTW TL 'ITOLEL p66DWf ßE>A unc8 A. cp pm lat K <; 

TL Ev KP'IJ'ITTW 'ITOLEL p75XßLXII Chr Cyr; WH 
EV Kp1!1TTW 'ITOLEL TL '11 
o L'YJCTOVCT p66DLTWXE> uncrell A. cp pl K <; 

L'YJCTovcr (p75)XB 33 (6q0) Cyr; WH 
* O'.AAOL EAE')'OV p66 XDWf ßAZII uncrell pl sycp K 

aA.A.oL BE EAqov A. cp pc bo <; 

OL BE EAE')'OV p66cp75ßLXE> pc; W[I 
1Tpücp'YJT'YJCT EK T'YJCT faA.LA.macr p66 XDWfßE>AII unc7 A. 

cp pm K" * 
EK T'Y]CT f aALAO'.LO'.CT 1Tpü<p'Y]T'Y]CT p66 p75ßLTX 

pc;WH 
c 

EL'ITEV ovv amqw p66 p75XDXf ßE>A uncs cp pl lat K <; 

EL'ITEV ovv p66 BLTW 1 565 1241 a; WH 
EwpaKO'.TE p66 (;or-)X*D(EFGHMß 070 al Eop-)f A '11 

unc7 118 209 579 pl lat sysp sa (bo) (eth) Tert Apol K <; 

'Y]Kül!CTO'.TE p75XcßCKLX 1 13 33 69 229** 249 a[IO f go 
(bo) sypmgh ar (eth) Or Chr Cyr; WH 

1!'1TO'.')'E p7SADWXßE>AII'I' unc8 A. cp 892 pl it vg K <; 
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OTL U'ITO'.'YE XBL pc sa bo; WH 
9:17 <TU TL p75ADWfA0AI1 uncs A. 'P pl it vg etc K" 

n <TU p66XßLX bo Cyr; WH 
9:35 o LT)CTOUCT p66XcAD rell K <; 

LT)CTOU(T p75X*B; WH 
10:7 uµLv on p66XADEFMSWf A0AI12 A. <p pm lat K '> 

uµw p75BGKLUXI1* 33 700 al a mm arm eth Cyr Lcif; 
WH 

10: 18 mpEL p66(EpL)[P75]X D rell K " 
TJPEV p4S[p75]X!B; WH 

10:22 f'YEVETO OE p66 XADXE> uncrell <p Pl lat go syP K '> 
c 

f'YEVETo TOTE p66 p7SßLW 33 PC sa bo arm; WH 
f'YEVETo A. 565 pc (qEvErn OE TOTE gat (eo)) 

10:22 i:;v LcpuuuA.uµuLU p45[p75]XDXf AAI1 unc7 A. lf> pm K <; 

f.V 'TOLCT Lf.(lOCTOA. p66[p.?S]ABLW(H) c;; WH 
10:26 Ka0wa EL'ITOV uµLv p66 ADM2Xf AI12'l' unc6 A. 'P pm it 

go sysp (bo) K <; 
c 

p66 p7SXßKLM *11*W0 33 pc c g vg got sa 
bo arm; WH * 

10:28 ~WT)V mwvwv füöwµL amoLCT p66 ADM2f A011'l' unc7 A. 
'P pl it vg go syP Or Eus Chr B~~ K '> 

füowµL O'.UTOLCT ~WT)V mWVLOV p66 p75XßLM*X 33 157 
249 397 sa bo syh arm eth Cyr H; WH 

10:32 'ITOAAa KO'.Aa EP'YO'. EOEL~O'. uµLv p66DLXf A unc7 

'P ALK" 
'ITOAAO'. EP'YO'. KO'.AO'. EOEL~O'. uµLv p45XAK(0)AI1 A. 

33 al lat 
IloA.A.a Ep')'a EOEL~O'. uµLv KO'.AO'. B 1170; [WH] 
IloA.A.a EOEL~O'. uµLv EP'YO'. KO'.AO'. p75 

(-Ep'Ya 244; -KO'.AO'. Wb sys Theod) 
11:21 TOV LT)CTOUV p4Sp66p75AC2DLWX0'l'!1 uncrell A. <p 565 

pl K" 
LT)CTOUV XBC* 213: WH 

11:22 O'.AAO'. Km p4Sp66XcAC3DLW0'l'!1 uncrell <p 22 33 565 pl 
lat eo K '> 

Km p7SX*BC*X A. 33; WH 
aA.A.a 1780 

11:28 Tama p66[p7S]ADf A0AI1'l'!1 unc8 A. 'P pl it vg sa K" 
Tomo [p7S]XBCLX 59 213 397 pc bo eth go; WH 



11:29 

11:29 

11:32 

11:44 

11:54 

11:57 

12:1 

12:16 

12:22 

12:34 

13:2 

13:3 

13:18 
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* EKELV. p66 ACZDEGHKSf AAII'l'ü 0211 A 28 pl 

lat K-; 
EKELv. öe p6~p75XßC*LW@ 33 69 pc f go co syP; WH 
KO'.L EKELV. b ff2 } eth 
EPXE'i'm p4Sp66(p7S)ACZDf A@AII uncs 'A cp pl lat K -; 
11PXE'i'O (p75)~BC*LWX 33 itPC H; WH 
µapLa p45p66 XAC3DE2WXf A@AII'I' unc7 'A cp 

1241 pl K-; 
c 

µapLaµ p66 p7SßC*E*L 33 157 sy H; WH 
<XVTULlJ u L'r1uuuu p4Sp66XA(C)DXf A@AII unc7 'A 

cp pl K-; 
o L1l<T01J<T amoL<T LW OrY2; WH [o] 
L1l<TOV<T amoL<T p75ßC* am for ingZ sa bo Orllz 
<XVTOLCT 157 
o L1l<TOU<T 700 a r sys 

c 
ÖLt'i'pLßtv p45p66 ADIXf A@AII'I' uncrell 'A cp 33 pl 

latt K-; * 
EJ.LELVEV (p66 )p75ßLW 249 397 398 400 579 892 1241 

sypmg Or; WH 
ev'To'A11v p66[p7S]ADLXf A@AII unc6 cp 33 pm latt 

CO K <; 

tv'To'Aacr [p7S]XBIMW 'A (28) 565 al H; WH 
o 'Tt0v11Kwcr p66[p7S]ADif A@AII unc7 'A pl (it) go bo 

sysp arm K <; 

[p7S]XBLXW (it) sa (sy) H; WH 
OL µa0Tj'TO'.L amov p66ADLWX.f A uncrell A cp pl K <; 

amov oL µa0TJ'TO'.L p75Xß@ 579; WH 
oL µa011'Tm KIT 
AE')'OlJCTLV p66DW@ pl K I <; 

Km 'AqoucrLv p75XßAL pc; WH 
cru AEJ'EL<T p66XADf A@AII unc8 'A cp pm it vg sa K <; 

AEJ'EL<T cru p75BLWX bo sy H; WH 
')'EVOµtvou p66(')'tvaµtvou)XcADgrf Li@AII unc8 A cp 33 

pl lat K-; 
')'Lvoµevov X*BLWX pc d r1 H; WH 
ÖEÖWKEV p66[p75]ADXf A@AII unc7 'P 33 118 209 1241 

pl K-; 
tÖWKEV [p7S]XBKLW 'A pc H; WH 
oucr p66[p75]ADWf A@II'I' unc7 'A cp pm K -; 
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13:20 

13:21 
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13:23 

13:24 

13:25 

13:26 

13:26 

13:26 

13:29 
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nwuCT [p7S]XBCLM 33 157 Or Cyr; WH 
µeT eµov p66[p7S]XADWf M~AII'l' unc8 X. cp pl it vg go 

sp bo sy8P arm K <; 

µou [p7S]ßCL pc vgPc sa; WH 
c 

w.v p6*6 DEFGHSUf .:i®A X. cp pl Or Chr K " 
uv p66 (A)BCl KLMXII 33 al Cyr; WH 
0 L'flCTOUO" µl ACDWXr .:i@ uncrell A cp pl K <; 

L'flCTOlJCT p66 XBL; WH 
ouv p66X*DLWXf .:i0AII uncs X. cp pl lat go (sy) boCyr 

K" 
XcßC'l' 16 245 e; WH 

CTE 61 64 1093 af12 a sy8P eth Or 
&e p66XACZDWXf .:i0AII unc8 X. cp pm a cf ff2 q go sa 

bo syP K <; 

___ BC*L'l' 3 80 87 fscr (Or); WH 
ouv vg (Or) 

c 
7TU0eCT0m TLCT uv EL'fl 1rnpL p66 AWf .:i(E>)AII uncs X. <!> pl 

(sy) K " 
7T. T. O'.V EL'fl OUTOCT 7T. D 
KO'.L AE')'EL O'.UTW EL7TE TL(T ECTTLV 7TEpL BCILX: WH 
7TU0ECT00'.L TLCT O'.V EL'fl 7TEpL ou EAE')'EV KO'.L AE')'EL O'.UTW 

EL7TE nq; ECTTLV 7TEpL X 
(Note: p66 obscure here, but not the same as B) 

c 
e7TL7TeCTwv p66 ~* AC3DWr .:i0AII2 unc7 X. cp pm K " 
O'.V0'.7TECTWU (p66 )X BC*KLXII* H; WH 
ßmJmCT TO t!JwµLOv p66( e µßut!Jmr .... AD KWII X. 42 

565 pc) xxr.:i@A unc8 cp it vg go syP K <; 

ßut!Jw To t!JwµLOv BCL sa bo; WH 
em&wCTw p66X* AD(W)Xf .:i@AII unc8 X. cp pm it vg go 

syP K <; 

Km &wCTw umw BC so bo (arm eth); WH 
Ku L &w umw L 
To t!JwµLOv fü&wCTL p66X* ADWf .:i@AII unc7 X. cp pm it 

vg eo K <; 

TO t!JwµLOv 'A.uµßuvEL KO'.L fü(). Xcaß(-To)CLMX 33 sypmg 
eth Or; WH (B-TO) (WH: [To]) 

o Lou&uCT p66CDEGHKSf .:i0AII'l' 1241 al K <; 

Lou&uCT XABFLMUX X. cp 33 al Or; WH 
o L'flCTOUO" p66ACDLWf .:i0 uncrellcp pl K <; 
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LTJ<TOU<T XB pc Or; WH. !omit both: A. 565 pc) 
14:4 Km TTJV o8ov oL8an: p66 AC3DNf d0AII unc7 u <p pl lat 

go sy~Ph sa Chr Cyr K c; 

TTJV oaov p6ifXBC*LQWX'l' 33 pc a rl bo; WH 
14:7 Km mr apn p66XAC3DNWf d0AII* unc7 <p pl lat go 

CO K c; 

a1T apn BC*LQXIIZ A. 33 H; WH 
14:7 EwpaKaTE amov p66XC3DLNQWXd0 A. <p rell lat Ath 

(Ir) Tert K c; 

EwpaKaT,t: BC* rl vgCl) (Ir); WH 
14:14 qw p66 XDEGHKMZQSUXfdII pl a e f ff2 sy go K c; 

Tomo p75 ABLd2'l' 060 33 124 249 262 pc lat eo; WH 
c 

T01JTO E"{W p66 
E"{W T01JTO M* 

14:26 [p66]p7SXADf d0 A. <prell K c; 

qw [p66]ßL 33 127; WH 
15:4 µELVTJ [p7S]p66ADXf d0AII unc7 A. <p pl lat K c; 

µEVTJ XBL pc; WH 
16:23 EV TW ovoµan µou 8w<TEL uµLv (p22)AC3DW 0dAII'l' X. 

<p pl it vg bo sy K c; ( + all other vss) 
8w<TEL uµLv EV TW ovoµan µou XBC*LXY d 397 sa Or 

Cyr; WH 
17:13 Ev amoL<T p66X*C3DLYfd0A unc7 X. <p pm K c; 

EV E0'.1JTOL<T xcAßWXII'l' al; WH 
EV T<XL<T KapfüaL<T Eamwv C* 

18: 10 wnov (p66)AC3DYf d0AII unc6 A. <p pl vss Cyr K c; 

wTapwv p60XBC*LWX pc sypmg; WH 
18:20 EA<XATJ<TCX p66C3DsuppWf0AII* unc7 <p pm Bas Chr K c; 

A.cA.aA.TJKa XABC*LXY dA2 565 a/10 Cyr; WH 

ACTS 
4:34 TL<T U1TTJPXEV p8DEP'l' 431 623 920 1518 pm Chr K c; 

TL<T TJV p74XAB(TJV ncr)F al H; WH 
5:3 1TETpocr (p8)DP pl Thphl K c; 

o 1TETpocr XABE pc bscr cat Chr; WH 
5:8 o 1TETpocr p8DEP pl Or Chr K c; 

1TETpocr XAB pc; WH 
7: 13 TO "{EVO<T Tou LW<TTJ<p p45DHP pl Chr K c; 

TO "{EVO<T LW<TTJ<p BC 47; WH 
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'TO "YEVOCT O'.VTOU p74XAE 40 t vg arm 
7: 18 E'TEpoa (p4S)DEHP 69 81 pm gig syP Chr K c; 

E'TEpoa E1TO'.L"YU1T'TOV p74XABC a[20 cat vg CO sypmg 
arm eth; WH 

7:19 EK0e'm 'TU ßpE<pTJ p45DEHP pl cat Chr K c; 

'TO'. ßpE<pT) EK0E'TO'. p74XABC; WH 
8: 17 E1Ten0ouv p4SD*EHLP pm Chr K c; 

E1TEn0eauv p74XAD2 al Eus Did Cyr; WH 
E1TE'TL00CTO'.V B 
E1TE'TL0ELCTO'.V C 

8: 18 'TO u-yLov p4Sp74ACdEHLP pl vg sy bo arm eth Bas Chr 
K c; 

XB sa Const; WH 
10:19 ~TJ'TOUCTLV p45ACDEHLP pl Const Did Cyr Chr etc K c; 

~T)'TOUV'TECT p74Xß 81; WH 
13:9 Km U'TEVLaua p45DEHP pl sy arm eth Thphl K c; 

O'.'TEVLaaa p74XABCL 33 pc cat vg sa Chr Lcif; WH 
13:25 'TLvu µe p45CDEHLP pl vg bo sy arm Chr K c; 

'TL eµe p74XAB 81 sa eth; WH 
14:21 LKovwv p45DHLP pl e Bas Chr K c; 

ELCT LKovLov p74XABCEgr pc cat sy; WH 
16:3 Tj8ELauv -yup 0'.1TO'.V'TECT 'TOV 1TO'.'TEpu umou O'TL EAATJV 

p4SDEHLP pl sy arm Chr Thphl K c; 

Tj8. -yup 0'.1T. on EAATJV o 1TO'.'TTJP umou p74XABC pc 
ascr cat; WH 

ROMANS 
8:34 µuA.A.ov fü: Km p46DEFGKL pm it vgc syP Cyr Chr 

Thdrt Amb Hil K c; 
µuAAOV Be XABC 33 pc c3scr: g k 1) CO arm eth Or;WH 

9: 11 KO'.Kov p46DEFGKL 33 pl Chr Euth Thdrt Thphl Oec 
K c; 

<pauA.ov XAB pc Or Dam; WH 
9:27 KO'.'TO'.AELµµu p46X DEFGKLP pl Thdrt K c; 

U1TOAELµµu X* AB Eus; WH. (u1TOKO'.'TO'.A. 47) 
10:5 EK Tou voµou p46DEFGKLP rell arm Chr Thdrt Dam 

K c; 

EK voµou XB; WH 
EK 1TLCT'TEWCT A 

eth 
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10:5 EV cxlJ'ToLcr p46l'{cDEFGKLP pl sy Chr Thdrt Amb K c; 

EV CXU'T'Tj X*AB 33 436 1908 d** e vg go co Or 
Dam; WH 

11:8 Ka.0wcr p46ACDEFGLP rell Pet Chr etc K c; 

Ka.0mrEp XB 81; WH 
11:21 µiprwcr ouÖE crou p46DFGL pl vg sy at go Chr Thdrt 

(Antio) Thphl Oec Ir Cyp Ambst K c; 

ouÖE crou XABCP pc co Or Aug Orcis (Antio) Dam; WH 
11:31 a.moL EAE110wcrLv p46ADhcEFGL pl de f g vg sy ar eth 

go Or Chr Thdrt Amb al K c; 
a.moL vuv EAE'Tj0. XBD* 4** bo Dam 
a.moL ucrTEpov EA. 5 33 88 sa 

14:5 ocr µEv p46l'{cßDEFG pl sy co ar eth Or Chr Thdrt Aug 
K c; 

ocr µEv ')'Up XACP 309 326 d e f g vg go Bas Dam 
Ambst; [WH] 

15:14 1Ta.cr11cr p46ACDEFGL pl Chr Thdrt K c; 
1TUO"'Tj0" T'TjO" XBP 101 462 1739 kscr nscr Cl Dam; WH 

15: 15 uµLv tXOEA'f'OL p46XcDEFGLP rell lat sy arm Thdrt Dam 
Ambst al K c; 

uµLV X* ABC co eth Or Chr Cyr Aug; WH 

1 CORINTHIANS 
3:3 Km &LxocrTa.crLm p46DEFGL pm it vgd sy ir Cyp (Amb) 

Thdrt Aug Pel Hier Mar K c; 
XABCP 8min m r vg sa bo eth arm Cl Or 

Eus; WH 
3: 5 TLO" • • • TLO" p46CDgrEgrpgrGgrLP pl sy co ar Chr Thdt 

Thphl Oec K c; 

'TL .•. TL X*AB 33 pc de f g r vg eth Euth Dam Aug 
Amb Pel ... ; WH 

3:13 1TUp p46XDEL pl lat syP co arm eth (Cl) (Or) (Chr) Cyr 
(Thdt) Dam Ambst K c; 

1TUp a.mo ABCP 33 pc (sy) (Or) Eus Bas (Chr) 
Pro (Thdt); WH 

4:6 U1TOAAW p46l'{aCDEFGLP pl Or Chr Thdt K c; 

U1TOAAWV X*AB*; WH 
4:14 vou0ETW p46BDEFGL'l' 105 901 pl lat Chr Thdt 

Dam Amb K c; 
vou0ETWV XACP 3 6 pc Thphl; WH 
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4: 17 'T€Kvov µov p46DEFGL pl d e f g vg (Or) Thdt ... K c; 

µov 'TEKvov XABCHP 33 69 1739 pc; WH 
9:2 'T'Y]O" Eµ'Y]<T O'.'TTOO"'TOA'Y]O" p46DEFGKL pl K c; 

µov 'T'YJ<T 0'.1Tü<T'TOA 'YJ<T XBP[ AC] 33 1739 pc; WH 
10:9 XPL<T'Tov p46DEFGKL pm latt sy co Marc Ir Cl Or Aug 

Amb Pel Chr% Thphl Oec K c; 
Kvpwv XBCP 2 33 al syhmg arm eth Epiph Chrl/4 Theo 

Jo-Dam Sed Cassiod; WH 
0wv A 1288 

11:3 XPL<T'Tov p46CFGKLP pl Or Mai Eus Chr Thdt Dam K c; 
'Tov XPL<T'Tov XABDE 33 pc Cl Eus Chr Euth; WH 

11:15 8e80'Tm p46DFGKL'l' 6 al Tert Pel Aug K 
8e80'Tm am'YJ XAB 33 al H c;; WH 
am'Yl 8e80'Tm CHP 1739 al 

11:32 Kvpwv p46ADEFGKLP pl Bas Caes Chr (Dam) Cyr 
Euth Thdrt K c; 

'Tov Kvpwv XBC 33 pc Cl (Dam); WH 
12:3 ava0. Ll]<T01JV p46DEGKLP pl d e g harl sa sypmggr Or 

Chr (Cyr) Thdt Dam Novat Hil Ceter K c; 
ava0. L'YJ<TOlJO" XABC 6 33* pc bo ar eth sy Euth 

(Cyr) H; WH 
ava0. L'YJ<TOV F 33** f m vg (Cyr) Ath Did Hil Amb 

12:24 lJO"'Tepovv'TL p46X DEFGKL pl Marc Or Chr Theo al K c; 
1JO"'T€povµevw X* ABC 33 1611 1739 pc Meletius; WH 

13: 11 wcr V'Y]'TTLO<T (before vb thrice) p46DEFGKLP'l' pl vgal 
arm sy Tert ClY2 Amb Pel HeirVz Aug Faust K c; 

wcr V'YJ'TTLO<T (fol vb thrice) XAB 33 1739 pc vgPZ sa bo 
ClY2 HierVz; WH 

14:21 e'Tepotcr p46DEFGKLP pl latt sy Marc Or Hipp Chr Cyr 
Thdt Dam al K c; 

E'Tepwv XAB 33 pc Euth; WH 
14:39 a8eA.q;ot p46ß3D*EFGKL pm it vgPl basm arm Amb 

Pel al K c; 
a8€AcpoL µov XABD 'l' 1 1739 al vgPc sy sa bo Chr Thdt 

Dam al; WH 
15:31 KO'.VX'YJ<TLV p46DEFGL pm de f g (arm) Or Chr Thdt 

Dam al K c; 

KO'.VX'YJ<TLV a8eA.cpoL XABKP 69 r vg sy go sa bo basm 
(arm) eth Dial Euth Aug al H; WH 
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II CORINTHIANS 
1:19 vriaoU<T XPL<T'TO<J p46XcßDEFGKLP pl it vg K '> 

XPL<T'TO<J L1l<TOU<T X* AC'I' 543; WH 
L1l<TOU<T 33 

Chr 

GALATIANS 
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5:7 „,., aA.110wx p46XcCDEFGKL rell Euth Thdt Dam K " 
aA.110cLa X*AB 062 33*; WH 

5:24 XPL<T'TOV p46DEFGKL'I' 6 pl lat go syP arm Cl Marc Chr 
Euth Thdt Or Cyp Hier Cyp Amb K '> 

XPL<T'TOV L11ao11 XABCN P 33 436 1908 pc sa bo Bas Cyr 
Dam Aug; WH 

6:10 EXOf.LEV p46AB3CDEFGKLP pl (habemus it vg etc) 
Marc Cl K '> 

EXWf.LEV XB* 6 33 69 pc; WH 

EPHESIANS 
5:2 11f.L<X<T p46XcDEFGKL pl lat sy bo ar go Bas Chr Thdt 

Dam Hier Amb K '> 
vµaa X* ABP 69 pc sa eth Cl Euth Dam Thphl Vict; 

WH 
6:5 KVpLOL<T K<X'Ta aapKa p46DEFGKL pl Chr Thdt Oec 

K '> (dominis carnalibus it vg) 
Ka'Ta aapKa KVpLOL<T XABP 33 69 pc Cl Bas Chr Euth 

Dam Thphl; WH 

PHILIPPIANS 
2:5 Tomo 'Y<XP cppovEL. p46XcDEFGKLP pl de f g ms go syP 

Chr Thdt Dam Hil Vict Amb al K '> 
Tomo cppovEL. X* ABC 33 69 pc kscr co arm eth Or Euth; 

WH 

COLOSSIANS 
4:12 XPL<T'T01J p46DEFGK pl de f g go sy eth (ar) Chr Thdt 

Dam Amb K '> 
XPL<T'Tov LT1<T01J XABCL 33 69 pc vg co (ar) Euth 

Aug Pel; WH 
L110011 XPL<T'Tov P 442 436 arm 
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7:22 

10:1 

12:25 

13:6 

KpEL'l"'TOVO<T p46XcACcDEKLP rell Ath Chr Thdt Thph 
Kr; 

Km KpwTTovoa X*BC*35 1610 1831 2298 Dam; WH 
Km 920 

c 
8vvu,-m p46D* EHKL 1739 pm lat basm eo Or Thdt 

Oee Chr Kr; 
8vvuv,-m ~ACDb P 33 69 al Chr Euth Dam Thph; 

[WH] * 
E<pv-yov p46XcDcC = E<pvyav)KLM pl Thdt (Dam) K <; 

effugerunt d f vg 
E~Ecpv-yov X* ACP 33 pc eattxt Chr Cyr (Dam); WH 
Km ov p46XcACbDKLM pl arm syh Chr Euth Thdt K <; 

ov X*C*P 33 209* d f vg sy eo eth; WH 



LIST III 

Papyrus-Byzantine-Alexandrian Alignments 
Followed by Westcott and Hort 

But Opposed by Westerns 

List 3 displays instances where the mainlines of the tradition read 
together against the Western text. The notation of such alignments 
is worthwhile for several reasons. First, they show that such read
ings existed early in Egypt. That is, the Alexandrian text itself goes 
back that far with the Byzantine witness accompanying it. Second, 
such alignments help to reveal or set off distinctively Western read
ings. Third, if the Byzantine text is an independent text-type, then 
such alignments as these, with or without papyri, would constitute 
a doubling of the external evidence for readings where the Byzan
tine and the Alexandrian were together in their support. Finally, a 
more balanced picture of early Byzantine agreements and kinds of 
readings can be obtained if all the possible alignments with papyrus 
and Byzantine readings are tabulated. For the tabulated results as to 
kinds of readings involved in the alignments of List 3 see the tables, 
particularly Table 5, and the Charts, which summarize the statis
tical data of the tables. 

MARK 
7:6 wcr 'YEJ'P«'TTTm p45XABLW <.p 700 pl ":WH 

Km EL'TTEV D (c ff2 dicens, g2 dicens ante hypocrit.) 
wcr wrrEv X. 565 arm (a b qui dixit) 
OCT EL'TTEV @ 

175 
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7:29 ÖLa Tovrov Tov Ao')'ov V'lTO'.')'E p45XABLW0 <p rell c;; WH 
V'lTO'.')'E füa T. T. Ao')'ov (D) A. 565 700 ab cf gli q n sy 

8: 15 opaTE p45XABCLW <p rell c;; WH 
DE> A 565 it sys pc 

LUKE 
7:47 m aµapnm avr11a (p75)BEGHILMSYVXf ß0A8 pm q 

go co Bas K c;; WH 
avr11a m aµapnm XAFKWII 69 al go co Cl 
cwrq ·1wAAu D [[2 1 

10:36 'lT')''TICTLov 8oKEL aoL ')'E')'OVEvm p75XABCLWXf ß0A8 
unc9 <p pm; WH 

8oKEL aoL 'lTA 11aLov 'YE'Y. p45 1 al itPl vg Or c; 
&oKELCT 'lTA'TICTLov ')'E')'OVEVO'.L D e 

11:13 V'lTapxovTECT p4'ip7'iAßCEFGHLRSUVWfß0A A. <p prn 
c;; WH 

ovTEa XD KMXII al Marc 
11:43 ToLa <papLamoLa p4Sp75AßCLWXf ß0AII unc8 A. <p pi f 

1 vg c;; WH 
<papLamoL XD a mm b c e ff2 i q syc Cl 

11: 54 EVE8pcvo VTE<T a.vrov p45p75 ABCLW ßLII uncs A. <p pi vg 
(f) sy eth c;; WH 

EVE8pEVOVTECT l'\@X 130gr am CO lat 
D a b c e i 1 q syc arm 

12:27 'lTWCT av~aveL ... v110EL p4Sp75XABLQWXf ßAII 070 
unc9 A. <p pi f q gl vg syP bo K c;; WH 

'lTWCT OVTE v110eL ovre v<pmv D a sycs Cl Tert 
14:1 eA0ELv p4Sp75XABLW A pm K c;; WH 

ELaeA.0eLV DM0 <p 28 69 157 al it vg sa bo arm 
14:2 TL(J p4Sp75XABLW0 <p pi K c;; WH 

D A b c ff2 i 1 q mt sys 
16:6 ßaTova p75 ABIIPf ß0AII unc9 A <p pm co sypmggr a b 

ff2 q gat K c;; WH 
ßa8o1JCT XLWX 127 237 pc Or 
Kaßova D2 713 
Ka8o1JCT D* 1241 pc e f i (1) rl vg Chr 

22:19,20 TO awµa µov + TO V'lTEp .•. eKxvvvoµevov p75 
rell Marc or Tert K H c;; [[WH]] 

TO awµa µov (om rest of 19 & all of 20) D a ff2 i 1 sysc 
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24:6 ovK ECTTLV woE a.A.A.a. TJ'YEP0TJ p 75 rell H K <;; [[WH]] 
(C*-a.A.A.a.; W a.vECTTT]; a.A.A. C3Af L10 A.qi pm K) 

Dabeff21 
TJ'YEP0TJ sa bo Marc; TJ'YEP0TJ EK VEKpwv c 

177 

24: 12 o OE 1rcTpocr ... 'Yf'YOVOCT p75XABILWXf Ll®AII unc9 
pl c f ff2 vg sycPh sa bo eth Eus H 4 <;; [[WH]] 

____ (om vs 12) Da b e 1fusyh6 Marc 
24: 51 (X'lT C\'.V'TWV Km CXVE'f'EPE'TO ELCT 'TOV ovpcxvov p75't{ 

ABCLXfß 0AII unc7 pl cf q vg syh Cyr HK<>; 
[[WH]] 

CX'lT cxmwv X*D a b e ff2 1 sys 
24:52 IIpocrKVVT)CTCXVTECT cxmov V'lTECTTpElJmv p75XABC0 unc13 

rell c f q vgrell K H <;; [[WH]] 
V'lTECTTp. Da b e ff2 1 Aug ('lTpocrK. V'lTECTTp. 700 pc) 

JOHN 
4:51 oovA.oL a.mov p66p75ABCWf L10AII unc9 pl K <;;WH 

oovA.oL XD L 1 a b c e f ff2 1 vg 
7:8 qw ov'lTw p66p75ßLTWXf L10A unc7 A. qi 33 pm f g2 d 

syPh sa Nonn K <;; [WH] 
qw ovK XDKMII al lat sysc bo arm Epip Chr Amb 

10: 11 TL0T]CTLV p66p75 rell K <;; WH 
ÖLOWCTLV p45X*D e b ff i q vg sys bo (Cl) 

10:34 voµw vµwv p66p75XaAßLX uncrell vg sa bo (sy)K <;; WH 
voµw p45X*D0 1170 itplsys geo Tert Eus Hil 

11:35 EOa.KpVCTEV p66(p75)ABCLX uncrell pl sa syP Chr And K 
<>;WH 

ACTS 

Km EOa.KpvcrEv X*D0 61 346 788 828 1010 lat sysp ar 
gg boPt 

EOCXKp. OE 1093 1216 
EOa.Kp. ovv 317 

5: 10 E~EVf'YKCXVTECT E0mJmv p45XAB rell <;; WH * 
CTVCT'TELACXV'TECT E~EVE'YKCXV KCXL E0m!mv Dgr syPh 

5:16 OLTLVECT E0Epa.. a.'lTa.VTECT p45XABEP pl vg etc K <;;WH 
Km ELWVTO 'lTCXV'TECT D gig p sa Lcf 

5:31 OE~La. p45XAB rell <;; WH 
oo~T) D* gig p sa Irlat 
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6:2 E<TTLV 'T)µacr p8XABEHP pl K H c;; WH 
ECTTLV T]µLv CD (uµw 899 af) g p 
ECTTLV Dam 

6:9 Km acrLacr p45XßCD2EHP pl vg eo sy arm eth c;; WH 
AD* 12lect d 

6: 15 KO'.L O'.'TEVLCTO'.V'TECT ELCT amov 7TO'.V'TECT OL K0'.0E~oµEVOL 
p45XABC rell c;; WH 

Km 'TJ1EVL~OV 8E amw 7TO'.V'TECT OL 1m0'T)µEVOL 
Dgr (gg d) 

8:23 ncr -yap XOA:lJV mKpLao Km cruv8ioaµo11 p45p74XABC rell 
k H c;; WH 

EV -yap 7TLKpLacr XOA'TJ Km cruv8Ecrµw D* Irlat 
10:33 iravTa Ta irpocrTET«"YµEva croL p45p74XBC rell c;: WH 

Ta irpocrT. croL iravTa A 
Ta irpocrT. croL D 96 142 '160 sa 

10:38 ocr p45p74XcAßCEHLP pl Chr Thdt K H c;; WH 
wer X* 33 pc Thphl 
omocr D tol sy sa Ir 

12:20 mrrwv nw xwpav p45p74XAB rell c;; WH 
Tacr xwpacr amwv D 242 vg Lcif 
amwv 'T'TJV iroA.Lv E 33 

13:27 Tacr cpwvaa p45XABC rell c;; WH 
Tacr "Y pacpacr DE 

13:33 L'TJCTouv p45XBC rell c;; WH 
Tov KupLov L'T)crouv XPLCTTov D (614) sa Amb 
'TOV KUpLov 'T)µwv L'TJCTOUV 137 sypmg Hil 
omov EK VEKpwv A 

13:47 EVTETO'.ATm p45XABC rell c;; WH 
EV'TEAAETm 3 61 
EV'TE'TO'.AKEV D* 47mg escr Cyr Thdrt 

16: 18 E~EA0ELV p45XABC rell Eust Chr Ps-Ath Euth c;; WH 
Lva E~EA0'T)cr D g gig Lcif 
E~EA0E 33 

16:36 EV ELP'TJV'TJ p 45p 74ABC rell c;; WH (ELCT ELP'TJV'TJV X) 
D gig 

17:14 iropEUEcr0m p45p74XAB rell c;; WH 
0'.7TEA0ELV D 

ROMANS 

5:18 füKmwµaTocr p46XABC pl c;; WH 
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To ÖLKmwµa DEG 69 syP 
KaL 8LKaLwµa F 

5:19(2)EVO<T p46XABC pl .;;; WH 
cvoa av0pw7rou D*FG d* f g Ir Cyr Aug 

6:2 oLTLVE<T p46XABCD rell Cl Tert Aug al .;;; WH 
OLTLVE<T J'<XP FG d e f g vg sy Or Amb 
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6:8 auv~11aoµcv p46XABDEL pl d e m94 vg Eus Cl Chr .;;; 
WH 

auv~11awµcv CKP 104 205 460 kscr Bas Dam Thphl 
auv~11aoµc0a FG 

6:8 avTw p46XABCDcEKLP rell m91 fu dimid tol vgs co ar 
(sy) eth Tert Or Eus Bas Chr Amb Aug.;;; WH 

TW XPL<TTW D*EFG de f g vgc am harl marian (sy) 
8:20 oux EKouaa p46XABCD rell .;;; WH 

MJ 0cA.ouaa FG (LatinP1 non volens) de f g vg Ir Or Hil 
Amb 

8:21 OTL p46AßCDcEKLP pl .;;; WH 
OLO'TL XD*FG 
aA.A.a 179 

8:22 OUVWOLVEL p46XABCD pi .;;; WH 
o&uvcL FG (cf various lat rendreings in Tisch.) 

8:32 oa J'E Tou L&wu ULOU ouK ccpEL<TaTo p46XABC pi .;;; WH 
O<T ou&c ULOU LOLOU E<pEL<TUTO (D)FG 

8:35 na p46XABCD pi Or Eus Cyr Tert Cyp Anti Lcif 
.;;; WH 

TL<T ouv FG d* f g m42 vgc arm Or 
8:37 Tou <XJ'<X7T'YJ<TavToa p46XABCKL pi sy co arm go Cl Or 

Eus Bas Chr Thdt Dam Amb Aug K H .;;; WH 
Tov a')'<X7T'YJ<TavTa DEFG de f g vg Tert Or Cyp Lcif 

Hil 
8:38 <XJ'J'EAOL p46XABC pi Or Eph Bas Ant Hil Aug Cl 

.;;; WH 
ayycA.oa DEFG d e f g co Amb Aug 

9: 1 XPL<TTW p46XABCDcKL pi vgrell Or Arch Did Aug 
.;;; WH 

XPL<TTW L'YJ<TOU D*EFG d e f g arm Or Ath Amb 
9: 1 cv 7Tvtuµan p46XABCD pi .;;; WH 

auv 7TVcuµan FG g 
9:3 U7TO p46XABCFKL pi.;;; WH 

U7TO DEG 
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9:3 cruyyevwv µov p46XABC pl Or Eus Bas Thdr Dam '>; 
WH 
cruyyevwv D*FG d* g go Or Chr Cyr Amb Aug 

9:3 KO'.'TO'. p46XABC pl '>; WH 
'TWV KO'.TO'. DEFG ascr Bas Thdt 

9:5 OL (p46)XABCD pl '>;WH 
FG 

9:5 Km p46XABCD pl Ir Or Chr Caes Ath Hil Aug Amb 
'>;WH 

FG f g Hip Epip Cyp Hil 
9:6 LCTPO'.TJAc2) p46XABKL pl tol co Or Caes Cyr Aug '>; WH 

LCTPO'.TJALTm DEFG vg arm Or Chr Amb Aug 
9:8 Tov 0wv p46XABD pl Or '>; WH 

0wv FG Or Chr 
9:14 Tw 0ew p46XABD EKLP pl Cl Or Thdr al '>;WH 

0ew D*FG 
9: 17 o'!TwaC2) p46XABD pl '>; WH 

O'ITWO" O'.V FG 
10:5 av0pw1ToCT p46XABD pl '>; WH 

FG f g sy are Chr 
10:8 Af,'\/EL p46XABKLP pl tol go sy Chr Cyr Dam Aug 

'>;WH 
AE')'EL Tl ')'pmpTJ DE 33 pc d e vgc am fu harl arm Or al 
Tl ')'pmpTJ AE')'EL FG f g bo eth 

10:8 To PTJf.La eanv p46XAB pl Or Chr Thdt Cyr Dam 
'>;WH 

eanv To pT]µa DEFG d e f g vg go arm Or Hil Amb 
10:20 a'!ToToAµa p46XABCLP pl d** vg sy Or '>;WH 

D* EFG d* e f g 
11:4 TTJ ßaaA p46XABCD pl Iust Or Eus '>; WH 

'TW ßaaA FG 
11:7 E'ITL~T]TEL p46XABCD pl '>;WH 

E'ITE~TJTEL FG 5 336 441 de f g vg sy Or Amb 
11:14 µov TT]V aapKa p46XABC pl '>;WH 

TT]V aapKa µov DEFG 
11: 17 qevov post EAmaa p46XABC pl vg go syP Ir '>; WH 

qevov post cruvKOLVWVOO" D*FG kscr d f g co eth Or 
Amb 

11: 31 OV'TOL p46XABC pl "; WH 
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CXU'TOL D*FG 88 sypmg 
12:3 'iTü:p o OEL c.ppovELV p46XABD pl Ir Or -;; WH 

FG 425 f g 
12:4 K0'.00'.'iTEp p46XAB pl -;; WH 

WCJ"'iTEp D*EFG 
12:5 Eaµ.Ev p46XABD pl Or Eus -;; WH 

FG f g 
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12: 13 XPELma p46XAßDhcELP pl e f vgc Or Chr Thdr Thdt 
Dam Thphl Oec Aug -;; WH 

µ.vELma D*FG d* g am ap Or Hil Amb Aug al 
13:4 EKOLKOCJ" ELCJ" opyriv p46(E')'OLKoa)XcAßLP pm guelph vg 

sy eo ar eth go Ir Or -;; WH 
ELCJ" opyr1v EKOLKOCJ" X*DbcE af25 d*** Chr Thdt 
EKOLKOCJ" D*FG 1944 d* f g 

13:9 rn )'ü:p p46XABD pl Cl Or -;; WH 
'YE'YPü:'iTTm )'etp FG f g Amb 

13:10 'iTA'Y]pwµ.u ovv p46X(A)ßDbcEL pl f vg sa bo syP Cl Or 
Chr Thdt Dam Aug . . . -;; WH 

'iTA'YJpwµ.u OE D*FG de g ml6 eth Aug ... 
'iTA'Y]pwµ.cx P 88 12lect 

14:16 otiv p46XABCD pl Cl Or -;; WH 
FG 3 f g go arm 

15:4 7Tpoqpuc.p11 (p46)XACDcELP pl -;; WH 
7Tpoaqpuc.p11 D*FG 
qpuc.p11 B de f g m78 vg arm eth Or Cl Amb 

15: 13 EV TW 'iTLCJ"TEl!ELV p46XABC pl -;; WH 
DEFG d* e f g m79 arm Vig 

15:13 EvCZ) p46XABC pl -;; WH 
D*EFgr G 104 328 g Chr 

15:14 o:)'o:0wCJ"1!v11a p46AßCD pl Cl Or Delar -;; WH 
U)'O'.'iT'YJO" FG d e f g m97 vg Amb al 

15:14 Ol!Vo:µ.EvoL Km o:A.A.11A.01!CJ" p46XABCDbP pl -;; WH 
( o:A.A.ova L af?O g sy Or ql) 

O'.AA'Y]A01!CJ" Ol!VO'.µ.EVOL Dgr cEFG 
15:16 ELVO'.L p46XABC pl -;; WH 

)'EVEa0m D*FG 
15:18 KO'.TELp)'O'.CJ"O'.TO p46XABCP pl -;; WH 

KO'.T'YJP)'O'.CJ"O'.TO DEFGL 
15:20 Ol!X O'iT01! p46XABCDcDb(01!K) pl -;; WH 
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07l'ou ouK D*FG f g Chr 
15:22 EVEK07l'Toµ11v p46XABCLP rell <;; WH 

EVEK071'1lV DEFG 
15:23 cxwvCZ) p46XABC pl <>; WH 

EXW D*FG 69 103 242 oscr d* f g 
15:24 7l'opcuwµm p46XABC pl Chr Dam al <>; WH 

7l'OpEuoµm DEFGP af15 Euth 
7l'opcucrnµm L 464** 
7l'opirnrrwµm Thdt 

15:24 "fUP p46XABCDELP pl (eo) syP Euth Thdt Dam Thphl 
Oec <>;WH 

FG de f g vg sy are (eo) arm eth Or 
15:30 '11'pOCTEUXO'.LCT p46XABC pl <;; WH 

'11'pocrcuxmcr uµwv DEFG 356mg nscr* * d e f g vgc eo 
eth 

15:33 ELP1lV1lCT p46XABCDc pl <;; WH 
ELP1lV1lCT 1l'TW D*EFG 

16:1 &c p46XABCDbcELP pl d*** e vg sy eo Or Chr Thdt 
Dam Amb <>; WH 

D*FG d* f g arm eth 
16:5 ELCT XPLCT'TOV p46XABCLP pl <;; WH 

Ev xpicrTw DEFG az10 
16:7 XPLCT'TW p46XABC pl Or <;; WH 

XPLCT'TW L1lcrou DEFG d* f g Amb al 
16:9 Ev XPLCT'TW p46XABLP pl am fu semid harl tol sy eo eth 

Or Chr Thdt Dam Amb <>; WH 
Ev KupLw CDEFG 69 102 218 1912 de f g arm Chr 

16: 17 CTK07l'ELV p46XABCLP pl vg Or <;; WH 
cmcpuX.wcr CTK07l'EL'TE DEFG d* e f g m61 Auct 

16:18 Km EUAO"fLO'.CT p46XABCLP pl d*** m61 vg Or <;;WH 
D*EFG 3 33 76 218 327 336 425 d* e f g Chr 

16:20 1l xupLCT ... µE0 uµwv p46XABCLP pl d*** vg Or 
Amb <>;WH 

DEFG d* e f g 
16:27 CTO<pW 0EW p46KABC pl <;; WH 

0Ew crocpw DE d e 

1 CORINTHIANS 
1:8 Ev 'T1l 1lµEpu p46XABCLP pl r sy eo arm eth Or <;;WH 

Ev 'T1l 7l'upoucrLu DEFG d e f g Amb Cass 
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1 :9 fü p46~BC pl Or Sev Chr Thdt Eus Phot c;; WH 
'U<p Dgr FgrGgr 
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1:10 TO'\J K'UpLO'U 11µwv LT)<TO'\J XPL<TTO'\J p46XABCLP pl r vg sy 
co arm eth Or Cyp Amb c;; WH 

XPL<TTO'\J LT)<TOV TO'\J K'UpLO'U T)f.LWV DgrE e 
LTJ<TO'\J XPL<TTO'\J Tov KvpLOv 11µ.wv F(om rnv)G d f g 

1:16 Eß<nrncra p46XABC pl c;; WH 
ßEßmrnKa D*FG 

1:26 'Yap p46XABC pl der vg Ir Or Eus c;; WH 
O'\JV DgrEgrFG 93 f g eth 
'Yovv Pamph 

1:29 Ka'UXTJ<TT)Tm p46XABCDEL pl c;; WH 
KO'.'\JXT)<TETO'.L FGP bscr oscr 

1:30 füKmo<T'UVTJ TE p46XABCD*** pl Or Dial Eus Cyr 
c;; WH 

Km füKaLOCT'\JVT) D* *FG Or 
füKO'.LOCT'UVT) D* 

2:3 EV <poßw Km Ev Tpoµw p46XABC pl c;; WH 
EV <poßw Km Tpoµ.w DE 1926 d e 
<poßw Km Tpoµ.w FG 76 f g r vg Ambst 

2:11 Tov av0pw1TovC2) p46XABCD pl Or Eus Bas Ant c;; WH 
FG f g it arm Or Hil Amb 

2:11 Ta Tov 0Eov p46~ABC pl Or c;; WH 
TO TO'\J 0EO'\J Dgr 
Ta EV TW 0Ew FgrG g Hil 

2:12 Kocrµov p46XABCLP pl fu harl* tol sy eth Just Or Eus 
Ath Bas Epip Novat c;; WH 

Kocrµov TO'\J'l"O'\J DEFG f g it vgc co arm Bas Cyr 
3:3 cmpKLKOL p46XABCDcELP pl Euth Cl c;; WH 

cmpKLVOL D*FG 
3:4 AE')'TJ ncr p46XABCLP pl (LP = AE')'EL ncr) c;; WH 

ncr AE')'TJ DEFG de f g r Ambst 
3: 17 Tomov p46XBCLP pl sa bo syP eth Or Eus Chr Cyr Did 

Thdt Dam c;; WH 
amov ADEFG 205 326 sy arm Or 

3:19 Tw 0Ew p46XABLP pl Euth Or Dion Eus Herrn Chr 
Thdt Dam c;; WH * 

0Ew CDEFG 221 bscr oscr Cl Or 
4:5 ocr p46XABC pl Or Amb Ambst c;; WH 

D*EFG d e f g Aug 
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4:8 'YE p46XABC pl i;; WH 
D*FG 

4:14 -ypmpw ,-cxmcx p46XABCLP pl i;; WH 
Tcxmcx -ypmpw DEFG de f g kscr vg 

5: 1 'TLVO'. 'Tüll 71"0'.'T"pü<J EXELV p46XABC pl i;; WH 
'Tüll 71"0'.'T"pü<J EXELll 'T"LllO'. DEFG 

5:3 TO'\J'rO p46XABCD pl i;; WH 
FG 

5:5 TOV TOLomov p46XAHD pi de f vg Ur Dial Lcf i;; WH 
CXllTOV FerG g sy cth 

6: 1 7rpcx-yµcx EXWV 7rpoa TOV ETEpov p46XABC pl vg sy Cl 
Dam i;; WH 

7rpoa TOV ETEpov 7rpcx-yµcx EXWV DEFG 1926 d e f g eo 
gu Chr Thtlt Thphl Cyp Aug Ambst 

6:15 7ropv1ia µEATJ p46XABC pl Or Dial Meth i;; WH 
µEATJ 7ropvT]<T DEFG de f g vg Ant Ir Or Tert 

Cyp Leif 
7:2 Tcxa 7ropvELCX<T p46XABCDLP pl Cl Or Meth Tert Chr i;; 

WH 
TT]V 7ropvLcxv FG f g vg sy Tert Or Cyp Ambst 

7:9 OllK E"fKPCX'T"EllOV'T"CXL p46XAß3CD3KLP (B*D* EVKp-) pl 
Or Meth i;; WH 

Oll KpCX'T"EllOV'T"O'.L FG 
7: 14 -yvvmKL p46XABCKLPQ pl i;; WH 

-yvvmKL TT] m<TTT] DEFG it vg sy are Cl Tert 
7:17 fücx·maaoµm p46XABC pl i;; WH 

OLOCX<JKW D*EFG it vg 
7:24 EV w EKAT]0T] O'.OEA<pOL p46XAB pl i;; WH 

cxoEX.<poL Ev w EKAT]0T] D(EKAT]0T]TE)EFG de f g Ambst 
EV w EKAT]0T] 104 206 241 255 326 2831 ascr Thdt 

7:26 on KcxX.ov p46XAB pl Or Meth Bas i;; WH 
on KcxX.ov E<TTLV D*FG it vg sy 

7:28 'YTJµT] p46XAB 459 pl Or Meth Bas i;; WH 
-ycxµTI D*FG 

7:28 1"T] acxpKL p46XAB pl Or Meth Bas Dam i;; WH 
EV 'T"T] <JO'.pKL D*FG 

7:29 o Kmpoa p46XABKLP pm m79 vg Meth Eus Bas Thdt 
Tert Ambst i;; WH 

on o Kmpoa DEFG'l' 319 642 al it vgms sy eo basm 
arm Dam Tert Or Thphl 
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7:32 TW KupLw p46XABD pl Meth Eus Bas Eph Epip '>;WH 
Tw 0Ew FG f g vg Or Cyp Amb Tert 

7:36 ")'UµELTWCTUV p46XAB(KLP=")'UµT]T-) pl '>;WH 
")'UµELTW D*FG 1108 1611 g sy arm Epip Aug 

7:39 ")'UµT]0TJxm p46XABDL *("YuµT]crm) pl Cl Or Epip Bas 
'>;WH 

")'UµT]0T] FG de f g vg Tert 
7:40 EXELV p46XABD pl f vg Or Novat Hier'>; WH 

EXW FG d* g it Tert Ambst 
8:4 ou8ev p46XABD pl '>; WH 

ou8Ev ECTTLV FG f g m5 vg sy co Ir Or Aug Ambst 
8: 10 TU EL8wA.o0mu ECT0LELV p46XAB pl '>; WH 

ECT0LELV TU EL8wA.o0mu DEFG de f g vg Or 
Aug Ambst 

8: 13 ßpwµu p46XABD pl '>; WH 
TO ßpwµu FG 

8: 13 µouC2) p46XAßDbc EKLP pl sy co basm arm eth Cl Bas 
Aug Amb '>; WH 

D*Fg d e f g vg it Cyp Aug Ambst 
9:7 ECT0LEL p46XAB pl "; WH 

ECT0LEL Km mvEL DEFG d e f g 
9:9 Twv ßowv p46XABC 915 pl '>; WH 

1TEpL TWV ßowv DEFG 104 177 181 326 337 441 618 999 
1311 12lect it vg Or 

9: 16 KUUXT]µu p46X3 ABCKLP pl vg sy sa bo arm eth Or Chr 
Euth Thdt Dam Aug Ambst '>; WH 

xupLcr X*DEFG d e f g it Ambst 
9: 18 TT] E~OlJCTLU p46XABC pl '>; WH 

TT]V E~OlJCTLUV D*FG 38 
TT]CT E~OlJCTLU'> 181 1836 1898 

9:22 UCT0EVECTLlJ p46XABC pl '>; WH 
ucr0EVOUCTLV DEFG 

9:22 1TUVTWCT TLVUCT p46XABC pl '>;WH 
1TUVTWCT TL VU 1311 
1TUVTucr DEFG it vg 
TOUCT 1TUVTucr 33 Cl Or Mac 

9:24 OlJTWU" p~6XABCD pl ~;WH 
qw 8E A.qw uµLV omwcr DFG f g Ir Cyp Ambst 

10:8 1TopvEuwµEv ... E1TopvEucruv p46XAßDc E pl Chr Thdt 
Dam '>;WH 
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1Topveooµev ... E1Topveuauv KLP 
1Topveuawµev . . . E1Topveuaav 33 69 441 
1Tüpveuwµev ... E~E1TOpVEUCTO'.V 056 1 385 424* 
EK1Topveuwµev ... e~e1Topveuaav D*FG Chr 

10: 13 O'\.!K ELATJ'!JEV p46XABCD pl Or <;; WH 
OU KO'.'TELATJqJEV 206 1758 1835 
ou KUTaAaßTJ FG e f g vg Or Cyp Aug Hil Ambst 

10: 13 eaaEL p46XABC pl Or Ath Bas Eph Mac <;; WH 
O'.'!JTJCTEL DEFG 

10: 13 o Buvaa0c p46XABCD pl i;; WH 
Buvaa0e U1TEVE')'KELV FG f g Aug 

10: 17 apTOuC2)p46XABC pl <;; WH 
apTou Km 'TOU evoa 1TOTTJPLOU D(-evoa)EFG it vgs 

demid harl tol gu Ambst Pelag 
10:27 0'.1TLCT'TWV p46XABC pl <;; WH 

amaTwv ELCT BEL1Tvov D*EFG d e f g fu* vg sa Ambst 
Pelag 

10:33 1TUVTa 1TO'.CTLV p46XABC pl Or Hil vg <;; WH 
1TUCTLV '1TO'.V'Ta DE go it Tert Or 
1TO'.CTLV KO'.'TO'. 1TO'.V'TO'. FG 

11:2 1Tapu8oaELCT p46XABC(Lp 1TUpa8waELa) pl <;;WH 
1TapaBoaELa µou DFG it vg Ambst 

11:5 'TTJ KE'!JO'.ATJ p46XABC pl <;;WH 
KE'!JO'.ATJ D*FG 

11:13 ev uµLV umoLa p46XABCFG pl fu** tol <;;WH 
uµELa umoL DE d e vg Ambst Pelag 

11:13 Tw 0ew 1Tpoaeuxea0m p46XABCHKLP('l' 330 -Tw) pm 
i;; WH 

1Tpoaeux. Tw 0ew DEFG it vg sy 
11: 18 ev uµLV V1TUPXELV p46XABCDhKLP pl <;; WH 

U1TUPX. i::v uµLV D* EFG vg sy arm 
U1TapxeLV am fu dimid harl tol Or Ambst 

11:19 mpe<TELCT i::v uµLV eLvm p46XABC pm <;;WH (mp. ELV. 
EV uµLV DcE 330 co)(ev uµ. mp. ELV. 42 234 522) 

om i::v uµLV D*FG d e f g vg Tert Or Cyp Aug Ambst 
11 :20 ECT'TLV p46XABC pl <;; WH 

E'TL D*FG 
de f vg Ambst 

11:21 EV 'TW p46XABC pl CI<;; WH 
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em 'TW DEFG Chr 
EL<J" 'TO 3 33 1108 1611 

11:22 E0"0LELV KO'.L 'TTLVELV p46XABCD pl -;; WH 
qm."'/ELV KO'.L 'TTELV FG 

11:23 'T11 VUK'TL 11 p46XABC pl -;; WH 
11 vuKn D*FG 1912 lat 

11:23 apTOv p46XABC pl -;; WH 
'TOV ap'TOV D*FG 
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11:28 uv0pw1Toa emrrov p46XßKL 88 1912 pl sy arm eth (sa 
bo=uv0. 8e 8oKLµ. emrr.) Cl Or Bas Chr Cyr Thdt 
Dam -;; WH 

emrrov uv0. CD(D* = o uv0.)EFGP 33 81 181 326 it vg 
go Euth Dam 

om av0. 255 
12: 1 u8eA.cpoL ... ayvoeLv p46XABC pi -;; WH 

U"'/VOELV u8eA.cpoL D* EFG 336 1739 d e f g vg eth Did 
Ath Ambst 

12:3 AUAWV p46XADC pl -;; WII 
---------~- DEFgr Gd e g Hil Vict 

12:9 8eC2) p46XABC pl Cl Cyr Chr Thdrt Hil -;; WH 
D*EFG it vg Eus arm Hil (same witt om 

8i::Cl)vs 10) 
12:10 EVEP"Y11J.LU'Ta p46XABC pl Cl Or Eus Cyr Bas Caes Aug 

-;; WH 
EVEP"'/ELU DEFG (181 = EVEP"'/ELO'.L)(056 = EVEP"Y11J.LU) 

it vg Hil 
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Papyrus-Byzantine Plus Varying Support 
(Western and/or Alexandrian) 

But Opposed by Westcott and Hort 

Lists 4 and 5 complete the spectrum of alignments and com
parisons which have significance for this study. These two lists set 
forth readings with papyri-Byzantine plus varying support from Al
exandrian and/or Western witnesses. The lists are divided on the 
basis of whether or not the papyrus-Byzantinc-plus reading is op
posed (4) or supported hesistantly (5) by WH. 

In List 4 there are some fifteen or so readings which could have 
been classified in List 1 as distinctively Byzantine readings sup
ported by the papyri, but they have one or more members of the 
Alexandrian group, (cf. footnote, no. 11, p. 143. 1 For an outstand
ing example, see Luke 10:41-42, "but one thing is necessary" evo<; 

8e eaTLv xp). This is the Byzantine reading but it is also read by the 
first hand of manuscript C which kept it from being classified as a 
distinctively Byzantine reading. lt also has a few Old Latin manu
scripts reading with it, as well as the Curetonian Syriac, but this 
reading in Luke 10:41-42 probably would have been classified as a 
"Syrian" reading by WH. Their doubt over this passage was not 
because of the manuscript evidence reading with evo<; 8e eanv, but 
because the other Alexandrians were found dispersed among three 

lThey were placed in List 4 to begin with because of the attestation of manu
script C, but compare the statements of WH (quoted pp. 141-142) regarding the 
identification of distinctive readings. 
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different readings, and the whole clause is omitted by D, an omis
sion which caused them to put it in half-brackets in their text. The 
passage is now found tobe supported by two papyri, The Chester 
Beatty p4S and p75. These combine to show that the "Syrian" read
ing was early and was preserved accurately, though almost alone, by 
the Byzantines. 

Here may be seen the striking circumstance of a Byzantine read
ing existing early in Egypt, as witnessed by the two early papyri, 
preserved by the first hand of one Alexandrian (C) but the rest of 
the Alcxandrians making changcs. B gocs one way; Aleph goes still 
another; and the minor Alexandrians go yet a third way which is 
really a conflation combining all the elements found in the others, 
and this is the one followed by WH and placed in half brackets. 
Then, as mentioned above, Lhe enLire passage has uruppeu uuL uf 
the geographically Western text-type, though the Sinaitic Syriac 
also agrees in omitting it. Luke 10:41-42, then, is an example of a 
reading which previously was thought of as characteristically Byz
auline, and therefore late, but it is now seen to reach back deep into 
the second century. Two papyrus witnesses to the reading are found 
in Egypt, witnesses which attest that this "Byzantine" reading was 
known in Egypt at the time the Alexandrian text-type was being 
formed. 

Aside from these passages which might have been classified in 
List 1, however, the list presents readings where the papyrus-Byz
antine reading is supported with some members of the Western and/ 
or Alexandrian text-types but is nevertheless opposed by WH. List 
4 is a selection of eighty readings taken from a much larger group, 
of which about 195 remain. These in the list were selected because 
they involved variants which would be more likely to show up in 
translation than the larger number of readings of this type which 
were left out of the list. 

Some of the readings in List 4 (as well as in List 5) illustrate the 
relatively mixed nature of not only the Western but also the Alex
andrian text-type as compared to the Byzantine. Many of the in
stances in List 4 illustrate cases where, if the Byzantine text's 
independent weight of external evidence were acknowledged, the 
doubt surrounding the readings supported by WH would either be 
increased or the reading adopted by the printed texts would be 
changed. For some examples of modern editorial change in this di-
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rection (i.e., in instances where papyri are involved) compare the 
following places in List 4 where the American Bible Society's Greek 
Testament (UBS)2 departs from the WH reading for the papyrus
Byzantine-plus reading and where, at the same time, ABS treats the 
variant in its apparatus: Matthew 26:20; Luke 9:59; 10:15; 10:41, 
42; 11:24; 16:12; John 9:6; 11:45; 16:28; Acts 16:32; Romans 8:34; 
10:5 (change in word order affecting meaning); I Corinthians 6:11; 
15:10; II Corinthians 1:14; 2:7; 8:19; Ephesians 3:9; Philippians 
2:26; 3:13; Colossians 1:20; I Peter 5:2; II Peter 3:18. In connection 
with the same List 4, some other instances may be noticed where 
the text of UBS has quietly3 changed the WH reading for the one 
supported by papyrus-Byzantine-plus: Mark 9:30; Luke 11:20; 
23:39; 24:49; John 2:12; 2:15; 5:15; 6:71; 8:41; 13:36; 18:29; Acts 
7: 15; 9:37; 10: 19; Romans 8:34; II Corinthians 7: 14; 1 Peter 1:9. 

This does not imply that UBS favors the Byzantine text. lt is 
probably doubtful that very many of the above changes would have 
been made had it not been for the papyri which attested the read
ings. UBS has a fondness for the shortest readings and also a prefer
ence for B which sometimes outstrips WH, as it reveals in passages 
such as Romans 15:19, where it moves away from WH to the read
ing found only in B and two Fathers. In other passages, such as I 
Corinthians 2:16 and II Corinthians 4:6, UBS neither moves from 
the WH-supported reading nor makes any note that there are sig
nificant variants at these points. 

Again, in this list as in the others, the corrections of p 66 call for 
attention. There are two instances (John 2:15; 12:22) where p66* 
reads with the Byzantine combination and p66c changes to the Alex
andrian combination of p75ßL etc. There is one correction (11:45) 
where the first hand of p66 is uncertain, but the correction is to a 
reading found in two relatively late manuscripts: 0141, a tenth cen
tury manuscript (of von Soden's C dass), and 473 (a von Soden IKc 
manuscript) of the thirteenth. There are also two instances in List 4 
where the correction is from a definite Alexandrian alignment to the 
reading supported by the Byzantine text (2: 12 and 14: 17). 

ZAland, et.al., The Greek New Testament (New York: American Bible Society, 
1966). 

3UßS gives no indication in its apparatus that it has forsaken WH in these in
stances. 
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MATTHEW 
26:20 BwBeKcx p37 (p4S)ßDf uncS X. cp 565 700 pl sa sys Eus 

K" 
BwBeKcx µcx0T]TWV XALMWöE>II<l> 074 33 pc it vg sa bo 

syPh arm eth Chr Or; [WH] 
26:39 1TpocrcX.0wv p53XACDILWf ö0I12 067 074 uncs X. 33 69 

pm syP Chr K 

MARK 

1Tpoi::X.0w v p37ßMII* cp al latt sa bo sys Or Hil II 
"; [WH] 

5:22 LBou p46ACNWIII 0107 unc9 X. cp 565 700plcf1 syP 
arm go K" 

XBDLö@ 102 892 a b e ff2 g1,2 i q vg co sy 
eth arr H; WH 

6: 16 on p45ACWöII<l> unc9 cp pl co go K" 
XBDLE> X. 28 33 69 124 565 700 it vg sy arm 

eth Or H; WH 
9:30 1TCXpe1TopcuovTo p46XAß3CLNWXfö0 unc9 X. cp 565 

700 rell b d ff2 gC1)2 i k 1 q vg co sy arm K " 
e1TüpEuovw B*Dgr a c f go eth; [WH] 

LUKE 
4:35 e~ mrrou p75ACMQXföAII uncs pl K" 

cx1T mrrou XBDLV:S 1 13 al it vg (latt exi ab) Or; WH 
9:59 KupLe p4Sp75XAß3CLWXf öE>A:SII unc7 X. cp pl latt sycp 

sa bo HK" 
B*DV 57 sys Or; WH 

10: 15 KCXTcxßLßcxa0T]<TTJ p45XACLRWXf öE>A:SII unc7 X. cp pl it 
go co arm K" 

KCX'TCXßTJ<TT] p75ßD 579 sysc eth arm; [WH] 
10:41,42 evoa Be e<T'TLV XPeLcx p4Sp75AC*PWfö0AII unc9 X. 

(exc. 1) cp pl f gl q vg sycp Chr Antio K" 
o'Avywv Be e<Tnv XPELCX 38 sypal arm 
oALJ'WV Be XPeLcx T] evoa B 
oAL')'WV Be e<T'TLV XPELCX T] eVO<T C2L 1 33 579 syhmg bo 

eth; [WH] 
OAL')'WV Be e<T'TLV T] eVO<T p3X 
omit whole clause D a b c e ff i 1 r sys 
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10:42 a'!T amT)cr p3(p4S)p7sxccpwr A0AII unc9 A. 'P pl c d f vg 
Cl Mac Did Bas K o; 

amT)cr X*aBDL a b e ff2 i 1 q; WH 
11:20 EL &c ... (-qw) p45X*AWXf A0AII unc9 A. pm b f ff2 i 

vg arm Eus Cyr K o; 
EL &c qw D pc co eth Tert Bas Chr 
EL &c . . . qw p75XaßCLR c.p 33 al ff2 1 q rl syP H; 

[WH] 
11:24 EUpLCTKOV p45X*ACDE*GHRSWfAAII uncrell c.p 118 pl 

itPI vg etc K o; 
EUpLCTKOV 'TO'TE p75XcßLX08 33 pc yscr b 1 sa bo syP; 

[WH] 
11:42 ac.pLEVO'.L (p45X* 57 yscr ac.pELvm)B3CWXf A0AI1 

uncs 'Y pl K o; 
1TO'.pELVO'.L p75Xcß*L c.p 346; WH 
1TO'.pO'.<pLEVO'.L A 
omit (with whole phrase from ,-ama on) D Marc 

16:12 uµc'l"Epov p75XADPRWXfA0AII unc9 A. c.p pl lat go syh 
co ar Bas Cyr Or Cyp K o; 

T)µE'l"Epov BL 1574 pc Or; [WH] 
Eµov 157 e i 1 Marc 

23:39 amov A.qwv p75XACQRXfAAI1 unc8 rell ab cf ff2 q 
vg sa bo sych arm eth Or K o; 

amov BDL e l; WH 
24:49 0'.1TOCT'TEAAW p75X* ACDNWf0AII unc7 A. c.p pl 

(pc -EA.w) K o; 

JOHN 

E~0'.1TOCT'TEAAW xcßL(-EA.w)XA 33 157 pc; WH 
mittam a g2 tol ing vgs co 

1: 19 0'.1TECT'TELA.av p66p7SXC3LWf AAII unc9 pl K o; 

0'.1TECT'TELAO'.V 1Tpocr amov ABC*33 249 pc syc co arm eth 
Chr; WH 

1TpOCT O'.'\Yl"OV 0'.1TECT'TELAO'.V 9 pc lat 
2: 12 a&cA.c.pOL amov p66cXAHMVWXf A0AII unc9 pl b f 1 vg 

co syP OrEpip Cyr K o; 
a&cA.c.pOL p66 p!SßL(T)'l'(0141) 0162 1071 a c e Or; WH 

2: 15 ,-o KEpµa (p66 )XAPf0AII unc9 pl itPI vg K o; 
'TO'. KEpµa'TO'. p66cp75ßLW X 083 33 pc b q co Or 

Eus; WH 
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4:51 a.mw Km <X1T'Y)')'')'ELAa.v p66ACWf@A unc8 pl Cyr K c; 

a.mw Km 'Yl'Y')'ELAa.v XD lat sycp sa (XD also om 
AE')'-OV'TE<T after -')'ELAa.v) 

a.mw Km CXV'Y)')'')'ELAa.v KIT pc X. 33 sa 
a.mw p75ßLN 185 213 pc bo eth; WH 

5: 15 a.V'Y)')'')'ELAsv p66p75 ABf@AIT unc7 X. 28 al sa ac2 K c; 

U'lT'Y)')'')'ELAsv DKULi qi 33 al 
8L1T8V XCL pc bo itPc; [WH] 
UV'Y)')'')'8LA8V KUL EL1T8V UVTOL<T W 
nuntiavit itPl vg etc 

6:51 ~'Y)<TETm p66ßCEGHMSTUVf LiAI1!1 unc8 X. qi pm 
Or K c; 

~'Y)<TEL (p75)XDLW0 33 al; WH 
6:71 sLa wv p66XC2Wf Li@AI1 9 X. qi pl it vg K c; 

sLa p7SßC*DL pc sy eth; WH 
8:41 8L1T. ouv *p66p75CDXfLi@AIT unc8 qi 33 565 1241 pl f vg 

sa syPc Or Cyr K c; 

EL1T. XBLTW 118 209 pc a b e ff2 1 q fos co sy arm eth; 
WH 

9:6 s1TEXPL<Tev p66p75X(AD -xpsLasv, ELi pc -XP'Yl<Tsv) W@ 
X. qi pl Jrlat latt sy K c; 

E1TE0'Y)KEV BCC )1093 sa; [WH] 
EXPL<T8V 661 

10: 16 ')'EV'Y)<TE'Tm p66p75X* Af LiAIT unc7 qi 28 pl itPl vg sy Rus 
Bas Cyr Thdt K c; 

')'EV'Y)<TOV'Tm p45XcßDLXW@ X. 33 pc f vgCl) sa bo arm 
go Cl; WH * 

11:45 a. 81TOL'Y)<TEV p6p45(p66 )XA*LWXf Li@AIT unc7 qi pl lat 
bo arm Or K "* 

o E1TOL'Y)<TEV (p66 ) AcßC*D X. pc e sa ac2 go eth; [WH] 
c 

O<JU 81TOL'Y)<T8V *p66 0141 473 
12:22 Km 1TUALv p66 X(+ spx.)(D)(W)Xf LiAIT unc7 X. qi pl K 

c; 
c 

p66 p75 ABL® it; WH 
13:36 a.1TsKpL0TI a.mw p66XAC3WXf Li0AI1 unc7 X. 'P pl K c; 

<X1TEKpL0'Y) BC*L 229* lat co go arm sy; WH 
AE')'EL UVTW D 

14: 16 Lva. µsv'Y) p66A(D)Wf Li@AIT unc7 X. qi pl vg arm syP K c; 
LVU 'Yl (p75)XBLQX (060) 33 co go syc; [WH] 
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14:17 'YLVW<TKEL cxmo p66cAXfM~ uncrellp[ itPl Did K c; 

'YLVW<TKEL O:'.UTOJ' DL 
-yLvwaKm p66 p75XBW 579 a Lcif; WH 

16:28 1TO:'.p0:'. Tou 11'0:'.Tpoa p5p22XAC2Yf M~AII unc7 X 'P pl 
Cyr K c; 

EK TOU 'lTO:'.Tpü<T BC*LX\[I 33 249 Epip; WH 
a patre it vg (but Hil: ex patre, de patre, a patre) 

18:29 KO:'.TO:'. p66XaAcnsuppLWXf ii0 uncrell X 'P pl b f ff g gat 
vg eo sy Chr Cyr K 

X*ß 579 e itPc(a c q); WH 
20:19 µ0:'.0'Y]TO:'.L <TUV'Y]'YµEVOL (p66)EGKMSXf0A pl it K c; 

µ0:'.0'YJTO:'.L XABDIA * itPcsyPtxt; WH 
µ0:'.0'Y]TO:'.L O:'.urou <TUV'Y]"fµevoL LU ii 33 346 pc 

ACTS 
7: 15 EL<T O:'.L"fU'lTTov p4Sp74XACDEHP rell K H c; 

B; [WH] 
9:37 O:'.UT'YJV dl'Y]KO:'.V p45p58XcCEHLP pl Chr K c; 

e0'Y]KO:'.V B cat it; WHtxt 
E0'Y]KO:'.V O:'.UT'Y]V p74X*A 81 181; WHmg 

10:11 O:'.pxma 8e8eµevov Km p45(C*)LP 81 pl d (sy) Chr K c; 

O:'.pxma XABC2E 181 431 453 12lect vg eo eth Or; WH 
10:19 O:'.urw To 1TveuµO:'. p45DELP pl sy eth Did Chr K c; 

TO 'lTVEUµO:'. O:'.UTW p74XAC 69 81 181 431 cat vg sa 
w 'lTVEUµO:'. B bo; WH 

13:26 uµw o Xo-yoa p45CEHLP pl lat syPh bo arm eth Chr K c; 

'YJJ.LLV o Xo-yoa p74XABD 33 38 81 326 cscr sa sypmg; WH 
15:40 0eou p45CEHLP pl vgc bo sy arm Chr (Thphl) K c; 

Kupwu p74XABD 33 81 pc am fu demid tol sa 
(Thphl); WH 

16:32 KUpLou p4Sp74XcACDEHLP rell vg sy eo Lcif Chr K c; 

0rnu X*B; [WH] 

ROMANS 
8:34 qep0ELa (p27)p46XcBDEFGKL pl vg sy ar Ir Or Cyr K 

c; 

qep0EL<T EK VEKpwv X* AC 33 104 326 pc eo eth Did 
Chr Dam; [WH] 

8:34 oa Km eanv p27p46XcBDEFGKL pm d*** e f g am 
harl** syP Cyr Thphl Oec Max Aug K c; 
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ocr ECTTLV X*AC 424 pc d* vg go eo Ir Or Did Chr Cyr 
Thdt Dam Hil etc; WH 

10:3 LÖLuv ÖLKmocruvT)v p46XFGKL pi d* f g go sy eth Ir 
Tert Or Chr Cyr K ~ 

LÖLuv ABDEP pc vg eo arm Cl Or Bas Chr Cyr Procop 
Dam Aug Ambst; WH 

10:5 ')'pmpEL ... voµov on p46XcßDcEFGKLP pi de f g sy 
go Chr Thdt K ~ 

')'pmpEL on ... voµov X*AD* 33* 424 vg (eo) Or Dam 
Amb Cass; WH 

10:5 o 'ITOLT)CTO'.CT mrm p46XcßFGKLP pi sy ar Chr Thdt 
AmbK~ 

o 'ITOLT)<mcr X*ADE 6 424** vg Or Dam; WH 
(add eam d**ct*** c cu gu Cass) 

15: 19 'ITVF.UJJ.<YTOIT !fr.m> p46XDhLP pm syptxth eth Or Euth Cyr 
Thdt Dam Thphl Oec K ~ * 

'ITVEtJµO'.'TOCT O'.')'LOtJ ACD*cEFG(gr mrrov 'ITV. O'.')'.) 1739 pc 
lat eo sypmg Ath Bas Did Dial Cyr Thdt Aug 
Ambst; [WH] 

'ITVEVµO'.'TOCT B Pelagcom(not txt) Vig 

I CORINTHIANS 
2: 16 XPL<TTov p46XACDcELP pi d e vg sy eo ar Ps-Iust Or 

Did Epip Chr Cyr Pelag Vig K ~ 
KVpLov BDFG f g r Thph Aug Amb Sed Libere 

Or; WH 
5:4 XPL<TTOtJ p46XDcEFGLP pi e f g vg sy eo arm eth go 

Dial Bas Chr Thdt Dam Ambst K ~ 
ABD* d syptxt eth Euth Lcif; WH 

6:11 Kvpwv p46XADEL pm de syptxt Did Cyr Dam Ir Tert 
K~ 

Kvpwv T)µwv B(C)P 33 69 pc f m94 vg sy eo arm eth Ath 
Did Epip Chr Thdt Euth Or Cyp [WH] 

7:15 T)µucr p46XcßDEFGL pi it vg sy bas arm eth go Nyss 
Chr Thdt Phot Oec Ambst al K ~ 

vµucr X* ACK 326 pc eo Euth Dam Thphl Pelag 
al; [WH] 

7:34 Tl u')'uµocrCZ) p46XADEFGKL 33 pi d e f* g m79 fu sy 
arm eth Or Meth Bas Euth Thdt Dam Thphl Tert Cyp 
Amb Ambst Aug K ~ 
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pISBP 6 104 pc it vg sa bo basm Eus Amb 
Hier; WH 

9:13 Ep')'a~oµi::voL p46ACDbcEKLP pl de sy arm Chr Ambst 
J er Thdt Dam K c; 

Ep')'a~aµi::vm Ta XBD*FG 181 1739 f g vg eo basm 
Aug; WH 

15:10 Tou 0i::ou Tl p46XcADbcEKLP pl Bas Ps-Ath Chr Euth 
Cyr Thdt Antioch Dam K c;; WHmg 

Tou 0i::ou X*BD*FG it vg Or Ambst; [WH] 

II CORINTHIANS 
1:14 KupLOu p46ACDEKL pm de go syvtxt Oec K c; 

KUJJLOU T)µwv XBFGMP 33 69 104 424 pc f g vg eo sy 
arm eth Chr Euth Thdt Antioch Dam Thphl Ambst 
al; WH 

2:7 µaA.A.ov uµacr p46XCKLOP pl (f vg) (syP) arm Chr Euth 
Thdt Dam Tert Ambst K c; 

uµacr µaA.A.ov DEFG 33 go Thdt Tert (f vg) 
uµacr AB (syP) Aug; WH 

2: 17 m AOL'TTOL p46DEFGL 543 al g sy arm Chr Marc Thdt K 
m 'TTOAAOL XABCK pm d e f vg eo eth Ir Did Bas Euth 

Dam Ambst al H c;; WH 
4:6 LT)<TOU XPL<T'Tou p46XCHKLP pl tol sy eo armed go Or 

Euth Thdt Dam al K c; 

XPL<T'Tov LT)<TOU DEFG d e f g r vg Cyr Amb Aug Ambst 
XPL<T'TOU AB 33 armcdd Marc Or; WH 

6:16 uµEL<T ... E<T'TE p46l'{c(E<T'TE 0i::ov)CDcEFGK pl f g vg sy 
ar go Ath Chr Euth Thdt Dam Or Tert Lcif Ambst al 
K c; 

T)µEL<T ... i::crµi::v X*BD*LP 6 33 104 424 pc d e eo eth 
Cl Did Philo; WH 

7: 14 T) i::m nTou UAT)0ELa p46XcCKL pl Chr Thdrt Dam K c; 

Tl 7Tpocr nTov aA.T)0. DEFGP 69 pc lat sy eo arm 
i::m nTou aA.T)0. X*B 103 1926 Euth; WH 

8: 19 <T'UV TT) xapLn p46XDEfgrGKL pl d e g go sy Cl Thdt 
Aug K c; 

ev 'TT) xapLn BC(-TT))P al f vg eo arm eth Euth Dam 
Ambst al; WH 
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GALATIANS 
4: 14 1TELpcmµov µou p46XcCDhcEKLP pm sy arm eth go Bas 

Chr Cyr Thdt Dam Euth Thphl K -; 
1TELp. uµwv X* ABD*FG 33 pc d e f g vg co H; WH 
1TELpmrµov 69 al 

EPHESIANS 
3:9 'FJW'TLCTO'.L 1T<W'TO'.CT p46XcBCDEFGKLP pl it vg sy Dial 

Did Chr Euth Marc al K -;; WHmg 
'FJW'TLCTm X* A 424 * * 1739 Cyr Aug Hil Hier; WHtxt 

PHILIPPIANS 
2:26 uµacr p46Xl:FGKLP pm f g vg go Chr Thdt Vict 

Ambst al K <; 

uµacr LOELV X* ACDE al d e sy co arm eth Euth Dam 
Thphl Cass H; [WH] 

uµacr 1TO'. V'TO'.CT B 
3:13 ou p46ßDcEFGKL pm de f g vg sy arm Chr Tert Or 

Vict Hier K <; 

mmw (pl6)XADgrp 33 al co eth Cl Bas Euth Chr Thdt 
Chron Antioch Dam Ambst Hier; [WH] 

4:23 aµ'Y]v p46XADEKLP pl d e r vg bo sy arm eth Thdt K <; 

BFG 1908 f g sa Chr Euth vict; WH 

COLOSSIANS 
1 :20 ÖL amouC2) p46XACDhcEKP pl sy bo go Chr Thdt Dam 

K-; 
BD*FGL 104 al bscr it vg sa arm eth Or 

Euth Cyr Thph Ambst; [WH] 
4:8 ')'VW ••• uµwv p46XcCDhcEKL pl f vg go sy co Chr 

Dam (al Dam ')'VW TE) K <; 

')'VW'TE ••• 'Y]µwv X*ABD*Fgr GP 33 69 pc de g arm 
eth Euth Thdt Hier; WH 

1 THESSALONIANS 
5:27 'TOLCT O'.')'LOLCT O'.OE')''FJOLCT (p46)XcAKLP pl vg go CO sy arm 

Chr Euth Thdt ... K -; 
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TOL<T u8sX.cpoL<T X*BDEFG pc d e f g Euth Syn Ambst 
Cass; WH 

'l"OL<T O'."(LOL<T 103 Thphl 

HEBREWS 
8:8 m.rroLa p46XcßDcEL pi Dam Chr K '> 

<xt.rroua X* AD*KP 33 326 pc Euth Thdt Chr; [WH] 

1 PETER 
1 :9 'iTL<T'l"EW<T uµwv (p72)XACKLP pl lat bo K '> 

marnwa B 1 pc sa Cl Or Aug; WH 
1 :20 saxu,-wv p72KLP pl latt sa arm eth Ir K '> 

E<TXUTOU XABC'I' 33 1739 pc dscr sy bo; WH 
1 :21 maTsuov,-ua p72XCKLP'I' pl sy ... K '> 

ma,-oua Ab latt; WH 
'iTL<T'l"EU<TQ'.V'l"Q'.<T 33 pc 

1:22 Ku0upua Kupfüua p72X*CKLP'I' pl it(vero, puro, 
certo) K '> 

Kupfüua AB pc vg; WH 
4:8 KuX.uljJEL p72X(C)LP 69 1739 al K '> 

KUAU'iT'l"EL ABK'I' 33 al lat sy H_; WH 
5:2 0sou E'iTL<TKO'iTOUV'l"E<T p72XcAKLP'I' 69 1739 pl latt sy 

bo K '> 
0sou E'iTL<TKO'iTEUOV'l"E<T 614 al 
0sou X*B 33 323 pc sa Hier; WH 

5:8 nvu KU'l"U'lTL'Tl p72(-'1TEL'Tl)A al latt sy Or Eus Eph Chr 
K '> 

'TLVQ'. KQ'.'l"Q'.'iTLELV xcc*-mv)KLP al HI 
KUTumsLv B'I' 0206 1175 Or; WH 
KQ'.'l"Q'.'iTLELV 'TLVQ'. 33* a/ 
'TL VQ'. KQ'.'l"Q'.'iTLEL pc 

5: 10 sv XPL<TTW LTl<Tov p72AKLP'I' pm latt eo K '> 
sv XPL<T'l"W X 69 0206 614 al syP; WH 
EV 'TW XPL<T'l"W B; WHmg 

II PETER 
3:18 uµ'Tlv p72XACKLP pl vg sa bo sy arm K H '> 

B 440 522 1175 1739*; WH 
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REVELATION 
14:6 O.''{'YEAOV p 47X* 046 pf160 Or AndP bavAmb K 

a"A.X.ov a·yyt"Aov xcc ACP al vg eo sy arm eth Anda Cyp 
Vig ... H <>;WH 

a''f'YEAOV a"A.X.ov 33 35 Andc 
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Papyrus-Byzantine Plus Varying Support 
(Alexandrian and/or Western) 

Followed Hesitantly by Westcott and Hort 

Üne reading in this list (Heb. 7: 1) would have been included in 
List 1 with the distinctively Byzantine readings but for the testi
mony of C. In their "Notes on Select Readings," WH call this a 
"Syrian" reading . 

. . . Text (Syrian) C*LP cuP2 •••• lt seems more likely that oc; 
is a primitive re-duplication (OCC for OC), perhaps suggested 
by w in v. 2, and 6 a right emendation of the Syrian revisers, 
than that the writer broke off the sentence two lines below with
out apparent cause. * 

WH's reconstruction of how OC arose (a primitive reduplication) 
may indeed be correct, but the assumption that the "Syrian re
visers" emended does not necessarily follow. The Syrians did not 
have to emend. The reading was in existence in the second century. 
lt was present also in Egypt but had been rejected by most of the 
Alexandrians. Such rejection can be seen in C2 • 

lf the reading at 1 Corinthians 5 :4 were re-arranged in a larger 
unit of variation as it is in the apparatus of UBS, then B and D* 
with 1739 d would be removed from the papyrus-Byzantine-sup
ported reading to form a third reading which omits xpunou follow-

*Notes Select Readings, p. 130. 
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ing L'YJCTou. lt is this third reading which is followed by UBS and 
WH. This would mean that the papyrus-Byzantine reading would 
then classify as a "distinctively" Byzantine reading andin such case 
could have been included in List 1 also. 

The Bodmer papyri are involved in three instances of correction 
in this list. In John 12:43, p 66* is with the Byzantine-plus reading 
while p66c joins the opposite. In John 5:47, p75 may be seen correct
ing to the Byzantine aligned reading while in 14: 11 it is p66 again 
that corrects tu the Kuine-supporLed reading. Fur Lwu inslam:es uf 
p46 changing alignments in its corrections in List 5, see 1 Cor. 6: 14 
and 10:2. 

List 5 may have some value in illustrating a kind of reading which 
would receive more assurance of ancient and wide-spread external 
evidence of support if the ßyznntine testimony were treuted us inde
pendent. In such instances (other things being equal) the marks of 
uncertainty around the WH readings could be removed because of 
such increased weight of evidence. 

In many of the readings in List 5, UBS follows the same reading 
and eliminates the brackets that WH have in their text: Matthew 
26:27; John 4:1; Acts 8:27; 16:17; I Corinthians 7:28; 9:7; II Corin
thians 8:9; Ephesians 4:7; 5:31; Hebrews 1:8; 11:6; I Peter 4:17; 
Revelation 11: 11. On the other hand, in some cases the brackets are 
retained, e.g., Luke 13:35; John 13:28; Romans 16:27; T Corin
thians 5:4; 10:20. In a few cases UBS moves away from the WH 
hesitantly followed Byzantine readings to the WHmg or another 
reading: I Corinthians 9:9; 15:14; 15:49; II Peter 1:3, 2:15. 

MATTHEW 
26:27 Km i::vxupLCT'T'YJCTUCT (p37)p45XABDWf@II unc9 <p pl co 

Chr Or K c;; [WH] 

LUKE 

iovxupLCT'T'YJCTUCT CLZ.i A. 33 157 252 892 q lat arm Or 
Bas 

7:11 EV 'TW p75XcAßEFGHLRUVXf.i@A <p ala b ff2 g1 1 q 
vg sys sa K c;; [WH] 

1:::v T'YJ X'l'CD-i::v)KMSWII pm l: t: f gu bu sy arm t:Lh 
7: 16 'lTUvTua p75ßDEGHMSUVX.iAII pm K c;; [WH] 

a'lTavTaa XACFLRW@S al 
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7:20 

13:26 

13:35 

14:17 

11:17 

17:12 

23:51 

JOHN 
4:1 

5:47 

6:36 

8:16 

12:43 

13:26 

13:28 

THE BYZANTINE TEXT-TYPE 

ah.h.ov p75 ABE> pm Cyr K i;; [WH] 
ETEpov XDLWXS 1 33 al H Cyr 
upi;ca0c p75BEGHUV A pm K i;; [WH] 
upi;T]o0c XADKLMSWXf ßE>II al 
h.qw 8c p75XcABDRWXf ßE>AII uncrell A qi pl f q vg 

boP1 syPs arm K i;; [WH] 
h.qw p4SX*L 40 253 259 b c ff2 i 1 sa boP1 syc eth 
EPXEIT0f. p75BE> A. pm it K i;; [WH] 
EPXE<T0m XADKLPRWII al vg sy~'-
C<TTLV p45ABDPWX uncrell 'P pl <;; [WH] 
EL<TLV p75XLRE> A 
0'.7TVTTJ<TO'.V p75XcABWXf ßAI1 unc9 700 pl i;; [WH] 
V'ITTJVTTJ<TO'.V X*LE> A qi 157 pc a Bas Dam 
01rou T]<TO'.V D e (et ecce a b c ff2 i 1 q s sysc) 
CTU'YKCXTCXTE0ELµEVO<T p75(auv- with sev. oths) 

ABPWfE>AIIZ (I1*-0cµcvoa) uncs pl K i;; [WH] 
CTU'YKO'.TO'.TL0EµEVO<T XCDLXß'l' 0124 A qi 28 435 

1424 cscr al6 

T] LWO'.VVT]<T p66p75 pl K <;; [WH] 
Lwavv'T]<T B* AGLWl ''l' 262 al 
p1']µ0'.<TLV 7TL<TTE1.)(J'ETE p75cXALf AII2 uncrell pm a b c c g 

q vg syh Or Cyr Ir Cyp K Hi;; [WH] 
pT]µ. 7TL<TTElJETE p66p75*BVII* 235 pc f ff2 1 foss syclr 
pT]µ. m<TTEV<TTJTE DGSW ßE> A qi 28 al Or Chr 
EWpO'.KO'.TE µE p66(p75)BDL(T µT])Wf ßE>AII uncrell A qi 

pl c f ff2 g vg sa bo syPh go arm eth Chr Cyr K H 
i;; [WH] 

EWpO'.KO'.TE XA ab e q gat vgc0 d(Lat2 .... ) sysc 
7TO'.TTJP p39p66p75XcBLTX uncrezz pl it vg i;; [WH] 

X*D sysc CO ac2 
TJ7Tcp p66*p75ABDf ßII uncs pl K i;; [WH] 
l17Tcp p66cXLW A 33 69 118 157 565 pc 
To ljiwµLOvC2)p66 rell i;; fWHl 
ljlwµLOv B 
Sc p66ACDL0 >-.. qi pl latt Or K Hi;; [WH] 
'YO'.P 63 253 259 

B(W'l') 157 248 435 sa 
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14: 11 ama p66c pl it vg sycp go Ath Cyr Hil etc '>; [WH] 
amou p66*p75ß 229* sa eth 
'Tama Paris97 

24* 157 244 q r sy arm bo diates Tert 
19:4 E~w o m1'.awcr p66AßDsuppf ~E>AII unc7 ;\ pl syP go 

Cyr K '>; [WH] 

203 

o 1TLAO'.'Tocr E~w XLWX 'P 237 252 a b c f ff2 g q vg syh 
ar eth 

o mA1uo(T 106 131 249 pc e sa bo 

ACTS 
5:32 O'.')'LOV o p45XAD2HP pl K '>; [WH] 

O'.')'LOV ov D*E 
O'.')'LOV B pc su bo 

8:27 ocr EATJAU0EL pSOXcßC2D2EHLP pl cat syP arm 
Chr; [WH] 

EATJAU0EL p74X*AC*D* sa 
12: 15 oL 8c EAE')'OV p45XADgrEHLP rell cat vg Or Chr 

'>; [WH] 
OL 8c EL1TO'.V B d 12iect gig Chr 

13:29 'TO'. 1TEPL amou l'El'P· p4Sp74XACD rell vg syP '>; [WH] 
'TO'. l'El'P· 1TEpL amou B sy 

16: 17 'TW mxuX.w p45p74XACDEHLP rell r.:;; [WH] 
1TO'.UAW B Or 

16: 19 L8ov'TECT 8c p4Sp74XC pl sa bo syP arm Lcif Chr '>; [WH] 
Km L8ov'TECT* B sy eth 
L80V'TECT A ( ) d 
wer 8c EL8av D (d om wer 8c) 
0cacraµEvoL ouv Eust 

ROMANS 
10:20 qcvoµ'T]v p46XACDhcEFGLP rell f g vg Cl Chr Euth 

Thdt 
Dam Hil '>; WHtxt 

E')'EVOµ'T]V EV B D*; WHmg 
inventus sum enter eos d e Ambst 

13: 13 cpLBL Km ~TJAW p46XACDFG rell Ir Or etc '>; [WH] 
Ev EpLcrL Km ~TJAOL'> B sa (Cl) Amb 

15:32 0cou p46XcACDcLP rell vg sy co ar Or Chr Thdt 
Dam al "; [WH] 
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LTJCTOO XPLCJTOlJ X*; XPLCJTov LTJCTOll DEFG de f g fu 
KllpLOll LTJCTOlJ B 

16:27 w p46XACD pl c;; [WH] 
B 33 72 f sy Or 

n'.mw P 31 54 co Chr 

I CORINTHIANS 
2:13 

5:4 

6:14 

7:28 

7:40 

8:6 

9:7 

9:9 

10:2 

'lTVEllµn'.TLKOLCJ p46XACDFG pl c;; [WH] 
'lTVElJµQ'.TLKWCJ B 33 
ovoµn'.T. Tou Kupwu T]µwv p46BDEFGLP pl d e f g vg sy 

Dial Bas Chr Thdt Dam ... c;; [WH] 
ovn'.µn'.T. Tou 'fupLou XA demid syPtxt Lcif Pacian 
E~EJ'EPEL p46 XCD3EKL pl f vgl: sy co arm eth Meth 

Ath Chr Thdt Ir Tert Archel K c;; [WH] 
2 

E~E')'ELpEv p46 B p7* * 1739 r t Or; WHmg 
E~E')'ELpEL pllp46( )AD*PQ 69 88 (suscitat d e) 
TJ 1Tn'.p0i::vocr p46XADEKLP pl Or Meth Bas c;; [WH] 
1TG'.p0EVOCJ BFG 429 
ooKw oi:: p46XADEFGKLP pl vg sy co Or Chr Thdt 

Dam Tert Aug c;; [WH] 
ooKw d* arm 
OOKW ')'G'.p B 4 33 69 256 330 424 * * 441 462 467 999 

1319 1739 1845 1912 1004 tol basm syP eth Cyr Or 
Amb Ambst 

ooC2) p46XADFG pl Ir Or Eus Did Ath Cyr Bas Epip 
Hil c;; [WH] 

ov B eth Epip; WHmg 
TJ TLCJ p46XAC*KLP pl sy bo basm Bas Cyr Dam 

al c;; [WH] 
TLCJ BCC2)DEFG 104 441 1926 it vg sa syP arm go Orth 

Chr 
Euth Thdt Thphl Aug Amb 

<pLµwcrELCJ p46XAß3CDbcEKLP(-CTTJCT) pl Or Dial Chr 
Euth Cyr Thdt Dam ... c;; [WH] 

KT)µWCJELCJ B*D*FG 1739 Chr Thdt; WHmg 
c 

i::ßn'.'lTTLCJn'.VTO p46 BKLP 1739 pm Or Chr Thdt Dam 
Phot Oec K c;; [WH] 

i::ßn'.1TTLCT0TJCTG'.V XACDEFG 33 al Ir Bas Chr Euth Cyr 
Thdt; WHmg * 

Eßn'.1TTL~OVTO p46 
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10:20 Ta e0v'Y] 5mµovLoL<T p46XACK(L O'TL Ta e0 ••• ) f g sy 
co ar eth go Or Chr Euth Thdt Dam K c;; [WH] 

5mµovLOL<T BDEFgrGgr d e m56 Marc Eus Tert Ambst 
11:3 o XPL<T'TO<T p46XAß3DcEKLP pl Ortho Cl Eph Chr 

al c;; [WH] 
XPL<T'TO<T B*D*FG 103 462 1926 Libere Or; WHmg 

15:5 EL'TO'. p46ßDcKLP pl sypmggr sa bo Or Eus Cyr 
Thdt Dam K c;; [WH] 

E7rf:L'TO'. XA 33 pc Eus Cyr Chr Euth Hes; WHmg 
Km µeTa 'Tc.nrra D*.FG 

15: 14 apa p46X BL pm d e f vg sy co ae eth Ig Epip Cyr Chr 
Thdt Dam Ir Tert Ambst K c;; [WH] 

apa Km X* ADgrEgrpgrGKP al g go Dial Euth Oec; 
wnmg 

15:49 <popErrwµEv p46XACDEFGKLP pm it vg go co Cl Or 
Caes Chr Epip Euth Cyr Ps-Ath Max Dam Ir Cyp Hil 
... K; [WH] 

<popeaoµev BI 181 al Cyr Thdt Thphl Oec c;; WHmg 

II CORINTHIANS 
1:8 V'lTEp 'T'YJ<T llALiV. p46ßKLM pm Chr Dam K c;; [WH] 

7rEpL 'T'YJ<T 0A.LiV. XACDEFGP 33 69mi al bscr oscr Or Bas 
Chr Euth Thdt Ant H 

8:9 L'YJ<TOlJ XPL<T'TOlJ p46XCDFG rell c;; [WH] 
L'YJ<TOlJ B sa: (om both: Chr) 

11:3 EL<T Tov XPL<T'Tov p46BDEKLP pl CI Or Epip Chr Euth 
Thdt al K c;; [WH] 

EL<T XPL<T'TOV XFGM 1611 1739 pc dscr 
in Christo Iesu r Lcif Ambst al (ev XPL<T'TW k5cr) 

GALATIANS 
1:12 ome p46ßDcEKL pl Oec K c;; [WH] 

ou5e XAD*FGP 69 pc cat co Eus Chr Euth Cyr 
Thdt Dam 

103 1913 Thphl 
6:18 'TOlJ Kupwu 'Y]µwv p46AßCDEFGKL pl it vg etc K c;; 

[WH] 
'TOlJ KlJpLülJ XP 69 21ect eth 
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EPHESIANS 

THE BYZANTINE TEXT-TYPE 

4:7 TJ xupLa p46XACDcEKPc pl Or Chr Thdt al K -;; [WH] 
xupLa BD*FGLOhP* 1 209* 4Qlect kscr arm Euth Dam 

5:31 Tov 'lTO'.TEpu Km TTJV µT]TEpu p46XADcEKLP pl Marc 
Or Meth Tit Epip Chr Euth Thdt Dam -;; [WH] 

'lTO'.'TEpO'. KO'.L µT]TEpO'. BD*FG 
6: 1 vµwv iov Kl!pLw p46XADhcEKLP pl vg sy eo arm eth Or 

Bas Chr Euth Thdt Dam Ambst Hier -;; [WH] 
vµwv BD*FG d e f g Cl Tert Cyp 

PHILIPPIANS 
1:9 'lTEpLCTCTEllTJ p46XAK**L pl \.1 Ras Chr Thdt Dam 

-;; [WH] 
'lTEpLaaEVEL K *P pc 
1TEpLCTCTf.1JOT] BDE 69 kscr; WHmg 
'lTEpLaaEl!aEL Euthalcod 
'lTEpLaEl!OL FG 

1:24 iomµioviow p46XACDFG pl Cl Or etc -;; [WH] 
iomµELvm B 1611 pc Or Petr Chr Euth Cyr; WHmg 

2:2 TO iov cppovovvTEa p46XaBDFGKLP pl d e g sy arm eth 
Cl Bas etc K -;; [WH] 

To umo cppovovvTioa X*ACI 33 441 f vg go (eo?) Euth; 
WHmg 

COLOSSIANS 
2: 17 u ioanv p46XACDEpaKLP pl f vg Or Eus Chr Euth 

Aug Amb -;; [WH] 
o ioanv ßpgrG d e g m62 go Marc Aug 

3:16 Tov XPLaTov p46XcßC2DEFGL pm de f g m88 vg go sa 
syP arm Chr Euth Dam Ambt -;; [WH] 

Tov 0wv AC* 33 pc eth ar Thdt Thphl 
'TOlJ Kl!pLOl! X*I Cl; WHmg 

HEBREWS 
1:8 TOl! mwvoa p46XAD rell -;; [WH] 

B 33 Tert 
2:7 ioancpuvwaua umov p46ßDcE**KL af75 (sy) ascr Chr 

Dam Thphl Oec K; [WH] 
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E<TTL<p. O'.UTOV KO'.L KO'.'l"E<T'l"'Yl<JO'.(J O'.VTOV E'TTL 'l"O'. EP'YO'. 'l"WV 

XELpwv aou XACD*E*MP pm lat (sy) arm eth <; 

4:3 -yup pBp46ßDEKLP pl d e f vg (syP) eth Chr Euth Cyr 
Thdt Dam Lcif Prim-;; [WH] 

ouv XACM pc eo; WHmg 
OE (syP): autem sy are arm 

7: 1 o <TlJvavT'Ylaaa p46C*LP pl Euth etc K -;; [WH] 
OU" <TUVO'.V'l"'Yl<TO'.<T XAßC2DEK 33; WHmg 

7:27 o:vEvE-yKaa p46ßCDEKLP pl Chr Euth Thdt Dam 
al -;; [WH]. 

1Tpü<TEVf:'YKO'.<T XAI 33 pc Cyr; WHmg 
8:10 KO'.pOLO'.<J O'.VTWV p46XcADEL pl -;; [WH] 

KO'.pOLm<T O'.UTWV p 104 
KO'.pOLO'. EG'.VTW V B 
KO'.pÖLuv ClUT(l)V X*K 122* 425 gscr f vg eth Cl; WHmg 

10: 1 (hx:nma p46ACDEHKL pl de f vg sy Or -;; 
0u<JLm<T O'.UTWV XP; WHmg 

11:6 ,-w 0cw p46XcAD*cEKLP pl Chr Thdt Dam al K -;; 
[WH] 

0Ew pl3X*Db 33 1912 kscr 
12:25 O'.'TT oupuvwv p46ACDKLP pm Euth Cyr Thdt Dam 

-;; [WH] 
O'.'TT O\JPO'.VOU XM 234 424 Chr; wnmg 

1 PETER 
4: 17 o Kmpoa p72ßKLP pl K -;; [WH] 

Kmpoa XA a[4 

II PETER 
1:3 füu oo~'Yl<T Km apET'Yl<T p72ßKL al vgCl) K -;; [WH] 

LOLO'. oo~'Yl Km apET'Yl XACP pm? 
1:9 uµupnwv p72ßCLP pm cat Marc K -;; [WH] 

uµapT'YlµaTwv XAK 1175 al 
2: 13 a'TTa,-ma p72XA *CKLP pl syh bo K -;; [WH] 

u-ya'TTm<T A B'l' 623 1611 pc latt syhmg sa 
O'.'YVOLm<T 323 424 1739 pc 

2: 15 KO'.TO'.AL'TTOVTE<T p72ß3CKLP pm K -;; [WH] 
KO'.TO'.AEL'TTOVTE<T XAB * al 
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3:11 1J'ii'<XPXHV uµcxcr p72cxc ACKLP pl vg sa sy K 'i; [WH] 
1J'ii'<XPXHV p72*p74B 1175 m 
lJ'ii'<XPXELv riµcxcr X* al 

REVELATION 

1 :4 'ii'VE1Jf.L<XTWV ex p18C 046 pl Ande Aretxt K 'i; [WH] 
'ii'VE1Jf.L<XTWV TWV XA 88 241 2036 Anda; WHmg 
'ii'VE1Jf.L<XTWV 2037 

11:11 Tcxcr TPELcr p47 AC 046 pm Andap Are K 'i; [WH] 
TPELCT X 025 1 al arm Andc · · ·Prim Vig 

13:17 Km Lvcx µT] p47Xc A 025 046 pl vg(exc tol) arm eth Anctcb 
Are K 'i; [WH] 

Lvcx µT] X*C pc tol eo sy Hipp Anda 1r Prim 



TABLES 

In an effort to obtain a complete picture of the kinds of early Byz
antine readings, all the papyrus-Byzantine readings in each of the 
major alignments of the first three lists were tabulated. 1 Five tables 
were necessary in order to tabulate the readings for the three lists. 
The charts which follow the tables summarize the data given in the 
tables. 

Tablcs 1 through 3 constitute a breakdown of the three kinds of 
alignments in List 1, those with the papyrus-supported dis
tinctively Byzantine readings. Three tables are needed here in order 
to set off the differences because distinctively Byzantine readings 
are not supported by either the Alexandrian or the Western text. As 
these two ancient texts stand against the Koine (K), they are at 
times separate from each other, but often they are together in their 
opposition, particularly where the text divides into but two read
ings, one of which is read ·by K. 

Therefore, in the places in List 1 where the Alexandrian and 
Western texts are separate, Table 1 delineates K's variation from the 
Alexandrian text-type. Table 2 gives the papyrus-supported Byzan-

llnasmuch as Lists 4 and 5 involve less clear-cut alignments, they therefore have 
no firm textual basis of comparison (i.e., from which the Pap-Byz- + varied) which 
would show up meaningfully in a table. For this reason Lists 4 and 5 were not 
tabulated. 
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tine variants as over against the Western. In Table 3 are found the 
kinds of variations in distinctively Byzantine readings when the two 
other traditions are combined against it. Table 4 gathers its material 
from List 2-those papyrus-Byzantine readings which were aligned 
with the Western text but opposed by the Alexandrians and WH. 
Table 5 gathers the statistics on kinds of readings involved in List 3, 
where Papyrus-Byzantine-Alexandrian alignments are followed also 
by WH but opposed by the Westerns. 

The table 1 shows the kinds of variants in Papyrus-supported 
Byzantine readings (PB) as compared with opposing Alexandrian 
readings (where the Alexandrian reading is separate from the West
ern). The other abbreviations and symbols used in this and the 
other tables are as follows: art = article, pro= pronoun, con = 
conjunction, oth = other (other word or words), form = the same 
basic word but a different form of it), word = a substitution of a 
different word which may or may not be a synonym; wo = word 
order (a different arrangement of the same words); ! = substitution 
and/or addition or omission of more than one word and often ac
companied by some change in word order. 2 

ZTables 1-3 are compiled from List 1. 



Table 1: Papyms-Byzantine versus Alexandrian 
PB adds: PB omits: PB subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Matt. 26:22 X X 

Mark 5:42 X 

6:45 X 

6:48 X 

6:50 X 

7:30 X 

9:20 X 

12:17 X X 

Luke 11:12 X 

12:30 X 

24:47 X 

John 5:37 X 

6:57 X 

7:39 X 

9:28 X 

10: 19 X 

10:31 X 

11:19 X 

11:21 X 

11:32 X 

12: 9 X 

13:26 X X 

14: 5 X X 

19: 4 X X 

19:35 X 

Acts 10:37 X 

16:39 X 

Rom. 16:23 X 

1 Cor. 9:21 X X 
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Table 1 ( cont.) 
PB adds: PB omits: PB subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word wo x 

Phil. 1:14 X 

Heb. 10:38 X 

The table below shows the kinds of variants in Papyrus
supported Byzantine readings (PB) as compared with opposing 
Western readings (where the Western reading is separate from the 
Alexandrian): 

'fable 2: Papyrus·ßyzantine versus Western 
PB adds: PB omits: PB subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Matt. 26:22 X 

Mark 5:42 X 

6:45 X 

6:48 X 

6:50 X 

7:30 X 

9:20 X 

12:17 X 

Luke 11:12 X X 

12:30 X 

24:47 X 

John 5:37 X 

6:57 X 

7:39 X 

9:28 X 

10:19 X 

10:31 X 

11:19 X X 
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Table 2 (cont.) 
PB adds: PB omits: PB subst.: 

Re[erence art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
John 11:21 X 

11:32 X 

12: 9 X 

13:26 X 

14: 5 X X 

19: 4 X 

19:35 X 

Acts 10:37 X X 

16:39 X 

Rom. 16:23 X X 

1 Cor. 9:21 X 

Phil. 1:14 X 

Heb. 10:38 X 

The table below shows the kinds of variants in Papyrus
supported Byzantine readings (PB) as compared with opposing 
Western-Alexandrian alignments: 

Table 3: Papyrus-Byzantine versus Western-Alexandrian 
PB adds: PB omits: PB subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Matt. 6: 2 X 

7:12 X 

7:30 X 

7:31 X X X 

7:32 X 

7:35 X 

- X 

7:36 X 

9: 6 X X 
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Table 3 ( cont.) 

1 PB adds: 1 PB omits: PB subst.: 
Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Matt. 9:20 X X 

12: 6 X 

12:16 X 

Luke 6:28 X 

6:39 X 

9:30 X 

10:21 X 

10:39 X 

11:12 X 

11:33 X 

11:50 X 

12: 5 X 

12:21 X 

12:22 X 

12:23 X 

12:31 X 

13: 2 X 

13:19 X 

13:28 X 

14: 3 X 

- X 

14:23 X 

14:24 X 

15:21 X 

15:22 X 

23:53 X 

John 1:39 X 

2:15 X 

2:24 X 

4:14 X 

4:31 X 
~ ----- ---

6:10 X 

7: 3 X 

7:40 X 
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Table 3 (cont.) 
PB adds: PB omits: PB subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
John 8:21 X 

8:51 X 

8:54 X 

9:16 X 

9:19 X 

9:26 X 

9:35 X 

10:29 X 

- X 

10:32 X 

10:38 X 

- X 

11:21 X 

11:29 X 

11:31 X 

11:32 X 

12: 6 X X 

12:36 X 

- X 

13:26 X 

19:11 X 

20:17 X 

Acts 4:33 X 

7:14 X 

9: 3 X 

- X 

9:38 X 

11:11 X 

13:26 X 

14:15 X 

16:16 X 

17:13 X X 

23:12 X 

Rom. 10:14 X 
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Table 3 ( cont.) 
PB adds: PB omits: PB subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
1 Cor. 4:11 X 

5:10 X 

7: 5 X 

7: 7 X 

- X 

9: 7 X X 

10: 8 X 

11:26 X 

II Cor. 9:10 X 

Gal. 4:31 X 

Eph. 2:12 X 

5: 9 X 

Col. 3:16 X 

3:22 X 

4:12 X 

Heb. 3: 3 X 

7: 1 X 

10:17 X 

11: 4 X 

11:32 X 

12:25 X X 

- X 

1 Pet. 2: 5 X 

3: 7 X 

5: 8 X 

II Pet. 2: 4 X 

2: 5 X 
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Table 3 (cont.) 
PB adds: 1 PB omits: PB subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Jude 25 X 

- X 

Rev. 9:20 X 

10: 2 X 

10: 8 X 

11: 2 X 

11: 6 X 

11:12 X 

11:19 X 

12: 7 X 

12: 9 X 

12:13 X 

13:13 X 

14: 8 X 

15: 8 X 

16: 3 X 

16:10 X 

The table below shows the kinds of variants in Papyrus
Byzantine-Western (PBW) alignments as compared with opposing 
Alexandrian readings: 3 

Table 4: PBW versus Alexandrian 
PBW adds: PBW omits: PBW subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Matt. 26:27 X 

26:31 X 

26:45 X 

Mark 6:22 X X 

- X X 

3Compiled from List 2. 
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Table 4 ( cont.) 
PBW adds: PBW omits: PBW subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Mark 6:41 X 

- X 

7: 5 X 

7: 6 X 

- X 

7:29 X 

8:13 X 

8:20 X 

8:36 X 
- ------

8:37 X 

9: 3 X 

9:29 X X 

11:33 X 

Luke 5: 2 X 

7: 6 X 

9:18 X 

9:34 X 

- X X 

10:13 X 

10:19 X 

10:20 X 

10:30 X 

10:32 X 

10:39 X 

- X 

- X 

11:25 X 

11:30 X 

11:44 X 

11:48 X X 

12: 6 X 

12:22 X 

12:29 X 

12:49 X 

12:54 X 
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Table 4 (cont.) 
PBW adds: 1 PBW omits: PBW subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X 
--

Luke - X 

12:56 X X 

13: 5 X 

13: 9 X 

13:14 X 

13:15 X 

22:47 X X 

23: 5 X 

23:31 X 

John 4:11 X 

4:29 X 

4:37 X 

4:39 X 

4:50 X 

4:51 X 

4:53 X 

5:17 X 

5:19 X 

6:42 X 

6:43 X 

6:45 X 

6:71 X 

7: 4 X 

7:16 X 

7:41 X X 

7:52 X 

8:28 X 

8:38 X 

9:11 X 

9:17 X 

9:35 X 

10: 7 X 

10:18 X 

10:22 X 

- X 
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Table 4 ( cont.) 
PBW adds: PBW omits: PBW subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
John 10:26 X 

10:28 X 

10:32 X 

11:21 X 

11:22 X 

11:28 X 

11:29 X 

- X 

11:32 X 

11:44 X X 

11:54 X 

11:57 X 

12: 1 X 

12:16 X 

12:22 X 

12:34 X 

13: 2 X . 
13: 3 X 

13:18 X 

- X X 

13:20 X 

13:21 X 

13:22 X 

13:23 X 

13:24 X 

13:25 X 

13:26 X 

- X X X 

- X X 

13:29 X 

- X 

14: 4 X X 

14: 7 X 

- X 

14:14 X 

14:26 X 
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Table 4 ( cont.) 
PBW adds: PBW omits: PBW subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
John 15: 4 X 

16:23 X 

17:13 X 

18:10 X 

18:20 X 

Acts 4:34 X 

5: 3 X 

5: 8 X 

7:13 X 

7:18 X 

- X 

8:17 X 

8:18 X 

10:19 X 

13: 9 X 

13:25 X 

14:21 X 

16: 3 X 

Rom. 8:34 X 

9:11 X 

9:27 X 

10: 5 X 

- X 

11: 8 X 

11:21 X 

11:31 X 

14: 5 X 

15:14 X 

15:15 X 

1 Cor. 3: 3 X X 

3: 5 X 

3:13 X 

4: 6 X 
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Table 4 (cont.) 

PBW adds: 1 PBW omits: PBW subst.: 
Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
1 Cor. 4:14 X 

4:17 X 

9: 2 X 

10: 9 X 

11: 3 X 

11:15 X 

11:32 X 

12: 3 X 

12:24 X 

13:11 X 

14:21 X 

14:39 X 

15:31 X 

II Cor. 1:19 X 

Gal. 5: 7 X 

5:24 X 

6:10 X 

Eph. 5: 2 X 

6: 5 X 

Phil. 2: 5 X 

Col. 4:12 X 

Heb. 7:22 X 

10: 1 X 

12:25 X 

13: 6 X 
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The table below shows the kinds of variants in Papyrus
Byzantine-Alexandrian (PBA) alignments as compared with oppos
ing "Western" readings:4 

Table 5: PBA versus Western 

PBA adds: PBA omits: PBA subst.: 
Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Mark 7: 6 X 

7:29 X 

8:15 X 

Luke 7:47 X 

10:36 X 

11:13 X 

11:43 X X 

11:54 X X 
---- --.-~- --

12:27 X 

14: 1 X 

14: 2 X 

16: 6 X 

22:19 X 

24: 6 X 

24:12 X 

24:51 X 

24:52 X 

John 4:51 X 

7: 8 X 

10:11 X 

10:34 X 

11:35 X 

Acts 5:10 X X 

5:16 X 

5:31 X 

6: 2 X 

6: 9 X 

4Compiled from List 3. 
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Table 5 ( cont.) 
PBA adds: PBA omits: PBA subst.: 

I~ Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth fprm word 

Acts 6:15 X 

8:23 X 

10:33 X 

10:38 X 

12:20 X X 

13:27 X 

13:33 X X 

13:47 X 

16:18 X 

16:38 X 

17:14 X 

Rom. 5:18 X X 

5:19 X 

6: 2 X 

6: 8 X 

- X 

8:20 X 

8:21 X 

8:22 X 

8:32 X 

8:35 X 

8:37 X 

8:38 X 

9: 1 X 

- X 

9: 3 X 

- X 

- X 

9: 5 X 

- X 

9: 6 X 

9: 8 X 

9:14 X 

9:17 X 

10: 5 X 
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Table 5 ( cont.) 
PBA adds: PBA omits: PBA subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Rom. 10: 8 X 

- X 

10:20 X 

11: 4 X 

11: 7 X 

11:14 X 

11:17 X 

11:31 X 

12: 3 X 

12: 4 X 

12: 5 X 

12:13 X 

13: 4 X 

13: 9 X 

13:10 X 

14:16 X 

15: 4 X 

15:13 X 

- X 

15:14 X 

- X X 

15:16 X 

15:18 X 

15:20 X 

15:22 X 

15:23 X 

15:24 X 

- X 

15:30 X 

15:33 X 

16: 1 X 

16: 5 X X 

16: 7 X 

16: 9 X 

16:17 X X 

16:18 X X 
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Table 5 (cont.) 
PBA adds: PBA omits: PBA subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
Rom. 16:20 X 

16:27 X 

1 Cor. 1: 8 X 

1: 9 X 

1:10 X 

1:16 X 

1:26 X 

1:29 X 

1:30 X 

2: 3 X 

2:11 X 

- X 

2:12 X 

3: 3 X 

3: 4 X 

3:17 X 

3:19 X 

4: 5 X 

4: 8 X 

4:14 X 

5: 1 X 

5: 3 X 

5: 5 X 

6: 1 X 

6:15 X 

7: 2 X 

7: 9 X 

7:14 X 

7:17 X 

7:24 X 

7:26 X 

7:28 X 

- X 

7:29 X 

7:32 X 
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Table 5 (cont.) 
PBA adds: PBA omits: PBA subst.: 

Reference art pro con oth art pro con oth form word WO X --
1 Cor. 7:36 X 

7:39 X 

7:40 X 

8: 4 X 

8:10 X 

8:13 X 

- X 

9: 7 X 

9: 9 X 

9:16 X 

9:18 X 

9:22 X 

- X 

9:24 X 

10: 8 X ----
10:13 X 

- X 

- X X 

10:17 X 

10:27 X 

10:33 X 

11: 2 X 

11: 5 X 

11:13 X X 

- X 

11:18 X 

11:19 X 

11:20 (x) (x) 
11:21 X 

11:22 X 

11:23 X X 

- X 

11:28 X 

12: 1 X 

12: 3 X 

12: 9 X 

12:10 X 
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Charts 

The following charts are an attempt to draw some statistical con
clusions based on the preceding tables of the four basic textual 
alignments. As in the tables, thc charts will use the following sym
bols: PB= papyrus readings supporting the Byzantine text; A = 
the Alexandrian text; and W = the Western text. Thus PB/ A/W 
means the Papyrus-Byzantine readings are being compared against 
the Alexandrian where it diffcrs from thc Western readings (see Ta
bles 1 and 2). This aligning of textual readings is also done for PB/ 
AW, PBW/A, and PBA/W (see Tables 3, 4, and 5 respectively). 

Chart 1 shows the number of occurrences for each alignment con
sidered in the Tables and the percentage of the total variants each 
table represents. 

Chart 1 

Readings Number of Percentage 
Tables Com:f!.ared Occurrences o[_ Total 

1-2 PB/A/W 31 6.3 
3 PB/AW 121 24.7 
4 PBW/A 169 34.4 
5 PBA/W 170 34.6 

Total: 491 100.0% 
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CHARTS 229 

Chart 2 shows the number and the relative percentages for each 
basic textual alignment. The total is greater here than Chart 1 be-
cause some verses contain more than one variant. As in the Tables, 
Chart 2 uses the following symbols: Add = a word is added to a 
reading; Omit = a word is omitted; word andform = either a word 
form is changed or a word is substituted by a synonym; x = substi-
tution and/or addition of more than one word. 

Chart 2 

Readings word 
Table Compared Add Omit form wo X Total 

-

1 PB/A 8 7 15 4 3 37 
2 PB/W 6 9 11 6 4 36 
3 PB/AW 28 20 64 16 0 128 
4 PBW/A 53 34 72 24 2 185 
5 PBA/W 50 31 73 21 9 184 

Totals: 145 101 235 71 18 570 

1 PB/A 21.6 18.9 40.5 10.8 8.2 100. % 
2 PB/W 16.7 25.0 30.6 16.7 11.1 100. % 
3 PB/AW 21.9 15.6 50.0 12.5 0.0 100. % 
4 PBW/A 28.6 18.4 38.9 12.9 1.1 100. % 
5 PBA/W 27.2 16.8 39.7 11.4 4.8 100. % 
Average Percentages: 23.2 18.9 39.9 12.9 5.0 100. % 

Charts 3-5 analyze more specifically the nature of the variants 
among the alignments. For additions and omissions (Charts 3 and 
4), the particular variants listed for each alignment are articles (art), 
pronouns (pro), conjunctions (con), and other miscellaneous 
changes (oth). Chart 5 shows the numbers of form and word 
changes for each alignment. 

Chart 3: Additions 

Readings 
Table Comf!.ared art PI!!_ con oth Total 

1 PB/A 0 1 2 5 8 
2 PB/W 1 0 1 4 6 
3 PB/AW 4 6 6 12 28 
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(Cont'd.) 

4 PBW/A 17 3 16 17 53 
5 PBA/W 9 9 6 26 50 

Totals: 31 19 31 64 145 

1 PB/A 0.0 12.5 25.0 62.5 100. % 
2 PB/W 16.7 0.0 16.7 66.7 100. % 
3 PB/AW 14.3 21.4 21.4 42.8 100. % 
4 PBW/A 32.1 5.7 30.2 32.1 100. % 
5 PBA/W 18.0 18.0 12.0 52.0 100. % 

Average Percentages: 16.2 11.5 21.1 51.2 100. % 

Chart 4: Omissions 

Readings 
Table Compared art P!Q con oth 1btal --

1 PB/A 2 1 1 3 7 
2 PB/W 0 1 3 5 9 
3 PB/AW 4 1 7 8 20 
4 PBW/A 7 6 8 13 34 
5 PBA/W 5 3 5 18 31 

Totals: 18 12 24 47 101 

1 PB/A 28.6 14.3 14.3 42.9 100. % 
2 PB/W 0.0 11.1 33.3 55.6 100. % 
3 PB/AW 20.0 5.0 35.0 40.0 100. % 
4 PBW/A 20.6 17.6 23.5 38.3 100. % 
5 PBA/W 16.1 9.7 16.1 58.1 100. % 

Average Percentages: 17 .1 11.5 24.4 46.9 100. % 

Chart 5: Changes 

Readings Number: Percentage: 
Table Compared -- form word Total form word Total 

1 PB/A 9 6 15 60.0 40.0 100 % 
2 PB/W 7 4 11 63.6 36.4 100 % 
3 PB/AW 38 26 64 59.4 40.6 100 % 
4 PBW/A 46 26 72 63.9 36.1 100 % 
5 PBA/W 29 44 73 39.7 60.3 100 % 

Totals: 129 106 235 Avg.: 57.3 42.7 100 % 



A Bibliography of New Testament 
Textual Criticism 

A Bibliography of New Testament Textual Criticism 

This bibliography, while including works and articles consulted 
in research for the original dissertation, has been expanded consid
erably to furnish background reading for a course in textual crit
icism taught by the writer. In addition, it is hopcd that thc 
hihliography (while by no means exhaustive, and limited chiefly to 
works in English) may help to introduce the student to some of the 
wide-ranging areas of study and information that bear directly or 
indirectly on the theory and praxis of New Testament textual crit
icism. -Por easier access to subject material included in this bibli
ography, please consult Subject Index to Bibliography, page 275, and 
Scripture Index to Bibliography, page 297. 
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Zuntz 

Harmonization( s) 
Bruggen 
Hills 
Howard 
Wenham 



Hebrews 
Beare 
Hoskier 
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Daniels and Suggs 
Reicke 

Hesychius and H. Recension 
Jellicoe 
Kenyon 
Vaccari 

Hippolytus, Text of 
Osburn 

Historie Present 
Kilpatrick 

History of the Church 
Danielou 
Labroille 
Lawlor 
Schaff 

History of Doctrinc 
Bethune-Baker 
Danielou 
Grant, R. 
Harnack 

History of N.T.T.C. 
Bristol 
Conybeare 
Fox 
Metzger 
Ri<l<llt: 
Swete 
Turner, C. 
Valentine-Richards 
Vincent 

History of the Text of N. T. 

Reuss 
Riddle 
Studies 
Tregelles 
Trevor 
Turner 

Holy Spirit and Western Text 
Black 

Homer 
Davison 
Valk 

Homoeoteleuton 
Royse 

lgnatius 
Corwin 
Grant, R. 

Iliad 
Valk 

Indexes to articles 
Mattill 
Metzger 

Inerrancy and N.T.T.C. 
Borland 

lnscriptions, T.C. of 
Kent 

Inspiration and Variation 
Becker 
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Interpretation and T.C., see 
Exegesis 

Pack 

Introductions (Manuals and 
Handbooks) to N.T.T.C. and T.C. 
generally 

Aland, K. & B. 
Colwell 
Dearing 
Finegan 
Greenlee 
Greg 
Gregory 
Keuyun 
Lake and New 
Maas 
Metzger 
Mill er 
Nestle 
Renehan 
Robertson 
Rcynolds 
Scrivener 
Souter 
Taylor 
Twilley 
Vaganay 
Vogels 
Warfield 

Irenaeus 
Grant, R. 
Perumalil 

Itacism and T.C. 
Moir 

Itala, see Old Latin 

Jerome 
Bell 

Kilpatrick 
Metzger 

J ewish Lectionaries 
Morris 

John, Epistles of 
Richards 

John, Prologue to 
O'Neil 

John, Text of 
Birdsall 
Buck 
Clark, K. 
Fee 
Harkins 
Nevius 
Task er 

Jude 
Kubo 

KAifE Recension 
Bodine 
Jellicoe 

Karahissar, Four Gospels of 
Colwell 

King James Version (Pro and Con) 
Brown 
Bruggen 
Burgon 
Carson 
Fuller 
Hills 
Hodges 
Hoskier 

Lachmann, Greek Text of 
Tregelles 
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Language of N. T. 
Gingrich 
Johnson, G. 
McKnight 
Metzger 
Payne 
Sibinga 
Simcox 
Swete 
Turner 

Languages in First Century 
Palestine 

Leiberman 

Latin, T.C. and 
Bevenot 
Buchanan 
Gochee 
Kennedy 
Reynolds 
Stone 
West 
Wilhelm-Hooijbergh 

Lectionary (-ies) 
Bray 
Buck 
Bums 
Colwell 
Colwell and Riddle 
Lake, K. and S. 
Logachev 
Morris 
Tarelli 
Wikgren 

Linguistic Aspects in MSS 
Tarelli 

Literacy in the Ist Century 
Cambridge 

Lord's Prayer 
Bandstra 

Lucian 
Metzger 

Luke and Luke-Acts, Text of 
Aune 
Bray 
Brock 
Elliott 
Glover 
Klijn 
Oliver 
Richards 
Tasker 
Tenney 
Voobus 

Majority Text View ( con) 
Carson 
Fee 
Holmes 
1aylor, R. A. 

Majority Text View (pro) 
Borland 
Bruggen 
Fuller 
Hills 
Hodges 
Mill er 
Pickering 

Manuscripts, Facsimiles and 
Descriptions of 

Hat eh 
Hull 
Thsker 
Turner 
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Marcion 
Blackman 
Tertullian 
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Fee 

Mark, Text of 
Bratcher and Nida 
Elliott, J. 
Fee 
Geerlings and New 
Huffman 
Huston 
Lake, Blake and New 
Lake, K. and S. 
Legg 
Linton 

Markan Style 
Elliott 
Turner, C. 

Matthew, Text of 
Dicks 
Kirn 
Legg 
Wallace-Hadrill 

Medieval MS, T.C. of a 
Saunders 

Methodology, Text-Critical 
Colwell 
Elliott 
Rpp 
Platt 
Hurtado 
Kilpatrick 
Pack 
Richards 
Ross 
Tov 

Methods of Textual Editing 
Dearing 

Ross 

Middle Ages, Study of Bible in 
Smalley 

Mill 
Fox 
Kilpatrick 

Miniaturists, Illuminators, 
Calligraphers, and Copyists 

Bradley 

Moeris 
Elliott 

Names in MSS, Addition of 
Metzger 

Nature and Tasks of N.T.T.C. 
Oliver 
Parvis 

Nestle and UBS Greek Testaments 
Bartsch 
Elliott, J. 
Kilpatrick 

New English Bible, Text of 
Ga um er 
Kubo 
Taskt!r 

New Testament Textual Criticism 
Current; See Current Situation in 
NTTC. 

Nomina Sacra 
Oikonontldes 

Old Latin 
Bakker 



Bevenot 
Friedrichsen 
Gochee 
Kennedy 
Musurillo 
Stone 

Old Salvonic 
Logachev 

INDICES TO THE BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Groningen 
Metzger 
Roberts 
Thompson 
Thoyts 
Turner 

Pamphilus 
Murphy 

Old Syriac, sec Syriac 
Chase Papias 

Perumalil Voobus 

Ok! Tf':sti!mf':nt T.C 
Jellicoe 
Klein 
Orlinsky 
Tov 
Waard 
Walter 
Wurthwein 

Origen 
Bonwetsch 
Brock 
Fee 
Kahle 
Kirn 
Metzger 
Michaels 
Pack 
Streeter 
Tasker 

Orthodox Church View of 
N.T.T.C. 

Casey 

Orthography & T.C. 
Moir 

Palaeography 
Barbour 

Papyri, 11ec Variom; Papyri 
Numbers 

Aland 
Barns 
Beare 
Bell 
Birdsall 
Estrada 
Fee 
Filson 
Finegan 
Fotheringham 
Fitzmyer 
Gignac 
Grenfell 
Kenyon 
Maldfeld and Metzger 
Martin 
Metzger 
Moulton 
O'Callaghan 
Roberts 
Turner, E. 
Unger 
Wikgren 
Youtie 

Papyri and the N. T. 
Mandilaras 
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p45 46 47 

Beare 
Bell 
Fotheringham 
Hoskier 
Huston 
Kenyon 
Mowry 
Sanders 
Streeter 
Tarelli 
Tasker 
Williams 
Zuntz 

p52 

Roberts 

p66 

Barns 
Birdsall 
Breidenthal 
Clark, K.W. 
Collins 
Fee 
Frank 
Funk 
King and Patterson 
Klijn 
Martin 
Metzger 
Smothers 
Teeple and Allyn 

pn 

Beare 
Birdsall 
Kubo 
Martin 
Quinn 

p75 

Birdsall 
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Erickson 
Fee 
Fitzmyer 
Harley 
Harvie 
King 
Martin 
Metzger 
Porter 
West 

Papyrologist, Work of a 
Youtie 

Papyrology 
Gignac 

Patristie Evidenee 
Casey 
Fee 
Klign 
Metzger 
Migne 
Musurillo 
Sagnard 
Stewart 
Suggs 
Wallaee-Hadrill 

Patristics 
Altan er 
Quasten 

Pauline Epistles 
Davies 
Mowry 
Osburn 
Zuntz 

Persian Harmonies 
Higgins 
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Peshitta 
Black, M. 
Voobus 

1 Peter 
Beare 

Philippians 
Wilson 

Photius 
Birdsall 

Phrynicus 
Elliott 

Pickering, Critique of 
Carson 
Fee 
Taylor, R. A. 

Platonists, Christian 
Biggs 

Praxis in MSS, see Methodology 
Sitterly 

Preacher and N.T.T.C. 
Dunkerley 
Robertson 

Present Trends in N.'f.'f.C., see 
Current Situation 

Profile Method; see Claremont 
Profile Method 

Prologues 
Grant. R. 
Heard 

Pronouns 
Kilpatrick 

Provenance 
Hanson 
Skeat 
Stone 

Psalms 
Pietersma 

Pseudepigrapha 
Metzger 

Quantitative Relationships, see 
also Classifications of MSS 

Colwell and Tune 
Fee 
Hurtado 
Richards 

Rabbula 
Baarda 
Voobus 

Rationalism and T. C. 
Hodges 

Reading, Bible 
Harnack 

Redaktionsgeschicte and 
N.T.T.C., sec also Synoptic 
Problem and T.C. 

Oliver 
Parvis 

Revelation, Text of 
Birdsall 
Hodges 
Hoskier 
Ross 
Sanders 
Schmid 
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Reviews of Greek N. T. 's and 
Textual Commentary 

Bartsch 
Black 
Elliott, J. 
Kilpatrick 
O'Flaherty 

Reviews of Modem Versions 
Newton 

Revised Version (ERV) 
Burgon 
Newton 
Whitney 

RSV N. T. Texlual Base 
Lightfoot 

Romans 
Gamble 
Knox 
Williams 

Rules, Limitation of Textual 
Tov 

Russian Orthodox and N.T.T.C. 
Casey 

Sacred Texts, Critical study of 
O'Flaherty 

Scholia 
Valk 

Scholz, Greek Text of 
Tregelles 

Scribal Habits 
Colwell 
Fee 

Junack 
Millard 
Milne and Skeat 
Royse 
Tarelli 

Scribal Leaps 
Royse 

Scrivener's Manuscripts 
Kubo 

Search for Lost MSS 
Deuel 

Second Century Greek 
Sd10larship 

Sandys 

Second Century Text 
Sanday 
Shelley 

Second Century Literature and 
Words of Jesus 

Wright 

Semitism(s) 
Black 
Payne, D. 
Wilcox 
Yoder 

Septuagint and Textual Criticism 
Brock 
Jellicoe 
Klien 
Orlinsky 
Tov 
Walter 
Wevers 
Wurthwein 
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Sermon on the Mount 
Peacock 

Slavonic Text 
Logachev 

von Soden 
Gallagher 
Royse 
Voss 
Wisse 

von Soden's Apparatus, Key to 
Kraft 

Source Criticism and T. C„ see 
Synoptic Problem and T. C. 

Spanish Scholars and T. C. 
Janeway 
Metzger 

Spanish Versions 
Aulie 

Standard Text, the New 
Aland 
Bartsch 
Kilpatrick 
Moir 

Style and N.T.T.C„ see also: 
Eclecticism (Rational, 
Intrinsic ... ) 

Elliott, J. 
Johnson, A. 
Kilpatrick 
Ross 
Simcox 
Turner, C. 
Turner, N. 

Synodican 
Voobus 

Synoptic Parallels 
Reicke 
Swanson 

Synoptic Problem and T. C. 
ßurrows 
Dearing 
Fee 
Kilpatrick 
Lowe 
Orchard 
Sanders 
Stoldt 
Swanson 
Wenham 

Syriac 
Brock 
Bums 
Chase 
Emerton 
Howard 
Lewis 
Thomson 
Voobus 
Zuntz 

Syrianisms 
Williams 

Tatian 
Carroll 
Grant, R. 
Harris 
Metzger 
Quispel 

Turms, Technical 
Soulen 
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Tertullian 
Labriolle 
Tenney 

Text-types 
Colwell 
Voss 

Text-types, MS Membership in; 
see also Classification of MSS 

Richards 

Textual Commentaries, see 
Commemaries on N. T. Tuxl 

Textual Commentary, Reviews of 
Elliott 
Royse 

Textual Criticism, Church Fathers 
and 

Metzger 

Textual Criticism and N. T. Canon 
Wikgren 

Textual Criticism and Reason 
Houseman 
Reneham 

Textual Criticism in the Pulpit 
Dunkerly 

Textual Criticism of the Classics 
by Ancient Literary Critics, see 
Alcxandrian Mcthods 

Davison 
Dawe 
Pfeiffer 
Valk 

Textual Variation and Synoptic 
Tendency 

Kilpatrick 
Sanders 

Textus Receptus 
Fee 
Hodges 
Kilpalrick. 
Streeter 

Textus Receptus, A New 
Aland 
Bartsch 
Kilpatrick 
Moir 

Thcodotian 
Cooper 

Theology and Textual Variation, 
see Doctrine and Textual Variation 

Barrett 

Theophilus 
Grant, R. 

Third World and New Testament 
Greek Text 

Nida 

Thomas, Gospel of 
Marcovich 
Quispel 

Timothy and Titus 
Elliott> J. 

Tischendorf 
Moir 
Tregelles 
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Tradition, Scripture and 
Grant, R. 

Traditional Text 
Burgon 

Translation 
Brock 

Translation and New Testament 
Greek Text 

Nida 

Transmission of the '!ext, see 
History of the Text 

Bevenot 
Davison 
Turner, N. 

Tregelles, Samuel P. 
Fromow 
Stunt 

Triple Readings 
Hutton 

UBS Textual Apparatus, Use of 
Edwards 

Unknown Gospel 
Bell & Skeat 

Variant Reading(s), Classification 
of 

Colwell and Tune 
Epp 

Versions, Ancient 
Burkitt 
Metzger 

Versions and the Greek Text 
Aulie 
Brock 
Hoskier 
Klijn 
Metzger 
Voobus 
Wikgren 

Victorinus 
Bruce 

Vulgate Version 
Argyle 
Be11 
Gochee 
Jones 

Westcott and Hort, Theory and 
Text of 

Burgon 
Everts 
Fuller 
Hills 
Janeway 
Martin 
Patrick 
Pickering 
Salmon 
Westcott and Hort 

Western N oninterpolations 
Snodgrass 
Voobus 

Western Text, see Codex D 
(Bezae) 

R~rtsc.h 

Black 
ßoisnard 
Boyer 
Buchanan 
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Clark, A. 
Dahl 
Duplacy 
Ellis 
Epp 
Ga um er 
Hanson 
Hatch 
Kilpatrick 
Klijn 
Pack 
Peterson 
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Ropes 
Salmon 
Scrivener 
Stone 
Tarelli 
Voobus 
Wilcox 
Williams 
Yoder 

Word Order 
Kilpatrick 



Scripture Index to Bibliography 

This is an index of articles and books on text-critical treutment of 
New Testament passages. For additional comments on these and 
other texts see Commentaries on N.T. Text in the Subject Index to 
Bibliography. 

Matthew 8:38 Ross 
1:16 Metzger 9:38 Elliott 
5:4,5 Ross Ross 
5-7 Peacock 9:44 and 46Ross 
6:9-13 Bandstra 10:2 Elliott 

Bruggen 11:24 Elliott 
8:28 Baarda 14:24 Emerton 
9:1-8 Reicke 16:9-20 Brucc 

11:25 Klijn Burgon 
14:22-33 Sibinga Colwell 
16:2b-3 Hirunuma Farmer 
19:16,17 Wenham Horst 
22:32 Ross Kahle 
23:14 Ross Meye 

Salmon 
Mark Thompson 

1:1 Globe Zwemer 
Slomp 

1:4 Elliott T .nke 
1:27 Elliott 1:49 Ross 
1:41 Elliott 1:70 Ross 
3:1-6 Sibinga 8:26 Baarda 
5:1 Baarda 9 Ross 
5:22 Elliott 10:42 Baker 
6:3 Elliott Fee 
6:22 Elliott 11:1-4 Bandstra 
6:41 Elliott Bruggen 
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22: 15-20 Chadwick 15:19 Ross 
22:43:44 Duplacy 16:25-27 Hurtado 

Erhman and 
Plunkett 1 Corinthians 

24:51 Epp 4:6 Strugnell 
10:9 Osburn 

John 14:34,35 Ellis 
1:3-4 Kilpatrick 15:51 Jones 
1:14 Elliott 
1:15 Michaels 2 Corinthians 
1:18 Ab bot 1:12 Thrall 

McReynolds 5:3 Thrall 
3:25 Ross 5:10 Ross 
4:51 Freed 
5:2 Hodges Galatians 

Jeremios 4:24 26 Kepple 
Wieand 

5:4 Fee Ephesians 
Hodges 1:1 Best 

6:56 Ross Black 
7:53-8:11 Hodges 

Johnson Phillipians 
Salvoni 1: 11 Ross 
Trites 
Wikgren 2 Timothy 

8:25 Frank 1:17 Wilhelm-
Funk Hooijbergh 

8:39 Mees 3:2 Bevenot 
10:38 Ross 
12:1 Ross Hebrews 

2:9 Elliott 
Acts 12:3 Ellingsworth 

10:30 Ross 
10:36 Riesenfeld James 
15:14 Smothers 2 Hodges 
16:12 Wikgren 

1 Peter 
Romans 1:8 Ross 

5:1 Moir 2:3 Quinn 
9:5 Lattey 5:9 Quinn 

Metzger 5:14 Quinn 
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1 John Revelation 
5:7-8 Jenkins 4:11 Ross 

Ending Ross 
Jude 

5 Osburn 
Ross 

22-23 Kubo 





Index of Persons 
and Subjects in Text 

Aricanus 33, 44, 115 
Aland 22, 140 
Alexandria 42, 104, 106, 108, 115, 

118, 128 
Alexandria, school of 68, 106, 108, 

115 
Alexandrian editorial changes 58, 

64, 121 
Alexandrian recension, early 68, 

124 
Alexandrian text 9, 66, 68, 93 
Alexandrinus, Codex 91-92 
Antioch 67-69, 104-106, 115 
Antioch, school of 106, 115, 128 
Apocrypha 44 
Apolloniades 119 
archetype 90 
Aristotle 119 
Arius 115 
Arndt, W. 105 
arrangement of readings in lists 137 
Artemon 118 
Asclepiades 119 
assimilation 78, 79, 116 
Athanasius 40, 42, 43 
attestation of support for readings 

139 
atticism 92, 108-114, 128 
Augustine 40 

Baker, A. 86 

Basil 40 
Bengel 13 
Birdsall, J. 108, 123 
Hodmer Papyri 141 
Bover, J. 61, 99, 101, 102, 121, 140 
Bruggen, V. 33 
Burgon, J. 9, 13, 15, 16, 23, 36, 37, 

45, 46, 48, 83, 129 
Burkitt, E 55-57, 67, 68, 86 
Butcher, S. 125 
Byzantine readings 

early age of 53-97 
found in early papyri 55-69, 

145-159 
neglect of unjustified 59-65 
not always improvements 57-58 
not result of fourth century edit-

ing 59-62 
lateness of non-papyrus-sup

ported now questionable 64, 
65 

accounting for papyrus-sup
ported 65-69 

in western alignments 70-76, 
160-174 

Byzantine text 
alignments of 137-200 
view of crucial to textual crit

icism 9-10 
definition of 13 
names of 13 

301 
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Byzantine text-Continued 
provenance of 13, 104-106, 127 
strands in (13-14) 39, 43, 90-94 
considered secondary 9, 24-31 
views of usefulness 9, 10, 13-23 
considered primary 32-36 
primacy examined 37-49 
polarizing positions on 45 
its independence 53-131 
preserves second century tradi-

tion not preserved in other 
text-types 60, 61, 64 

composite nature of 90-94 
unedited in WH sense 99-128 
style of 107-114 
c.onserv:nive users of 115-121 

ßyzantine-Western alignments 
examples of 160-173 
old and originating in the East 

70-76 

Caesarea 42, 48, 68 
"Caesarean" text 57, 67, 93 
canon 42 
Casey, R. 14 
Celsus 113 
charts 228-230 
Chester Beatty Papyri 56ff, 71f, 74, 

140-141 
Chrysostom 13, 26, 29, 40, 77, 80, 

125 
Clark, A. 25 
Clement of Alexandria 42, 63, 79, 

117 
Colwell, E. 14, 20, 56, 58, 63, 65, 

66, 86, 96, 124 
compositeness 

applied to Aleph and B by Hort 
90 

applied to Family Pi by Lake 91, 
92 

applied to other groupings by 
Kilpatrick 92-94 

applied to K-text 90-94 
"conflates," conflation 

used as a proof of Byzantine 
lateness 25-26, 29, 30, 82, 130 

not proof of lateness 82-89, 95, 
102 

non~Byzantine 84-88 
Coptic versions 68 
corrections in papyri 63-64, 74, 75 
Corwin, V. 104 
Curetonian Syriac 22 
Cyprian 78 

Deissmann, A. 108 
deliberate changes, preserved in 

groups of 
mss, arose before 200 A.D. 

92-94, 131 
Demetrius 112, 113 
difficult reading, prefer the more 

114 
Dionysius 116 
uisLim:Li vdy byzauLim: n:auiugs 

examples of 145-159 
considered secondary and in

ferior 15, 19, 20 
set aside by WH as certainly late 

27, 28 
supposedly not attested by Fa

thers before Chrysostom 28-
30 

found in early papyri 55-69, 
145-159 

early age of 55-69 
detection of papyrus-supported 

141-144 
identification of 141 
additional to List 1, 143, 188, 

189, 200, 201 
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Dobschutz, E. 21 
doctrinal alteration 116-120 
Downey, G. 104 

Eastern Church 14 
eclecticism 16-20, 23 
editorial changes 

Alexandrian and Western 58, 
108-114, 121 

Syrian 121 
modern 189, 190, 201 

Egyptian text, non-neutrality of 20, 
22 

Elliott, J. 18, 20, 114 
epanalepsis 112 
Epictetus 112, 113 
Epp, E. 18 
Euclid 119 
Eusebius 21, 42, 118 

Farmer, W. 125 
Fee, G. 18 
Fuller, D. 33 

Galen 119 
Geerlings, J. 92 
genealogical argument 14, 102 
genealogical method 20 
Gothic version 13 
Grant, R 17 
Grant, R. 17 
Greenlee, J. 19 
Gregory 40 
Griesbach 13, 73 
Grube, G. 125 

Hadas, M. 125 
Hellenistic Greek and style of N. T. 

107-114 
heretics and variant readings 

116-120 

Hermophilus 119 
Hesychian recension 22, 122 
Hexapla 128 
Hills, E. 16, 32ff., 37ff, 129 
historic present 109 
historical evidence 

for K recension 26, 27 
against K recension 122-126 
silent 128 

"history of the text," 
importance of 9, 10 
synopsis of 131 

Hodges, Z. 46, 47 
homogeneity 92-94 
Hoskier, H. 20, 56, 61, 121 
Hug, H. 122 

. inspiration 16, 33-35, 37, 38, 41, 
44, 105 

and providence 16, 33-36, 37-45 
internal criteria 22, 26, 107 
intrinsic evidence 27, 103, 130 
Irenaeus 40, 42, 80, 116 

Janeway, J. 22, 61, 101, 121 
Jerome 123, 128 

Kenyon, R 13, 20, 74, 77, 78, 140, 
141 

Kilpatrick, G. 10, 17, 18, 89, 
92-94, 96-97, 108-111, 114, 
122 

King James Version 13, 45 
koine style of K text 107-114 
Kümmel, W. 21 

Lachmann, K. 14 
Lake, K 14, 15, 21, 77, 107 
Lake, S. 91, 92 
latinisms 70, 74 
Latin Vulgate 14, 41, 47, 78, 123 
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Legg, S. 140 
local texts, theory of 22 
Lucian 21, 22, 122-124, 128 
lucianic recension 13, 19, 21, 

122-126 

majority text view 46-48 
Marcion 21, 79, 117 
Martin, V. 141 
Merk, A. 143 
Metzger, B. 14, 19, 21, 30, 56, 59, 

61, 122-123 
Miller:, E. 32 
Moslem conquests 48 
Moulton, J. H. 108 

Nestle, E. 140 
"neutral" text 20-24, 56, 57, 124 
non-distinctive Byzantine readings 

28 

old Antiochian readings 22, 68 
old Latin version, 47, 68, 78, 123, 

126 
"old uncials" insufficient for com

plete picture of early textual 
material 60, 62 

Oliver, H. 21, 92 
Origen 21, 24, 26, 33, 40, 41, 42, 

44-45, 72, 79-80, 93, 96-97, 
109, 113, 115, 117-118, 128 

Pamphilus 21 
papyri cited in support of dis

tinctive and non-distinctive K 
readings 55-69, 70-81, 145-
208 

consulted 140-141 
Parvis, M. 123 
Pasquali, G. 60 
patristic argument, 

as used by Hort 15, 26-30, 78, 
130 

flaw in Hort's 77-81 
time limits of, upset 102 

patristic evidence 15, 26-30, 77-81 
Pelagius 78 
Peshitta version 13 
Pfeiffer, R. 114 
Pickering, W. 33, 46, 47 
polarization 4, 5 
"prefer the more difficult reading" 

114 
"prefer the shorter reading" 23, 

88-89, 114 
preservation 

and inspiration 16, 32-36 
and history of the text 55-56 

provenance of Byzantinc tcxt 
104-106, 127 

providence 
and inspiration 16, 32-36, 37-45 
the K text and 32-36, 40-45 
number of MSS indicates 32, 36 
other text-types and 36, 128 
misused 44, 45 

recension(s) 21, 121, 122-125 
Roberts, C. 105 
Robertson, A. 108 
Romans 4 7-48 
Ross, J. 114 

Sandys, J. 125 
Saunders, E. 96 
scribal habits 65-66 
scribes 43 
Scrivener, R 117, 144 
Semler 13 
Septuagint (LXX) version 44, 45, 

115, 128 
shorter reading 23, 88-89, 114 
sigla 137-139 
silence 

of the Fathers explainable 77-81 
ofhistory regarding a lucianic re

cension 122-126 
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